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CHAPTER I

Two Cities - The Experimental Settings

In the state of Oregon in the Pacific Northwest, the population

boom of the 1940s and 1950s resulted in the attainment by one county of

Standard teetropolitan Statistical'Area (SMSA) status by the 1960 Census.

This was -- and still'is ,- the only SMSA in the state outside of

Portland -- a rity of al ,past 400,000 in a three county SMSA of about

822,000 peop'e.

The two major population centers in Lane County, the newest SMSA,

arc th neighboring cities of Eugene and Springfield. It is those cities

and their school districts that constitute the natural laboratory for the

study of school politics reported in the following chapters. In this

of the experiments undertaken as well as of purposes of the research

t

/II

chapter we shall describe something of these community laboratories prior

1969, the year of our first set of research measurements and something

undertaking.

The Communities of Eugene and Springfield

The two school districts that encompass the cities of Eugene and

Springfield were selected as experimental and control communities in

this study for two reasons. One was that in the first but not in the

second city a political decision was made to engage in a highly-publicized

effort to modernize the public school system through the introduction of

new teaching techniques. The second reason was that a certain political
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current of extreme conservation had made itself evident in local politics

in both cities, which provided an occasion to explore the potential move-

ment of that currelt into school politics -- a domain ft has been known

to enter in other communities on occasion. . .

The two cities are felativeiy small even though in 1965 Eugene

is the second largest city in the state and Springfield is the sixth

largest. By 1960, Eugene was a city of approximately 51,000 inhabitants,

while Springfield contained nearly. 20,000 citizens. Their school

districts headquartered in their respective cities, but the boundaries.

of those districts extended beyond the two sets of.city limits into

suburban and more rural environs.

Both cities and oath. school districts had grown rapidly in pop-

ulation from 1940 to 1950 and continued their growth, although at a
.

slower rate, in the decade the 1950s. .From 1940' to 1950, the city of

Eugene, comprising the bulk of the school district's population, grew

in populationfrom 20,838 to 35879. -From 1950 -to 1960, the

population moved from 35,879 to 50,977 inhabitants, In Springfield,

a very small town of 3,805 residents in,1940:became a city of 10,807

in 1950 and of 19,616 inhabitants in 1960. The school populations..

grew from 4,294 to 12,703 in Eugene in these two decades and from

1,341 to 6,754 in Springfield during the -same period.

Eugene was the home of the University of Oregon, a fact that

combined with the less than enthusiastic efforts in the past to attract

industry to give a white collar, middle class cast to the city. This

was the appearance, even though about half of the working force was

actually engaged in blue rather than white collar occupations. As the

seat of the county government and with a complex of both state and
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federal agencies, this traditional rail center of both wholesale and

retail trade for surrounding still-rural environs eriphas i zed the quality

of the schools as well as the college preparatory character of ::he

curriculum.

Springfield, en the other hand, the :enter at the mere

recently developed 'cumber capitol" of the region. As forests were cut

over to meet the needs of the nation in the early war years, lumber

proces/ing and manufacturing shifted its geographical center from more

northerly areas to central, western Oregon, and particularly to Lane

County and the city of Springfield. Annexations of much of the newly-

located lumbering factories and warehouses saw Springfield grow in area

as well as in population during the late forties and fifties. Because,

the economic lifeblood of Springfield was the industriil effort to

harvest and process and transport lumbers-its reputation as a blue

collar, working class community accorded with reality. A very s4all'

proportion of Springfield citizens had white collar occupations.

During the early fifties, the school system of Springfield

seemed to concentrate its energies in developing the plant and equip-

ment necessary for the large new numbers of children whose relatively

young parents had migrated there to work in the lumber companies. A

community of traditionally few cultural and entertainment facilities,

and with Springfielders sufficiently mobile in.their cars and jeeps

to consume the services offered by nearby Eugene, various civic leaders

4mnded energies to develop successfully local recreational' and park

facilities and services during the late forties'and during the fifties

while the schools did their share by providing high school athletics%

for the students, their parents, and the sportsminded citizens generally.

- ".""nr"."-!- '"-sr=7,e ^"---"""
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College careers were still few and far between for the graduates of

Springfield's high schools compared to the situation in the sister

city of Eugene although by 1959 increasing emphasis was being placed

in the school system itself on efforts to increase the proportions of

Aftwilame,k"lismA 4" 44.4^ -r I_ AWV514UWWWWW JVIA1011 oaI ;dila MIll .I i.7. snr U11.34elib UT VOW cit.JCS

been relatively faithful supporters of the schools at the polls in the

post-war era, pardcularly the Eugeneans. Although turnouts were tra-

ditionally small, as they are in most communities, voters ordinarily

responded affirmatively both to requests to reaffirm approval of the

basic operating budget (a system peculiar to the state and explained

in the next chapter) and for special levies to finance bond :4ssues

for capital construction. Prior to 1959, Eugeneans had las.4, voted

against a budget in 190 when the construction of a new high school

had caused public divisions in the ordinarily consensual annual politics

of budget-passage.

Local politics in Eugene and Springfield apart from school

politics had somewhat different post-war traditions. In Eugene, a

more or less unified civic leadership devoted energies to constructing

the facilities needed for suddenly increased population, Although

the city had a municipally-owned electric and water utility company

that had solid support from the community at large, there were indi-

cations of occasional stirrings by conservative citizens objecting to

what appeared to be constant local tax increases. That ideology seemed

to be part of the pi pure in the failures of some citizens to obtain

municipally-owned parking lots, public kindergartens and fluoridation

of the city water system. In 1960 the radical right joined with

others in administering a crushing' defeat to a proposed urban renewal

-flooron"--
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TABLE 1-1

SCHOOL -BUDGET AND,80ND ISSJE
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progrm in the downtown area.1 A proposed expressway through the city

was not only defeated; the authority to build such roads waq removed

from the city council by the witers'through in initfatiise !detition

route. On the other hand, the forcet of community conservation and

progressive conservatism were successful in a variety of civic improve-

ment measures at the pollsthibugh the same period.2

Springfield, on the. other hand, had much more tumultuous politics

in the decide and a half since World War II. The initiative, referendum

and recall were almost standard weapons in battles between forces of

labor and management,, downtown tefichants and suburban industrialists,

community conservationists and radical rightists. The qtiestion of a

.municipally owned utility was not resolved when the voters established

ono; competition between the municipal and the privately owneduiility
2:

continued within the city of Springfield. Urban renewal was approved

by a small margin, tut opponents then thwarted future prograMs by

eliminating the city's housing code, a federal requiremeht for urban

renewal.

All in all, Springfield was the city of almost constant local

political turmoil during this period compared to the comparative peace

and quiet of Eugene's city politics. Yet both cities by 1959 were com-

munities where the local manifestations of the national rising of the

far right made various school decision-makers wonder whether their

AK.NOMIO.n.111111Ma

1Agget% Robert E. "Panel Studies of Comparative Community Political
Decision-Making: Dynagics of Urban Renewal," Chapter 12 in M. K.
Jennings and 1. H. Zeigler (eds.), The Electoral process(Englewood
Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hallo Inc.;11N6T,

2Agger Robert E., Daniel Goldrich, and Bert E. Swanson, The
R4lers and the Ruield: Political Power and I tense in American or

WORTE-TETT6TE-765-NTTi37373Eis, nc., , see Chapter `T Tor

niiEllion of these ideologies.
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arenas were to witness similar efforts to curtNil existing services or

to block extensions or reorganisations of- educational programs and prac-

tices by man and women whose anger:seemed to be.directed,in part at the

decision-making.authority of administrative officials, bureaucrats, and

"experts" which was so traditional a pattern In. local school power

structures. The openness of con unity politics in both cities and the

existence of organized radical right groups with.some experience and,

perhaps most-importantly, some success in attaining power in the local

Klity simultaneously distinguishesthe.kindsiof communities in which

the research reported in the following pages took place and provides
,. .

particularly interesting and accessible settings to observe the conse-

quences on citizens.and school.politics of a .rOor effOrt, to innovate

in a local public school system.

The Natural Experiment and the Research Qesign.

The year 1959 marked the last time at 'which measurements might

be made in both Eugene and Springfield prior to the introduction' of the

majo experimental variable: a hi6hlipublicizedt-focused program of

educational modernization Innovations in Eugene's public school system.

The Eugeo school syttem, as every public school system,. faces at

every moment in tire a complex-of problems for which innovations-might

be designed to provide more satisfactory soltitions Or states of affairs

than currently mist. Thii has become most ab4foui 'even to lay publics

,7

in recent years with the major expenditures of resources' on such matters

as developing a more efficient and productivi teaching. technology' (teach-

ing machinesv the "new" mathematics and English, teaching :via- closed-
. r

circuit televisioa, etc:), devel4pfn6 a merirprodUctive aggregation of



educational resources through the eliMinatiov of one-room school

houses and consoliditivg small districts into larger, unified districts,

and, most recently, developing special program; and practices for meeting

the needs of increasingly permanent poverty groups in American society.

The poverty program has its educational thrust In pre-school programs,

in quasi-kindergarten operations such as Operation Headstart, in

"model schools" for ghettos, black and white, in intermediate school

patterns, and in various programs of "special education" designed par-

ticularly for the culturally disadvantaged -- including the transporta-

tion or bussing of children to schools In more culturally advantaged

areas.

Eugene, as Springfield, had a manifold of alternative innovations

potentially engaging the attention and energies of educational decision-

makers desirous of securing a more 5atisfActory goal-attaiament, not to

speak of securing ends that first required the specification of additional

goals as within the legitimate purview of educational authorities. As.

simply one example, a report in 1964 by the officials of the county

in which both Eugene and Springfield are located indicated that the

area was lagging behind national efforts in its special educational

programs for the exceptional child.3 Sixteen per cent of the county's

students qualify as:exceptional in some respect --.mental retardation,

behavioral problems, speech, reading, hearing or vision impairments,

physical limitations or superior intellect. Less than one - quarter of

such exceptional children were assertedly being servo in the county

compared to a ,national service rate of 35 per cent.

3fimmamdster-Guard, November 25, 1964, Sec. 6, p. 1.
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The- aforemantioned listing of categories used by: the county's

direct& of special education'to. designate.: the. meaning of the exceptional

chi Id and -of special education) as the tern has been used is -neiter 144-

syncratic nor 'without' rigni Mance in ten* of what; it exc.! udas. .

Children of superior inteliedt are mentioned,! chtidren ior._whom many

school systems mice a' special'. Wort do. provide. ,programs of enrichment:

or other special educational- opportunities. does.-.not 'Include 'children

of "superior interests'' albeit Without superior: intel 'NOs, nor children

of average' intellett'but with the special problems thaVaccrue to those

froM 'Or cultural Ty disadvantaged sectors of .societyl

For reasons that .are' flartli .due.Ao the ;partialar person who ,be tame

itidene'S sUpdrinterident, spank/ *0 the traditions of: the. community

as Will at Of the cular *School. boavd= of di rectors :then 4i %office

and 014 ly. to' 'patterns Mt! 'prodetses' evident nationally-.in :the. late .

1950i; Eutene's(school Otter began aMuch. publicized program :to. mod,

ernize 'focal iduati on to": bring . the latest. technology of.- a sbu.mAn. and

physical engineeitni chiirecter to the procedures . and!prec.tises: of

teathirti fri the `publid sChoOl1s4.. 'This-program was .design.ed not for the

poverty-stri Ckeri 'pupils iitr the' "culturally deprived" hut, Tethers ifor

the segment of pupils a,*i 'parents .historrically bound for:and ..aPprAci4tive

of the college 'preparatory "track ". thotightitto be thd .contraltAask ,

tile* public school 'system. -IN a basic sense, the progra; was teffort.

to make routine and don-special *vtirious teaching te,,7,hnigiu,es.,that..4d

earl fir been rttirded as 'spedialieducati:thi t.particularlyf for ; the students

of superidr or abOve4verage intellect. ;A

The notion of Winging into the.).day4toiiday..activit1es of..teachers

and' edit' i strators such innovations as team. teaching, *specially. ski l led
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"resource" teachers, and other features of modern pedagogy was thought

by a variety of school officials to be productive of better teaching

that would be bound to benefit all kinds of students. Yet, as we

shall see, the effort to establish a mare :experimental attitude on.

+ha nAw+ of +a/304mm.: 4.nnle 4.ka Co.wow..... .. 4 Ar... w. L V.AMMI -r3.1,4.. *ma sari neva tvu J1 I ssteIVZ le

1959 to 1963, of improved or innovating teaching techniques of most

were most likely to perceive such benefits accruing therefrom. It was

this widely-publicized program of new teaching techniques, known in

local school jargon as "the Eugene Project, ". that constituted the ex-.

perimental factor of critical interest in this study.

During 1959, and prior to the introduction of the Eugene Project,

immediate benefit to the college- bound; or at least parents and patrons

random sample surveys were conducted in the school districts of both

Eugene and Springfield: At that time 7(i3 randomly selected adults

were interviewed in Eugene and 528 sirdlarly chosen adults were inter-

viewed in Springfield. Base-line measurements were obtained, including

attitudes or orientations towards various aspects of their ,Jblic school

systems. In 1963, 250 and 271 respondents in the Eugene and Sprinofield

samples, respectively, were re-interviewed while additional smaller

samples, in each city were interviewed for the first time. Efforts were

made to assess whether orientations of citizens towards their schools

were affected during this four-year period by the inititation in Eugene

of the program of new teaching techniquesb i.e., of the Eugene Project.

Springfield was .to serve as the experimental control community given.

'le fact that it did not engage in a comparably massively publicized

program of new teaching techniques. Because Springfield did, in fact,

initiate various aspects of new teaching techniques during this four

" _ re-a rqr
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year period, the experiment concerned a widely-publicized versus a

much (Weter, more administrative program of new teaching techniques

(A third community was selected for the initial purpose of control

which did not institute such new teaching techniques, even in a non-

public, quiet manner.)

In any such natural experiment wherein the experimental com-

munity witnesses a major experimental stimulus such as the Eugene Project

and the control community does not, efforts must be made to examine

the natural history between the two sets of pre- and ,post-experimental

measurements to assess how likely any changes in the measurements in

the experimental community, or any differences in the before and

after measurements between the experimental and control communities,

might be . to other factors than the experimental stimulus. The

various experimental stimuli tho'ight to be of relevance are described

in the next chapter along with the Eugene Project and Springfield's

less rublic program of new teaching techniques. At the secoci point

in time at which measurements were made via the sample survey, Eugene

suffered a comparatively extraordinary defeat of its basic budget --

not once, but twice befom final passage just prior to the opening of

schools in the fall. Those school budget defeats became intertwined

with the Eugene Project in the eyes of a number of school officials and

lay citizens in Eugene. The researchers were also uncertain whether

those electoral events were or were not aspects of citizen reaction

to the Eugene Project. Their occurrence provided rig especially Rood

opportunity to probe into the questioa and to illqminate some of the

fascinating dynavics of the politics of school budget defeats and pas-

sage, some of which We think are quite revealing of the dynamics of
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such events in other communities even though the personalities and

conditions of other communities differ to some inescapable degree

from those of Eugene in 1963.

A Birds ,Eye View of Some of the Findings

The findings to be reported in detail in the following pages

can be summarized in short as follows. The Eugene Project had very

limited impacts in affecting citizen orientations ton.rds their

schools. The impact was quite limited in part because a comparatively

unprecedentej program of public information and public relations Nached

relatively few people in the community -- at *least insofar as the local

trademark the Eugene Project' was concerned. Further analysis revealed,

however, that both Eugene's and Springfield's (far less publicized)

program of new teaching techniques seemed to have substantial rein-

forcement of pre-existing positive public school attitudes and improve-

ment of initially less than positive public school attitudes. Both

programs had a visible impact in terms of the content of citizen

conversation about their schools, as well as impacts on various kinds

of citizen orientations towards their schools.

Analysis of these impacts revealed that they did not take place

in a straightforward fashion as predicted by a simple local autonomy

model of educational decision-making's effects on citizens. The

third community, that was characterized by the absence of any i4C-

stantial innovations in teaching techniques, attested to the existence

of process that provides for both local decision-miking impacts and

the inflows of information and perspectives from the national deci-

sional arena. That is to say,in the community without new teaching
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techniques cttizens who approved of them were fans of the schools

even though the schools there had not yet introduced .them. What

seems to happen is that in communities such as Eugene and Spring-

field where innovations occur' in new teaching techniques, the

proportions of citizens who learn .of them increase, and with awareness

of such local innovations comes a greater degree of approval of them.

And it is approval of new teaching techniques that relates to positive

orientations towards numerous aspects of the public school system.

In the course of making such inferences from the panel study,

that is from the sets of measurements made on a set of respondents at

two or more times, and in the course of inferring from the data that

the defeat of Eugene's school. budget was not a consequence of the

introduction of the program of educational modernizatioo, the import-

ance of psychological orientations, perspectives or attitudes began

to be more fully appreciated. It became possible to measure through

items on at 'tudes various social psychological manifestations of what

we term "cultural class." It became possible to demonstrate that such

social psychological orderings of sets .of citizens gave independent

and sometimes better predictive power in regard to v4pious aspects of

schoul political behavior than did such indicators of social class as

formal educational level or than did such indicators of educational

ir _rests as having children.in public school or not. An orientation

that we term the generalized civic improvement. orientation not only

related extremely strongly to school budget voting intention but

extended beyond school policy matters to a disposition towards taxes

to "improve city services,"
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Those,, and other, findings are detailed in the pages that follow.

We shall add only one other finding at this point. The study revealed

in manifest ways -- to the extent that Eugene and Springfield are not

unique or extremely atynical -- that educational decision-makers face

at one and the same time a much more structured situation than they

realize) or a situation structured differently than many of them

realize, and a citizenry that is more changeable and less rigid than

one might expect given the fact that some citizens are almost perma-

nent fans of the schools and cl:hers are almost permanent foes. Citized

orientations towards the schools are not static; they do change over

tine. A number of citizens seem to be so marginally-related to the

schools that their attitudes change almost at random. On the other

hand, changes in such citizen orientations are traceable in a number

of instances to particular actions of educational decision-makers whether

those be to institute approved programs of new teaching techniques, lr

even mo,fte approved programs for the more culturally disadvantaged

citizens, or to appear to be responsive to a few influentiali and to

ignore the wishes of less substantial citizens in deciding whose

children must bus to a new school in a suburban part of town. And it

is a structured cultural class system that faces educational decisiw-

makers, a system of which they are part without always or fully

realizing it and a system that does not correspond to simple socio-

economic class categories or even more simplified interested-unintmsted

or dutiful-apathetic dichotomies of a kind frequently used by school

officials in their own decision-making calculations.

It is such cultural class systems that cry for further research,

analysis, and understanding, and it is such policy perspective and
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attitude changeability and opinion-formation that cry for a continua-

tion of the analysis that stops far short in this report of clarifying

the dynamics of concern. Our own natural experimental research con-

tinues and we already have collected data o \'ar additional periods of

time that we hope wili lead to a better understanding of what factors

lead to changes in other factors rather than simply having to remain

content with statements of relationship that do not specify more clearly

the directions of particular cause-and-effect flows.

In the following chapter, the reader is introduced to the par-

ticular citizen orientations towards their schools that comprise one

set of the key dependent variables of the study. The key independent

variable, the Eugene Project, and the Rev, teaching technilues in the

Springfield school svatem, as well as otter possible experimental stimuli

in both cities, are described in some detail. The reader should be

cautioned that it is impossible to avoid giving the impression that

the Eugene Project and other local educational events reported in

Chapter II constituted mere of the daily news or of current community

events than they actually did from 1960 to 1963. Although both the

Eugene Proje( ; and the Eugene school boundary controversy were given

extraordinary coverage in the local press and the former was also the

subject of numerous special pieces of literature. international:

national, state and other community news con.: ti the major mosaic

into which tiny bits and pieces of such school news were embedded.

This cautionary note is introduced' not only because the reader

is bound to receive much more If a cumulative, compressed, intensive

picture of local school politics from the next chapter than did the

average or even non-average citizen of Eugene from 1959 to 1960 but

also to underline that this sieess on 1 ocal educational happenings omits
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the kinds of information and messages to the citizens of these Oregon

communities frong more diverse sources of national educational develop-

ments. Post-Sputnik concerns with educational modernization innova-

tions and needs on the part of national government, civic leaders, end

educational officials, as well as stories of such programs and policies

as instituted in other communities, were part and parcel of the educa-

tional environment of Eugeneans and Springfielders through their news-

papers, television, magazines and other informational sources. The

reader will appreciate in Chapter IV that the failure to even attempt

to obtain measurements, however crudely, of the kinds and amounts of

such Antra-community sources of potential influence on the community

educational orientations of citizens in the two Northwestern cities

Was in the first instance a failure in the' theory that guild this

study. While we can assume that for the most part such extra-community

influences were similar for Eugeneans and Springfielders (as' well as

for residents of the third, control community), we cannot make that

assumption for subgroups within each city, nor can tg- deal with the

conceivably variable kinds and Aelrawits of such national decision-

making influent* over time -- from 1959 to 1963 and later. With these

caveats relative to limitations of the study, we turn now to the

study itself.

-,-...TliMWSIGG-le-

FAT
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C 3APTER II

CHANGE= STABILITY IN CITIZEN ORIEUTATIONS TOWARD THEIR SCHOOLS:

A NATURAL EXPERIMENT FRMI 1979 TO 1963

in order to test for the effects, if limy of the introduction

of a major program of Modernization innovations, the cone Project,

and of one of its central feeturee, new teaching .'techniques, it behooves

us to describe the effects in whiee we are interested and thele states

as of Times 1 and 3 (1959 and 1963) in Leeene and Epringfieldeethe

experimental and control coeu)

We shall take size measures as indicative of viedous aspects of

citizen orientations toward their public school eysteL. Veese consist

of a) very general ratings of the school syeteme b) at, edueatiouel

ideology evaluation, c) a whoa decisionemaker cynicism item, d) a con-

ception of the edhoolecommunity power steeucteree and elf) teo fiscal

attitudinal items regarding programs of additional special education

end establishing public kindergartens (the latter absent in 'ooth come

munition). Perhaps the key aspect of citizen orientations) toward their

public schools is their voting support of, or opposition to, operating

budgets and bond issuas. A separate daapter will be devoted to the

analysis of the impacts of the Eugene Project and other factors aa bee..

havior in school budget elections. The aforementioned kinds of citizen

orientations are important in their own rieet however, in affecting

the degree to which school officials can oommunicatewith, orgertze
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support Prom among, and learn of needs and criticisms of citizens in

regard to non- electoral program decisions. Moreover, as we shall soon

show, they all oeem to be related, to greater or lesser degrees, to

citizen school election, voting intentions.

The Operational Definitions of Citizen School Orientations Variables

The first variable, a) the general rating of the schools, is

derived from specified responses of "very good," "goodt" anti "not very

gooP with those refusing, unable to answer, or responding by saying

"don't kmaw" being classified in a fourth category. The item asked for

a rating in those terms of "the local public school system."

The second variable, b) an educational ideology evaluation, was

derived from Guttman- scaling procedures applied to a eix-point asree

strongly through disagree strongly set of response alternatives for the

following four statements:

1) The public schools are not teaching the fundamentals as well
as they used to

2) Nowadays children get pampered too much in the public schools.

3) There is too much emphasis on cooperation in our public schools
and not enough emphasis on competition.

4) Public schools change too many children away from their
rarents' ideas.

These items were developed by Peter Rossi and associates for the

Bay City study and termed The Criticism Index" in an =published memo-

mndum. It was termed the "censure" scale by William D. Knill whose

Guttman-scaling procedures, order of item difficulty, cutting points,

1
Appendix A container information on the scale developed from these
item.
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and analysis were applied to the Tine 1 data collected in Eugene and

Springfield.2 Analysis of the Time 3 data indicated that the order

of item difficulty remained the same, thereby permitting an identical

Time 3 scale-construction. Knill preferred tha term "censure" in that

he felt that the wevrii "critinism" as used by the l'nrmnift+Arn of +Ilona

items implied a discriminating, conscious judgment which these items

did not necessarily tap. In our view this scale sews to represent a

continuum whose poles might be termed "traditional" and "progressive"

in orientations toward the proper role and functions of the schools,

and those orientations are .useful l4 conceived of as ideological .n

character. 3

It appears as a matter of face validity. that those who.agree with

these items are unhappy with a, perceive& undue progressivism in the

operations of the public schools. This would seem to be the case on

the assumption that the traditional-minded would be prone to be die..

satisfied and critical--given the numerous critiques in the popular press

and 4ournals prepared by articulate publicists propounding a return to

a more "basic," more "fundamental," more traditional method of teaching.

It is unclear as to whether disagreement comes from a perception that

the schools are presently auitably progressive or traditional in their

orientations.

111M

2William Douglas Knill, "An Analysis of ,Attitudes Toward the Public

Schools," (Unpublished doctoral dissertations School of Education,

University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon, June, 1960).

3As a matter of ideology, these orientations would represent au elab.

3ration and .specification of an aroest of that concept as cleaned in

Robert E, Agger, Daniel Goldrieh, and Bert Swansc1,1Mselersandthe
Lied Political Power and lm otenee in American CommuniA2SOie444-

York: John Wiley & one, 19 4 , pp. 14.32.
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To test that assumption more directly, two relatively moralistic,

ideological-type items Were taken from the noted P-scale and correlations

run between those items and those comprising the educational ideolog-

ical scale. The B.scale items were:

What youth needs most is strict discipline, rugged
determination, and the will to work and fight for
family and country.

and

Most of our social problems could be solved if we could
somehow get rid of the immoral, feebleminded, and
crooked people.

Every one of the four traditionalist-progressive items (a term here-

inafter used for this educational ideology evaluation scale) was

positively related to the two selected P -scale items at Times 1 and

3 (1959 and 1963) among the Eugene-Springfield respondents. The

traditionalist-progressive items when scaled as a whole, ae measured

at Times I and 3, were positively associated with those two items also

measured at those two points in time. Thus it would appear that those

disagreetag with these items do tend to be progressive in orientation

rather than people who are satisfies that the schools are performing

their tasks adequately and properly in a traditional manner.

School decision -maker cynicism, variable o), is measured by

asking respondents:

If you were concerned about a local community problem and
contacted the appropriate officials, how do yoy think they
would react? Which of the following statemen+ -1st describes

the way the officials in each group would res to you?

School officials would . . .

1) Understand my problem and do what they could about it,
2) Listen to me bat would try to avoid doing anything.vould

txy to pass the buck,
3) Ignore me or would.dismiss me as soon as they could.
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The conception of an aspect of the school-community power structure

used for variable d) relates to the images of citizens about the political

etatus roles of school officials--whether they are responsive to demands

by the citizens, or by influentials, or are relatively autonomous de-

cision.Rmakers. The specific item read:

Which of the following statements do you think best applies to
these officials? Sollee7i officials. . .

i

1 Do pretty much what the citizens want,
2 Do what some of the more influential people want,
3, to what ti.imemselves think best. (Emphasis in the

interview schedule.7r"

Finally, attitudes toward expenditures for special eduction

programs and kindergartens, variables e) and f), were measured, by asking

respondents:

Would you tell us what you feel about the following things,
whether you strongly. approve, approve, are undecided, disapprove,
strongly disapprove or don't care?

Spending more money on special education.
2 Providing public kindergartens out of school tax monies.

4The analytic or theoretical assUmption is that for the most part
respondents selecting the alternative indicating school official
responsiveness to the citizens have a more positive view of such
officials than those selecting the other alternatives. To some
extent this is incorrect, for some of the citizens, particularly.
"Iighly educated citizens, tend to feel that school deoisionierekers
ought to be relatively autonomous aacisionemakers and, hence, their
selection of the third alternative listed above does not necessarily
mean that they have a more negative view of officials than those
selecting the first alternative. Thus, we expect that in some of th
relationships reported below there are weaker associations between
this variable and others than there would have been if the measure
more accurately reflected a pesittveenegative evaluative dimene.on.

However, see the relationship reported in Table 2.1 and the dis-
cussion o: the "right rulers" dimension in Chapter 4, infra.'
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Relationships of Citizen School Orientations Variables
any School Budget Vetting Intentions

Before the actual collection and analysis of the data, we were

quite uncertain as to whether the aXorementioned citizen school orien-

tations variables would relate to such matters as pre-election voting

intentions. A case could be made that one or more or all of the variables

would be unrelated to school budget voting attitudes because of the over-

riding importance of such factors as whether or not people had children

in school, or whether they were members of such sdhool-related organiza-

tions as the Parents.Teadhers Association, or whither they were non-

participents in school affairs. A non. participant in Scheel affairs,

for example, theoretically could rate the schools as "very good," con.

ceive of school decision -makers as responsive to individual citizen

demands in a trusting rather than cynical framework, and so on, bit be

prepared to vote against school budgets because of the irrelevance of

schools to him as witnessed by his apathy or monccrarticipation. An

earlier-reported analysis of Time 2 data in Eugene indicated that

favorable attitudes both toward peolic kindergartens and spending more

money on special education did, relate positively to pro-school budget

attitudes, but the relationship was not particularly strong, especially

in the case of the special education. variable.5

Our findings indioate (Table 2-1) that every ant dethe selected

variables sild relate to voting intentions in both Eugene and Springfield

at Time 3. On the first variable, the very general rating of the schools,

5
See Robert E. Anew, "The Po-eJics of Local Edteation: A Comparative
Study of Community Deoision4aking9" in A Forward Look. .The Prelmlaa
of School Administrators 1 0, ed. by Donald Tope &ono: University
of Oregon Press, 19 0 pp. 131-172.



:TABLE 2-1

Relationships betven Citizen School Orientationz Vaiiablis
and :school Budget Voting Intentions -Time 3

1..=m11,-
adelma.....wrial....opn=ea.......vamw

yosim Intentions :Jimmt

For Against
Not No Anewer Totals
Clare non't leow % N

a. Rating of the Schools
Very good 38% 44 15 2 99 81
Good 30% 49 21 1 301. 146
Not very good --% 90 10 - 100 10
Don't know 17% .58 25 .

.

10t 12

b. Educational Ideology

Progressive (approving) 46% 37 17 - 100 54
53% 34 11 3 101 38
30% 56 15 - 101 61
22% 56 20 2 100 41

Traditional (critical). 6% 69 23 3 01 35

. Mixed

No answer

c. School Decision-maker Cynicism
Trusting (do what they

could)
Cynical (pass the buck)
Very cynical (ignore me)
Distant (don't know and

no answer)

d. Conception of School Officials'
Responsiveness

14% 48 38 100 21

42% 39 18 1 100 147

:2% 57 20 . "99 49
--% 100 -. 100. 23

14% . 52 28 7 101 29

To citizens 40% 40 19 1 1015 75
To themselves 33% 50 16 1. 100 101
To influentials .26% 63 14 - 100 42
Don't know and no answer 10% 55 31 3 99 29

e. Spending for Special Education
.

Strongly approve 47% qt1.4.
.. MA

:: : .
. 101 43

Approve 39% , ay 19 2 . 101 122
Undecided and don't care 10% 51 37- 2 100 41

Disapprove 10% 90 .... 100 30
Strongly disapprove 9% 91 .0. .- 100 11

Don't know and no answer 67% 33 .... 1 Il 00

f. Increasing Taxes for Public
Kindergartens

Strongly approve 47% 37 16 ,4 100 19
Approve 47% 32 18 3 100 60
Undecided and don't care 30% 46 94. 100 50
Disapprove 26% 59 15 . 100 86
Strongly disapprove . 9% 70 18 3 100 33
Don't know and no answer --% 50 . sp 100 2

1,71ftk

11111111FOOmP

4111111101/111
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TABLE 2-1 (Continued)

Relationships between Citizen School Orientations Variables
and Sthool Budget Voting Intentions-4ime 3

Voting Intentions - Springfield

Not No Answer TotalsFor A gainst Sure Don't Knnw % N
a. Rating of the Schools

Very good 38% 45 16 1 100 96
Good 23% 56 21 1 101 145
Not very good 27% 64 9 100 11
Don't know 11% 78 6 6 101 18

b. Educational Ideology
Progressive (approving) 43% 31 24 2 100 54

32%
fi

sto
r

22 100 41
Mixed 25% 56 18 1 100 68

30% 62 7 2 101 61
Traditional (criticill) 14% 69 17 100 29
No answer --% 72 22 ; 100 18

c. School Decision-maker Cynicism
Trusting (do what they

39% 42 19 1 101 171could)
.

Cynical (pass the buck) 12% 70 18 - 100 50
Very cynical (9nve me) ..% 84 16 - 100 25
Distant (don't know end

12% 72 8 8 100 25no answer)

d. Conception of School Officials'
Responsiveness

To citizens 44% . 36 19 - 99 99
To themselves 24% 57 17 2 . 100 90
To influentials 12% 69 19 - 100 58
Don't know and no answer 8% 75 8 8 99 24

e. Spending for Special Education
Strongly approve 54% 29 17 - 100 41
Approve 29% 49 20. 2 100 143
Undecided and don't care 19% 58 21 2 100 43
Disapprove 7% 90 3 - 100 29
Strongly disapprove 8% 77 15 - 100 13
Don't know and no answer -4 100 .. - 100 2

f. Increasing Taxes for Public
Kindergartens

Strongly Approve 45% 35 20 - 100 20
Approve 37% 45 18 - 100 65
Undecided and don't care 28% 43 30 - 101 47
Disapprove 22% 62 14 2 100 101

Strongly disapprove 18% 68 8 5 99 38
Don't know and no answer .mked -- -- . - -- --
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there was a strongly skewed distribution with relatively few people

evaluating the schools as "not very good." However, it is clear that

an44-budget sentiments increased as one moved from citizens who rated

the schools as "very good" through those rating the schools as "good"

to the small minority rating the schools as "not very good." In Eugene,

not a single one of the 10 respondents rating the schools as "not very

good" was for the school budget measure--compared to 38 per cent of those

rating the schools as "very good" being in favor of that measure.

The relationships between these variables and voting intentions

varied from weaker to stronger, but every variable appears to be asso-

ciated with attitudes toward a °property tax increase to pay for a larger

school district budget," our item measuring voting intentions at Time 3.

The strongest relationShip in both cities turned out to be between the

school decision-maker cynicism item and school budgetattitudes. Not a

single one of the most cynical citizens, ire., those who felt they would

be ignored or dismissed by school officials, was for a property tax in-

crease to pay for a larger school district budget, compared to 42 and 39

per cent of those who were trust:iv of their officials, recponsiveness

in Eugene and Springfield, respectively. Bat the other variables also

proved to be relevant for this most important matter of citizen support

for the schools, i.e., citizen dispositions to vete for or against

additional property taxes for school operations. Postponing further

consideration of the matter electeral support and apposition to a

later chapter, we shall now report on the state of affairs in regard

to these six varieties as of TimeS 1 and 3 in both Eugene and 6pri.4field.
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Community Comparison ot Citizen School Orientations: Time 1

The state of citizen orientations on the six dimensiois in the

experimental and control c,mnunities is reported in Table 2.2. Perhaps

the most striking general mien is the similarity of citizen senti-

ments toward their respective school systems in the two cities as of that

time. Although not entirely unexpected, this is somewhat surprising

from two points of view. First, the local financial efforttaxes

levied locally per pupil- -was about the same for Eugene and Springfield,

but the wealth of the two school distrie,:s was substantially different.

In the latter district there was about $1,00U less assessed value of

taxable property per pupil than in the former. This means that the

relative financial effort by citizens to support their schclls was greater

in Springfield than in Eugene. One might assume that this would 1.11ad to

a somewhat jaundiced view of their school officials on the part of the

citizens of Springfield, or at least tc a substantially lesser disposi-

tion to expend more money on such things as special education. One might

even suspect that such a relative financial effort might have led to

serious questioning of the worth of the school system itselfas reflected

in a something less than "very good" evaluation. The logic of the com-

parative analysis suggests that while such a dynamic may have been

occurring for citizens within Springfield, the favorable evaluation of

the schools by citizens there relative to that in Eugene makes that

suspicion and the aforementioned assumptions incorrect.

The second reason for being surprised about the similarity in

citizen school orientations has to dc more directly with the socio-

econamic contrasts in the two communities. As we indicated earlier,

Springfield is not only a city of relatively lower-assessed property
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TABLE 2-2

Citizen School Orlentations as' of Time 1

Eugene Wingfield
Rate the local public schoo.s N % N

Very good 32% 79 37% 101
Gc:d gn 1%4 4fi 130
Not very good 10 24 4 12
Don't know 8 19 10 25
No answer 2 4 1 2

Totals: 1152t MY TM 271'
b. Educational Ideology

Progressive (approving)

Mixed

Traditional (critical)
No answer

c. School Decision-maker Cynicism
Trusting (do what they

could)
Cynical (pass _the buck)

Very cynical (ignore me)
Distant (don't know and

no answer)

d. Conception of School Officials'
Responsiveness

To citizens
To themselves
To influentials
Don't know and no answer

20% 50 21% 57
12 29 11 29
20 51 20 53
ES 62 21 58
11 27 15 41
12 31 12

Totals: TUB ;531-i MN UT

60% 151 62% 169

20 50 16 43
6 15 5 13

34 17 46
Totals: i14n Mb DM 27f

34% 84 41% 111

27 67 25 CS
24 59 17 45
16 40 18 47

Totals: TUTt "Sti 1111%

e. Speeding for Special Education
Strongly approve 22% 54 19% 53
Approve 53 132 59 161
Undecided and don't care T2 31 10 27
Disappove 6 16 7 18
Strongly disapprove 4 10 4 10
Don't know or no answer 3 7 1 2

Tota13: TM FRI TM f7T
f. Increasing Taxes Or Public

Kindergartens
Strongly approve 13% 32 7% 19
Approve 30 76 34 92
Undecided and don't ore 17 33 18 49
Di*approve 2G 51 27 53
Strongly disapprove 15 38 13 36
Don't know or no answer 4 10 1 2

TO UTTotals'. ITI NU
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values, it is a city of lower income, leas well-educated, more blue

collar oitizans than is the case in Eugene. it has been noted in many

studies that citizens of lower socio-economic rank tend to be less

supportive and have less favorable evaluations of various aspects of

the operations of pinata schools than those of higher rank. We shall

examine directly whether this was or was not the case in our two cities,

and then specify why, in the light ctr socio-economic differences between

the communities, citizen scht.ol evaluations and orientations were so

similar for Eugene= and Sprtagfielders.

It can be seen frog TaSle 2-3 that there is a positive relation -

ship in both cities between reeking of the schools and educational level,

an indicator of socio - economic renk. So too, ia there such a relation-

ship in regard to traditionalism; Llthough it is tot linear in Spring-

field. There the moderately educated era more prograsstVe than are the

highly educated. Educational decision-nawIr trust increases.with level

of education, while alienation ("ignore me or Z.ismiss me") and distance

("don't know") increases as level of education decreesas. Ignorance

aft or inability to conceive of, the political status race of school

offioials increases with decreasing levels of education. In Ezens,

there is an increasing conception of decision-making autonomy on the

part cf school officials with increasing levels of education; whereas

in Bpvitgfield there is an increasing conception of school officials

as responsive to citizens as educational level increases. In brath Aites

increasing levels of education mean generally increased support for

greater fiscal efforts ln special education and for the establishment of

public kindergartens. The moderately educated in Springfield are more

strongly approving of kindergartens than the highly educated citimens,
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TABLE 2-3

Relationship of EducatIonal Level to Citizen School
Orientation Variables--Time 1
411111=11MINIMNI.M1.1111WIRMIWINIA=1.11mmomo.11.61a AikswoMINNOI.

a. Rating of the Schools
Very good
Good
Not very goad
On't know

Total N:

b. Educationeil Ideology

Progressive (approving)

Mixed

Level of Education
Eu ene

Low Whurn Nigh

25%
54%
10%
10%
(61)

8%
7%

20%
28%

Traditional (critical) 15%
No answer 23%

Total N: (61)

c. School Decision-raker Cynicism
Trusting (do what they 51%

could)
Cynical (paFJ: the:. Wal 16%

Verl tit) 13%
Distant 20%

Total N: (61)

d. Conception of School Officials'
Responsiveness

To citizens. 29%
To themselves 21%
To influentials 24%
Don't know and no answer 25%

Total N: (61)

e. Spending for Special Education
Strongly approve 8%
Approve 56%
Undecided and don't care 10%
Disapprove 10%
Strongly disapprove 8%
Don't know and no answer 8%

Total U: (61)

f. Increasing Taxes for Public
Kindergartens

Strongly approve Si

Approve 31%
Undecided and don't care 13%
Disapprove 16%

Strongly disapprove . 23%
Don't know and no answer 12%

28 39

48 48
9 10

13 2

(85) (104)

24 48 46
51 47 42

8 1 2
ea !Mb NO 4

(121) (100) (53)

16 30 14 29 21

8 17 7 13 15

27 15 23 15 21

22 25 19 21 27

15 5 15 17 12

11 4 4

(55) (1048) (12221) (100) (53)

62 64

24 19
2 5"

12 12

(85) (104)

38
24

21
17

(85)

33

33

25

10

(104)

47 72 81

17 15 13

7 4 2

29 9 4

(121) (100) (53)

32 47 50

24 20 37

18 19 10

27 13 4

(121) (100) (53)

26 26 12 23 3i

49 . 54 62 60 54

16 11 12 8 10

4 . 7 8 5 6

4 2 7 2

1 1 -- 2 --

(85) (104) (121) (100) (53)

19 13 6 7 10

28 32 32 .34 38

21 16' 14 24 15

18 25, 30 23 .27
12 13 17 11. 10

2 1 2
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and Cle two groups are equal in strong approval of increased expense

diture iv special education.

In Lummary then, while the relationships are not particularly

strong nor aloays linear, citizens of higher educational levels do tend

to have more favorable orientations toward their schools than do oitizena

of lower educatiorvd levels. While there are some reversals between

the moderately and hi,Thly educated, there tend to be relatively sub-

stantial differences bevween the citizens categorized as of low educe.-

tional level and those of higher educational levels.

The difference in educational levels among the citizens of the

two community samples is substAntial. In the Eugene sample 24 per 'ent

of the citizens were classified a: of low educational level, in comparison

with such a classification for 44 iwv! cent of the Springfield, sample.

The proportion of highly educated cW.,:ens Eugene ie. more than double

that of Springfield: 42 to 19 per cent, respectively. Why, then, given

these community differences in socio- economic composition and the afore-

mentioned relationships between sooio-economic level and citizen orienta-

tions toward their schools, do we not find that the citizens or Eugene

have more favorable, supportive attitudes toward their schools than do

the citizens of Springfield?

Taking the rating of the'schools item first, we faumd that the

citizens of Springfield actually rated their schools as very good to a

slighay greater degree, and their schools as not very good to a lesser

degree, than the citizens in Eugene (Table 244), The poorly educated

in both cities had relatively comparable ratings which means that the

relatively small proportion of meteratelYand'hiegly oluoat:effi citizens

in Springfield must have rated their schools more favoribli thOn, did



their oounterpart. Eugene to explain the over-all more favorable

ratings in the former than the latter cite --and this we find to be the

case (Table 2-3). The highly educated and particularly the moderately

educated citizens in Springfield rated their schools as very good more

frequently,. and as not very good lees frequently, than did the highly

and moderately educated citizens of Eugene. This more than made up for

the poorly educated, working class character of Springfield compared to

Dame.

The poorly educated of Springfield were slightly less critical or

somewhat more progressivist in their school orientations than were the

poorly educated of Eugene. This was even more the case with the moderately

educated. These two differences compensated for a more traditionalist

perspective of himuly educated in Springfield compared to the highly

educated in Eugene.

In Springfield the poorly educated were particularly distant from

their decision-makers but in Eugene the poorly educated, while less

distant, were relatively more alienated (Table 2-3, gam). Taken to-

gether, the poorly educated in the two cities were cri_milar in their

school decision- making cynicism attitudes. However, the highly educated

of Springfield and, to a lesser extent. thesmoderatelv educated of that

city. were trusting of school decisionemmakers not only more the= tile

poorly educated Springfielders, but more than the equally well- educated

Eta' ears.

A similar pattern is found for the conception of the sohool-

*community power structure The pooKy educated of both cities were

comparable in their conceptions of the political status roles or rem

sponsiveness of officials. The better-educated, particularly the highly
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educated, Springfielders conceived of their officials as responsive

to the citizens more frequently than did the better- educated Eugeneans.

Turning now to the 3pecial education expenditure item, we find

that the absence of the expected disapproval of the Springfield sample,

'which is comparatively poorer and less vell-educated than the Eugene

sample, is due to a consistent, slightly greater degree of approval

among all educational categoriesin the former than in the latter city.

On the public kindergarten item, the greater degree of strong approval

in Eugene than in Springfield is due primarily to its lack of popularity

with the moderately-.educated Springfielders.

To summarize these complex findings, we note that there is a

tendency for the poorly educated in both communities to be comparably

less favorably inclined to various aspects of their schools than are the

better.ediacated, a pattern of the better- educated in Springfield eval.

uating their scheels and their school officials somewhat more favorably

than their counterparts in Eugene despite the particularly tradition-

alist attitudes of the highly educated in Springfield, and a pattern of

slightly more favorable attitudes on special education although not on

public kindergartens on the part of the several soolo-economic categories

in Sprimeield compared to Eugene. Whatever the reasons, the important

fact for us here is that citizen orientations touard their public schools

as of 1959, Time 1, were quite comparable on these six measures in white

collar, middle-class Eugene and in blue collar, working-class Springfield.

The Natural Experimental Stimuli

A condition common to both Eugene and Springfield is the need for

the voters to ballot each year on the basio sahocA budget. In the absence

7=.
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of a citizen vote to establich a naka base (a vote rarely eacuecring),

of Us= are called upon each Flay to approm that portion of the school

budget which exceeds an =mitt that is sonve 6 par cent. higher than an

oetabliched figure, ordinarily set years earlier. Since after a few

yeate school systems eftu field= operate eta minimally within the so

called 6 per cent limitation figure, this effectively means that the

voters must annually pass on the basic operating budget.

Significant Stimuli in Eugene

AA A relevant consequence of the yearly budget

vote is that new programs which may be controversial, or for which there

is reason to suspect widespread voter disapproval, may be submitted to

the voters as a separate ballot measure to avoid risking defeat for the

basic. operating budget of the schools. Public kindergartens in both

Dagerte and Springfield are of this controversial, nature. In May of 1960,

the voters in the Eugene school district balloted on the question of

establishing.publio kindergartens to replace a system of P.T.A.-eiensered,

part-time fee Itir4e-e-Iyartens which were attended by only a minority of

eligible children in the distriot. These were naturally the children .of

the more effluent sectors of the communitY. Some of the dynamice of

that election have been described elsewhere; 6 the important point here

is that public kindergartens were disapproved by a 3 to I. margin at the

same time that the school budget passed by a 55.45 per cent vote. The

anti-kindergarte campaigh cad the issue itself might have oontributed

to a decrease in citizen approval of public kindergartens, one of our
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six measures of citizen orientations toward their schools. It might have

also had an effect on other measures, particularly attitudes toward

special education programs. We shall see whether or not this naturally.

occurring variable, the .kindergarten dectision.making process, had such

consequences when the Time 3 (1963) states of citizen school orientations

are presented and compared to their states as of Time 1 (1959) in a later

section of this chapter.

A New Su erintendent and the Acadeal.22.1.1.11121e: Immediately after the

Time 1 interviews, a new school superintendent took office in &gene

after a move by his predecessor into a college teaching post. A man of

some national reputation but not known to the bulk of, the city's citizens,

he had taken a relatively noncommittal.positionon the public. kinciargarten.

issue. It would seem that he, did not gain particular. favor with the

group of active public .kindergarten proponents but neither. dig he ap

parently lose favor with the even more numerous ,anti.kinderwten activists.

His own educational programmatic, emphasis,. orientation and philosophy is

perhaps best revealed by quoting extensively from. two articles in the

June, 1960 issue of the.school district's printed newsletter., schsok.

in Review.' The newsletter contains information about the:, schools, and

is distributed four times each year to school children- to carry home.for

their parents. This will also introduce the chronology:of thP.4ugalCle.

Project, the experimental variable of central, concern in this, analysis

of natural events of potential impact on oitizen, orientations; foam

their schools.

In an article with the caption "Program for Eduoatienallx..Able

and Gifted Expanded in Elementary Schools" it was announced that the
...4ovarow 4..." 44.4,4 ^^ ' 4 ^

school board had approved an "expansion of a program for the educationally

,w1411411411Elm4.1,141,
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able and gifted children ill the intermediate grades . . ." Pive

"resource teachers" would be employed to work in "ten schools

chosen on the 'basis of the number of educationally 11.-nd gifted

children who had been identified in the different buildings." The ob-

jectives of that program were listed as;

1) Early identification of educationally able and gifted children.

2) Providing help to each of these children in realizing his
maximum potential in educational, social, and emotional growth.

3) Providing educational opportunities appropriate to the abil-
ities of the educationally able.

4) Assisting teachers to enable them to work more effectively
with these pupils in their classrooms.

There were at that time a total of twenty-three elementary schools.

The remaining thirteen were to share one resource teacher, who would

also le,ve the rc-:ponsibility of coordinating the entire program. A

resource teacher usually worked with small groups of the "academically

talented" children in separate classes a few hours each week on ve,riors

special projects, research topics and the like.

It is revealing to note something of the charaoteristics of the

ten elementary school attendance areas selected. In the Nay, 1959 budget

election seven of these ten school precincts voted for the budget in a

higher ratio than the total vote, whereas only four of the other thirteen

school precincts voted in a comparably higher ratio.

It was found (as of 1963) that there were thirteen ,Republican

elementary school voting precincts, eleven Democratic, and two evenly

balanced precincts, as classified on the baeis.of partr,identifioation of

the regititered voters.. The ten .elementary echools chosen for the resource

teacher program were disproportionately Republicans seven were Republican,

two were Democratic, and one was evenly balanced. inio two Democratic
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precincts were barely so, by a margin of 51 to 49 per cent: in each one.

The Republican-Democratic divisions in the school voting precincts cor-

related highly with the general socio-economic character of each attend-

ance area -- although such areas were larger and more heterogeneous than

the more numerous and more socially distinctive precincts reed in munic-

ipal and state elections. The more heavily Republican precincts tended

to be more affluent, upper-class neighborhoods and sections of the city,

whereas the Democratic precincts were places with opposite characteristics.

The proportion of registered Republicans served as a most useful index

both before and after 1963 not only of school budget and bond issue

support, but also of support for a wide range of municipal, county and

state fiscal measures.

This analysis points up the fact that, however "the number of

educationally able and gifted children's was arrived at in the selection

of the ten schools that were each to receive the half-time services of

a resource teacher, those chosen were disproportionately from the more

advantaged parts of town and of the social struotare.

Educational Modernization--The Eugene Project

The Etgene school administrationis and boards conscious emphasis

on the educationally able and gifted children and its corollary focus

(intended or not) upon the needs of college-bound children of relatively

well-educated Parente continued an orientation.that was not new in this

university citY'orEtgene, but which was to receive additional, poihterl,

public emphasis in the Eugene Project. One week after the passage of

the 1960 school budget and the defeat of the public kindergarten program

it was announced by the school board that the Fund for the Advancement
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of Education (established by the Ford Foundation) had approved a request

submitted by the EUgena school district to provide a ant of $15,000

for a six-months "intensive program of planning and development directei

to accavliehing a district-wide, comprehensive program of change and

innovation in the areas of staff utilization,, curriculum imwovements,

instruciainal methods and administrative organization." The same June,

1960 issue of Schools in Review announced to school patrons that the

Fund for the Advancement of Education (hereinafter referred to as the

Ford Foundation as it was to become known, somewhat inaocurately, to

citizens involved in the project) understood that the school administra..

tton, board of directors, and lay leaders in the Eugene ,..ommunity. were

"committed to effecting changes in the public schools of Eugene." The

'fourteen explicit goals included as the fiat three:

1. The adoption on a district -wide basis of demonstrably
better practices emanating from recent education ex-
perimentation;

2. Incorporation into the basic education program. of the
schools of the improved. practices resulting from ex.

perimentation conducted in. the Eugene Public( Schools;

3. Extensive. use of team teaching.7

In that article the school offioials revealed something of their

thinking about the Eugene citizens as well as something of their own

attitudes':

Eugene and its suburban areas represent the type of community
that can engage in such a project with considerable promise
of success. Its educational and cultural level is high. The
people are interested in good education. A background of desire
for and accomplishment of good educational aims has been estab-
lished over the past quarter of a century. . . . Graduates of
the Eugene Schools have achieved well in higher education, pro.
fessions, industry, business, and the various cultural pursuits.

7
Schools in Revieu Vol. 6, No. 4 (June 3, 1960), p. 1
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This, then, seemed to be the orientation of she then-current school

administration: EnEme was a city of oitilans 141,o valued education,

who wanted quality education for their children, and who would support

and approve of programs to accomplish that end. As 4'16 article in point

went on to say: "There is a keen interest in having a well balanced

school program with a hard core of academic emphEmiis."

The citizens without strong ,(1.ucational valep, the citizens

without much of an interest in an "academic emphasis," the citizens whose

children were not going to go to college and those whose children were

probably goin to drop cut of college .-in all, a substantial proportion

of the Eugene population--were not particularly salient sectors of the

community to the school officials. This is not to say that the problem

of the potential drcl-,--out and the work.:bound rather than the college-

bound child was not of any concern to the school administration or of

deep concern to particular administrators. It is rather to suggest that

the emphasis was on developing a sch.ol system that would better educate

the future leaders of the city, state, antl. nation, and that the conception

of the relevant school public was that relatively large, albeit minority,

sector of the citizenry that was comparatively well-educated already or

aspiring to academic educational opportunities for its children. This

sector was thought to be ordinarily concerned with the schools' opera-

tiow and quality, and to regularly vote support of school budgets and

bond issues: a conception not at variance with the past history of

school politics in Eugene, or in most other American communities. The

busiress-professional civic leadership was the category of significant

pol.tical status for the school board and the new superintendent and

his administration, while the poorly-educated citizen or the parent not

,..rTImT ry
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concerned wift his child's fomal education was but a dinAy apprehended,

irrelevant kind of figure in the c ..tizen lardscape.

The new school bupsrintendent's orientation toward eduction in

Eugene, as communicated to the citizens through explicit and implici,

actions of the achool administration asid personnel, should be kept :n

mind as a natural experimental variable when the analysis of citizen

orientations toward their schools four years after Time 1 is considered.

That orientation was manifested specifically in the Eugene Project, the

natural experimental stimulus of central interest here, and in a school

boundary decision-making issue to be described shortly.

The school administration attempted to draw an advisory committee

of representati7es from almost .every organized commanity group accorded

positive political status by the "renmsible" civic leadership.
6

This

so-named Lay Advisory Committee was to sponsor the Eugene Project from

its developmental phase on. Although a major difficulty was encountered

in obtaining the active involvement of many of the committee members

because of the usual multiplicity of dematds ^~ the time and ererg7 ui

such people, at least membership on the caumittee resulted in the dis-

tribution of masses of informational material on the character and con-

dition of the Project to a relatively large number of citizens influential

in various aspects of community affairs. The Lay Advisory Committee

actually seemed to find itself it the not unusual situation of a group

of relatively ignorant laymen being influenced by a set of relatively

knowledgeable professionals, with the consequence that the citizen

participants tended to have a legitimating function appreciated by the

11111MIP 01191111.1

8"Politioal status" is defined and discussed in The Rulers and the
Ruled. pp. 51-54.



professional school people and not disapproved those citizens.
9

The proposal submitftd to the Lay Advisory Committee, which

did mekc game revision therein, was admittedly "the product of the minds

of the professional staff of the Eugene Public Schools.v1° As to

number of professional people involved in its preparation, patrons were

in:orrad that

At least one hundred persons took active part during the
planning and writing stages, Although the plan was authored
and editeya a small number, it was the "brain child" of
the many." 4'

It was equally frankly announced that "The EugeJe Project is designed

to give staff members the time sad encouragement to develop a process

by which the best in educational facilities, techniques and programs

are continuously being related to the needs of individuals in a changing

society." The request for over one million dollars from the foundation

for a ten.year program was to be supplemented by "re-directing" an even

lartwe amount from regular budgets into the program with an unstated

fraction of that to be "new money."

In order to give "staff members the time and encouragement"

needed to modernize educational programs to incorporate such practices

as flexibility in admission, eklheduling and grouping, guidance and

counsaing, "vertical" and "horizontal" acceleration, team teaching,

teacher &Ides, extension of the school day, instruction by television,

etc., the tow:dation grant would be used for the following purposes:

Visitations to other school systems to observe new programs
and techniques;

1For a relatively extreme example of such a citizens committee in the
policy area of urban renewal, see Robert A. Dahl, Who Governs? (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1961), pp. 130-37.

1
0SchoOis in Review, Vol. 7, No. 2 (February 24, 1961), p. 2.

11
Ibid.



Intensive use of suer months to:
improve culvert programs and practices;

' train staff numbers in new techniques; .

evaluate currant and newly developed programs and
techniques;

develop iscing materials and more effective ways
of using

uss.li A ;mere gsrua fleafal nn ettorron e1tvt"+4 "-ALM -'rind 1 4 +4 1;:elww.morwbatorsow wow, w.w.ryr rvrW ..wwwwwwwweaftwor dirworwa.womow.myy,

work with. subjeot-matte4opecialists to re-appraise'
concepts and content in subject areas.

it can be seen that those responsible for the Eugene Project

envisioned. a school staff whose active initiative or, minimally,

acquiescence was a necessary condition for the modernization of the

curriculum...the primary goal. 11-..terviews with top administrators sug.

gested that they coac,eived of traditional behavior patterns of lower-

ltrvel ackninistratols, particularly of teachers, and Conscious and un-

cnscious resistanc,os to change as perhaps the' over-riding obstacles to

the modernisation of the schools' programs and practices. Moreover,
. .

they saw the Eugene Pcoject as a means to the introiaction not only of

a. given set of modern practices and programs, but as a vay to make open-

mindedness, receptivity to new ideas and behaviors, and, a disposition

to experiment the charaoterictic feature rather than the exception

among teacher. This would mean, then, a built-in mechanism for con-

tinual modernizal;on of the curriculum and of educational practices

as new methods and ideas were invented and discovered in the future.

They also conceived of the Ektgene Project's emphasis on modernization

and the academically-oriented children as fitting the manifest and

latent desires of "the" community, which was conceived pretty much as

a collectivity with a dominant educational interest, as expressed by

the articulate segment of the citizens.

In April, of 1961, the schools and the comamity. /earned. of the

rejection of the major proposal by the rtiiid for the Advanceient of
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Education as a consequence of the rundls decision at that time not to

make any further school improvement grants, at least temporarily. The

announcement was accompanied by a statement that the Eugene Project

wymiA imortnehesA stekermvi4Itehlekmec ..--- .a_
a.G.wamower04 av 0.1.WWCW FRAVO 1103 WALUTO

mentioned stress on the use of the summer months was underlined by a

decision to have some forty teachers participate in a four -week workshop

on team teaching while others would participate in additional workshops

during the summer of 1961. A formal decision by the school board to

adopt the Eugene Project as the policy governing curricula, and instruc-

tional program developments was promulgated.

The Lay Advisory Committee organized its work and elaborated its

structure in October of 1961. The school board appointed citizens to

serve on four special committees dealing with the "educational plan,"

qinance," "legislation," and "public information." Besides inviting

every formal organization in the community to appoint a member to serve

on the Lay Advisory Committee, and inviting a number of oitizen3 because

of their skills and interest in educational affairs, the sdhool officials

also provided for a network of P.T.A. representatives-.'one from each

building attendance area--to be members of that Committee.

To shorten the etory and to focus upon the events most likely to

have come to public attention, in January of the following year-- l962..-

the press reported in headlines and the schools reported in boldface

type in their newsletter that EUGENE PROJECT RECEIVES GRANT.

A three-year grit of $335,000 was made on the basis of a scaled-

dawn request for fewer years re-submitted in the previous November (1961).

The PordPbundation funds were to be expended primarily for teacher

salaries during summer watkshop periods and for aides to moist teachers,

4
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with lesser sums to bo devoted to TV prrziamming, TV teachers, educational

films, foreign language laboratories, .etc. The emphasis was still on

tlia teachers in the program to modernize the schOolst curricula pro-

grams and praotices but the goals of the Eugene Proieot were formulated

in the following terms, in the number of twelve:

1) and 2) rlexible elementary and secondary schools, in-
cluding feixibility in scheduling, grouping, etc,,
identification of the talents and abilities of children,
expansion of guidance and oounselirg services, team
teaching, etc.

49
Television instraction

5)

Instructional materials centers
5) Inservice programs for principal4 ("designed to develop

educational leadership for a continued breakthrough in
education")

6 Developmental reading program expansion and intensification
7 Adult and post-high school education
8 Foreign language program expansion
9 Advanced placement program development

10 Enriched summer school programs
11 Development of scope, sequence, and content in subject

matter areas
12) Adaptation of school facilities "to the unique needs of

the project" ("appraisal of present school facilities in
terms of the accommodations necessary to the innovations
as well as continuous reesrdh and pl&nring in the design
and construction of mew school facilities"),

The several programs and purposes of the Eugene Project tended

to be cast in various kinds of language ranging from abstruse educational

jargon to relatively straightforward statements in non- technical language

which, however, presupposed some awareness of educational developments

and relatively well-developed communications skills. In the 1962.63

annual report on the Eugene Project prepared and distributed to citizens

through P.T.A. and other channels by the school officials, the Eugene

Project innovations were described in a letter by the Ford Foundation

to the superintendent in the following terms:

Changes in tho curriculum, designed to develop a con-
tinuum of learning from ,grade one ,through the secondary
school, --and the tecanioal.vocational school established'
a year ago as an Education Canter for Oregon.



Systematic development of all the modern resources
for learning, ..- including technological resources.

More effective utilization of talent, both professional
and nonprofessional, through development of teaching teams,
teacher aides, lay readers and other means for redeploying
staff.

Breaking the lockstep progression c-? pupils in the
schools by changes in school admission policies, grade
placement practices, time requirements and instructional
grouping practices.

More effective use of time...extended school day, ex-
tended school week and summer months.

Development of flexible scheduling and school organi.
nation practices to accommodate variable-size class groupings,
seminar type instruction, greater individual responsibility
for learning and progress through school more nearly in accord
with individual differences.

Design of new school facilities and modification of
many existing facilities to support new instructional
arrangements and changes in methods.

Intensive program of in- service teacher education, both
in academic subject matter and professional understandings,
through organized released time activities, workshops, summer
institutes, and regular course work in colleges and universities.

Development of an improved program of guidance and coun-
seling, directed to fuller use of all professional resources
of the school for this purpose, reinforced by specialists
where needed.

Between January, 1961 and Time 3, April, 1963,, such coals were

communicated in various ways and in various phrasings to the public -at.

large through annual reports, pamphlets and brochures, newspaper stories,

television programs, and meetings.
12

As the 1962.1963 annual report

indicated in regard to its reception by the professional staff of the

schools:

41.MmO7M .
12
These phrasings ranged from the relatively abstract and relatively vague
to the specific and concrete. Almost every one, however, required some
knowledge about educational practices for citizens to comprehend the
meaning of the goals.



A subjeotive evaluation of the progreee made to date in the
echocls would indicate increased acceptaeee of tiie project as
part of the instructional program. At firiit an almeet complete
dichotomy existed in the thinking of sclool personnel: the
"Project" was one thing, the school prOgram another. During
the past year the two have been fairly well integrated in the
thinking of most school stiAT6.

However accurate or inaccurate such a "subjective evaluation," and

there is some reason for concluding that it was an overly- sanguine judge.

meat even though qualified by the word "meet," it is clear that a very,

large proportion of the schools' personnel were sharing in the fiscal,

professional and other resourees made available through the 'adoption

by the board and administratioi of the Eugene Project and its founda-

tion grant. During the simmer of-1962 better than half of the district's

teachers and administrators participated in one or more workshops. For

the summer of 1963 approximately" 41 workshops were scheduled in whioh

again more than half of the teaching and administrative staff were to

be involved. Those workshops varied -in length from 3 to '40 days with

the pay to be $21.00 per day based on six hours at $3.50 per hour. Some

administrators were sent to schools in other parts of the country to

observe and learn about various educational modernization programs in

those other plaees.

Nor were the members of the, school board overlooked in the provisions

of the Eugene Project for cpening up perspectives in regard to modern

educational developments and possibilities for innovations. I Ootober,

1962, an eighteen..n delegation of school board members, citizen

members of the Lay Advisory CoMmittee and professions/ staff personnel

traveled to Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania to visit and learn about the

Pittsburgh Coordinated Education Canter,
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It is extremely difficult to estimate accurately the wogress made

in implementing various parts of the Eugene Project within the schools

themselves during the approximately one year period immediately preced-

ing n1114 nA^n/la g2gle A4 m°12eUrglInenS vs citiz-- school orie-tions, UCLA.C42

during April, 1963. Some sense of the extent to which the educational

modernization innovations were introduced can be derived from the annual

report of the Eugene Project for the first year of its operation.

That report states '.,hat at the elementary school level the "cooper-

ative planning and teaching" process has been implemented more than

any of the other named processes, which included: flexible admission,

yen-graded primary schools, "imaginative grouping" or interest group

formation, flexible scheduling, extending the school day, early identi-

fication of talents, abilities and interests, use of teacher aides,

and counseling and guidance.

The cooperative planning snd teaching process, as described, is

unlike team teaching wherein groups of students are taught by a set of

teachers working together in the same classroom or unit. It is rather

a stress on teachers' teaching subjects they kno.. best (as in music,

art and physical education) and on planning together--usually at the

same grade level.hmi materials and resources are to be used in a par.

ticular course. Some combining of classes :s involved, but not very

much. This process, which by the end of the first year had proceeded

farther than any of the other modernization processes in the Eugene

Project, is perhaps the one least visible in itself and in its impli-

cations for students and their parents.

The flexible admissions program, for example, was being given sys-

tematic attention by only two of the then twenty-five elementary schools

in the district. Non-graded primary schools was not neoessarily regarded

11111111101M0
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as an objective, but the "attitudes and COncepti" requisite to indivi-

dualized instruction were becoming to'be Stressed. 'However, only six

schools had combined conventional g ades to assess the wisdom of moving

toward a formally ungraded primary 'school set-up. A practice that had

already been traditional for some teachers became more widespread:

dividing classes informally by such skills as reading ability and having

two 'Or more groupb in the etOme class proceed at different rates in the

sane classroom.

Eleven of the twenty-five elementary schools had organized a program

wherein Children in certain grades could volunteer to participate in an

interest group, chosen from a selected set Of topics, which met one or

more times a week within the normal Scheel day.

tinder flexible scheduling it uas increasingly posSible for teachers

and staff and, in some oases, parents to' have children moved from one

teacher to another at the same grade level. This matter of matching

teacher and pupil personalities was possibly somewhat more noticeable by

parents than other aspects of intra-echbol flexibilities in course

scheduling--including televised courses, which required a certain degree

of flexibility in the scheduling of other courses.

A very few schools had some pupils in some classes arrive *earlier

than othere while the latter left -later in the school day. For forty-

five minutes to one hour these teachers thus had a class about half the

size of the normal class. Two of the schools had counselors, two bad

full-time and one had a haif-time teacher aide, and the number of re-

source teachers was increased to the point of nineteen, schools having

one fu3.1-time while the remaining Six each had one,half.time.

it the secondary school lets', team- teaching had been introduced

to a limited extent. At the junior high level that practice was used
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mainly in the social living program and in some but not all of the high

school courses in English, mathematics, and physical education. Teacher

aides became more widespread in the secondary than at the primary level

sk441. daapas driumA 10.40.1.W1411 11,01MJAiWio qaPAJAL g2V11.11.W.A. OWWWi 4417,Vi.1445 L. VW W. UV 1iy6 e-ALUGO

employed during 1962-63. Among other accomplishments that were not

initiated but facilitated by the Eugene Project was the employment of

one or more full-time designated elmselors in each of the two senior

high schools and in three of the seven junior highs.

Television was increaoingly stressed during the first year of the

Eugene Project. For example, beyond the nine primary schools partici-

pating in - longitudinal, experimental study of the new mathematic

(the School Mathematics Study Group program) at the fourth grade, twenty-

three primary schools provided for sixth-graders to participate in that

course over the state educational television channel. Programmed reading

in English was introduced avid various other innovations were made in

the continual revision of up-dating of curricula materials.

The advanced placement program was expanded once again from its

earlier modest beginnings. Approximately two-hundred-forty senior high

school students *ere enrolled in college-level courses. Obviously this

program was well known to some citizens and apparently approved strongly

by most of those. However, they constituted but a small minority of

probably well-educated parents, and the program as earlier established

was not portrayed as initiated by the Eugene Project, although it re.

fleeted some of the spirit of that pro just.

In summary, then, the Eugene Projectls aocompliuhments .during

its first year of operation were probably not as vele known to parents

and citizens generally as was the fact that the schools had embarked on

such a Project. Moreover, it way no &ed in nhapter I, .hat relatively
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few citizens or even parents reported knowing of the Eugene Project

itself.
13

In assessing_ the meaning of the Eugene Project to those who

knew something of it.--however vaguely or specifically...At is izportsztt

to remember that we are dealing with at least three possible frames of

reference.

The first is that of the formulators and promulgators of the

Eugene Project. Their objectives were not only multiple., but differed

to some degree among themselves, The second is that of observers or

analysts -such, as the .researchers in this 'zeal. In deciding upon the

meanins of the Eugene. Project they can be concerned not only with the .

manifest purposes of such a program ao intended by those of the formal.,

lator category but also with latent, unintended. consequences and with

meanings assigned by the third category: citizens involved primarily

because they are subject to authoritative imperatives of the Project as

it develops. This is not ,to eay either that analysts are always single

minded in their interpretations or that the Project itself did nob

become something other, cm? mores than originally.intended as citizens

themselves became involved in, and interpreters of, the Project.

The beat assessment by the analysts of the citizens' frame of

reference is that those of the latter who had some conception of the

Eugene Project tended to view it pr4.marily az a program affecting

teachers: their facilities, techniques; and quality of performance.

Data supporting that interpretation include responses of citizens to

the questims What strikes you as the best features of he Eugene

SIAIIMIllumaismorisersissrangrarana.MIMAIMNIN

13_ .

e shal.L.t-ftscUss below the matter of Citizens .knowing about
rum tmohi3ag techniques and such_ .important parts of the Eugene Project
as =mar Aforkehops-for teaohere -even though they wilot have lawn
the name a tbr.t Project.

r , ,
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Project? That question was asked of .everyone in the 1963 sample survey .

who first had said that they had heard of.the Eugene Project. Over 80

per cent who mentioned anything in that context said something about

teachers and the Project's impacts or objectives on teachers as one such

faatuie. Thu ueouad MOEtt frequently mentioned feature was its nexperi.

mental" approaoh, so identified by about 20 per cent .of that samge.

This is not to say that these citizens were simple .human beings

without multiple, complex perceptual and conceptual structures, just as

school officials could not be thought of as single- purpose in their

Digene Prc,j3ct goals. Many of the citizens who saw teaching as the most

salient feature of the Eugene Project obviously also conceived of impacts

upon teacbdrgss having consequences for students. The latter, seem to

have been more abstract and general than the former in the perceptions

and conceptions of the citizens when thinking about the Eugene Project,

just as the relatively dominant feature of the Project in the .minds of

both school officials and lay citizens seems to have been its innovating

impacts on the kind and character of teaching in the Eugene public schools.

We shall have`ocoision later in this study to examine the question

of the differential reaction to and awareness of, the Eugene Project by

men and women. Suffice it.to say here that one can infer something of

the self-conceived proper eex role and interest differentiation in school

affairs as a function of aeoeptance or rejection of an invitation to

citizens on the Lay Advisory Committee to serve on folir special commit

tees for the Eugene Project gor the 1961.1962 school year. The Committee

on the Educational Plat had sixteen women and ten menv the Committee on

legislation bad six menarid devenvomen; the Cotattes on Pinance had

-three 'omen and fourteen men; while the committee most likely to be in

direct contact with the public, the Committee an Poblie Information,



had fourteen women -atd three mid. With this account of the Eugene

Project, we turn to the intitafely related,- but analytically end em-

pirically separable, natural experiniental stitulus of "new teaching

techniques."

Educational Modernization--New Teachinetwiachn...44.test Although the matter

of new teaching techniques was a, if not the, central feature of the

Eugeae Projeot in the minds of those citizene who knew something about

it. regardless of the views of school.offioiale, them 'fere clearly

nuierone citizens who had heard something of the intrortto %ion of one

or another relatively new teaching technique both during ma. preceding

the initiation of the Eugene Project. This was understandable since
.

from 1959 to 1963 the local public school System had begin to, stop up

its introthiction cf such techniques as teaching via educational tele-

vision and programmed learning to keep abreast of' educational innova.

bone in the nation. Parents and other citizens may have heard of

such techniques as- being used in the Eugene Schools, and others may

have assumed that they were being used in Etigene as a resin of read-

ing about them in their newspapers and-magathies and learning of them

on (commercial) television as increasingly'' litilited cohools through-

out the nation.

Because citizens (*Jed coneideithe introductiOn of new teaching

techniques end practices to be the major EugNinoiSi3chools

without knowing about the Eugene Projeat bineitqc during 'the tercibd from

Time 1 to Time 3, 1959 to 1963, and beeauedit'oh i-Altrige or-new emphasis

could have efieo Oftizert Oriiititations*ttowsi4 theirb.dhools, we will

examine the impact' of that fadtor sevarately riot 'the epeoified Eugene

Pidjeot ae a posetbie effect of:OhingedAireildb:Cititen flichool
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orientatione in that period. As we shall see. shortly, new teaching

techniques and practices were: also being introalAced the,piringeield.

schools during the same period but with a difference. There ,seemed to

be a much greater degree of public fanfare and publicity in Eugene than

in RprinirPialti in nnnnpntinn with munh mnilArnimtinn innnvatinnne Thin

was partly due to the conscious decision to make this 4 major publicized

program leading to the foundation-supported Eugene Project in the one. _
city, and partly due to an apparent emphasis by rcb.00l -officials in the

other city to stress the building program and acquiring citizen support

therefore especially with a voter turndora of s bond issue in Springfield

six months after Mae 1 (i.e., in October, 1960).

SettinalijitS2119Ol.oundaries--A Controversial Decision: As 1963 ap-

proached, the need arose to decide the attendance area for the city's

third high school, then under, construction.. The facts deemed relevant

and true by all ,parties were as follows. The third high school was

being constructed in a relatively sparsely- populated area of the city

because population forecasts when the decision to build the third high .

school in the north had been made, several years earlier, had indicated

that that northern arekwould,undergo swift growth in the future., There

were some feelings that another, area of town to the south had grown.

faster than the plarmers, had expected, but, it vas, felt that the_yery

fact of .the higIvschool's beinglouilt would contribute by itself ,to the

northern area's population grow t4 and development.

The high school,) that xe,s,Fost .crowded by, 196kwas the,one in the...z.

centralamsouthern pert pk. town while ,the.., othe.r , high. school.. (1,;o: the ri,?rth

west cf the now one) had .not.,7p,t4eached itp maxims plenned.enrollment..

How overcrow4ad.Wae -ohe cen,tral.opu,thern high school was a less consensual

''L
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fact. Whether students who would have gce to that high school in the

absence of the new high school would have to be 'transported to the second,

northwestern school or to the new one was mattered by school officials

with the promulgation of a plan to. send children from a' set of elemenm,

terry school attendance areas ranging from V4St to east in the southern

part of the city to the. new high- school. .

With the announcement in the _paper of the tentative new attendance

areas and the plans for bassing:sttadants, to the new higit sohool the cams.

amity. erupted into controversy. A vital .faet now needs to be noted.

The sections of town in the ci,outheastern part of the city included in

the contingent to be sent to the new high school included. some of the

more affluent citizens- 91=Eagens, the uni.versity creel and the country

club. Those az-eas were traditionally among the strongest voting sup-

porters of school budgets and bond issues. in the. city. Included in

the selected southwestern sections of town were areas of traditional

voting apathy or hostility to school and other money measures. Mose-

areas contained some or- the less affluent citizens of the commnity.

Sugene was a city' of relatively rev slum or blights& residential areas-

and relatively few mardatons.' It contained only minute, almost unnotice-

able Negro ghettoes aid.= foreign.speaking enolaves.. As a typical

Western, city, particularly one that had, gone through a population fm-

plosion with massive iarAnigration during the postwar years, it had many

new housing subdivisions, shaded sittreets and lacked the kinds of glaring

contrasts between rich and poor found in so many of the older Pastern,

cities; Yet there' were differences in wealth, in cooupational struoture,

and in social status in the community and these. became Aultif of the bases

of conflict bet` /0 residenti3 in. the: ,mat and **at_ sides of. town .
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the matter of whose children should be transported to the new high

school, relatively distant from both areas.

The easterners roes to do battle in a somewhat more organized

and oertaitly more effective manner, as events were to show, tha did

the wasterners. public meetings held by the school officials to

discuss the natter with citizens, in private meetings between officials

and residents, and in neighborhood, grass-roots organization, the

easterners insisted that their children be omitted from tae proposed

attendance arm, of the new high school. Westerners at first seemed to

concentrate thear fire more on the notion of transporting any students

at all. It was soon seen that the easterners were not using the same

defense so the.westerners turned to an attack on the criteria need by

school officials in bom.dary.setting decisions.

They argued strenuously, for examp3.e, that a principle of elemen

tary school attendance areas ought to be followed, namely: that students

from areas adjacent or contiguous to a school ought. to go to that sohool.

Although this .was not previously the principle for determining high

school boundaries because Eugene had first been a city with only one

mud then two high schools, its application would have. meant that relatively

more easterners than westerners would have been transported. Easterners

argued that such a principle would mean that children from their section

of town wiuld have to be bussed eight. miles, more or- less, when they

were already within walking distance of the misting central.southern

high school.

The westerners quickly found themselves alone in the fight against

the school officials when the latter announced that the easterners were

to be dropped from the plan to transport students. Prutitration and fury

were twin elements in some western reactions and actions from that point
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through a period smile four 'ilionthti later, the school: eri6tion of htwif--v

1963. That point marked-the beginning of 'a niaw. time period. and the end

of the earlier four-Year, Title I to Time 3 tulle period in Our analytic

scheme.

Prior to the 'final decision of the cihool board in February,

various informal citizen meetirq).$ were held, partiaalarly on the west

side of to em. Petitions were circulated end submitted- to the School

board, one of them, for exaeiple; having over 400 signatUres frOm one

elementary school area. Local P.T.-A.s were more'or'less actively i i

volved and people were to found trying to itfluenee their friends and

neighbors. They urged people to contact others and to- write 'letters to

the newspaper and to school offioials and board members' to bring pressure

to bear 'on the latter.

Several stories were circulated, particularly among Westerners,

one even making the front pages of the paper in a report on a schdol

board meeting during this pre.Pebruary`decision period, to 'the effect

that "thcze are people who felt that they 'could not -write their

name on a petition, or write :a letter,' or say something in a meeting

because the wage earner in the family fears economic reprisat,"4

attorney, notici for speaking out on"controversial Matters, Was 'hired

to write and argue a .pdliOy "brief" before the school beard,' but to no

avail. He had argued in favor of Only the eiteterters"Euid none

of the westerners to the new high school on the basid`of the ',adjacent"
r

or 1:4ontigums" ares,s
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While the three western areas that were -.to .have their children

bussed to the alea7 him-% snbool and to the one in the northwest were

regarded as temporary assignments, the school_ board haped,,that the

decision would end the controversy for at least the opening of the new

school year. This it did not do as westerners continued to object. At

public meetings to review the school budget they brought up the boundary

policy as a matter that still should be reftopened and decided differently.

In such public meetings a certain bitterness began to bf expressed about

the "easterners' control" over the school officials and board. Spaakers

felt that both officials and board members were publically discourteous

to them and made their feelings known. Assertions were made that the

school officials had succumbed to pressures brought by leading eastern

civic leaders "behind closed dors." One past president of a western

P.T.A. made it clear that her children had become sceptical, of and dis-

illusioned about democracy as they watched the school officials and board

succumb to eastern influence behind closed doors in smoke- filled rooms.

A letter- to.the editor published,in late February of 1963 ar-

ticulated sack theaee and made it clear that at least three letter-

writing citizens on the west side of town felt that class structure and

class politics had dictated the boundary decision that the school of-

ficials and board repeatedly pronounced as Arrived at through a consid-

eration e technical criteria. Their letter said:

In this.busineas of moving students, to Shaldont what we .

were really up against was the country club set who didn't
want their children moved. The administratprs and. the school,
board say there was no pressure or influence, but the fact
remains that following a meeting with that group the admin-
istrators turned completely around on their poll ay for inking
'boundary (Aeneas t and ;the end result was that this articular
group of people was protected, from being moveda -'

Moat of the people in our area are day laborers with one
oar. How is a man who works swing shift going to get his child
to anything at Sheldon in the evening? How is a man who works
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rhsveyard shift or one who' hath to be on the job at 7:30 a.m.
going to get his child to "early bird" classes?

One girl,'nOt quite 16, babyai.ts sir children after
school. The oldest child is eight. She buys her own clothes
and pays other eXpenses. tf she can't get home by' the time
the mother has, to leave for work she'll lose her job. The
high ectiool . a tudents say thit a girl from the other side of
town, whose parents were opposed having her moved, received
a cat fat het sixteenth birthday.

Of all the areas that were originally scheduled to be
moved to Sheldon, including East Condon and Edison, Laurel
Hill and-Glenwoodx who's going now? Just Glenwood, poor
people -like us!12

Thu;.,, as the next natural experimental event to be described

approached, there was not only 'still resentment of unknown proportions"

relative to the 'bOmdary decision, but resentment that took 'tea form of

epenly 'active efforts to reverse the decisional outcome of February.

Comments were heard to the effect that efforts would be made to pay

""ezi,c1 those responsible for the decision, including defeat of school

board meabers at the polls, getting the eaperintendent.dismissed, and..

if necessary...defeating the school budget in the upcOiing May election,

if such a drasti( move proved the only way to make the school officials

and board lees responsive to one and not another section of the comornity.

Teachers' Salaries...Increases and Merit Pa, : The next major event of

possible relevance in affecting citizen attitudes and orientations

toward their schools in Eugene was an issue that erupted over the prin..

ciple of merit pay and some related matters of the proposed school budget.

Throughout the budget hearings a lay member of the school budget commit.

tee, a .man who was. an accountant and who had, status in the downtown

Vastness community hid raised a sot of questions and objections to certain

major budgetary decisions..espeoially those concerning teaohers pay,

15
Buianter....L.%.,:ard, Webruaw.2e9 1963, p. 10A.
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His questions concerned the lack of detailed information as to

what teachers were actually being paid, incltet,ing information about the

approximately one-third of the teaching staff tl':et received some form

of extra pay for services beyond their classroom teaching. This led

him to do some information-gathering and analysis himself. Be particu-

larly questioned the need for a proposed 6300 salary raise across-the-

board in the salary scale on to of the annual increase scheduled for

the teaching staff. His questions reached the citizenry not only through

the relatively restricted informal ETOUD channels extending out from the

budget committee, but also through a letter the accountant vrote at the

beginning of April to some two 7aundred citizens, an important segment

of the civic leadership. In that letter he invited them tc attend the

open budget hearings which the Pchool hoard always conducted to review

and decide upon the recommendations of the budget committee, and he sent

them some of hi3 own statistical analyses.

The day before the first budget hearing the daily paper announced

in the lead editorial that at this year budget hearing the accountant

would ask some important questions, that he would offer comments on his

own studies, and would do so "without attacking the budget en totti, and

without commenting upon any part of it except on the basis of facts

and considered judgment of the facts."14 That editorial urged other

citizens to attend that hearing "in the same temperate spirit" and

indicated that "it may be necessary to warn against a stampede of blind

reaction to the mere size of the proposed budget." Yet the burden of

that lead editorial was to present the accountant's primarir questions

about teachers' salaries and about "merit pay"-.the latter identified

16Eugern.s....)R2.62-.ter-Itard, April 3, 1969 P. 6k.
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by the phrase "paying proved, experienced teachers more than they get

now"--and to communicate his feeling that the district, like most others

in the nation, was "being whipsawed into paying too much, too soon, to

get and keep good teachers in what amounts to a sellers' market."17

Without directly saying so, the paper seemed to agree with vile

accountant's feeling that some form of merit pay system ought to be sub-

stituted for across-the-board increases in the salary scale, by comment-

ing in a second editorial that same day (with the headline "Teachers'

pay ") that "intelligent questions can, and should, be asked about the

size of the increase being asked in the 1963-64 budget for Eugene schools."

After presenting information about the previous year's increase in teach-

ere' salaries and reporting on median salaries for teachers at elementary,

junior high, and senior high school levels, "for 190 waking days," the

final paragraph said:

Might it not be better in the long run for Eugene to
offer ascending pay incentives for experienced teachers,
relying upon this approach to bring real career people into
the local school system? There would be no ultimate and
little immediate relief of local tax burdens in this ap-
proach, but it might apply brakes where brakes now seem
neededand apply interest - bearing investment money where
it tralybelonts.18

At ths board meeting itself, sae budget was approved without

change after several major kinds of criticisms were offered by citizens.

These included the accountant's concern with the teachers' pay raise as

a central element in continually increasing costs of the schools. At

issue was also whether a starting salary of $4,800 as proposed, or

4,500 which was in effect, was necessary to attract teachers to %gene's

17Ibid.

18
Ibid.
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schools. Other criticisms voiced by citizens included possible "frills"

in school buildings; increasing administrative and clerical costs (which

was also put by members of the audiarce as excessively high salaries for

the chief administrators); the need to limit the costs of schools and there-.

fore of taxes; and the estimated budget increase of about 18 per cent.

with a property tax increase of about 9 per cent, in view of the 8 per

cent projected enrollment increase. Those westerners still concerned

over the boundary issue also used the consideration of the budget as an

op?ortunity to petition for a redress of their grievance.

This, then, was the fiscal and budgetary backdrop immediately

prior to the citizen re-interviews in. April of 1963. The budget developed

by a majority of the butlget committee had not been cut back and the prin-

ciple of merit pay had been resisted to that point in time, public dis-

cuseiaa and newspaper notice had alerted those perceptive or interested

.hat such matters as the size of the budget and level and amount of taxes,

and the basis of paying teachers' salaries were at issue in Eugene. The

board's position in stan&Ag firm on the budget committee's decisions was

interpreted by a board member as reported in the newspaper at:: follows:

"As 1 get the picture, through the years Tgene .was behind
in many respects up to about seven to ten years ago," Sikes said.
Since then, the district has made a_concerted effort to catch up
and to become outstanding.19

. -

in defending additional teacher sides, the same board member was reported

as saying:

miaramiamerar

"This is not deluxe service. This is the most efficient kind of
service board knowA how to.provide," he declarsd.20

1
9iranOegister.Guard April 5, 1963, p. 2A.

20
Ibid.
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And the story's final paragraph read as.follows:

Citing the Eugene Project, a long-range system -wide
improvement program, Sikes said, "There is something happening

in education in Eugene. This 2ugene Project will do admething
that will for years affect the education of children here."

Five Candidates for One School Board Position: The campaign for.the one

school board position to be filled by the voters at the same time as they

were to vote on the school budget (May 6, 1963) picked up in intensity

as our interviews of citizens at Time 3 proceeded. The incumbent, a. former

teacher and then in life insurance, was running for re-election. Another

candidate, a retail merchant, included in his campaign statement and talks

proposals for year-round use of school buildings; for the development of

new teaching techniques (such as team teaching, ungraded primary schclls,

etc. )t and for, in effect, a merit pay system with the words: "We must

prepare to pay the better teachers in our system a larger salary than those

teachers working beside them who might not be as dedicated." .Athira

candidate, a former university instructor, and director of ,a behavioral

science research firm, included in a host of educational program sugges-

tions an attack on policy-making by the school board which, he asserted,

"has sometimes given way to expedience and press re groups," thereby gatn.

ing some active westerner support over the -bowidary issue. A fourth

candidate was a housewife with a distinguished record of active partici.

pation in school affairs. She offerei herself as a willing worker iu

"some thrilling; developments" an educational improvement. The fifth

candidate, also in the insurance industry v urged the voters to defeat

the upcoming school budoiet. He, oo was for merit pay and against the

proposed teachers' salary increase. He alsolitirted-that the School

buildings and various budget items we:e not quite worth the moneys that

had been and Were being spent on them. Besides'advocatingi deempLasis
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of athletics be urged that " fundamentals" of education be inceeasengly

stressed. As he put it,

During the past twenty-five years there has been a marked
deterioration in the basic skills of communication, as well
as in the fundamentals of math. Personnel managers, in
industry, as well as educators at the college level, are
,Lre,11 estaai re P 41rimesm Aeaein4emn4act 21

The information referred to in the preceding paragraphs about the

candidates was reported in a school newsletter given to all school child.

rep as well as communicated in various other ways by these campaigners

themselves.

It is well known that many voters not only act towards candidates

on the basis

but react towards them on the basis of such things as oandi -

.11

of many factors that have nothing to do with the candidates

dates personality rather than on the basis of policy preferences pro-

aware of the aforementioned policy orientations of the several candidates.

nounced by the latter. Nor do we mean to suggest here that the voters were

We simply intend to indicate that such orientations were commateicated by

the school board candidates at that time whether or not the meusases

were received by the citizens. It would seem that the environment in

which citizens were orienting themselves towards the school was to some

extent different than it would have been if--for example--there had not

been a candidate running on a platform of a return to fundamentals of

education and the defeat of the school budget.

These, then, were major events and issues noted as having occurred

In Ethcene from Time 1, 1959, to Time 3, April of 1963. They are "major"

in the sense that in the judgment of the analyete they may have affected

to some degree the orientations of citizens towards their schools over

21Mese and other policy qtatemente of candidates mere reporta
in the 'paper and in'ia..bohool. newsletter' given to ohiliren, tfi bring &es.
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that period. The best way to assess the degree to Which the imtroduc.

tion of new teaching teohniqUes, particularly am this was known to the

citizens as and through the Eugene Project, might have affeotod citizen

school orientations vealablee is to compare our findings in the "natural

_ vot.. _ A 01eXPe47.1Welibnl t-Ouulual.by- musincv wl-uu GuauuroL cummuaiv- plarmner.

fleld. To do so, we milt note whether any of the 'aforementioned .or

major ustural experimental stimuli also exiLted in Sprineteld. We can

then assess the extent and manner in which the latter *an serire as a

control community.

Significant Stimuli in Springfield

Educational Modernization: The method of interviewing selected staff in

the Springfield school system used open -ended questions asking for a

description of the curriculum, innovations therein and in teaching and in-

structional practices and a set of questions about each aspect of the

educational program that as identified as a component or feature of the

Eugene Project. Answers to both kinds of questions led us to the following

general conclusion. Our assessment was that by the this the Eugene Project

started, and e7enby the end of its first yam at Time 3, Springfield

had proceeded as far, if not further, in modernizing its curriculum

and practices and in introducing new teaching techniques as had Eugene.

There was one potentially controversial, important aspect in which that

was not true and one major difference in the way the two school districts

were modernizing that were potentially significant in the matter of

natural events affecting citizen school orientations. Specifically,
r

Springfield placed not as great an emphasis es Eugene on employing teachers

to attend summer workshops: and seminars to learn of the existence and use
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of some of the ne.ler techniques and practices. Nor were the.educational

modernization,innovations subject to the sfimejcind of widespread publicity

ts the community-et-large and to the saoelcindjof symbolization in Spring-

field as occurred in Eugene with the "Eugene Project." . .

To illustrate our =mars.' eonolus .onr, we found that by the end- of

1962 plans were made for four of the thirteen primary schools to have

formally "non graded" classes for the first three grades. There was

serious consideration of extending that system throughout the six primary

grades in those schools and introducing it on a system-wide basis for the

first three grades. Flexible admission wherein children below the usual

age of six were admitted if they attained certain scores on an examina-

tion was well-advanced. Several hundred youngsters entered the schools

each year under that program. There was an " enrichment" prop ,m for

several hundred gifted children and special instruction for handicapped

and retarded children. At the same time the Springfield schools placed

a relatively great stress on vocation, or "practical arts" training--an

emphasis consistent with their having become well aware over the years that

the bulk of, their graduates did not go on to college. Flexible scheduling

was planned for the senior high school level and for experimentation at

the junior high level, A major tuition-free suwer session was underway

wherein about 10 per cent of all students went for six weeks to make up

for failures during the year or for enrichment, i.e borliontal rather

than vertical acceleration in the language of educational administration.

Lay readers--primarily-housewtves--were being used at the high school
.

level to assist teachers in grading papers and the like Teacher aides,

also housewives, were being used at the primary level or assisting in

non-academic tasks. Language laboratories, the use of televiiion, and

the teaching of such languages as Russian and. Chinese (both janguages at

7". 0'737"(-7t
4i )
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the senior high school level but Russian in one junior high also), were

also features of Springfield's educational prograi., Some beginning ex-

perimentation was underway with machines, prt.zrammed learning, and team

teaching, but these were not stressed to the extent that they were in the

Eugene Project.

In April, 1962, the local Springfield paper announced that. the

school system would receive more than $60,000 for partioipating in the

"Oregon Program." This was a new Fiord Foundation-supported progr.--am "of

taacher training and curriculum improvement" for four-year period cost-

ing the foundation about three and one-half million dollars.22

As portrayed in the Springfield paper, the Oregon Project was to

be a state -wide venture wherein funds would go to twenty-two school

districts Sand. nine teacher training colleges and universities. Spring-

field was to work with the Thrivetsity of Oregon (in Eugene) in a program

"designed to develop new teacher training methods as well as studies

leading to curriculum improvements. "25

As that paperts story put its

Among.innovatione to be studied are flexible scheduling
plans, team teaching and the use of an "interng,progra.m
it training of prospeotive classroom teachers."

The Eugene paper, in its front page story, made the same announcement

but with a much more pronounced headline. Eugstean, and those Spring..

fielders who read the Eugene paper, were to read that a Ford official

announce& thats

22
21211MINWILMEN, April. 5, 1962, pr li

23
Ibid.

24Ibid.
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The oigaificance of the Oregon program is that it will
apply en an unprecedented stete-wide level the principle
that sctocas and universities must be partners in the
improveeleat of teachers and teaching . . . These .

patterns include an emphasis on general and liberal ed-
ucation, as distinguished from such professional education
courses as teaching methods; mastery of the subject the
teacher is to teach; emphasis on the disciplines basic to
i;eadhinge-hietnxly, payehology and philosophyand school
internships and other direct, sustained classroom expel.-
ience for prospective teachers.25

(Eugene's school system through its Eugene Project was to be coordinated

with the Oregon Program and would serve "as a practical demonstration

center for the school improvement oranges -" envisioned in the latter.)
26

Thus, while focusing upon the development of new educational tech.

niques and programs, the Oregon Program would concentrate also upon in-

suring "that the school setting is hospitable for teachers prepared along

new patterns."
27

The new teaching generation would be trainad in the

educational techniques and propams to be brought into, and developed

in, the teacher training institutions of the state. To insure their then

having that hospitable school setting, current teaching and administrative

staffs in Springfield and some twenty other school systems would be brought

into more direct contact with such college and university re-organizations.

Summer workshops, as in. the Eugene Project, would be one of the primary

channels for securing this contact. Ter, teaching, for example, would

receive greater emphasis in Springfield than previously since that prc-

tice would be one stressed in the training of new teachers. Ultimately,

if not immedltately, the Oregon Program was envisaged as doing for many

school districts in the state what the Eugene Project was presumably

25
EggsmAggigetguard, April 4, 1962, p. 1A.

26
Ibid.

27Ibid.
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doing for the latter school system, and as doing it in the context of

closer, more formal, and re.organized oollege.school inrUtutional rela..

tionships.

Springfield's participLtion in the Oregon Program insofar as the

citizens of that city were concerned differed substantially from the sit..

uation of the Eugene Project during Time I to Time 3. First of all the

Eugene Itojeot started almvhst two years before the Oregaa program was

formally initiated. Secondly, the Eugene Project.. .as symbolized by its

name..was the creation of that one school system whereas Springfield was

but one of twenty-two school systems of the state participating in the

Oregon Program and one of three school systems in a 'snit to work with the

state university in the neighboring City of Eugene. The Eugene Project

was under the authority of the board of directors of Eugene's school

system; the Oregon Program was to be administered by the state department

of education in the state capitol, some seventy miles from Springfield,

Thirdly, and perhaps most importantly, the Eugene Project was much more

publicized than Springfield's participation in the Oregon. Program, and

for that longer period of time prior to Time 3.

For all these reasons, we consider: that the major natural experi-

mental variable distinguishingEugene.from Springfield was the occurence

in the former of a concentrated, school administration -led effort to

modernize the schools, particularly in teaching practices and orientations

towards experimentation and innovations, that was highly publtuized to

the citizenry in a somewhat "nationalistic". manner. Sprindield had a

more diffuse, less administratively- dominant set of activities of school

modemizatian. Communications .to the citizens about those innoiaii:bile-

relied less on the mass media ithd more ons ir&I;ormal teacher to laments or

formal P.T.A. kinds of ohinneled in the context tif- a city which' was

37.77-777.̀_
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cooperating with ntherz in a state program rather than taking the lead

in an independent, autonomous, self-sufficient manner. While neither

school system was without substantially new teaching and institutional

practices by Time 3, 1963, Eugene can be fairly treated as more or less

rAprAnAniuttitra of sz Ammil nAinory nf anhnol arlitama am7lArle&A and f'_

consciously and with public notice on a kind of crash-program of educa-

tional modernization innovations. Sprinafield is more or less represen-

tative of a larger category of school systems that had embarked on the

road to a modernized educational system through a purposeful but loss

integrated9 less public and more traditional program of up...dating and

chaAging practices. A third category of school systems in the United

States is the type, represented neither by DagenenorSprinfield that

comes to new teaching techniques and modernization slowly through the

inevitable process of to :hers with newer perspectives coming in, without

the school admiaistration or board making or endorsing programmatic ef-

forts at innovation throughout their system.
28

The Voters Re'ect a Bond Issue: Just prior to Time 1, in the spaig of

1959, the voters of Springfield had approved a 1.6 million dollar bond

issue for new school buildings. Six months later they turned down another

building bond issue measure in the amount of one-half million dollars.

Residents of the rural parts of the district in particular voted "no"

and the turn-out was extraordinarily large: ordinarily twenty -some per

cent of the eligible electorate voted in school elections but at that time

approximately one-third of the voters cast ballots.

iote felt it necessary to lock at Junction City, Cakridge, and
Portland:by:mane of surveys st Time 3/ bee. Chapter 3) partly to have
examples in the first two of that third type of system and partly to
assess thergenetalizahility, of our EUgene4pringfie3.d findings.
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The proponents of the bond issue thought .that a very heavy negative

vote in a predominantly rural area that bad received a major portion of

the facilities from the last bond issue combined with rural reaction to

their county tax statements, especially as they, involved increased assess-

041. i(70.1.W X0441%, UV UMiVCA=C4 UUW VWX.W. i0DIA01,

A somewhat larger bond issue for the. same purposes passed. almost

a year later. The 1960 defeat was generally, regarded as a flukey a result

of special arc:him-stances and not likely to be repeated again in the near

future so long as good public relations were..maintained with the citizenry.

Prior to that successful bond issue and about mid-way in the Time

1 to Time 3 period, Springfield's sohuol superiniendent.who was both a

recognized figure in state educational oiroles and a person respected 'by

substantial portions of the civic leadership -- resigned to take a super-

intendency in California, He recommended that his assistant superintendent

be considered, and the school board agreed that he was a good man for 4;he

job. In the spring of 1961, the assistant became Springfield school

superintendent.

A New St....123 endent--Continuities in Polio With the selection by the

school board of an administrator from inside the school system whose per-

spectives were known to the board, continuities in policy were expected.

There was no reason to believe, for example, that the new superintendent

would be any less prone to work closely with the board and civic leader-

ship in ensuring board-administrative controls on such matters as con-
,

sideration of teachers' salary demands in relation to competition from

other school systems for teachers. 'Sur was there any reason to believe

that top administrative approval of teaching innovations initiated by

under-staff or teachera would be any more difficult to obtain.
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Some sense of the existence and continuation of relatively quiet

but innovative developments in teaching and curriculum modernization

under the new superintendent can be derived from a newspaper story of a

curriculum report from two social studies teachers yo the Springfield

school beard:

"We're ahead of the state curriculum. They'll have to
catch up with us," Danielson said in predicting that
seniors will soon be able to take a semester of economics
and a semester of sociology.

He pointed out that in his six years of teaching. in
District 19 (the Spengfield school system) that coordina.
tion between the three junior high schools is much better
now. This means when a student transfers from one school
to another he doesn't miss one section or get needless
repetition of a subject.

Danielson also said there is more emphasis on the use
of outside literature and that students are developing a
very thorough knowledge of current events.29

Although following a man who not flamboyant in his extremely

active civic leadership.superiatendency political influence roles, the new

superintendent was perhaps even less of a public figure to the citizenry.

at -large than was his predecessor. The latter had been brought into the

position by a board dedicated to quality curricula and teaching staff

improvements after a period of relative concentration in the school on

physical construction, including major sports facilities. In a sense the

new superintendent was regarded by some of the more influential people in

school decision-making as likely to do a good job in shifting the emphasis

slightly towards the school building program to cope with the burgeonbg

school population growth while maintaining the main currents of tdern

educational practice started by his predecessor. The d.prference in per..

speotives and style between EUgene'e and Springfield's new superintenAents

is perhaps best illustrated by the fact that the emphasis in the former

111111

29
Eugene Register. Guard, April 23, 1963, p. 13A.
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city on the academically able and on new teaching techniques took' the form

of the Eugene Pro;eot whereas the emphasis in. the latter city on raaintainn

ing and developing further an adequate school system die lead to a

program of some national prominence.

Teachers' Salaries--Increases and M211.-Wa: In both Springfield and

Eugene the question of level ari proper principles of compensation for

teachers' salaries received 11 bile attention, but only in Eugene did it

become a major issue. As early as January, 1963, the local newspaper

in Springfield published an editorial with the caption "Where Will It

End?"3° This referred to the editor's view that "school teachers are on

the way to becom.l.ng the favored economic class" because the three school

systems in the immediate metropolitan area (gene, Springfield and a

third in an outlying area of Eugene) were bidding against each other to

attract the best of a short supply of new teachers hto an extent which is
f

becoming almost reckless. "3''

Urging local school boards to work together instead of competitively

bidding against each other, that editorial noted that when one bpari

raised starting salaries, those of other aysteme had to go ur along the

line. Remarking on the action 1,15 the Springfield school budget committee

in tentatively raising the starting salary from $4,450 to $510.00, after

the third local school system had tentatively gone to 64,7001 the editorial
e`r

otateds

School teachers deserve good salaries, and the good ones. ought
to earn more than. those with average or beldw4ver670

News, January 17, 1963, p. 6B.

31Ibi4.
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but it would seem that some solution must be found for the
problem created for taxpayers by the efforts of one school
board to outbid another:3z

Thus was the matter of a merit pay principle mentioned which, however,

did not become a public issue in the pre-election period in Springfield

fte. ;4. .44.4 4n rtsevnnn
1.4.7 54s 4i g164 VII

Even though Springfield's starting salary for.teacherS with a

bachelor's degree was to go to $5,000 (compared to its increase to $4,800

in Eugene), au additional provision lessened the cost implications. That

provision was for teachers to stay at their beginning salary level during

their first three years.

The Springfield school budget itself did not become openly contro-

versial, as did the Eugene budget, over teachers' pay or any other matters

in the pre-election period of the spring of 1963. The proposed total

budget in Springfield war to increase about 13 per cent for an estimated

5 per cent increase in enrollment, and the local tax levy was to increase

about 10 per cent with the millage to remain as it was or rise only about

1 to 2 mills. (The comparable figures for Eugene were an estimated 8 per

cent enrollment increase, a budget increase of about 1* per cent, a local

tax levy increase of about 9 per cent with a comparable millage increase.)

Springfield's assessed valuation was expected to rise along with income
-.

from the state, thereby keeping the 1962-63 tax rate at about 65.3 mills.

In Eugene the 1962-63 tax rate was expected to go from 67.4 mills to

about 73.7 mills. As indicated above, although taxes levied per pupil

were approximately equal in Springfield and Eugene, assessed value per

pupil was much lower in the more irdustrial working-class city of,

32Ibi d.
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Springfield than in the trading, white-collar.community of Eugene. It

is impossible to tell whether SpriOgfielders compared their school tax.

situation with that of Eugene and, if so, whether they paid more attention

to their actual, millagefigure, te,their relative lack of affluence and

greater financial effort, or to the stability, or change in tairates.

In any event, the school budget controversy that developed in Eugene

had not developed--at least publicly in the press or in meetings of the

budget committee or school board hearingsin Springfield prior to Time 3.

Four Candidates for One Scheol Board'Position: Two of the four candi-

dates for the school board's one vacancy stressed the'needfor.ihd schools

to focus upon the needs of the student who was not going on to college.

In their published statements of reasons for seeking a board position one

said that he wanted more vocationa-g courses which would be both interest-

ing and useful after graduation and the other pointed to a recent.closure

of a sawmill in the Jty A3 evidence that edtication for the placement of

those not going on to-college must be of prinie concern.' The latter

candidate asserted that the present school board was doing an excellent

job.

,A third candidate was,n civic leader who had served on the school

budget committee for three years. He too, emphasized the progress that

had been made during the past few years in the educational system in.

Springfield and pledged to "continue the progressive attitude of the

board."

The fourth candidate took a very different position in regard to

her evaluation of the school board. A woman who had run unsuccessfully

for the school board three previous times, that fourth candidate was
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noted for her sharp vocal and cpen, criticisms of °irresponsible" and

"irresponsive" public officials in municipal as well as other units of

local government. She publicly asked, as a candidate for-the school

board position9 why "there is such a dearth of friendliness and welcome

extended to those who attended board meetings." She also esked why the

budget contained so little information and why it was. "presented in terms

which many voters do not understand." Her Well-known views on the need

for economy in government were coupled with.her appeal for an independent

electorate in these terms:

What is so frightening about someone criticizing school
costs and policies (and why) anyone who expects to become a
board member must first have the sanction of the school of-
ficials, the board and the-PTAs.33

That candi date's biography, as reported in the newspaper, mentioned

;ler church membership, her membership in the Springfield League of Women

Voters and in a local American Legion Post, and her chairmanship of the

Association of Constitutional Government, "an organization supporting.

the conservative political philf)sophy," as well as her position as

secretary of Property Owners United, whichsopposed.the Springfield urban

renewal project.3k She did not, however, campaign on a platform of

defeating the school budget as did the candidate in Eugene who was in

a sense her fiscally-conservative counterpart in the school board election

in that city.

Summery Comparison of Natural Even!'s in the Experimental and

Control Communities of Eugene and Springfield, Respectively

The major naturally occurring events that seemed to be the most
,

likely possible sources of significant impact on the school on

3 3Eu, a Regi ster Guard, Ma Y 2, 19639, P. 3B-
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and evaliiations of citizens between 1959, the time of the already reported

measurements of those orientations and evaluations, and 1963, the time at

which a second set of measuremeilts was made of the _same citizen respondents,

may be summarized as follows. Both school systems were subject to the

nationally occurring events such as the post-Sputnik attention in the

mass media to matters.of educational modernization. Although.there are

variations in the extent to which citizens it theietwo Communities were

exposed to the national *network of communications and thus to information

and sentiments about such educational matters, we .way assume that those

coMmunity variations were relatiVely Minor.35. Changes in citizeirsch60

orientations due to such factori ought' .then to relatively tiitilai-16.

tots'. Differences between t ~e cities in the directi6nAnddegree

of change in Citizen school orientations theoretically ought to be a

function of differencesIn.locally occurring events of releVanCe%.

If the school systems in the United StateS we for the most part

similarly exposed to the A9 9 to 1963 nationai.educational Modernization

currents, they may still be classified and distinguished from each other

on the basis of other events of.theoretidal relevance.to dIfferenti,a1

Ihanges*in Citizen school on tilos*. Time 1 and,Time 3

points. The Eugene and Springfield school .systems differ from others'in

the nation in that they both engaged inihe introduction of a set of

innovations in'teaching tachniques during that period. Whether a more

refined classification of other- school systems would. have these, two as,

relatively advanced or."average itthe scope and degree,of,such inno-

vations, and whether. schools in.the relatively llttle or no innovations

35FutUre studies off.such-v-Aations might well: be given a, high
priority by future investigators of the impact of educational
innovations upon citizens.



in teaching techniques category would be fewer or laruer than the in

the Eugeft-Springfield category is unknown. In estimating the general-

liability of our findings the most that we can say is that both school

systems seemed to be sufficiently comparable on that variable to be con-

trasted with other school systems that we have had occasion to observe

as having considerably less-developed programs of such innovations.

For purposes of future comparative studies it is relevant to note

that both school systems had school board elections wherein there WAS

a candidate representing a fundamentalist or traditionalist, conservative

orientation. Beth cities were undergoing relatively swift increases in

student populations and both were witnessing an increase in their assessed

valuations. Eugene, compared to schools in the nation of similar size,

was in the top quarter in net current expenditures; Springfield, a

district of greater financial effort, was below the top quarter nationally

in net current expenditures. Both had new school superintendents during

this periods.not as a result of the respective predecessors retiring,

but as a consequence of both moving 'sup" to positions of somewhat greater;

importance Or status in educational administration:,

Insofar as possible differential Shifts in citizen school orienta-

tions are concerned, Eugene and Springfield` were comparatively different

on the following'variablet of theoretical relevance for explaining such

shifts. Eugene had a isvogram of new teaching techniques that was well-

publicized'and packagedSymbolized by the nary" "the Eugene-Project."

That prograM.was associated by its formulators with the foundation grant

obtained to-fatilitate thateducational modernizatidn effert. The inno..;

vations centered to some extent around twin poles of adoption and adap7

tion of new techniques and straining* and reorientation' of teachers and
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the lower administrative staff with such necessarily costly devices as

paid summer workshops. Around the school. system of Eugene swirled_a

boundary controversy involving the schonl officials ln charges of arbi-

trariness and "undemocratic" responsiveness to major geographical sections

of the city. Finally, a proposed mdllage increase and the related matter

of teachers' salaries and raises, including the matter of merit payi .

gave to school politics in Eugene in the months preceding Time 3.a public

character that appeared to be different from-Springfield's less openly

controversiatschool politics.

Our critical assessment 'that Springfield's programof-educational

modernization was less publicized and packaged with a less distinctive

kind of label was based primarily on a comparative analysis of materials

on that subject appearing in the.school newspapers.and in the literatm

distributed by the schools to,parentr and other citizens. Although

that program started after the Eugene Project, and had less pOlicity-

in the Springfielders' local-papersthan the publicity given to the

Eugene Projects it was possible that citizens were not as maw= *If

the Oregon Project as we imagined. To test this somewhat more directly,

we interviewed at.Time 3 a random* sample of the citizens of, Portland, the

state's largest metropolis. Portland was one of the twenty-two school

systems in the Oregon Project. Given the substantial amount of publicity

devoted to the Oregon.Project in Portland, we can assume that if
%

citizens

there were relatively unaware of it, then the citizens of Springfield

were most unlikely to be much more aware of it- -if, indeed, they were as

aware of it-..than citizens of'PorOana.

On1-3, 6 per .cin*, of the Poij 04 an 'le 'indliated ih'fit they, had

heard, wOle,:914-, per, tent: saldlifig-: ttieryityabeards-'of the Oregon

...,=- ............. --I*
.., ......, s...,,,,.... ,,,,,,......... ..
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Project when asked at Time 3.36 This compares to 29 per cent of the

Eugene sample that had indicated they had heard, and 64 per cent saying

that they had not heard, of the Eugene Project.

Our major concern, then, is tc test the hypothesis that a major,

well-publicized program of educational modernization innovations, such

as the Eugene Project, relates to changes in Citizen school orientations.

Eugene will serve as the experimental community in this regard, and

Springfield as the control community: The aforementioned major differences

in their respective school politics prior to Time 3 must be considered

as possible confounding stimuli, and the'similarity of their actual

innovations in teaching techniqUes may also have been operative in the

relationship. The latter possibility-led to our introduding a'third

community as an even stricter control community-relative to Its tra-

di tional teaching methods during 'the period from Time 1 to Time 3.

The first order of busivess is to examine the patterns of change and

stability in citizen school on in Eugene end Springfield

from Time 1 to Time 3.

Change-Stability in Citizen School Ortentatiens; Time i to Time 3

The most striking general impression derived from Table 2-4 is

one of relatively little net change in citizen school or and

evaluations in either community over the four -year period. Other,

36There were 340 respondents in the POrtland sampler,The specific
question asked was: "Now we wolild like some information' on your

relatiokto a few Apeeiflp,mtters that have come up . . the

Oregon Project. Which Statement best appliet to you? Response

al:terflatives: Hayen!,t,heard,#bout it; Does,pot matter much to me;

Interested, but haven't done 'much about it; Wave talked about it
with friends or acquaintances; Have taken an active part on one
side or the other."
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TABLE 2-4

Direction and Per Cent of Net Change in
Citizen School Orientations:. time 1 to Time 3

a. Rate the local public schools
Very good
Good
Not very good
Don't know
No answer

11LMRIMOMMINI!16, Mylit...111.11 1111110. Al

Direction and % of Net Change*

r""'"ii.aucna
. .

+ 8
4
3

- 0

apslaysoulm

- . 2

+ 6

- 4

b. Educational ideology ...

Progreisive (approving) + "2 1

Somewhat Progressiv? + 3. . _ + 4

Miied - 4 + 5

Somewhat Traditional - 9.. :+ 2

Tr'aditional (critical) + '3 s - '4

No answer . - 4.. - 5

t. School Decision-maker Cynicism
Trusting (do what they Could) ;.. 1 + 1

Cynicz1 (pass the buck) ''.". ' + 2

Very cynical (ignore me) 4. 3 + ,4
Distant (don't know and no answer) (, 9 - 8

d. Conception of School,Officials' Re:ponsiveness
To cttizens - 4 - 4
To themselves + 13 + 8
To influentials . 7 + 4
Don't know and no answer - 3 9

e. Spending for Special Education
Strongly approve 5 - 4
Approve - 4 - 6

Undecided and don't tare + 4 + 4
Disapprove + 6 + 4
Strengly'disapprove st + I

Don't know or no answer - 1 4 1

f. Increasing, Taxes for Public Kindergartens
Strongly approve 5
prove - 6 - 10
ndeeded and don't care '+- 1 2

Disapprove + 14 + 10.

Strongly disapprove t. a + i

Don't know or no answer - 1 + 1.
, .

*The its in each cell are identical to those of the panel as reported in
Table 2-2.
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observations that might be made about these findings at this point would

include the fact that in a number of cases there was a very slight de-

crease in the proportions of "don't know" or "no answer." To the ex-

tent that those Tespcinses reflect o psychological distance from or

ignorance about the schools, the trend over this period of time was for

that distance or ignorance to be lessened rather than maintained or

increased. There we a shift in both cities in conception of school

officials' responsiveness towards the image of official autonomy

("themselves") , particularly in Eugene, while there was a decrease

in Eugeneans' feeling that officials were responsive primarily.to

influential citizens but a slight increase in that image in Springfield.

Citizen ratings of their schools held firm in both cities, progressivism

increased very slightly., school decision-maker trust remained constant

while cynicism increased a very little bit as distance decreaseu. The

only orientations showing a distinct negative shift were those in regard

.

to citizen attitudes towards spending money and increasing taxes for

special education and public kindergartens.

The questions that we shall be concerned with in the next chapter

include the following. To what extent did the Eu4ene Project contribute

to constancy or shifts in Eugeneans' orientations? Would, for example,

there have been greater negative changes in citizen attitudes in Eugene

than in Springfield, for whatever reasons, in thi absence of the Eugene

.

Project? Prior to the findings set forth in Table 2 4 wg woulthaite

predicted that the Eugene Project contributed to a relatively. grater

Inc. aee in psitive orientations towards and evaluations

schools there than occurred in Springfield between Time / to Time 3.

Or was an alternative hypothesis' correct, namely. did 'the Edgene:Praiect,
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affect citizen ,Ittitudes in a countervailing, contradictory, cancelling-

out manner so that its net impact on citizen orientations was neutral

or zero? We shall examine not only whether know kdge ofe and attitudes

towards, the Eugene Project affected citizen attitudes, but whether

knowledge of, and attitudes towards new teaching techniques in both

communities affected citizen orientations. We will ask whether those

citizens with knowledge of, and attitudes--positive or negative- -

towards new teaching techniques chanced more and in different directions

than those who were unaware of and with different attitudes towards

.hose innovations. The findings in Table 2-4 do not preclude major intra-

city shifts in school orientations in both communities such that the minor

net changes from Time 1 to Time 3 might have resulted from even major

cancelling-out kinds of shifts on the part of different sets of citizens.

1

*

fih
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As a comparative backdrop for the ana3ysip in this chapter, we

shall first preseifo findings regarding the. state o citizen school

orientations of non-panel members, i.e., Eugene and Springfield

citizens inberviewed for the first ti11113 in 1963, and for three other

cities in Oregon ab Time 3 to compare with those in Biome and Spring-

field at that tine.- It is important to haute 'some perspective as to

whether the situations *in our two research cities were atypical or

similar to the orientations toiard their schools of Citizens in

other communitieb. Some material also shah be pre.serted cilvtr4Y4
,

the conversgion and concerns of citizens in the two primat7 research

communities at Time 1 and Time 3.

Ate ana lysis in this cliapter is 'centered vn an effort to

Ciisconflim a set of hypotheses tr'predi6tiors dbolit the impacts of

the Eugene Project on the six seiecteci measures of citizen school

oxierrbcstions. The nature of our' quasi-socperitrerxtals maparstive

research requires that evei7 conseiettious eflorb be made to subject
.

our understarrlin alg 'out the character Of the relationship between

educational moderniiation said citizen evaluatiOns of their schools,

oast in the fora of expected chains of 'cafes and effects, to the tf3st

of the empirical findings. It is frequently oatir to find apparently

real but actual.3y spuriouS 'relationships because of are untillingness
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to discard "comuum-asense" notions of ammo and effect ox a failure

to adequately test them in a complex, natural web a interrelated

events. There is no alternative to building theory that is viable,

hower*ar, to the method adopted herein: no matter how unpleasant or

contrary to our initial wectabions, only these hypotheses that

escape discontinuation by every legitimate test shall survive to

become building blocks in a theory of citizen reactions to educa-

tionalAnodernizabion innovations.

Citizen School Orientations of Neighbors End Panelists

In both Eugene and Springfield sets of randomly selected

neighbors of the original respondents, were interviewed for the first

time in 1963. This was done to permit analysis of and control over

possible efivots of multiple interviewing of the panelists and to

have a more representative Time 3 maple than the panel permits,

given the "mortality" in the panel sample and the absence in it of

newcomers, i.e., of citizens resident in the community lees than

four yerm. In Table 3-1 the school orientations of the panelists

and randomly selected neighbors as of Mime 3 are presented :.='or both

cities. These findings indicate that the panelists end the neighbors

were quite similar to each other in Eugene and in Springfield.

In regard to taxes for kindergartens, the Eugene neighbor

sample was slightly more disapproving, less uncertain, and less

strongly* approving than were the panelists. Ile shall, shortly focus

upon that kindergarten orientation because of the kindergarten

decision that was at issue in Eugene cyAing Time 1 to 3,*
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CITIZEN SCHOOL ORIENTATIONS OF PANELISTS AND NE M= AT ME 3

fam3 3

&gene Spring lad
Panel Neighbors Panel Neighbors

a. Rating ot the local
public schools

Very good
Good ?? 26% 35% 314

60 54 59
Not very. good 3 4 3
Don't kaow and no answer 5 11 6 3

99% 100% 99% 99%

c. School decision.raaker
cynicism

Urasting (do what they
could) 59% 66% 63% 61%

Cynics/. (pass the back) 20 17 18 25
Very ..omical (ignore Jae) ..1 6 9 5
Doni% know and no anScier 'Li 32 9 9

laY% 100% 99% MI
f. Increasing tam for public

kIndergartena
Stroney approve . -8%
Approve 24
Undecided and don *t care 20
Disapprove 314
Strongly disapprove 33
Donit maw and no answro 1

.

7

26 2).4 . 25
25 la 29
43 37 35 .

33 14 13
.O.O3 40

s.OtsEma winalin *es

2.0C% 200% 100%
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These neighbor-panelist comparisons also we against the

possibility that the Time 1 to Time 3 pattern of slight decreases in

ndon't known responses or in an inability to a srery i.e., distance

from the schools, was a consequence of the panelists not including in

their ranks citizens who had come to their communities in that four-

par period. It would have been understandable if such newcomers,

comprising almost 25 per cent of the samples in 1959, were lees

knowledgeable or opinionated about their schoolsbut apparently tha

was not the reason for this net decrease in distance for the panelists.

Citizen School Orientations in Five Cities: Time 3

We can compare the Time 3 states of five of the six citizen

school orientations variables in &gene and Spzingfield iith those in

three other Oregon cities at that time. Two of the other cities are

in the same county as Eugene and Springield. They are mall towns,

one a retail trading center for a rural farming hinterland (1960

population: :.1proxitaately 1,600), and the other a lumbering comumnity

(1960 population: approximately 2,000). Samples of citizens were

drawn frem their school districts which encomaesed outlying areas

beyond each city's limits The third sample was drawn from the

Portland school district, which extended slightly beyond the city

Wits. The 1960 population of Portland, the city's largest metro-

plait= area, was 372,676. This compares with Eugene's 19,.:1 popes-

. tion of 505977 and Springfield's of 19,616.

The citizens of Eugene and Springfield rated their schools as

highly if not more high3 y. than did the citizens in the other three

cities. In a anal, special sample of the heaviest areas of Negro
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residence in Portland, the Negro citizens rated the public schools

much less highly than did the 'titite citizens. Only 8 per cent of the

Negro sample rated the schools as "very good" and 23 per cent of that

sample rated theca as not very good" compared to 35 and 7 per cent of

the Portland White sample, re .spectiraly. Just as these Portland White

and Negro findings indicate that citizen ratings of their schools may

vary substantially by cam/amity and ettbma...--vnity, and, we think, as

a reflection of some real variations in tin velum being produced by

the schools for citizenries or categorien of citizens, the fames in
O'aicridge =vexed to those

point,

of the other cities illtistrate the -ems

A major controversy had erupted in Oakridge wherein most of

the teachers were pitted against the superintendent on m-tters of

school policies and administrative-teacher dscieion ina&i.ng authority.

Only about half the proportion of citizens in Oakridge crowed to

those of lagene and Springfield rated their schools as "very good,"

iddle the proportion of Oakridge citizens rating their schools as

"not very good" was almost double that of Eugeneame and Spring..

fielders. lioz-mver it is revealing that dissatisfaction with the

schools, policies or concern over the public supart.Lntenderrte-teachers

controversy led fewer than 10% of the citizens to generalize that

their public schools were not very good in Oakridge,

On school decision-maser cyniCism, &gene and Springfield

resembled Junction Oity and Oakridge while being slightly more crini,-

cal than the residents of Portland' (with Portland Negro citizens

being most cynical), The conception:a school, _officials, responsive-

ness was also relatively comparable' in the five cities, So, too,

0
.
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were citizen attitudes towszd spending more mow? for .P;perlal educiaa

tion (with citizens in rely atively mat Junction City Most opposed

and Nevi) citiO,ens in Portland moort approting)e The comparative

finding on the kindergerten-tes orientation is extremely revealing.

Portimid Was the one city vfith publicli-supliorted kinder-

gartens. The citizen sample there iss-.the only one with a clear

majority approvin' g of "providing; pibilio kinderg. sitena out of school

tat monies." The city next most fairoiable kindermters- was

06krierpe, mere 42- per cent of the atizen semis apprived- of

"increasing taxes to pride pikte kinder gartens;".while 46.1ier eca

disapproved* The disapprove t4 approve ratio in pion City was

slidlar to that in Etgene "ti2! Springfieid.

Oakridge had considered.kindergekbensserieutly gm? se rat

yearSe In fact, one year earlier (1962) the voters had authorited

kindergartens but then voted down a speci2i6 itm in a school

election. That the mater was Voili at issue; st.least in the =Me

CAZ Oakeridge, citilans, is attegsted to by the figures,:

These findings, like those. for the iajblic -school rating item,

tend to confirm the validiti' of the Item- used to measure cl_tizen

sweetmeats of their rim school &fairs. EventS,- oz natural bio-ry,

do seem to relate; to at leiSt some .deves, to current citizen

crientstionse The findini for Pirtlend compared to the 'other cities

suggests specificaily that. such events at the lactirr.ing. cif the costs

of establishing an inroilvation such as public kindergirbere can letid

to a abate of afaire Taller() citizens support the "uite of school *tax

=des for them even thoigh thiby might .othirdse be Ciore) digitised

to disapprove them. On taiii tax matters, Poitlaiders vtre not

X
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much more disposed to eve them than were Digeneans or Spring-

fielders as of 1963.

These findings are compatible %/ith alternative dynamic models.

larst, it is conceivable that public kindergartens !ware .always

supported more by citizens of Portland than in the other cc unities

(and such an historical differentiation among citizen attitudes may

have been a factor explaining the establishment of kindergartens in

that city rather than in the others)e Second, it is al copzeivable

that the citizen.attitudes hietorically xere more or lees similar in

41 cities but that the establisbmaut and operation of kindergartens

over time in PortUnd led to a situation of greater. citizen approval

there than in the other cities. The latter model allows for either

earlier negative ox uncertain, tuicrystallized citizen attitudes

toward kindergartens itzzith Portland citizens develtlping increasing:Ey

positive attitudes toward tham over time with the other cities

ruing relatively stable in that regard (although to a lesser

extent in Odaidge), or else an 1.nitial farforable citizen d.isposi-.

tam in ari. of the cmorard.ties with the maintenance of such favorable

citizan attitudes in Portland as a shift occurred toward the negative

in the tAtie r -Mess The second alternative in the- latter model

might have occurred because of a possible shift over tiris to greater,

self-consciousness and concern over tam and costa on the part of

citizens throughotxt the state with less of a drift in Portland or in

regard to the established kinderE.wben program there. Our own

feeling is that the latter model, regardletie of which. Ixe.e4he two

alternatives it allow for is correct, is the mare adequate
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In any event, whether the first or second model is the more

valid, the fact of plausible inter-community differences in citizen

orientations toward particular aspects of their schools and inter-

community similarities in other regards has several consequences for

ow study* We can search for possible impacts on and differences .

among the school orientation attitudes of citizens of different

communities as a consequence of particular major events such as the

Eugene Pro jeot without having a reason to believe that Rich attitudes

are so subjective and so much a projection of personality that real

institutional differences simply are never found. At the same time,

we have reason to believe that our findings on Eugene and Springfield

are more generalizable than they might have been if citizen school

orientations were more radically different in either or both cities

than other communities in the state selected for making such

comparisons.

In particular, we four! that Eugene and Springfield as of Time

3 were not very different from two other small towns and the largest

city of the state insofar as citizen school orientations ere con-

cerned. Differences seemed to be understandat4 in terms of the z.

specific histories and events in the several comnunities. On the

basis of those oitizen school orienta tions variables we are safe in

assessing the two research cmomunitios as not atypical of a larger

set of communities.

()waren Stability:and In Chan

Before testing tolpotheses about changes in citizen school

orientations in this crosparative stud we must have soma idea of

,` S
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what changes m&r have taken place it the aienbations of individual

citizens even though relatively little net changes may have occurred

for sets of citizens taken together. Within the Linfilts fit en initial

distribution of attitudes or orientations, an arrpearance of little or

no change may flow from massive but contradictory changes in a

sample.1 Thus, everyor.e who approved of kindergartens, for example,

at one this may havd bmitched to disapprove/ while those initially

disapproving snay have switched in the opposite erection. -to approval.

Citizens mg, be evenly divided on kindergarten at two points in time

but each a complete swatch in attitudes could have occurred in the

interim. Such a hypothetical complete internal change with no net

cbange could not happen, of courts, to the extent that the sample

initially deviated from a 5040 split in attitudes.

If at one time 10 per cent of a populabion, approved of

kindorgarbens and 90 per cent disapproved, a complete change in

everyone: atuitudes would result at a second point in time in an

opposite 9040 approval, to disapproval ratio with a great deal of

net change. A stable 90-10 disapprove to approve ratio could, bow-.

ever, occur with no change in individual attitudes to a complete

change on the part of this initial approvers and a change by 1 in 9

of the original di2approvers. This illustrates what we meant by the

aforernerrbioned qualification concerning the initial diet' ''.4tion of

attitudes limiting overall, net changes in a sample or _ '.0izenry at

:Igor an Wit: discussion' of "turnover" see Seymour M.
Upset et al. "The Psychology of Voting: An Anal; of Political
Behavior,"' in

al.,
of So_ cial Ptrychol o ed e by Gardner Iimizey

(Cartridge, riar.Tard son eeley u lie trig Co., 1954), Vol. 'II,
pp. 3.15045
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the ewe time that such internal, individtial changes may hare ben

occurring.

To give me idea of the extent of the internal et-lenges in

both EuEene and Springtield, neither of whioh.ohanged very*much*in

a net fashion, We shall first present some findings that combine data

from both cities !lime the degree of internal changes proved to be

sildlar in the two

There are no accepted criteria or conventional rules frir

assessing changes as usvbetmtial," "large," "trivial,'" or "rmall;,"

It has recently been found that attitudes *of many, if nit most,

American citizens toward national policy questions such ae fedoral

aid to education, foreign econorde and military aid programa; ederal

housing policies and the like, vary c;7ns-lidere.b2y for individuals in

a manner that one woad not &Oct if these stemmed frOm a mom gen-

eral posture, orientation, or ideology of liberaliat-conservabim:

or of a prowarrb:D-federal government action cheractme2*Moreover,

citizens have been found to be quite chezigeAle over throe in'such

policy I:ism-actives.- As Philip Converite, probably the most pene

trating analyst of such "inst ability, " has put it regarding a three-

wave national panel of American' eitLens over a fourkyear peribd:

Faced vith the 'typical item of this kind (i.e., th.cee
mentioned above), only about 33, people out of 20, manage
to locate ti slues -even on the kite :side of the con.*
troversy in successive intea.rogatior.3,717n 10 out of
20 could have done so by chance alone.?: .

There is GM Sparse evidence that for some policy matters

there may be mu less stability at the otranuttt7 level, at leadt

.
2Phi;i:ip Converse, "The; Nature of Belief Systems in Mass

_ .

Publics," Survey Research center, thiversity of Michigan, November,
1962, p. 68.
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under conditions of local decisional conflict.3 There is also some

suggestion that such change is related to the impacts of political

influence rather than being simply random or chance fluctuations.

That does not necessarily conflict with it model of community or

national decision-making that has a minority of relatively sophis-

ticated and comparativeV stal4s policy-oriented ileolas surroraded

by large numbers of less concerned, less knowledgeable, more. °henget!

able and influenceable citizens. Nor does a model of .a continuity .

with a minority of the former and a majority of the latter contra- .

di.ct findings that on given policy matters the climate of opinion.

may be either positive or negative rather than undecided or neutral

4t:-, various points in time even though large numbers of citizens may,

have been changing in cancelling-out directions over tine.

There is very little, if any, evidence in the literature of

educational, social, or political research to indicate whether such

variables as our citizen school orientations are more or less stable

over time in American or other communities. The effort made above

to assess whether such orientatione seemed to represent valid measure -

ments was, in the present terms, an effort to assess 'whether changes

in such orientations could be regarded as at all related to events in

the comaunity or be due sinp34r to such processes as chance fluctua-

tions on the part of citizens, that is, to successive accidental

selections by unconcerned people of responses to questions that would

put them in one rather than another category of each variable. That

Hobert L Agger, "Panel Studies of Comparative Coumunity
Political Decision-making: Itvnaml.cs of Urban Renewal," in IC.
Jennings and 11.. Zeigler (eds.), IimilUrtAlaclonl Behavior
(New York: Prentice
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assessment will continue in the present chapter. But in the absence

of comparative information, we are in a position of really not knovirig

IThether the follotrbg Erne 1 to Time 3 figures represent ralatively

small, moderate, or large degrees of change or stasis in citizen

orientations.

The figures in the ri,ght-hand column of Table 3-.2 indicate

that if one excludes those in the coribined Eugene-Springfield sample

who changed from having an orientation of some kind at Tine I to

evressing ignorance (donst know) or an inability (or refusal) to

answer at Time 3, and vice versa, the proportions of citizens whose

attitudes change more or less substantially range from one-tenth to

about one-third on these measures. Since those excluded citizens are

part of the body politic, the addle column is probably a more rele-

vant estimate of the proportions o aohangers"--using those crtileria

of change. There we learn that about one-fifth to one half of the

combined sample changes on these various orientations from Time 1

to Time 3.

The left -hand column presents the findings for changes of any

kind, not just for "substantial" changes as in the center and right-

hand columns. Thus, for example, a person moving-from 3very good"

to "good" or vice versa, in his rating of schools would be considered

a changer in the left-hand colum but he would have to move fx em the

"very good" or "good" category to "not very good," or vice versa, to

have been considered'a changer in the other two columns.

The left-hand column, refleating the measure that we.a.aall

actually use in this chapter for anaVsis of factors relating to

change, indicates that the yttoportiolia 01 changers range frau 44 to
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TABLE 3-2

CHANGES IN CITIZEIN SCHOOL ORIENTATIONS VARIABLES OF THE CGIBIDD3D

=EC .AND srananno WET& TIME 1 TO TINE 3

Entire sample: &tire sample: Excludtag "don't
from original from collapsed know" and no an-

categories categories swore Time 1 or
Time 3: fry= col-
lapsed categories

a0 Rating of the Schools
Collapsed, categories:
1) Very good and good'
2) Nut very good O% 21%

3) Don't know or nv answer

b. Educational Ideology
Collapsed scale categories:
two point intervals. plus 58%
don't know or no answer

School Decision-maker Cyniciam
Collapsed. categories:
1) Trusting 2) Cynical and 142% 28%

very cynical 3) Distant

d. Conception of School Officials'
Responsiveness

Collapsed categories:
1) To citizens 2) To influ- 59%
entiale and to themselves,.
3) Don't know or no answer

30%

48% 35%

e. Spending for Special Education
Collapsed categories:.
two puirt intervals plus 58% 23%

doilit care,: don't know or
no answer

f. Increasing Taxes for Public
Kindergartens t;

Collapsed categories: two 67%
point intervals ,per, donLt
care, don't know or no answer

3kr% 28%
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59 per cent for the six items. That would sewn to be a relatively

line amount of change, at least as cc spared with the amounts

suggested by the other too change measures. On..the other hand,

almost every movement between two adjacent categories becomes classi-

fied as change in orientations. It would seem that a ntmibw of such

category changes would reflect only minOry if indeed any, differences

in outlook. Instruments of the kind used are not completely reliable

in the sense that they cannot be expected to produce exactly the same

results from, mmuent to moment, or day to day, for the same rospon-

dents. Dien when "other things are equal" a certain. &mount of charge

in responses can be expected not ad the result of change in outlook

or evaluation, but as a consequence of the inefficiencies and inade-

quacies of the raeasuring instruments themselves.

Although we cannot say to what extedt changers were actually

changing their orientations as a consequence of signiticantly new

estimates of or re7.ationships to their schools or as a tined:on of

inadequate measures, we can proceed to a comparative anaUsis. There.

is little reason to expect that subgroups within conzainities or poP-

ulaticns of different commities will change more or less than

others because of the inadequacy of the measuring instruments. It
is quite poseille that poor ;,y educe led citizens who are relatively

unaware of and distant from their schools, for example, may evidence

a greater degree of change due to unreliability of the measuring

instruments than their more sophisticate& involved compsulions in a

community. However, change toward a "negative" orientation or

evaluation on the part of the ignmsant in one community but not in

another, or change is opposite directions, are, when revealed by the
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use of identical measurirg instruments, theoretically a consequence

of processes other than macirment instability or unreliabnity.

Althcugh re may be exaggerating 14-1 degree of change in oriaatations

by the use of the selected measures, their use does permit us to make

some estimates of the holding power of some factors and the Impacts

of other factors in producing,change within and between communities.

Stability and Change in Ektzcatimaal Orientations, Concerns, and
Conversations Eugem xad Springfield, Time 1 to Time 3

Changes i citizen school orientations in Eugene and Spring.

field between Time 1 and Mao 3 were remarkably similar both in extent

and in kind (Table 3-3). Not only are the comparative degrees of

atabiiity or change of interest, but even more important*, the

differences and similarities in directions of change are of cones. rn

to us. The simtiarities in the e,bent of changes i' orieniatioxis.

on the part of citizens of bath oommunities are matched by simileri
,

ties in the degree to which changes reflected increasingly positive,

negative, or salient -dist ant conceptions. - CiVizens mEry not only

changed their attitudes in a positive or negative directioitl but also

they may have moved from a pteition of unatareness. or ignorance

Castancel to having a conceribion or evaluation of some kind and..

vice vereas trath but a few minor exceptions, the various internal

movements or changes in attitudes between Time 1 and Tina 3 were...
very similar or the citizens of the two coromunitiei;

Compared to Springfielderes the citizens of Eugene usre

alight3,y more stable in their educational ideology; tk, Spr3. 11

fielder° boom) relatimarAwalthough slightlyaimmore tradit3s 3. in

ry.

z, '1%"`,,),

o
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TABU 3-3

b. Education 11. Ideology'

z.. School Decision -maker Cy3icism
. Stable

Increasingly * flgre gave
Increasingly traditional.

Sbable

Decreasingly 0p-114.one:bed
Increasingly opinionated

99%

55$ .

47%
23
15

5
9

. 57%

70

214

39%

21
10
5

Eugene Springfield
(11=250) (N0271)

a. Rating of the Schools
Stable 52% 51%
Irczeaathg Positive 21 17
Increasingly negative 18 19
Increasingly distant 3 .5.
Decreasingly distant 7 9In ra

Increasingly tristing A4 Li.
Increaabagly .oynical 14 21t
Increezingly distant 8 6
Decreasingly distant 10 23

TOU 101%
d. Conception of -school Officials,

Responsivenesc
Stable 37%
Increasingly toward citizens 23
IncreaSingly toward infl.ttentiale 20
Increasimly distant 9Decreaiblar slat 12.

TE1.%
eo Spending for Special Filucation

Stable 40%
Increasingly' supportive 22
Increasingly opposed 32
Increasindly distant 3
Dearea,sing2T distant_ 1

Ile.
f. IncreaAing Taos for Pub:Lisc.

Kindergartens
Stable
Increaanglt iire
Increasingly qpIrorzed.,
Txtcreasing27:Z.doant
Decreasimel..7 ambvit

f .,

.33% 33%
23 26'
36 38

2:
2

re%*

-



their ideological outlook. Springfielders Imre slightly more stable

than Eugeneans in their conceptions of the responsiveness of school

officials: the latter changed relatively .more to a view of officials

as responsive to citizens than did Springfield citizens.'

There was not only the least stability for the citizens of

berth ccomnuxities on both educational imovation fiscal items, but in

the two cities the changers tended to move more in the direction of

opposition than support on these measures. There was otherwise a

general pattern of rather balanced shifts in both directions with

roughly equal proportions of citizens hem :sing more positive and more

negative in their school orientations. There was ales a general

pe;Aern of. increased salient concerning, and decreased distance

from these various Aspects of school affairs..

We have two other measures of -,7;Ye saliency a school matters

in the minds and lives of citizens at Venn 1 and 3 in both cities.

The first consists of responses to a question asking the panelists

to Indicate "What, in your opinion, are the most important problems

facing (Zugene, Springfield) at the present tiller The second

consists of response; to a question on what matters were Win!: ed.e

cussed If citizens, in response to prior questions, had said that

they had "seriously discussed panic school matters during the past

yew" either often or once itn, a tittle with one or more of the

following: faraily, friends, teachers, mel school, offloialS.

The listing of coossunity problem perceived- as most important
OS

in both comunities refleeta the aforezesationed general inorease in

saliency or azarenese of aspects of the county from Time 1 to
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Time 3 (Table 3-0.4 The specific changes over l'iMe four ye period
in the acirtmity concerns of citizens sem to be vits minor 1..-,Ah

terms of the rank order of the problem mentioned ald r.....nT<T4sga

of citizens mentioning particular izcelme MI) 2orkorging

exceptions.

In both cities, particularly in gene recreation al

loomed less large as a center of attention for citizens. trez vas-,

tion itself seems to reflect the extent to which various deefisional

questions or policy matters were receiving public attontian in the

pr.ess and in other media, rif cammunicatitats05 Recreation,

lar2y the effbabliament of a metropolitan park near the two cities,

had been given a great deal of coverage during the period prior to

the intevviews at VAS I. It had since receded considerably as a

topic of media concern and, apparently, of public concern.

In Eugene various matters of city growth were pe:wceind a:4

coranunity problems by en additional small, but numerically not

insignificant, number of citizens as it continued to increase in

population size and arca,. In Springfield, the major chan&is in

citizen concerns were in =motion with three other miters. Urban

renewal and, to a much lesser extent, public nousire, Lai been hotly

contested public issues in 1959, but had become less trivrtili.

asimplweralellmenftrabfambainiamanimine

'one decreases in the proportions mentioning no problem were
not due to the absence of newcomers in the panels. A comparison of
the rewnses of samples of newcomers and thoso of the paneliate
in sate that there is a larger number of matters identified as
consuunity problems by panelists than nalticters, but no stbdtantial
41f:fere:me in the proportions names nothing at an.

alarl: "natation of that questiorA was used anti discussed
in Robert E. Agger et, 0.0, The Rulers and the Ruled (Ilev 'Yorks
John. Wiley & Sons, 19611L PP":115C5C
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TABrE 3,44

IiANICINGS AND CHANGES IN CITIZEN cannarz. catiortws.

PROBLEM PLICEIVa AB MOST l'isralrEANTi LT= AND SPRINCET$TD, .TD E 1-3

, .

Rank order Percentage Rank order Percentage
Traffic and Street V. T3 Change .. n .11. chiii;40-
emairtorts 1 1 4% 3 .2 44%

Parking 2 2 +a% U 9

Educational Matters 3 4 +3% 6:

Recreation 4 12 42% 8. 11 -11%

,uity Growth (inclAding
amtexation)i 5 3 43% - . 1, da4 ..0

4,1,1

Pablic Works (swage,
drainage, garbage
collection, etc.) 6 6.5 . . . 2 1

Tames 7 6.5 . +2% .: . 10 5 +10%

&anemia Conditions
(industrial growth,
jobs, etc.) 8 5 +2% 7 .6 .O .

Local Goverment (opera... . ,

tions and. organization) 9.5 8..5, +3 9 8 +3%

Urban Renewal .95 3.3. .4 1 7

Public Housing 3.7. .... -2% 5 33 -'9%

Hnuaine (conditions.
availability:, etc-.) 124 10 .+3%,- . ..... io - -+:4`,1)

Juvenile DelineitleheY '724 85' 40% .... 12 . +2%

Nigoellensolm !tatters ...,,, .1..... .4: .... .... -a%

Per Gent Mentioang
Notking -

_ .. . .
2.\V .1% 7-

,
, . 1 ., , I,

- 24 13% : ',.
. 4.,

, ,

1

,
"4,1
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controversial by .063.6 The decrease in citizen concerns over those

matters in that city was partially wade up by an increase in the

saliency tax concerns.

The public schools, largely. but not exclusively in their

facilities and buildings aspects, did not sitiXt very much in either

city in relation to their prominence as citizen concerns. Re OM one

perspective, the fact that they were ranked belt= traffic and pa"king

as, atizen concerns in Eugene at both Time 3. and' Time 3, and below

such matters as traffic and public works in Springfield at both

points in tip may be a discouraging commentary on citizen values.

From another perspective, such discouragement would not be warranted.

The question deals not with rankings of bow important various aspects

of o-oramunity life IW to citizens, but with perceived coimnunity

problezas. And it is worth noting that educationil matters were

t T. ...S. 4 ei vrn roma% 411.1Awitavotregarded tiVi114 All t Irma " 11".1ft °A44.4 "446 MU Via 0.1004.Ctia 4.0 eigitartoes Irmora.m.

community problems than recreation, tax trends and levels, and

economic conditionsincluding industrial development and employment

needs.

In any event, what interests us here is the fact that educa-

tional problems were perceived as more important than some other

significant aspects of conmauxity affairs at Tixaes 1 and 3 in Eugene

End Springfield, and that educationsa relative rankings among various

perceived problems of oommuar...Ity life did not change sigmtlieentlly over

this four-year' span. In both communities there was evident a small

6 Agar, Volta Studies of Comparative Community PoIitica3.
Decision-makings Dynamics of Urban Renewals" in BtIsm in Else
tore Behavior, s2. cit.
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in the total proportion of citizens viewine

educational matters as a salient =acorn, a 3 per cent increasein

Eugene, and a 7 per cent increase in apringfiel. (In the latter

city that did constitute en almost 100 per cent increase by Tibia 3.

From 8 to 35 per cercb.in the proportion of citf3ens indicating such

a concern with the schools at Tine 1).

In neither city did this means of tapping citizen concerns

indicate that education had beam) the inviter one perceived-problem

by Time 3 (as, f or example, urban renewal had been so perceived at

Mile 1 in Springfield) or that tht 'citizens of either city had come

to regard the schools as a matter of no salient concern whatsoever in

their mental mvs of important* comiUnity problem. Just's change

had been moderate in citizen orientations toward the schools as

measured by the specific questions pertaining thereto, so, too, did

this measure of citizen concern with the schools reveal a Lair

degree of at least overall, net stability from Time 1 to Time 3.

The shifts in the freqizencies with Which such problems as

recreational facilities in &gene and urban renewal and public housing

in SP,ringield were mentioned as among the most impoitant problems in

the community conbribUte to our sense that such questions are more or

lees valid indicatory of the predorsinant, most salient citizen

concernswhether of a spectator or participant nature We thus

have more confideme iii the evaluati.on that the public schools had

become ,neither bur** jests nor lout of .ight and mind in either

community from time 3. to TAme .

. - x' ,
, aThe second Pet queSttc,n0 referimed abott =mauves more

directly "the, cAlc,exne with thleij ochoola of cities tha4 partOok
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more of an active, participant character than of a bystander, specta-

tor form. At Time the citizens of Eugene discussed school matters

Within their families, with friends, and .eith teachers more than did

the citizens of Springf.ie ld (Table 3-5), It, 7,1 a 13 only with school

officials that SprIngfielders discussed school affairs as much as

did Eugeneans. By Time 3 the situation had changed considerably

primarily due to an increase in discussion. in Springfield. Only. with

school officials had Springfielders decreased their discussions of

school aff airs. 7

There is a remarkable net stability in the subjects of citizen

discussion in the two cities at the two points in time, with one

startling exception: a dramatic increase in the proportions of citi-

zens in both cities discussing teaching techniques. Other exceptions

7 A panel study is concerned primarily with behavioral and
attitudinal changes of the more permanent portion of the population.
Analysis of impacts of natural events cannot concern itself with
citizens only subject to the post-event enviromnent. However, a
post-event assessment of community states of citizen behavior and
attitudes ought to include those of newcomers in assessing political
imp3ications. If liffererrt from longer-term residents, newcomer
behavior and attitudes mg. change some of the political implications
inferred from the findings on a panel. To give an over-simple .illus-
tration, assuming the subjects of citizen school discussion were
known to school decision-makers, they might have reacted different2r
in Eugene it they thought that the neracoiars were discussing_teaebing
techniques relatively :Ore than oldtimers* while oldtimrs wore dis-
cussing taxes and finances more than newcomers. By using newcomers
from a wave of interviews first taken in '1963, *we found -neractimers
actually discussing both taxes and teaching techniques less than
oldtimers. There was 'slight tendency for netelcomere in both rkgene
and Springfield to be less participant in schwa affL-ers than were
oldtimers, but etherviise there were no consistent afferenoes in the
substance of their respective conversation and concernse, That
ysis also revealed that whatever effects the 1959 i t ee Mr have
had in sensitizing respondents to teaching tech. e, a so-called
panel effect whicbmight 'have caused sv me. of the apparent or real
increase in teachtng techniques being such a ceatral convereational
aoncarn by l963, they were xL domptize4 to the total inere n
that regard.
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Taw 3-5

WENT or, AND CHANGES TN, EMS or annul colfraSATXON ABOUT
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUM 'UO2 AND SPRINGFICID, TIME 1.A3

Ihtent DiS0128/31.011 of
MiLie Sohool liaktutra
I? aring Pagb Ruin

with Forailys

Often Once in ;int reptale
a while at all answer N

Eugene - Time 3. 34% ho% 23% 3% 1O( 246
Dagene - Time 3 41 35 22 2 100 246.

Springfield 1"."-ure 1 24 46 28 2 -100 275
Springfield - Time 3 42 35 23 0 100 275

with Priends:

Eugene tine 1 33. 43 24 1 99 246
Eugene - Tine 3 33 47 19 1 WO 246

Springisiola - Time 1 19 47 32 1 99 275,
Springfield :Time .3 . 30 43 28 0 103. 275

with Teacherit

Eugene s=, Time 1 1.9 28 a
ThIger.yo Time 3 12 27 59

SIVIAgfield- Time 3.
Springfield Tbile 3

Sott307. OM,44410:

fte01.4 " Vlint 1 -
Stipa ittrtb

Springfield (Tim 1
SP1143-41014,-) Ma 3

9 . 1 :78
12 24 64

.26 8
'15 71

2 100 246
2. 100 246

2 100 275
0 100 275

200 246
2(10 246

3.60
100 ; 275
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include an increase in the proportions of the Eugene citizenry

discussing the matters of boundaries and of school taxes, and an

increase in the proportion of the Springfield citizenry discussing

the latter (Table 3-6). OrigInf ninth ranked subject of

school discussion in 1959 (ientioned by less tlic:S21'
the matter of teach techni ues moved to the to ofboth is

the list of conversational concern'sbe discussed b one- carter

2/112e me eac In 1961.

Thus, the increased rate of discussion of school affairs by

Springfielders with members of their families, friends, and teachers

was reflected in a relatively greater stress on the matter of the

costs and tax implications of education, but that strew was in the

context of educational innovations, i.e., teaching techniques.

Increased convers44on about new teaching techniques in fact far

outweighed the increased conversation about taxes: for every person

newly talking about school finances, four people had begun to talk

about some aspect of teaching techniques. In Eugene thete were

smaller shifts on those items, but thot,11, too, contrib#0 to a seiiite

that at least some citizens, to some extents are attuned and Partici-

pate in a selective, discriminatory manner toward their school. The

arrival of school boundaries into the fifth rank of convereatiOnii

concerns in Eugene is further evidence, of the sensitivity, of at:least

a portion of the citizenry to their schools and .to 'at least some

the naturally occurring events such as the boundary issue described

in the previous chapter. Mese findings also add to the sense of

confidence that the citizen school orientations variables of central

concern here are neither inherently constant nor subject only to

c
' s

r-
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TABLE 3.6,

FIT= OF, AND MA= IN; COMMIT OF CI= CONVERSATION

ABOUT NEMEC SCHOOL IIATPHRS: =ENE AND SPRINCOTEID, T4 13

Subject of discussion, Proportion
o nantil ascussing:

Facilities; -buildings, etc,Time I
Time 3

Currictatim.--.
Time
Tino3: 3.

MSS

&wens Springfield
(Nsa211.6) (N61275)

17%

22%

Teaciling.techrd.ques ..
2biis -1 11,

26

Taxes
: .= Iv. I3%

Time 3 19 .. 18

Teachersu salairieS "Ia.
9%.

Time 3 9 ' 8'. .

...
Dieciginaiy inatters au.

Time I 8% 6%

T ie 3 /im . . -

Chi3.dren.gr4des; etc.
Time 1
Time 3

Special education

Time 3 3,.. .
. . Al . ;

ICI.ndergeivtens ..,.
Itme..-'1.,.:.,. :, .' 2%:-.--, ., ,3$,

Time 3 2.

_. ..,. ..;,,.,.':;..

American edlication-nabiatial3y
., ,,,,,TIMesc. I -. , . , .2: , . : .......:. ,,, J J. -,,

Time 3 1-
,,,. ,, :' "it

.,,f.' t 'l2,-`401W.

1

iecellateroti6 mattes ''..

,...

=1. --- --,---41:.r ;,; , : .... -_ ,,!:,-:,..i..h..,,.-r.:

7%

6 8,

21111110 At :of rt, C
1,x TI 3

, , ?r%
26

;
,

r_ Qs.?

TiMA
:t t -1: 7:V.5: 4

,
,

, 4*..) t,

0
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random change due to a constancy in citizen concerns and converea-

tion that remains unaffected by naturally occurring events of educa.

tional import (xitother in the community or nabionallY)

Ti^lause of the finding that the school boundary issue had

become a subject not only of topical concern in the newspapers, but

of conversational concern to a segmtint of the citizens of Eugene, we

looked again at the educational matters reported as among the most

important problems in the c.11111 i" 5r, An analysis of the specific

items mentioned. by the 17 per cent of the sample reporting an eauca-

tional matter iii that context (Table 34) revealed that the boundary

issue was not the problem mentioned by most of those citizens. The

topic of school buildings and facilities, usually in a perspective of

a perceived need for additional Cf nstruction in the light of. an

increasing school population, was the predominant problem mentioned.

The matter of the school boundary issue or policies was mentionsi

only a handful of citizens as among the most important cormtunity

problem.

Finally, it is revealing to note that although there was some

increased attention paid to the matter tt merit pay for teachers, a

natural stimulus lescribed in the previous chapter as a subject of

attention and controversy especially in Eugene :s budget-rink:131g pro-

cess as well as in the campaigns of school board candidates, it was a

conversational concern for relatively few citizens. There was no

overall increase in the extent to which teachers salarT 3 served as

a subject of discmision in Eugene and an actual decrease I:, the extent

of its being a cetnversabional concern in Springfield betvreen Times 1

z-_,11 3 ;Table 3.6).
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The changes in the =taut of citizen conversation in the two

cities may be further appreciated from an .annlysis ot changes that

occurred in the kinds of teaching techniques discussed at Times 1
..r1P1 Tines ettaliV*Iwit.e. 4 tto. A _

0/46 Ara aav,g6u-S tnAs 1Z01)147 kuitriDigtling ECM aspect

of teaching exceptional or bright ca' ilaren increased from 5 to 12

per cent of those discussing teaching techniques. Similaay, in
Springfield non-gradedaded classes went from zero to 11 per ?lent as a

subject mentioned specifically by those d5..scussing teaching tech-

agues. General matters of the curriculum decreased 'in both comma-

ties from one point in time to the other as it Le mentioned in connec-

tion with teaching methods and techr.d.ques, 'So, too, did the' quaaity

of teachers. General comments about techniques and metiods increased,

how-ever, from 10 and 9 per cent of the disoweents of teaching tech

rAques at Time 2. in Eugene and Springfield, ,respectively, to 31 and

25 -!er cent of those citizens in the two aitos, respectively, by
Time 3.

We may summarize sate of the foregoing concltvaions by present-

ing them in the form of findings that bear on a set of specified

hzpotheses, the foal of presentation to be used also in the next

section on causes of change and stability in educational orientations.
. .

The bypothezes derive basica:1.2y from the foalowing assumptions

and in the light of knowledge of the natura'3 cr- in the two

ccamnuni.ties between Times 1 and 3 as mated 'in the' preceding 'chapter.

Our first initial assumption was :that the Eugene l'irp:ject would have

the effect of preoducim a citizenry with 'more favvrabIe orientations

toward, or evaluPtions- of, their solutes the would be the case in

Springfield, the city withomb such a publicizod projfect. Cast in the



feexx of a hypothesis or prediction, that can be stated as follows?

H1: There tiould La more net ositive change in citizen -schoc:
orientations in. Zagene than in pringfield from Time 1 to
Time 3.

Underlying that expectation was the folloving reasoning., Even though

Springfield did during 1.103 Time 1 to 3 period introduce educational

innovations thto their school system, of the kind embodied in the

LIkgene Project, and even though Sprineield became part of the Oregon

Projectohich resembled in some of its aspects the Eugene Project--

we assumed that the comparatively well4publicized (via school news-

letters, reports, formal meetings, a citizens! advisory committee:,

the mass media, etc.) fomidation-supported local ccramurIty project

would have been most likely to engage the attention, imagination, and

popular support of citizens in the one rather than the other community.

Clearly, the findings reported in the krevious chapter do not support

that hypothesis (Table p. 79.)

On the basis of comparable assumptions and reasoning, we had

originally predicted that the stability of citizen school orientations

would be less in Eugene than in Springfield regardless of whether or

not Ltageneans experienced a greater net positive change than Spring-

fielders. Given the finding of comparable net changes in tne two

cities, that prediction could take the form. of the following hypo-

thesis:

H2: The comparable net changes in citizen school orientations
in the two coamatmities were due to a csoparatively greater
degree of counterveiling, canceling-out shifts of orienta-
tions of Etgeneans than of Springfielders, the latter having
comparativeV more stable Orientations than the former.

The findings reported in Table 3..3 aontradiot that hypothesis.



A companion hyrothesiia. concerned an °nem, ignorance, or

dietance8 ox citizens front their evh.00ls as reflected in a failure to

respond to the quesktono abourb thel: schools. That hypothesis orig-

tnalay read:

113: There would be a comparatively greater decrease in distance
from their public schools on the part of Eigeneans than on
the part of Springfielders.

In the light of the results of testing Hi, ,m2, a variation. on

Hypothesis 3 was formulated:

113A: The comparable net cha64a in distance from their schools
by citizens in the two comunities were due to a compara-
tively greater degree of ottutervailim, eancearg-karb
shifts towards increasing and decreasing distance in
Eugene compared to a cedaperatively greater degree of
.stability of distance in Springfield.

The second form of that hypothesis was 210 more supported by the data

than the first form (`fable 3-6; Table 241).

The reasoning underlying both 112 and H3 was that the Eugene

Project, if it did not invoke primarily favorable responses from

citizens, would be L.tkely to generate opposite cross-currents of

feelings both positive and negative. We also supposed that a program

of educational innovations, .both of a curricultan and teaching tech-

nique cparacter, would tend to cause citizens to become more aware of

and reflect upon problems of educational affairs. Such reasoning

also led to the following prediction concerning citizen community

concerns:

Ho Educatit.l matters would became of more concern, relative
64. trio other cominity affairs, and to relatively more citizens

in Eugene than in Springfield.

WIIIMIIMIIIMIAMOMINAVINIUWO11111~11~11

8 The bulk of the re ,ones classified as "dietantn were due
to "don't known responses I tly respondents not answering rarely
refuged tr, reveal their senointents.
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The fixednaa do not support aither pert of the hypothesis (TeVU 3-4)

The centrality gy.f education as a concern as reflected in its

ranking compared to other matters depends not on2y upon possible

changes of school oriintations but also upon possible changes in

concerns with other matters. As controversial issues are re-s-ol-e J

one might expect an increase in concern with a particular matter

relative to other community affairs that included such issues. This

was the case with the increase in the rank of educational matters as

e_ concern in Springfield with the subsidence of urban renewal and

public housing as issues and projects. Eugeneans, however, were

paying relatively more attention to matters of city growth by Time 3

than to educational mattem which was an unexpected reversal of the

situation at Time 1. In Springfield, the relative greater concern

by 17,itizene at Time 1 viibh problems of urban 'grolltli than with educe-.

tiona) matters was actually less at Time ). The crucial percentage

figures for the hypothesis, however, are those that revealed the

greater degree of conc,drn with educational matters in Springfield

than in &gene (Table 340. The percentage difference is exbremsly

man bat the important point is that, nontrary to 114, the proportion

of Azgeneans perceiving educational matte s as important problems in

the community did not increase more than in Springfield.

The next hypothesis was originally:

H5: There would be a greater increase in ciitieussion of school
affairs in Eugene than in .apringfield,

The findings reported in Table 3-5 pontraclipt than prediction.

Finally, the fihdings on the content of citizen conversation

about public school affairs at Time .1 and Time 3 (Table 3-6) did not

support the following hypothesisi /
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EimeavaRsem1

He There would be a greater increase in discuse!,on of teaching
techni ques in Eugene- than in Springfield.

A related hypothesis, based on the notion that the Eugene Project .

would tend to increase support for the schools, was follows:

lir There vou2d be s greater decrease or a lesser increase in
the extent to which school taxes would be a conversational
concern to Eugeneans than to Springfielders.

That expectation was also unconfirmed. (Table 3-6) .
VNIMINIMMIOMO

It would appear from the consistently unsupported tests of the

foregoing hypotheses that the Eugene Project had not made the impacts

on citizens of that city which had been expected by both school

officials and the analysts. Instead, Springfielders were the ones

who showed the greatest gains in educational .conversations and con-

cerns, particularly in reference to teaching techniques, and who

proved to be no more (or less) stable in their school orientations or

any less favorable in their evaluations than Eugeneans. In the next

section of this chapter we are able to test even more directly hypo-

theses about the possible role of the Eugene Project and the programs

of new teaching techniques in both cities as they may have affected

citizen school orientations.

Of particular concern 1422 be an examination of whether those

citizens who reported some awareness of the Eugene Project. in the one

city and of new teaching techniques in both cities were different from

citizens without such awareness. Of equal concern will be an examine-

tiro of the possibility that attitudes towards the Eugene Project and

new teaching techniques were related to the discovered stability of,

or changes in, citizIn school orientations.. We itiplied above that

MI of our expectations was that the Eugene Project would came some

changes in citizen attitudes by having a favorable impact on some

$ )A7.77'77
t=:=ZgtOPIPau.:-
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whose orientations had been less favorable and an unfavorable impact

on wine whose orientations had been favorable° Such a pattern, we

thought, would have produced cancellig-out changes in orientations.

An alternative possibility is that the Eugene Protect tended to reinui

force the favorable, supportive orientations of those already favor-

able and eupporbive with en opposite effect on the originally unfavor-

able or non- supportive. asp, it is possible that the sialarities

discovered in the pattems of stability and change in citizen school

orientations in Lt gene and Springfield were a consequence of some

Bugeneans changing more in a negative direction, for whatever reasons,

than Springfielders in general while those Eugeneans aware and/or

approving of the Eugene Project remained more stable or became more

positive in a compensatory manner leading to no everall differences

between the two citizenries. Such possibilities ane ethers are

tested directly in the following section.

Impact of the Eugene Kindergarten Election on Citizen Attitudes

As we already indicated, attitudes toward increasing taxes to

provide for public idneorgartens changed for the verse in both Eugene

and Springfield between Time 3. and Time 3 (Chapter 2, Table 2-3),

Was the anti-kleadergarten campaign and overwheltnin' g kindergarten .

defeat in the school election of 1960 responsible to wqr extent for

the increasingly negative citizen attitudes tord that item in

Eugene?

An earlier published report revealed that between nine and

Time 2 -there :was a surpriving degree of attitude etability in regard
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to kindergartens."9 Specifically

Of the s people who had earlier roved of kinder-
gartens, 0 . BO per cent, reported tha t ey had or
would have voted for kindergartens. Of the people
who had not approved of kindergartens, 67 wr cent voted
or would-Eve voted aRainm, kindergarten. (Emphasis

-
added0

What that analysis revealed was that the smadhing citizen rejection

of the kindergarten measure was due to dgferential voter aoUvation

or turn.wout such that the citizens opposed to the measure cast balm

lots while the citizens who favored it did nat..

What that report did not specifically mention was that even

though the anti-kindergarten forces were strongly mobilized, the

citizens attitudes tended to shift to some degree and in the direc-

tion of increased approval of increasing taxes to provide public

Undergartens. As of Time 1 equal proportions of the Time 2,2 panel

were approving and disapproving of the measure with one of every- al.*

citizens undecided or not caring (Table 3-7) . 'By' Time 2, t1-46

Approving citizens had increased from 39 to 50 per cent and those

opposed had reached only 143 per cent. The undecided and unconcerned

had moved on balance into the camp of the approvers, albeit not very

intense approvers, who failed to translate their approval into active

voting support.

We thus can dispote of the particular natural stimulus of the

Eugene kindergarten election as a direct cause of the decrease in

9 Robert B. Agger, "The Politics of Local. Education: A Compar-
ative Study of Community Deciaion-caaking,".in Donald E. Tope (ed.)
A Forward Look--The Pre aration of School Administrators 1970 (Univer-

regon: ureau uca 4 seam , & ii , ap er

10 Ibid.
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TABLE 3-7

ATTITMES TOWARD IITORFASItiG WES FOR. PUB 14 ICIDDMG4RTIZIS

AT TIME 1 (1959) AND TIME 2'(.96C)

Time 2

Approve

nadeoided

gene Panel

39%

1?

Lisapprova 39

Don!t know and no &newer 5H

Totals: % Mg
N 220

Time 2:

In favor

Donst know and no am-er

Totals: %
N

!.:

50%

143

6

220

:76"'",, , r"7".



citizen support for increasing taxes to provide public kiriQegartens.

Ye burn our attention now to the central matters of the Eugene

Project and new teaching techniques.

Relationships Between the Eugene Project and Citizen School

Orientations Over Time

As the months and weeks urfal4ed prior to the Time 3 measure-

'meats of citimPn school orientations, there was increasing reason to

suspece that the Et!gene Project would have less than a univorsal

appeal. to the citizens, or less than it was originally thought to

nave had. In meetings an tie ..school budget an occasional citizen

was heard to articulate publicly his disapproval of that project and

of "excessive, constant experimentation" with near, and not inexpen-

sive teaching techniques. The campaign for the school booed brought

to the attention of same, although hoar many was impossible to'estim.

mate tram participant observation alone, that the "threeRls" were

conceived to be increasingly endangered by "new-tangled" teaching

methods. In short, when it was found that the impact upon Edgeneanst

school orientations of the Eugene Project apparently was not what we

originally predicted, an hypothesis that it hAd had substantial

negative as well as positive impacts was more seriously entertained.

By classifying the citizens of Eugene into categories of those

who said that they approved, disapproved, wore undecided (,r did not

know how they felt) about the Eugene Project, we are able to assess

the distribution of such attitudes. The tingling demonstrate., clearly

that the second thoughts on citizen reactions to the Eugene Project

were not warranted (Table 3-8). Given the minority awareness oethe
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TABLE 3.8

EUGENE CITIZEN ATTITUDES TOWARD AND AWARENESS OF THE EUGENE PROJECT,

Strongly Strongly
Approve Approve ..2gEL.,ove Disapprove

b%

\Approval

25%

2

Disapprove

,
\2 /

Opinionated

Don't Don't No Totals
Thiclecicied Care Kum Anzwer

0.1.1Pm .0=9.....m 1t. . .

33 4 30 6 100 250

Opinionless, neatral
or conflicted

100 250

Active Spectator Does Not -gave Not Don't No Totals
Part. Da.'scb.ssed Intereit Matter Heard Of it Know Answer N

51c, 114 12

N. Aware

N35%

11. 62 -- 2

Unaware

\th

.7-

Oil MI

!

99 250

99 250
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Eugene Project as reported in Chapter I (the nearly identical figures

for the paral members are reported in Table 3-8), it is not surprising

to find that less than one-third of the Eugene panel reported axe

attitude at 02 toward that Project.

To be sure, it is conceivable that those who implied an aware-

necs by indicating that the Eugene Project did not matter to them as

well as those who indicated a erect, r or more active concern in

the matter were actually conflicted; neutral, or opinionless, whereas--

although alms likely state of affairsthe citizens who were unaware'

of the Eugene Project were the ones expressing opinions. At least.

such a real-world, if not ideal, situation is sufficiently .lossible

to some degree to warrant its direct examination. The fact that

3 per cent who said that the, had not heard of the Eugene Project

were among the opinionated demonStrates that such a possibility is

not entirely hypothetical ar imaginary. however, the overall rela-

tionship between attitudes and awareness reveals that this was a very

ranor part of the total picture (Table 3-9) .

Less than 10 per cent of those citizens reporting at least

a spectator interest in the Eugene Project did net answer or said that

they did not know how they felt about it. Another 18 per cent were

undecided while three-quarters had an opinict--with the bet approving

of the project. This contrasts dramatically with the 97 per cent of

the majority of the citizens who had adMitted not having Bard about

the matter mpressing indecision or ignorance of their attitude

toward the Eugene Prejects Such a finding attests to the validity of

the question, at least for those expressing their unawareness of the

project, and to restricted awareness of that project among the

citizens.
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TAKE 3-9

,
RETATI:ONS.113, 13E AWiRMS OF ATITIIUDES :IARD

-1143 EUGENE 'PROJECT

ktrareness of
Eugene Project* -

Attitudes Toward
Eugene Project

Don't _Totals
Eugene Approvti. --UndeO.ided Disapprove know % N

Not heard of it 2% 45 1' 52 100 355

Does not matter 27% 45 0 27 99

ititerededs but
done nothing

z
63% 2? 3 7 7.00 30

Talked about it 68% 214 6 310. 34'

Taken active part 92% 0 8 0 100 1.3

* The seven who did not answer the question on c eining awareness of the
Eugene Project -were .e.xcladed 2rom this table.
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An equally important :Tea-bus in the present context is the

fin.ding (Table 3-8) th,Pt the appvovers outnumber the disapprovers of

the Eugene Project by a 22:1 ratiio._(25 to `4 per cent). Such a find-

ing under es the aforementioned impressionistic feeling that the

Eugene Project was possibly assessed by relatively large proportions

of the ciLizenry negatively as well as positively, with the data

fram. Table 3-9 contradicter that expectation as expressed in the

following hypothesis:.

He: As Eugeneans became wae of the Ltgene Projects they
(a) formed attitudes ',award it (b) which attitudes were
distributed artong the citizens on the basis of approod-
matAy a 50-50 split between the negative and the
positive.

The illiporbant second portion of the kypothesie (b) is contradicteei,

although the first, relatively trivial portion (a) is supported.

The initial hypothesis concerning the relationship between

att.,.1:atle toward the Eugene Project and changes in citizen school

orientations fdled when it was found that HI, supra, was incorrect

because there were no greater net positive changes in the latter

variables in Eugene than in Springfield. Originally a major predic-

tion, that discorlinved hypothesis initially read:

Ho: The Eugene Project would result in more net positive
change in citizen school orientations in Eugene than
occurred in Springfield from Time 1 to Time 3.

An alternative hypothesis was then constructed which reads:

Hips Eugeneans approving the &gene Project would evidence more
net positive, change in school orientations than Eugeneans
undecided, disapproving, or rot knowing hOw they felt about
the Eugene Project--with the former evidencing more net
positive change and the latter more net negative :change
than Springfielders generally.

The findings bearing on Hid are presented in Table 3-10.
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Table 3.40-,Scaltinuabi011)%

e. Spending for Special
.

Education
Stable
Inqreasinglyt

Supportive'
Opposed

Distant at eitima, time

g. Increasing Taxes for
andergartens

Stable
Increasineye

Supportive-
Opposed

Distant at either time

- 123.-

Attitude Toward
-

. Ebgene Panel

Unde. Dis
prove.side4:40pr

(E=63) ( 1=92) (NmO)

the "gene Project

Springfield
Pawl

Dcp lt (NE,271)

Ifixtair

P10.90)

:3'A 33% 36%

23 2I
22 36 50 34
2' 6- 17 9-

.100% 1 1 3=4

40% 34% 33% 27%

17 24 17 26

0 33 33 %- 36

3 9 17 _12

100% 1601% 10d% Ica%

44%

.19

32
6

U!i%

33%

26

38
3

sioul)
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On none of the six school orientations vartabIe did-Bugeneara
_r ,

Who approved of the &gene Project change (positivel,y a.rid negativaf)

more than &germane with other attitudes toward that project, The

former evidenced mom-net positivvJ 'change than others on only ore

item, spending for special education. The small cai;egory of Emeneans

disapproving of the &gene Project' did change negatively more than

others" on three items: the Iwo concerning their orientations toward

the decision-maker's and _the one concerning spendIng for special

education. GeneraLly, however, the OV8,14.1 pattern does not conform

to the prediction in 1110.

These findings suggest, in fact, that Eugeneans approving the

Eugene Project maintained rather than changed their orientations

toward the schools more than others. Although the difgerences were

for the most part minute, they were more stable than the uidecided,

and substantially more stable than those wh9 did nit krare how they

felt about the Eugene Project on fire of the six school orientations

variables. We shall shortly pursue this matter furlther.

The fact that the important first part of 113.0 was not supported

makes the second part incorrect as well. That leads us back to

another possibility mentioned above, namely, that instead of thk1

Eugene Project having a net favorable ixapact by' affeeting positively

some citizens who had not been as favorable toward the public schools

and affecting negatively other citizena who bad been favorable toward

the schools, the Project might have had primarily a reirdorcing effect

on citizens. Citizaas -41,6 vv re initially favorable or supportive of

the schools might have remained so as a consequence of their approval

of the Eugene Project vbile citizens initially unfavorable or less

...17ra



supportive might have been releforced .the:ir more dative orierita-
.

time by their disapproval of the Eagene Projeot.

For that entire .aleeernative etyneroirc000 have occurred for a
signifimet voter citizens there would have had to be a rola-

ltroge taut= asap-moving the Etigene Project:,. and we now know

the such was not the case (Table 3-8). But the first portion at

that prooess could have occurred, namel,y: the Eugene Project may

IlritiG reinforced izettially favorable school orientations of citizens.

For that to have happened, the following two bypahoses would have had

to be supported, namely:

Hue Blip/leans of more favorable Time 1 school orientations
would hear about the Eugene Project more than Eugeneans
of less .favorable Time I school. orientations.

and

: Hu: Jame:leans of more favorable Time 1 schoel orientations
would approve at the Eugene Project more than Eugenuans
of less favorable Time 1 school orientations.

It both of those predictions were to be supported, we could not rule

out the'possil)ility that the aforementioned attitude reinforcement

process had been at work.

The data confirm both In and H32 (Table 34 11). There vas a

tendency for those citizens of relatively favorable school orienta-

'dons (as of Time 1) to have heard about and to have approved the

Eugene Project more than did citizens at relatively unfavorable school

orientations. We cannot yet rule *Out the .poesibilitY, therefOre, that

the impacts of the Eugene Project on citizen school orientatione may

have been somewhat more than most of our earlier findings sutigested.

That poseibility is also congruent 'Frith the hint In the data that

citizers approving the Eugene Projeot were slightly more stable than

-
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Table 3.3.1 (continuation)

a.. Rate the local
public schools

wwxj suurm
Other

Attitudes Toward the Eugene Project

Donst know Totalu
Approve Undecided Disapprove No answer .%

v7110

20%
32 4 26 101 79
39 2 101 171

b., Educational Ideology
Progressive

(approving) '. 48% 30 '0 22 3.00 50
Other 20% 38 3 140 101 200

c, School decision.
maker 4714.0i0112

Tr IlatiN (do what ,

they could) 30% 38 3 28 99 351Other 17% 34 1 147 99 99

d. Conception e school
officiase resporaiveness

To citizens 35% 36 6 24 101. 84
Other 20% 37 '1 la loo 166

e. spending £m, special
education

Strongly approve 414% 30
Other 20% 38

£ ,.. Xncreasing taxes for
public kindergartens

Strongly apizove 147% 38
Other , 22% 36

2 '. 24 100
3 39 100

3 13 101
.2 > 39 99

54

196

32
218

11011aM111.-..- mrow.1.11., 41.7.11/111111*..s.Tsocual[40.01.010111

- 4
V.A511:11.41;' Ze:Vrt



ethers in their orientations4-which 'oi-lentations Igeie 'mere favorable

than those of others to Avert with.

A incredetailed breakdown of the findings a. Table 310

permits a direct test of two hypotheses that would substitute for

both R9 and H10, sum, =Rely:

H33: The Eugene Pre jest would result in more stability in
positive citizen school orientations in Eugene than
occurred in Springfield from Time I to Time 3.

and

Rio Zigeneans approving the ugene Project (a) Irtaa evidence
more stability in positive .school orientations than other
pigeneans (b) while the latter world evidence less eta,.

their, piaitive mama orientations than SpAng-
fielders generally.

The reason for making both predictions rather than 31437 the first

predict:1.6A (H23) is that even should 1133 prove to be incorrect Hj

could be confirmed. The latter (115) is based on the possibility

that such other naturally-ocouering events in Eugene as the boundary

dispute or the teachers' salaries issue might have caused some

Eugeneans to have less stable positive school orientations than

Springfie3.dera so that the net result might be equal stability from

community to community in this regard.

We gird that H33 is not correct. USing the atricteet rae4sures
Ienendiulla

of "positive" citizen school orientations that we can, we find the

degree of stability in such orientations to be substautieny identi-

cal in the two cities (Table 3-12, Cols. 3, h). On three of the

measures, Springfielders evidenced a very slightly greater degree of

stability; on two measures Etgene4.318 were very slightly more stable,

and on one they were epal in stability in their positive school

orientations.

ircr"r-7-7"-""-`,7N
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TABLE 342

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ATTITUDES TOWARD TSB F.Z.GENE PROJECT AND
STAB TI IN POSITIVE anzpr SCHOOL ORIBilv-TATIOiSt TIME l TO TIME 3

. Eugene Panel . Springfield Panel

Pty sihi 734.v47 4 ri
School Orientations:
Time 2 to 3

a. Rating of Schools
Stable: Very Good
Other

b. Educational Ideology
Stable: Progressive
Other

Attitude Toward thetr, .01 'n.n .1% fmfta %%rug.. GI yubL .71

Strongly Other Combined
Approve (N=235) (N=250) (N=271)
{N 5)

33% la l6 19%
67 86 84 81

Njeg rq 1-7ag

ene Project
Jet _ t
'0411111 14)

14 11%
60

0%
91

9%
89

IVA Yq.
c. School Decision-maker Cynicism

Stable: Trusting 73%
Other. 27

iNria

d. Conception of Schorl.
Officials' Responeiveness

Stable: To Citizens
Other

40% 42%
60 58

rer03 IM5

.33% 111%'
87 86 86

11"a 1.-05

e. Spending 'for Special
Education

Stables Strongly Approve /47%
Other 53

f. Increasing Taxes for
Public Kindergartens

Stables Strongly Approve
Other

0
95

1

633%
13%

7 67
rag in

K77-777W,

7%

7.=
93

8%

92
1TRA

47%
53

1-7a

22%

78

6%

914

14% 24%
86 86

IM% UT%
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Yet we find that the first -part (a) of Hu appears to be

iftaported by these data. On all but the conception of school of-

ficials' responsiveness measure, those Eugeneans who strongly

approved the Eugene Project were considerably more stable over time

in their positive school orientations than those who simply approved,

were undecided about, and/or were unaware of that project (Table 3-12.

Cols. 1, 2). Apart from those strongly approving the project there

was little or no difference between those who simply approved and

others in the stability of their positive school orientations.

Hypothesis 14, as revised to take that into account, would read:

111411: Eugeneans strongly approving the Eugene Project (a) would
evidence more stability in positive school orientations
than other Eugeneans and Springfielders generally
('b) while those other Eugeneans would evidence a stabil-
ity of positive school orientations equal to Spring.
fielders generally.

The second portion of theallang hypothesis (H24) was

contradicted by the data (Table 3.12, Cols. 2, 4) . The absence of

substantial, community diffevInces in stability of positive citizen

school orientation was not due to a canceling out of more stability

by strong approvers of the Eugene Project and less stability of other

Eugeneans compared to Springfielders generally. Instead of other

Etgenerns being less stable than Springfieldere there was a striking

similarity. Why, thm, in the light of the cOnfirmation of part (a)

of Hu, supra, did not the Etgene Project have the effect of producing

generally more stability in positive citizen school orientations in

Eugene than in Springfield (Ha)?

The answer to that question lies in the fact that the propor-

tion of Eugene citizens strongly approving the Eugene Project and

having such relatively stable positive school orientations is so
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szalt. Only 6 per cent of the panel strongly approved that project.

To repeat our earlier point, disapprOvere of -the Eugene Project were

even scarcer than approrars; on 3y 2 per cent strongly. disapproved,

compared to the 6 per cent Erttennoiv 24..t7,v4vig, the voreAmos+ro.40,pogove .141.1V W.1001,1

proportionabOy so few strongly approving the Eugene Project, we find

that they made little difference in the overall comparisons of the

two citizenriese Dageneans and 5pringfielders wer, in fact, compar-
able in the' stability of their positive.school orientations even

though the VA; citizens strongly approving the project were much more

stable in that regard than others.

Actually., what, we have done so far with Hilt is to establish

that an association existed that is important (for reasons that shall
be ..cren calve) but we hare not yet tested whether strong aptiroNal of

thr Eugene Project caused a positive stability in school orientations
through the postulated process of attitude reinforcement. The major

alternativeb are twofold. rather I) such art attitude reinforcement

process was at work or else 2) the greater ,stability in positive

school orientations evidenced by Eugeneens who strongly approved the

Eugene Project' may have been due to the already being staunch

friends of the schools more than rthers so that they were more likely

than those others to take that attitude toward the project.

Should the latter prove to be the correct interpretation,

is an important finding beCause such friends of the 'Schools could

have been opposed or- uncertain about the project rather than supptir-.

tern of it for a Variety of reasons. TIOreOver, W1..e only-6 per cent

of the panel sample strohey approved' Of the project, that turns out

..monnhalimmow,
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to be several thousand citizens in the district as a whole.21 if the
attitude reinforcerent process was found to be operative that would

reveal that not only were friends of the schools happy with the major
provw of educational modernization innovations, but also that such

a program had consequential side- .effects in maintaining that friend-
ship of citizens,.

FortimE6ely, there is a way to select the alternative that

beet fits the findings. By presenting, the. findings .in terms of what

the relationship was betweenThIgene Project attitudes and stability
of positive school orientations acc.oxto. the. Time 1 orientations
of citizens, we can see whether, in fact, strong a9proval of that
project did reinforce positive orientations over time or whether the

association was fortuitous, that is, due to the earlier, more pool

tive orientations of the strong approvers of the project.

The results are mixed, but there does seem to be an attitude
reinforcement process at work ori four of the six orientations ( Table

3-13, b, c, e, f) . We find that the app tent impact ,of the &gene

Project in reinforcing and producing more stable positive orientations
is a spurious kind at finding for the general rating af.-the school
and conception of. school officials' responsiveness (Table 3 -13, a, d).
Its apparent impact on those two. variables was simp7ty an wsociation

wherein the Meter positive stability of orientations was due to the

initial:1y more positive orientations of those who turned out to be

the strong approvers of the lEugene, Project (Table 343). These

conclusions receive support from thp fitwUng that the citizens cf.

Springfield resembled the Ragencans wile were Ectiler than strUng

approvers of the Eugene Project in the stability of those positive

1
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RELATIONSHIP MTN= ATTITUDES WHAM THE MINE PROJECT AND
STABILE= IN nen= MT= SCHOOL (2.72ZATIONS

AMONG THOSE OF P0=tior ORMITATIMP. A 1

fr__slagwraject A.1.113A A
Etigithe Penal- Sprinigie ld Panel

e
Ttard ate Pro ilact

Time 1 to 3: 417-144-.-7 Otherittrirs .a. Rating a Schools
Stable: Very Good 50% :
Other 50 edi irL9

-1.-tae: %
N 10 69 101

b. Educations lee:Jam-7
Stable: Progressive
Other

Totals:
N 10 40 57

c. School Devi sion-tilar Cynicism
Stable: Trusting 100% .. 66%.. 75%
Other o A* 25

Totals: % TN TEU%
N

...
40 169

d. Conception b Spool
Officia3s2 Responsiveness
Stable: To Citizens
Other .60. .

Totals: % 7615%
. N 5 79

e. Spending fal Special Educaflon
Stables Sbrongky Approve 6ta cif% 28,.4
Other

. 36.. . 74 .72
Totals: % 715%

ruz%

N 11- .h3.

f. Increasing .Tazos for
Public )indergartens
Stable: Strongly Approve

Totals: %

22%. . 22%
.76

Zak
76

27

* Positive OriiintatXons ,at Tlano 3. roger; to the categories describing
the SLable Under each it the eft measures', e.g.* Yew good tiv
Rating it Soirc2s. . .
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school orientations that were apparently affected by the project

from Time l to 3.

We may summarize the situation by noting that 111A so far

escapes disconfirmefton, at least in part, not only because it

reflects ,acburately an empirical association, but also because it

warrants being interpreted to this point as a cause and effect

attitude reinforcement statement. nowever, the positive general

rating of the schools and, the conception of school officials as

responsive to citizens were apparently not reinforced by string

approval of the gene Project. rior in the latter case cud that

project seem to prevent a greater shift among Eugeneans than among

Springfieidere generally may from a conception of school officials

as responsive to citizens"- possibly due to the boundary decisional

process and the school budget controversy.

To ainmaarise briefly, we found that the program], of eduoaa

tional modernization innovations know.' as the Eugene Project vas

relatively restricted in tams of proportions of Eug means who had

heard of it. Those who had were predocriinantly tamable toward it,

but St did not result either in changing citizen orientation6

evaluations toward their schools or in causiAg a net imrease in

favorable citizen orientations. its impact seemed to be orva of

rointorcing initial support for the schools, partioulailf on Vi vi

part of the very nall segment at tlio community who strenar approved

this atirP)40-tiglY unkriovin,i*Diecte-..3:n the next chaper an additional

test shall- be made to evaluate further whether the ItUted attltud.3

reinforcemient that' seemed' b infL.446tfor. Sqitiii the Oall propora*

of Eugene35 school etworters was more apparent then vedl. We shall

yi

.41p
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see whether similar attitude reinforcement effects of new teaching

techniques was due to projection or deduction from pre-existing

attitudes towards such innovations or to induction frau the intro-

duction locally of etwh innovations, or to a combination of the two.

turn now to the matter of the possible impacts of the programs of

educational modernization concerning new teaching techniques apart

from the name of the project by which that program was known to school

officials and to a minority of citizens in Eugene.

10.0.V.I..01711.11,.... 4.orowasse Isryommemals.r.,-

175:=M'
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PRECEDIMG 'AGE BLANK- NOT FILMED

CHAPTER XV

INNOVATIONS IN TEACHING TECHN1,QUES AND CITXZEN SCHOOL ORIENTATIONS:

EXPERIMENTAL PINDINGS ON IHPACrS OVER TIME

The "improvement of local publie education through new teaching

techniques" was a tinter of much greeer awareneia for the citizene of both

cities than was the Eugene Project. There.were-certainly some citizens

who reported an awarevess of this' more generally described program of

educational modernization who were not aware of it in fact. And there

was a greater tendency for citisena to offer an opinion about new teaching

teehaiques even though they had earlier in the interview admitted not hearieg

about them than was the case for the Eugene Project. But the aaalysis of

the content of citizen conversation in response to open ended questions,

questions also asked prior to those about the Eugene Project and new teach-

ing techniques in the course of the interviews, confirms that there was in

fact much greater awareness of the existence of efforts to introduce new

teaching techniques than there was in regard to the Eugene Project. In

Eugene, one third of the citizens at most reported awareness of the Eugene

Project while at least two-thirds reported being aware of the improvement

of local public stucation through new ezzehine teChniques.1 In Syriugfield

the compardble percentages were lose than 10 per cent having any awareness

IThat Utter filrate soder be n per 'cant of the panel if those who
:taned awareness by saying "Does 'dot 'matter tozch to n1/4.2 were assail :Pied
as mom the aware*
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of the project in the neighboring city compared to almost two-thirds re-

portedly aware of new teaching techniques locally.2

As expected; :Lt was "easier" for some citizens to have an attitude

toward new teaching techniques locally without having heard of the matter

than was the case with Eugene citizens in, regard to the specific Eugene

Project (Table 4-1). Some 37 end 45 per cent of the panelists in Eugene

and Springfield, respectively, who reportedly had not heard of the local

teaching techniques innovations expressed an opinion about them when asked.

That indicates that to some extent citizen attitudes toward educational

ffixiderele-at Ioe. itUfaVestiOuti Cite shaped by information and conceptions about

extra-local events, which information and conceptions led in this case to

positive predispositions toward the local innovations.3 In neither city

were either the unaware and opinionless (or neutral or conflicted) or the

unaware but opinionated more than a minority of the entire citizenries.

We Mall return to the matter of awareness of new teaching techniques

shortly.

The very first test of the sou me of what proved to be a key

hypothesis for the Eugene Project suggested en expansion of that hypothesis

to preside for an apparent occurrence of an effect of attitudes toward

new teaching techniques that was not present for Eugene Project attitudes.

The hypothesis in its expanded and slightly reworded form is as follows,

VIVIIIA,MINIIIIMIMWOMMINIOMIONINOMMINI:11110511111111M

2The latter figure would be 71 per cent those who implied some
awareness by Berko; 'Does not matter latch to me" were classified as among
the aware.

his would seem to have been very much the case with citizens of
the state inregerd to "comunity mental, health clinics.," another kind of
local innovation* See u. port on Ores= Catiten,Sentimente as of October,
1963: Toward the Concept of a 'Coraiunity Mental Health Clinic' by Robert
E. Agger, Mental Health Division, Oregon State Board of Control, Salem,
Oregon.
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TABLE 4-1

REtATIONSHIP BETUEEN AWARENESS OP AND ATTITUDES TOWARD
NM TEACHING TECHNIQUES

knireness of New Attitudes Toward Teaching Techniques
nr Tethniqueuti

Approve Undecided

.

Disapprova

.

Don't
Know

Totals

Not heard of it 33% 45 4 17 100 52
F. not matter 29% 50 . 17 4 100 24
Interested, but done nothing 60% 26 9 5 100 88
Talked about it 642 28 8 100 61
Taken active part

pri.muftead

85% 5 5 5 100 20

Not heard of it 342 46 11 9 100 76

Does not matter 502 .27 23 "" 100 22

Interested, but done nothing 702 17 11 3 100 76

Talked about it ,401IIM 12 9 .. 98 78

Taken active part 94% 6 .. 100 17

*There were five resndmts in Eugene and two in Springfield who were
excluded from these tables because they did not answerg

.t.

-



Pith ae words "fans" wand "non-rsns" used to designate citizens of rela-

tively positive or of eelatively negative (or less positive) orientations

toesed the schools, respectively, as measured by their responses on the

six citizen sehool orientations variables used in the previous tests of

hypotheses:

L (a) Fans of the schools in Eugene and in Springfield
1.5.

who approved of new teaching techniques would remain
fans to a greater extent than would fans who did not
approve of such innovations, while (b) in both cities
non-fans who approved of new teaching techniques would
become fans to a greater extent than would non-fans
who did not approve such innovations.

No effort was made to make a prediction about possible differences in such

patterns in the two cities.

The results as set out in Tables 4-2 and 4-3 constitute a clear

indication of am= for both parts (a) and (b) of U15. In both Eugene

and Springfield, attitudes toward new teaching techniques did relate to

citizen school orientations in such a manner ae to reveal both reinforce-

ment and improvement effects. For those citizens who were fans of the

schools at Time 1, there were consistent, linear relationships between

hew teaching techniques attitudes and the extent to which they remained

fans by Time 3. For those nonfans at Time 1 there were somewhat lees

consistently linear, but mostly positive relationships between nem teach-

ing techniques attitudes and the extent to which non-fens -accime fans by

Time 3.

It would seem, chen, that the introduction of ewe teaching tech-

niques whether in the form of the publicized Eugene Project or in a more

conventional manner as in Springfield does play a ro3:4 in both the main-

tenance and improvement of citizen support for their schools as indicated

by these citizen orientations measures. We shall examine that most impor-

tant finding in more detail in the next section, at which time we shall

eeeeeeeee



TOLE 4-2

RELATIONSHIP OF ATTITUDES WARD NEW TEACHING TECMN1QUES TO
CITIZEN SCHOOL ORIENTATIONS AT TIME 3 BY POSITIVE TI1E 1. ORIENTATIONS

IN EDGEW AND SPRINGFIELD

Positive Rating: Time 1 Eugene
NTT* Attittide: Time 3

a. Rating of Schools

School Orientationo
Rating at Time 3

Positive Other
Totals

Strongly approve NTT 80% 20 100 20
Approve NTT 30% 50 100 30
Other

b. Education :a Ideology'

28% 72 100 20

Strongly approve NTT 71% 29 100 17

Approve NTT 52% 48 100 23
Other

c, School Decisiowomaker Cynicism

40% 60 100 10

Strongly approve NTT 83% 17 100 18
Approve NTT 79% 21 100 70
Other

d. Conception of School Officials'

54% 56 100 63

Responsiveness
Strongly approve NTT 36% 64 100 11
Approve NTT 55% 45 100 42
Other

e. Spending for Special Education

26% 74 100 31

Strongly approve NTT 59% 41 100 17

Approve NTT 29% 71 100 21
Other

f. Increasing' Taxes for Public'

13% 87 100 16

Kindergartens
Strongly approve NTT 45% 55 100 9
Approve NTT 34% 66 100 17

Other 100 100 6

*NTT stands for New Teaching Techniques.

tom.



TABLE 4-2 (Continuation))

Positive Rating: Time 1 Springfield
NTT Attitude: Time 3

a. Rating of Schools
Strongly approve NTT
Approve NTT
Other

b. Educational Ideology
Strongly approve NTT
Approve NTT
Other

CO School Decision-maker Cynicism
Strongly approve NTT
Approve NTT
Other

d. Conception of School Officials'
Responsive:mos
Strongly approve NTT
Approve NTT
Other

e. Spending.for Spacial Education
Strongly approve NTT
Approve NTT
Other

f. Increasing Taxes for Public

Kindergartens
Strongly approve NTT
Approve NTT
Other

School Orientations
Rating at Time 3

Positive Other

75%

`52%

37%

70%
31%
36%

91%
75%
67%

47%
83%
33%

46%
32%
7%

(2)

22%

P.

25 100 16
48 100 58
63 100 27

30 100 10
69 100 36

64 100 11

9 100 23
25 100 95

33 100 51

53 100 17
17 100 47

67 100 37

54 100 13

68 100 25

93 101) 15.

(2) --- 4
78 100 9

100 100 6
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TABLE 4-3.

RELATIONSHIP OP ATTITUDES TARD NEW TEACHING TECHNIQUES TO
CITIZEN SCHOOL ORIENTATIONS AT TINE 3 BY Lusa THAN POSITIVE

TIME 1 ORIENTATIONS IN EUGENE AND SPEIMGFIELD

Less Than
Positive Rating: Time 1 Eugene
NIT* Attitude: Time 3

School Orientations
Rating at Time 3 Totals

N
e Rating Of Schools

Positive Other

Strongly approve NTT 12% 88 100
Approve= 30% 70 -100
Other

b. Educational Ideology

21% 79 .100

Strongly approve NTT 12Z 88 100
Approve NTT 17% 83 100
Other

c. School Decision-maker Cynicism'

10% 90, 100

Strongly approve NTT 25% 75 100
Approve NTT 43 100
Other 42% 58 100

4. Conception of School Officials'
Responsivesiess

Strongly approve NTT 22% 78 100
Approve NTT 19% 81 100
Witt

e. Spending for Special Education

28% 72 100

SLrongly approve NTT 53% 47 100
Approve NTT 13% 87 100
Other

f. Increasing Taxes for Public

6% 94 100

Kindergartens
Strongly approve NTT 122' 88 100
Approve NTT 52 95 100
Other 3% 97 100

*NTT stands for New Teaching Techniques.

,..
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TABLE 4-3 (Continuation)

Less Than Positive Rating:
Time 1 Springfield'
NTT Attitude: Ttne 3

ao Ratiag of Schools .

School Orientations
Rating at Time 3

Positive Other
Totals

Strongly approve NTT 30% 70 100 20
Approve NTT 26% 74 100 73
Other

b. Educational Ideology

25% 75 100 77

Strongly approve NTT 8% 92 /GO 26
Approve NTT 22% 78 100 95
Other

c. School Decision-maker Cynicism

10% .90 100 93

Strongly approve NTT 54% 46 100 13
Approve NTT 58% 42 100 36
Other

d. Conception of School Officials'

32% , 68 100 53

Responsiveness
Strongly approve NTT 327 68 100 19
Approve NTT '31% 59 100 74
Other

e. Spending for Special Education

16Z 84 100 66

Strongly approve NTT 52% 48 100 23
Approve NTT 8% 92 100 106

Other

f. Increasing Taxes for Public

.7%. 93 100 89

Kindergartens
Strongly approve NTT 16% 84 100 32

Approve NTT 7% 93 100. 122

Other 3% 97 103



also makd.an effort to'assess whether the introduction of new teaching

techniques May actually have resulted in decreasing citizen support of

their schoolsa possibility not considered specifically in 1115.

Federal System Models of Community

Attitude Influences: Inducement vs. Deducement

There is a mechanism or process implicit in the previous hypothesis

that needs to be made explicit. It needs to be made explicit because al-

ternative mechanisms or processes can be postulated that imply very dif-

ferent kinds of models of the dynamics of the cause-effect flows associated

with suck innovations as the introduction of new teaching techniques and

citizen orientations towara their schools. The mechanism or process

referred to is a kind of simplistic-rational-direct cause and effect

scheme. It assumes a set or program of innovations being introduced into

a community, some citizens becoming aware of them, and then being reinforced

in their positive attitudes toward the institution introducing them, be-

coming more positive if they had been less positive earlier, or even be-

coming more negative from an earlier positive posture. It assumes, in

other words, possible attitude impacts of an innovation as a direct con-

sequence of citizens becoming aware of that innovation, an induced kind of

attitude change or reinforcement.

An alternative mechanism or process involves the kind of deduction

and projection mentioned in the very first chapter. Assuming that com-

munities are open systems, ,and in the American federal system communities

are of a more or less open character, an innovation developed outside of

a community may come to the attention of citizens inside through the. mass

media or in a variety of ways. A process of assumption or projection, may

/Fi-7..ISM= .7-7-,



occur such that citizens begin to conceive of their community as having

an innovation in being which they had become mere was in existence else-

where. In order to acquire a more complete understanding of the ways and

means by which new teaching techniques may affect citizen school orienta-

tions, it is imperative to try to ascertain which of these alternative

models is more valid.-

It is possible to make the following test in this connection. A

control is introduced such that citizens of initially positive scli'ool

Orientations are classified by whether they have heard about the improve-

ment of local public education through new teaching techniques as well

as by their attitudes toward the latter.) That test reveals that in an

evevAelming number of cases the reinforcement and improvement of citizen

school orientations from Time 1 to Time 3 appears to be unrelated to

awareness that their school system has indeed embarked on a program of

teaching techniques innovations (Table 4-4). It is attitude toward,

rather than awareness of, new teaching techniques that seems to result

in reinforcement cf positive end improvement of lesi than positive citizen

orientetions toward their schools.

In order to extend this analysis, we my tura to a community in

which similar measurementa were taken at two points in time, kit which

community was known by the researchere not to have introduced-to almost

any degree by 1964 the kinds of new teaching techniques that charactdf-

ized bot% Eugene's and Springfield's school systems by 1963. Thai com-

munity, Junction city by name, was less rhar twenty miles. from Eugene.

It hzd a small school. district end was located in an agricultural area of

relatively sparse population. The sample that was *awn as fiam within

2e- f, .

both the city and the surrocedin ravel parts ot that diatrict. The'panel

e7:
_4DM.
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. TABLE 4-4

RELATIONSHIP OF ATTKTUDES TOWARD NEW TEACHING TEciT4qms TO CITIZEN
WiLOOL ORIENTATIONS AT TIME 3 BY TIME 1 ORIMATIONS AND BY AWARENESS

O' MN TEACIUNO TECHNIQUES LOCALLy nT nom

Posttive Platra Jima I School Orientations
Attitude o..-Tard NT.T*: £.L1W 3 AtrlAzg at Time 3 Totaie
Awareness of NTT: Time 3 Positive Other

a. Rating of Schools
Approve

Aware 622 38
Unaware 67% 33

ether-NTT . .

Aware 21% 79
Unaware 40% 60

b. Educdtional Ideology .

Approve NTT
Aware 50% 40
'Unaware 60% 40

Other-NTT
Aware
Unaware

29% 71
SWIM 140

co School Decision-maker Cynicism
Approve NTT

Aware 80% 20
Unaware 77Z 13

Other-NTT
Aware 53% 1i/
Unaware. 56% 44

do Cynception of Scher,/. Officials'
Responsiveness

Approve NTT
Aware
Unaware

Other-NTT
Aware
Unaware

52 48
45% 55

30% 70
18% 82

100 44
100 5

100 19
100 10

100 3-5

100 5

100 7
(3)___

100 75
100 13

100 45
100 18

100 44
100 9

100 20
100 11

*NTT stands for New Teaching Techniques.

ttplave represents the tined "Strongly approve" and "Approve"
categories.



TABLE 4-4 (Cant .t

Posittve Schuol Orientations
Attitude Toward rcrT: Time 3 Eating at Time 3 Toutr,
Awareness of NTT: Time 3 Positive Ocher 2

e. Spending for Spacial Zducatizin
ummavywbolm 044

Aware 41Z 59 100 34

Uuaware INCIDAS OMNI a-- (4)

Other-NTT
Aware 9% 91 100 11

. Unaware 20x 80 100 5

ft Increasing Tames for Public
Elndergartens
Approve NTT

Aware
Unaware

Other-NTT
Aware
Unaware

36% 64 100 22

(4)

deN01111

1110111018

(3)
(3)



TABLE ,t-4 (Continuatiou)

RELATIONSHIP OF ATTITUDES IOU RD Nge TEACHING TEMINIQUES TO CITIZEN
SCHOOL ORIENTATIONS AT Mg 3 BY Ting 1 ORIE NTATIONS AND BY AUARENLSS

OF NEN' TEACHING TECHNIqUES LOCALLY IN SPRINGFIELD

Positive Rat ins: Time 1 School Orientations
Ratims at Tine 3

Positive Other
Totals
2

Attitude Toward NTT: Time 3
-Awareness of NTT: Time 3

a. Rating of Schools
Approve 1TT

Aware 63! 37 100 64
Unaware 202 80 100 ID

Other-NTT
Aware 472 100 15
Unaware

b. Educational Ideology

252 75 100 12

Approve NTT
Aware 382 62 100 40
Unaware "OZ 50 100 6

Other-NTT
Aware 402 60 100 5
Unaware

c. School Decision-wmakqr Cynicism

332 67 100 6

Approve NTT
Aware 782 22 100 103

Unaware 802 20 100 15

OtherNTT
Aware 682 32 330

Unaware

d. Canception of School Officials'

652 35 7.00 23

Responsiveness
Approve NTT
Aware 622 38 100 68

Unaware 832 17 100 6

Other
Aware 282 72 100 18

Unaware 37% 63 100 19
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TABU 4-4 (Continuation) .

yasisjarz School Orientations
Attitude Towttd ITITt Title 3 Ratins at Time 3 Totals

Awerenws of DTTL Time 3 Pcmitive. Other .%

eg Spending for Special Education
Approwe NTT

Aware:
Und-lare

37% 63 100 3$
4111111170 teNre COMM* (3)

Other-NTT
Aware 13% 87 100 .

Unaware eipcsas 100 100

fe Increasing T*r.es for Public
VAndergertens

Apprcie NTT
Aware
Unamare

Other" NTT
Aware
Unaware

33% :67 . 100 12
comes* mos c351710 er.1113

ENICZMILf CVER

00,210 4:2401

(3)
.13)
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TABLE 4-4 (Continuation)

RELAT/ONSHIP OP ATTITUDES TO11AR) MU TEACHING mum= TO CITIZEN
SCHOOL ORIENTATIONS AT TIIE 3 BY TIME l ORIENTATIONS AND BY ARARENESS

OF NEW TEAMING TECHNIQUES LOCALLY IN MEM

Less Than Positive Ratine: Time 1 Shool OrlpiltAtfeinse

Attitude Toward jN1T: Time 3 Rating at Time 3 Totals
Awareness of NTT: Time 3

a. Rating of Schools

Positive Other % N

Approve NTT
Aware 30% 70 100 73'
Unaware 18% 82 100 11

Other-NTr
Aware
.Unaware

b. Sducational Ideology

24%,
12%

76

88
100
100

62
25

Approve NTT
Aware 16% 84 100 82
Ikaware 17% 83 100 12

-Other-NTT
Aware 9% 91 100 74
Unaware

c. school Decision-maker Cynicism

13% 87 100 32

Approve NTT
Aware 45% 55 100 42
Unaware 111111/411111 (4)

Other-NTT
Aware 44% 56 100 36
Unaware

d. Conception of School Officials'

35% 65 100 17

Responsiveness
Approve NTT

Aware 19% 81 100 73
Unaware 25% 75 100 8

Other-NTT
Aware 31% 69 100 61
Unaware 21% 79 100 24
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TABLE 4-4 (Continuation)

LessjbalgIslysaganslpme 1 School Orientations

Attitude Toward MT. I Me native at Time Totalc
Awareness of NTrt- . Positive Other '2 N

co Spending for Special Exley ation

Approve NTT ..
.

Aware 19%

Unaware 23%

Other-NTT
. Aware 7Z

Unaware 3%

f. Increseng Taxes for Public
Kiaderprtens

Approve-NTT
Aware
Unaware

Other-NTT.

: 'ATare

Unaware

1

6%
8%

3%.
3%

6

. .

.-81 100 83
77 100 13

93 100 70

97 100 30

94 100
100 13

97 100 78

97 100 32
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TABLE 4-4 (Continuation)

RELATIONSHIP OF ATTITUDES TOWARD NEU TEAMING TECHNIQUM TO CITIZEN
SCROOL ORI TIONS AT Tfl1 3 BY TZ4E 1 ORIENTATIMS AND B! AVARENESS

OF =TEACHING TECHNIQUES LOCALLY IN SPRINGFIELD

Less Than Positive Ratin o Vine 1
TetwAvA MIT: Ti o. 3

Awareness of NTT: Time 3

School Or
Ratios at Tine 3 Totals

Positive Other

a. Rating of Schools
Approve NTT

Aware 282 72

Unmi-are 25% 75

Other -NTT

Aware 232 77

Unaware 26% 74

b. Educational Ideology
Approve NTT
Aware 192 81

Unaware 20% 80

Other-NTT
Aware 102 9
Unaware 9% 91

c. School Decision-.maker Cynicism
Approve NTT
Aware 58% 42

Unaware 55% 45

Other-NTT
Aware 372 63

Unaware 372 63

d. Conception of School Officials'
Responsiveness
Approve NTT
Ware 292 71

Unamare 40% 60

Other -NTT

Aware 82 92

Unaware 26Z 74

100 77

100 16

100 39

100 38

100 101
100 20

100 49

100 44

100 38

.O0 11

100 26

100 27

100 73

100 20

ino 36

100 31
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TABLE 4-4 (Continuation).

Less Than Positive Ratin Time 1
Attitude Toward NTT:' Time 3
Auareness of NTTITime 3

e. Spending for Special Education.
Approve NTT
Aware
Unaware

Other-NTT
Aware
Unaware

f. Increasing Taxes for Public
Kindergartens

Approve NTT
Aware
Unaware

OtherNTT'
Aware
Unaware

School Orientations
Rating at Time 3

Positive Other
Totals

%

16% 84 100 106
13% 87 100 23

9% 91 AO 46
5% 95 100 43

8% 92 100 129

12% 88 .100 25

6% 94 100 51
100 100 47
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measurements were made in 1963 and 1964 so that those years represent Time

1 and Time 3 instead of 1959 and 1963 as in Eugene and Springfield.

First of all, the epparent reinforcement and improvement impacts

of new teaching techniques attitudes on citizen school orientations were

more variable and of a lesser strength than those noted in Eugene and

Springfield. Secondly, and of special importance in the present connec-

tion, when a comparable control was introduced to the effect of whether

citizens had heard of such a program locally, the apparent impacts on

citizen school orientations did not vary according to such awareness.

Thirdly, the proportion of citizens reporting being unaware of such a

program was actually higher in Junction City than in Springfield. The

propOrtions reporting not having heard of a local program rose from about

one-fifth of the sample in Eugene through slightly more than one-quarter

in Springfield, to almost two-fifths in Junction City. On the other hand,

those same figures indicate that even in the community with no such progrmn,

substantial proportions of the citizenry express at least some interest in

the matter.

Even though the simplistic-rational-direct or induction model does

not seem to bo as valid as the deduction model, there appear to be indirect

effects of the actual introduction of such an innovations program. Varia-

tions in the extent to 'Which such a program of educational modernizatic

actually has been intreduced into communities relates to effects on citizen

school orientations in the following way. The proportion of citizens ap-

proving new teaching techniques varies with awareness of those techniques.

Thus, on the basis of the comparative data filen Eugene, Springfield, and

Junction City, a kind of "two-step" influence process seems to be operative.

In communities wherein an innovation such as new teaching techniques has
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not been adopted, attitudes toward that innovation shape stability and

chanrsbility of citizen orientations toward such an institution as public

schools. In communities that have adopted such innovations, citizens tend

to become aware of their adoption and such awareness leads to more approval

and, hence, to more stable support for the public schools as well as to

improvement of such orientations on the. part of citizens wig, had .Lot been

so approving earlier.

The findings, therefore, lit a model that provides for positive

innovation attitudes being generated by extra - community events and for pos-

itive innovation attitudes being generated by local community policy action,

both having comparable reinforcement and improvement impacts on citizens

in their orientations taward the 4/1.1,ftv,2t4.,g 4110t4vvi.4Arili TU41 kind of

combined deduction-induction model fits a federal system that provides

cormUtutionally for certain local authority at tile same ttas that a rational

L. stem of communications mad extra-local flows of int.zmation provides

mechanisms for a more even or homogeneous spread of innovating policies

than might otherwise emerge from a more rigid national-local division of

powers.

It is somewhat startling, to describe the investfcators' state of

mind frankly, to have found what appear to be measureable, relatively strong

effects of the introduction of new teaching techniques locally in Eugene

and Springfield, not to speak of the effects of affirmative citizen pre-

dispositiona toward new teaching techniques. in Junction City,. on the main-

tenance and improvement of citizen supportive attitudes toward their public

school system. It behooves us to.make every effort to disconfirm the hy-

pothesis that appears to be valid in that connection by deeming with a

set of variables that could operate in such a mauler as to have given the
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findings plausibility when in fact the relationship might be a spurious

one, that is, be due to other factors. Before engaging in that task in

the next eaction, we shall point to one other implication of the composite

model which seems tee fit best the findings to date. It is an implication

that either cay be overlooked or taken as a not so surprising phenomenon,

but its importence may be appreciated when two alternative states of

affairs are pointed out.

The failure to find differences in the reinforcement or improve-

ment processes associated with attitudes of approval toward new teaching

techniques on the basis of whether citizens were or were not aware that

such techniques had been introduced into their public school system

points to the importance of *hese poe4e4ve attitudes toward such innova-

tions. It is the existence of those predominantly positive attitudes

toward new teaching techniques that leads to the implication of concern

here. For the model to be a general model, that is, for such policy

innovations as new teaching techniques to work both in em inductive and

deductive manner to generate and maintain support for public schools or

other institutions, there has to be some general dispositions on the part

of citizens to approve such innovations. To be more ;recise, there would

have to be distributions skewed toward positive reactions on the part of

citizens toward such matters as "new teething techniques" as was the ease

in these three communities. That this is not inevitable can be seen from

the fact that both "new buildings for local government" and "limited

access expressways within the city" were approved at Time 3 by a bare

majority in Eugene and Springfield, while in Junction City more citizens

disapproved than approved of such policy innovations.

N-7
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On the other hand, both of those policies would seem to have a

clearer cost connotation, as well as being assessabke more in terms of the

needs of particular communities with given characteristics and problems.

There are, however, various studies of policy attitudes of American citi-

zens which. suggest that for a wide range of innovations, particularly at

the national level of policy-making, citizens are predisposed to approve

them even though there are greater or lesser cost and tax consequences

associated with them.4 Such-a disposition to approve of the new can be

appreciated when one thinks of so-called primitive societies characterized

by a much more wide-spread response set that resists change and policies

intended to accomplish change, The third alternative (besides being re-

ceptive or opposed to policy innovations) would be a diaposit.lon

people to be uncertain abodt or more evenly divided on policy innovations.

The fact that on at least some policy innovations citizens of many

American co pities are disposed to approve rather than be undecided or

to disapprove suggests that influence directed at such basic orientations

is extant however slow, subtle, or unintended it may be. We would imagine

that such influence is a combined effect of schooling of young people,

consumption of mass media, and perhaps of such factors as personality

development in a society witnessing continual scientific and technolog-

ical flux. Whatever its cause, the workings of such influence processes

underlie the creation of conditions for a more general model than would

otherwise exist.

The fact that not every citizen approved even of new teaching

techniques leads us to examine directly the possibility that such an

4See the national election studies of the Survey Research Center

as reported, for example, in A. Campbell, G. Curin, and W. E. Miller,

The Voter,Decides (Row, Peterson, and Co., Evanston, Iii., 1954).
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innovation had uegative as well as positive effec s on citizen orienta-

tions toesed their schools. To do so we shall classify respondents in

Eugene and Springfield not only by their Time 1 and Time 3 orientations

t.pAmmrA nnhnnlni httP Alan tepothnr sit Tilmita 1 then raportad approval;

disapproval or indecision (or "don't know") relative to new teaching

techniques. That will allow us to focus specifically on those who dis-

approved of such techniques in comparison to others, a comparison which

was not possible wham the undecided and don't knows were mixed with the

disapprovers as in Table 4-2 and 4-3. These data as arranged in Table 4-5

permit us to test the following hypotheses which further specify H15,

H
15

t (c) Fans of the schools in Eugene and in Springfield who
disapproved of new teaching techniques would become non-
fans to a greater extent than would fans who metes undecided
about and who approved such innovations; and (d) Non-fans
of the schools in Eugene and in Springfield who disapproved
of new teaching techniques would become fans to a lesser
extent than would fans eho were undecided about and who

approved such innovations.

Negative effects could take the form of making initially positive orienta-

tions more negative (c) as well as inhibiting more positive orientations

"rom forming, or, to use our earlier language, maintaining negative or-

ientations towards the schools (d).

We may use the combined undecided and don't know category (here-

inafter refeered to simply az the undecided) to calculate the base-line.

That is, if citizens who disapprove of new teaching techniques become or

remain non-fans to a greater extent than the undecided* both (c) and (d)

of H
15

would be confirmed because the movement or stability of the unde-

cided manifestly cannot be attributed to their positive or negative

attitudes towards new teaching techniques. Given the results of testing

H
15

(a) and (b), slam we also expect that the undecided in turn will have
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TABU 4-5

RELATIONSHIP OF 1138 1 RATING OF SCHOOLS
BY ATTITUDES TOWARD NNW TEACHING TECHNIQXES

TO Tre."6 3 RATING OF SCHOOLS ER EUGENE AND SFUNGFIELD

Ton104ftes f %.A;:001B! T4fAn Cemnftl Ar4mastmo.lowle

Rating at Time 3
Positive Other

Totals
2 N

Attitudes Tward NTT*

have
Positivs, Ratisg

Arorove NTT 62% 38 100 50.

Undecidvol §nd Don't Know 29% 71 100 24

Mier-prove NTT' 20%. 80 100 5

Calw Rating
Approve NTT 28% 72 100 84

Iindeiotied and Wet no 22% 78 100 73

LP ;Approve NTT 13% 87 100 16

"go5igslve Retiag

iti91,2m/ie NTT 58% 42 100 76

fkAeoil.ed and Don't n2our 35% 65 100 23

Disapprove NTT .. ... (4)...

Othfar Rating

Aprove NTT 27% 73 100 94

Daftided jr J Daet Know 39% 61 lOG . 59

DleAgprove NIT 12% 88 100 25

kaTT ataas goy kepi 'flee Bing Techniques.

Approve Inciudel Strongly Approve and Avrove.

°Dist %T09011 includes Strongly Disapprove and Disapprove.



become or reaaimed fans to a lesser extent than these who approve of new

teaching techniques.

The findings confirm both (c) and (d) of U15 (Table 4-5.) There

are observable negative effects ca citizen school orientations of atti-

tuies of disapproval tosards new teething techniques (the patterns found

for the rating of the school orientation as presented in Table 4-5 hold

for the other school orientations variables which are not reported in

tabular form to conserve space). It should be noted, however, that the

extent of these "negative" influence dynamics Is quite restricted be-

cause such small proportions of the citizen samples in Eugene and Sprins-

field disapprove of new teaching techniques. (It is interesting to note

that the citizens in the base-line categories, the undecided, tend to

maintain their initial school orientations in Eugene but when they change

approximately equal numbers move between the fans and non-fans categories.

In Springfield there is somewhat more change, with a greater number of

the undecided becoming fans from an initial non-fan status then vice-

versa.)

Social Class, Parental,. ?ILA., and Participant Statuia"'"

In en effort to subject the findings on the relationships between

new teaching techniques and stability-change in citizen school orienta-

tions to further tests we have selected four factors that would seem

theoreticallyand on the basis of other studies--to relate both to new

teaching techniques attitudes and orientations torlards the schools. The

suspicion is that one or more of those four variables could underlie now

teaching techniquri attitudes so that the impacts of the latter upon

maintenance and the in school orientations was in reality due to those

T
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other variables. These four variables are: social class,. parental,

P.T.A. and participant status.

Social class status: The concepts of class, class structure, class

position, and class status are neither usable in their original mean-

ings nor totally irrelevant for understanding socio-political behavior

in United States communities in the 19609* They are not usable as ex

planatory variables to the extent that they connote a system of strat-

ification wherein groups of citizens differentiated on the basis of

whether they work as proletarians or bourgeoisie are distinguishable

on the basis of sharp, permanent variations in the degree of social

deference or respect accorded each other, in the extent to which groups

are closed to others higher or lower on such dimensions relative to

social interactions ringing from visiting through club memberships to

marriages, or in the degree to which economic wlea;th and power attaches

In a durable manner to, and interpenetrates, relatively impermeeble social

collectivities* To the exter.t that cuch terms denote differential ac-

quisition to and poasession of various social and political values by

sets of citizens, however changeable the structure and permeable the

strata over time, they are useful in making sense of perspectives and

actions of citizens that are neither completely random nor identical

from one person to another*

political orientations, such as the six citizen .41 orienta-

tions variables discussed above, and voting behavior ouch as the

casting Of ballots in the Eugene and' Springfield annual budget elections

as mentioned earlier, are the kinds oi'perspectives and actions that have

significance for the operations of such community Institutions as schools.

It has been demonstrated that social clads status as .measured by such
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Indicators as level of formal education, income, and occupy .ion sieves

such perspectives as political party identifications and such actives as

voting preferences in communities in the United States.5 We shall maVel

au effort to assess whether such a variable as social class status

affects citizen school orientations, school budget voting intentions,

and attitudes towards new teaching techniqueso

We have already found that attitudes towards new teaching tech-

niques affect in various ways citizen school orientations. We shall see

whether social class is the real independent variable affecting both

attitudes towards new teaching techniques and citizen school orientations.

Then we shall see what impacts, if any, new teaching techniques attitudes

had on voting intentions in the:Meg, 1963 school budget elections in

Eugene and Springfield. At the same time we shall test an hypethesis

about the possible impacts of citizen school orientations on such voting

intentions. Then we shall examine social class to see whether it may not

be the variable underlying possible relationships between attitudes

towards raw teaching techniques and voting intentions. In other words,

the next part of this analysis is concerned with whether attitudes

towards new teaching techniques wete simply manifestations or epiphe-

nomena of social class status rather than independent varietles shaping

public school 'perspectives and/or action in their own right.

It is to be expected that social class status and attitudes

towarele new teaching techniques in fact are related to each other. The

model that serves us in that regard is somethieg like thin: starting with

children, given social class statuses of parents affect the formal and

a.afrasiscracwalmi. Ammar.

5Ctmpbell, A., Converse* P.1., liner, WA., and Stokes, D.E.,
The Americun Voter (Nelekvek: John Wiley & Sons, 1960)

77; 7":15'''
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Informal socialization, schooling, and educational experiences and out-

comes of the youngsters. Those prate vital relatively high degeees of

education themselves, value and stress edit ration, the beneficial conse-

nnATIA aF adue atian. the possibility of aggregation of resources over

time, tmmediate self - denial. for future benefits, i.e., a "future-oriented"

life, and the importance of expecting and being receptive as well as

contributing to change. Innovation- mindedness is thus expected from the

offspring of parents whose own orientations located their children in

the mainstream of social experiences that lead to feelings of security

in regard to, as well as expectations of and appreciation for, change.

Greater resistance if not actual hostility to change is expected

from children of parents Who are concerned with the present rather than

the future, with iumediate resource allocations rather than resource

accumulations, with personal threats rather than benefits from many

changesthat is, on the part of those towards the low end of the social

class structure in United States cemmunities. It is also increasingly

realized that lover class adults from lower class backgrounds have been

differentially treated in many public school systems by teachers who tend

to reinforce unconsciously the educatianal and change orientations of

middle and upper class children relatively more than those of lower class

(and racial minority) children. Nhether such influences actually work

to create anti-innovation attitudes in general or specifically in regard

to public school innovatione on the part of how many, if any, lower class

children is an open question in the absence of appropriate research on

the matter. We suspect that the impact of the influence of schools them-

selves on lower class children in United States communities tends to be

generally pro-innovation and change, but not in regard to specific insti-

tutions such as the schools themselves and specific programs such tio new
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teaching techniques. By that we mean that ue expect lower class citizens

in United States communities to have less positivt orientations or pre-

dispoeittuns towards change in general than upper class citizens and in

a good number of cases actual negative or at best neutral sentieentto

towards innovative programs of educational modernization compared to

positive sentiments of upper elms citizens as a consequence cf such

factors as the influence of schooling itself on orientations of children

towards social and technological change.

This does not mean that w, expect lower class citizens to oppose

socio-political change that they conceive as in their interests, but to

have a greater wariness and predisposition to he suspicious about various

proposals for policy change. Nor does it mean that we expect the lower

class citisens in United States communities to be as resistant to change

as citizens of even (relatively) higher social class rank in other so-

cieties. Citizens of traditional, simple ("primitive") or underdeveloped

societies may rank much higher on a fear or opposition to change scale

and there has been recen speculation that citizens in such a developed

country as the Soviet Union are much more resistant to changes than fre-

quently assumed.
6

A Yugoslavian scholar in a controversial analysis

attributes the "fact (that) today there is no more conservative society

than the Soviet society (where) the slightest change, even a new kind of

tie, song, or trouser leg width, provokes great resistance" to centuries

of imperial autocracy and the continuation in the first decades of the

Soviet regime of a "limitless paternalism."? Whatever the c' parative

611e1mYorkTimes, June 6, 1965, p. 9 (also New Leader, ',larch 29,

1965 and June 1965).

7Ibid.v and see Edward Crankshaw, Russia and the Russians, (New

York: Viking Prosa, 1948).
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picture really is like, and no one knows as yet, the model that emerges

from various research findings in United States communities has it that

social class seems to have an influence in affecting citizen orientations

towards change. For a discussion and review of the literature qn phi

"authoritarianism" of lower class people in various societies, including

the United States, from which an implication maybe drawn that lower

class people everywhere tend to be more receptive to short-run, imme-

diately obvious change than to more complex and subtle long-term rrograms

of changes, one can profitably read Upset's "Working-class Authoritar-

A
nism

Even in the light of our model !. however, we do not expect that an

innovative set of mind or orientation is invariably going to be present

in the children of upper status families nor always absent in children

of lower status families in Eugene and Springfield or in other United

States communities. Not only is the social class structure typically

sufficiently open to provide for movement considerable distances both

up and down the social class ladder within one generation, but there are

many other variables that shape adult personality besides that of class-

shaped parental guidance. That interests us here is not only an assess-

ment of the degree of association between social class status and inno-

vative attitudes (towards new teaching techniques), but an assessment of

the relative strength of each variable when they are not congruent.

Equally important to us is an effort to develop in this analysis

a better understanding of what has been termed elsewhere the cuitural

a
Seymour Martin Upset, Political Han (Garden *City, New York:

A Doubleday Anchor Book, 1963), pp. 87-126.
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clasi system is United States communitias.9 In brief, what we are

interested in doing is assessing the extent to which prior acquisition

of such values as formal education can serve adaquately at, predictors ce

support for public school trysts= as indicated by orientations towards

the schools and even more crucial schoo:4 budget voting intentions or,

alternatively, the extent to which such cultural values or perspectives

as attitudes towards new teaching techniques need to be included as part

of the opfirational definition, and as among the indicators, of cultural

class position or status. The latter concept points to the onerative

psychological properties of men's minds as dimensions distinguishing and

differentiating citizets from each other, with common viewpoints and out-

looks rather than similar social atta.nment or interactional properties

serving as the basis of a more or less aware membership in (cultural)

class strata with associated differences in policy perspectives and

actions towards such institutions as the public school system.

Parental status: Apart from possible impacts of parental social class

background and more frequently than not from a theoretical print of view

that rejects the importance of social class in shaping political atti-

tudes, parental status per se is frequently regarded as the kind of

interest that may affect attitudes towards such innovations as programs

of new teaching techniques. Conceived as a complex of potential and

actua: interests end interest coups, the United states and its politics

are viewed by some analysts as understandable not so much.or even at all

in terms of a social classapolicy attitude nexus but rather in terms of

interests based on models of relatively "rational" people pursuing ends

01111111M101M011.

9See Robert E. Pgger, Daniel CeldrICA, and Bert Swanson, The West
and the Ruled (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1964).
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ascribed to intelligent, enlightened middle class men in vaeutipth-

century Western urban industrialized society:10

According to that vIndei of man, one would expect (predict) that

parents would be more receptiv' to and supportive of innovations directed

to chil&en than would non-parents. Further, parents with children in

school already would be expected to be more positive towards such pro-

grams as new teaching techniques than parents with children beyond

sehool age and than non - parents (the least receptive of all such cate-

gories would be non-parents who because of age or other reasons do not

ezrect to have children in school in the future). That model can be

elaborated to suggest that such predictions would be made with even

greater confidence or that the relationships would be stronger bettieen

partutal status in the sense of having children in school or not and

attitudes towards budgetary and other fiscal measures of support than

between parental status and attitudes towards the idea--apart from the

costs--of such innovations.

For these and other reasons we examine below the possible shaping

of new teaching techniques attitudes and the relationship between such

attitudes and change-stabiiity in citizen school orientations as dis-

covered above by such factory as P.T.A. status as operationally defined

below.

P T A. status: Underlying the models of many so-called interest- group

theorists is an additional assumption that also contributes to the afore-

mentioned expectations. Parents of school-age children would be expected

"See for example: Pendleton Berries, The Politics of Democreez

(New York: Rinehart & Co., Inc., 1940) and David B. Truman, yhe Govern.
mental Process; (New' tlfred A. Knopf, 1951).
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to approve of nem teaching techniques more than otttars also because

they time more likely to have learned of it because of their closer con-

nections to the schools and such program innovations and, hence, their

more direct chancels of information--on the assumption that awareness

breeds approval. It has been demonstrated that the inttiation of pro -

grams of new teaching techniques does affect awareness and approval on

the part of citizens at large (comparing Eugene and Springfield to Junc-

. tion City). There is even greater reason to stress the awareness-

interest connection with such a variable as membership in Parent - Teacher

Associations (P.T.A.).

P.T.A.s iicxessingly have cone to be regarded by analysts as

serving as vehicles for communications (and efforts to influence) from

school administratens and to a lesser extent from teachers to parents.

There is increasing questioning of the assu:Iption that P.T.A.s serve a

function for active participation by parents in educational decision-

mmking, an ostensible purpose of such organizations nationallyand

certainly in Eugene and Springfield. Regardless of the actual or latent

functions of P.T.A. groups, and admitting the likelihood of variations

in such functions from group to growl., from commit: to community, and

from time to time, there is increasing indicatic that Lzgular attendance

and even simple mamberehip in P.T.A. is an act that is indicative of some

interest on the put of the joiners. Ve have mentioned earlier that

membership in P.T.A. in Eugene and £ pringfield was highly related to

social ,class position as measured by formal educational level. We are
..;

prepatuld to predict that P.T.A. status even more than parental status

In the aforementioned sense is related to new teaching techniques atti-

tudes on the grounds both of interest and itifoicattiO*.approval function

of P.T.A. Statu i, regaidteati of tae 'di tb which temiierahip
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may initially be a function of ammh factors as soelal pressures and

status or of civic duty rather than personal interest in one's child and

his school environment. That prediction and others relating to the role

of P.T.A. status in affecting the new teaching tecruitven attitudes-

citizen school orientations (and possible voting intentions) relation-

Alps will be tested below.

Paftioinnnt status: There are other forms of participation, besides

that of P.T.A. activity, however caneequenticl or incomsequential par-

ticipation in P.T.A. may be for members in contributing to either polit-

ical or administrative decision-making in the schools. Any model of

educational decision-making im United States communities would Snclude

among the extant channels for the exercise of influence aild the attain-

ment of power discussion of school policy matters with other citizens

and/or officials and the patently more active roles in decision-making

that are possible, such as securing signatures on letters or petitions,

holding or attending special meetings, speaking to groups of people,

calling on citizens and the manifold of means by which people can engage

12
in lc; *1 policy-caking.

The asaumptions underlying models that attribute to parental-and

PA.A. status in the aforementioned functions should also hold for par-

ticipatioa in school affairs in other then the latter channel. To be

sure, it is more plausible that more of those who participate in such

other ways may tend to be critics of educational policies more often

(i.e., under more conditions) than members or regular "attendees" of

11See Rulers and the Ruled, ca. slI., for a definition of politer

ical end admInistrativieOcielow-gaktmg.

12For the distinction between influence: end powers se!: i. z,

Rulers and the Ruled.
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P.T.Aos. However, the no one would expect from findings that the bun:

of school budget and bond issue elections in United States communitie,,

have favorable outcomes, thereby indleating that electoral particirata

tend ore eftea 1."-"-a& ere ttam cioutAAAL=9 .1.Y1 04e,
.t&u.t

expected for non. electoral and other than P.A.l participants,

A virtue of using more than P.T.A. participation as a v.,via,,4.

indicative of Interest and involvement iu school affairs ie that

accords with amore realistic understanding of community decialow.

making in educational affairs then the view that accords the L.f.A. -ex-

clusiveness or primacy for citisea impacts on either the Dig" 9*liq

decisions or the more mundane, day-to-day decisima of dmialtr-tc...m,,

The associated empirical virtue is that a higher priTAIxemq of let ,a4-

eats participate at least by discussing occasioaalty echool affairs

than belong to P.T.A.

Social Clan, Parenta-1,1 P.T.A., and Participate Status

as Related to Attitudea Towards New teaching Techniques

To continue with the same format, the following four hypotheses

sere developed for examining the relationship between attitadee tmaarda

281W teaching techniques and the four social and political status variables:

*The higher the social class status, the more favorable1116.

were attitudes towards new teaching techniques in both
Eugene and Springfield,

U Parents of children in public school were more favorable
176 towards new teaching techniques than were other citizens

in both Eugene and Springfield,

II
18

: Members of P.T.A. were more favorable towards new teaching
techniques than were non-members 'id both Eugene and

. Springfield.
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The higher: the level of participation in school affairci,
the more favcJrahle were attitudes towards new teaching
techniques in both Eugene and Springfield.

Each of those predictions is borne out as indicated by the data

7';:ble 4-6. The data are derived from the Time 3 sample since atti-

tudes towards new teaching techniques were not measured at Time 1. The

f,,mples Include "neighbor" replacements for the panelists who were inter-

viiveit at Time 1 but who could not be interviewed at Time 3. However,

the reported relationships hold also for the panelists alone.

The indicator of social clasp used to test M
L16

is simply level

of forme/ education attained, although similar relationships obtain

*min such social cless indicators as income and occupation or composite

indices art wed. The low education category includes all respoadents

with two years of high school education or less, the medium educated

includes those who completed three years of high sehool or Who were high

school graduates or who attended trade school, and the highly educated

includes everyone who reported going to college for at least one year,

with some actually being college graduates and others having attended

professional or graduate school.

The relationships between social clasp= statue and attitudes

towards new teaching techniques ire pvonounceeilbot4 in Eutwae and Spring-

field. A finer discrimination bltweeu level of educatian cstegries

produces an wan stwager relationshlp etweeni the two var2ablc;_. in

each city but the edutelvEnl level trichotomy tru ces a mlf Aent:iy

rar relationship for our purposes.:

The variable of parental rAatio. 1$ .7.12,44 .tu terms of lour

categorice: citipms with no children, 4111dren

vho art 14,,,Ad pvblic school sAle (1,e. with of ldix 1411dton), citineas

with childrem 7tf pre-school age e'Jlly (n.e., with very young childrot),



TABLE 4-6

RELATIONSHIP OF SOCIAL CLASS, PARENTAL, Parrett. , AND PARTICIPANT
STATUS TO ATTITUDES TOWARDS NEW TEACHING TECHNIQUES

Atti........tudesTord7TesthiTechniuesg.
Don't Totals

EducatioalUevel Approve Undecided Disapprove Know
Eugene
Low Education 382 35 17 10

Median Education 47% 42 5 5

High Education 70% 21 6 3

Springfield
Low Education 52% - 28 14 6

Meal= Education 672 25 6 2

High Education 82% 13 3 .2

Parental Status
Eugene
No Childrea 332 54 4 9

Children Bmyond Wiwi Age 42% 33 15 10

Pre-sChoolora Only 56% 44 -- -v.

School Age Children 69% 22 6 2

Not Ascertencd 57% 43 ....

Springf ield

No Children 59% 113 11 11
Children Beyond School Age 492 29 16 7
Pre"sichoolers Only 81%. 15 4A.

School Agn Children 102 23 6 1
Not Ascertained ... .. . .

P,,T. Statue
Eugene
No 48% 36 9 7 100 232
Yoe, M.A. limber 69%. '24 7 100 .42
Yea* Rrggulatly Attend P.T.A. 712 20 7 2 100 41

Springfield
No '552 28 4 #9 250
Tess P.T.A. Haber 85% 12 . 3 100 33
Telt Regularly Attendrlr'oT cA. 852 12 2 . 99 40

Lck.liatglataga.
Eugene

% N

100 83

99 113
100 126

100. 249
100 123

100 .62

100. 46

100 110

100 18

99 140
100 7

99 27
101 115
100 26
100 164

(3)...

2
3
4 MOO

'pries field
1 (Loffk)
2
3
4 (1.13h)

11% 47 13 # 100 55
48% 36 9 7 100 171
77% 16 S ',Q2 .100,. 61
82% 15 3 100 33

. 0 .\.. .!;-.1

A or 36 ', 15.3 6 = .-- 100 88

64Z 22 10 4 100 168
82% 14'; 1004 55

83% 13 4 100 23

!\
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and citizens with Children in public school (some of whom also save

children of preschool age and/or beyond school-age) . AlthoUgh H17

refers only to parents of children in school compared to others, the

more complam categories provide for the testing of additional hypoth-

eses by inspecting the data contained in Tabu 4-6, For example, al-

though there are very small proportions of parents of pre-schoolers

only in both cities, it is evident that in neither city do such citizens

disapprove of new 'teaching techniques as much as do other categories,

but in Springfield there is much less uncertainty about such innovations

than in Eugene among such parents, It is also evident that in both

cities it is those with children beyond school age who contain the

highest proportions of actual disapprovers of new teaching techniques,

There is, of course, a correlation between these categories: of

parental status and chronological age, For example, three-quarters

to 65 per cent of the parents of pre- schoolers only are under 35 years

of age in Vagene and Springfield, respectively. Less the per cent

of parents e chi4Aren beyond scool age are under 45 years of age.

The largest proportions of parents with children in &bite school are

betseeL the ages of 35 and 45 years (almost half In Eugene and exactly

half in Springfield). The citizens without chtllren are more of a mixed

bag lu regard to their ages one-fiftk to one-quarter are under 35.

years of age sad about one-third are more than 65 years of age. Because

age is one step removed from the ctheoretical variable of concern here,

parental otattm., and because there is the aforementioned correlation

between chronological age and, parental status, we shall confine the

analysis to the latter variable keeping in mind that the social fact

of parental status 4s shaped by the phyaicel facts of the birth, aging,

and twrtality processes among parents and children.

,r4
,
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P.T.A. status has been presented as a three-category variable:

non-members, members, and regular attenders--based on self-reports on

specific questions of membership and "attend regularly?" It can be

seen that in regard to attitudes towards new teaching techniques the

fact of membership in P.T.A. alone regardless of frequency of attendance

makes a difference in the predicted direction (Table 4-6).

The index of school participation is a more sensitive discrimi-

nator and relates more strongly to attitudes towards new teaching tech-

niques than does PoT,A, status. Those citizens Tito report no discussion

of, &ttegadance at meetiags regarding, or taking a more active part in

school affairs disapprove of new teaching techniques more than do citizens

who are not members of P.T.A. And with every increase in the degree of

participation there is an increase in attitudes of approval of new teach-

ing techniques. So, too, is thew a consistent increase in the proportion

disapproving of the latter as participation decreases (with but one ex-

ception for the highest and next to highest participants in Springfield).

To summarize, then, it would seem that there are grounds for con-

tiautag to explore the possibility that such variables as social class,

parental, P.T.A., and participant status may be confounding or confusing

the relationships discovered between attitudes towards new teaching

techniques and citizen orientations towards the schools since the first

four variables relate to those innovation sentiments.

We turn now to an examination of four companion hypotheses con-

caning the possible s.alationships of the four status variables and the

citizen school orientations variable.
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Social Class, Parental, P.T.A., and Participation Status

es Related to Citizen School Orientations at Tires 1 and 3

The tour hypotheses consistent ulth the expectation the- the

status variables related to the key citizen school orientations var-

iables as had the attitudes towards new teaching techniques &re as

follows:

H : The higher the social class status, the more positive
20 were orientations towards the schools at Times 2 and

3 in both Eugene and Springfield.

H21. Parents of children in public school had more positive
orientations towards the schools than did other citizens
at Times 1 and 3 in both Eugene and Springfield.

A : Members of P.T.A. had more positive orientations towardo
22 the schools than did non - members at Tines 1 and 3 In

both Eugene and Springfield.

H
23

: The higher the level of participation in school affairs,
the more positive were orientations towards the schools
at Times 1 and 3 in both Eugene and Springfield.

The results of testing those hypotheses, for Time 1 and Time 3

are incorporated in Table 4-7 for Eugene only since the Springfield,

data are consistent with the Eugene findings (thereby saving space).

Pot two of the variables, P.T.A. and participant status, the tests con-

sistently confirm the hypotheses (H
22

and H23). 'he results of testing

H
21

are somewhat less consistent, with only a weak relationship between

parental status and rating of the schools at Times 1 and 3 and the ab-

sence of the expected relationshlp for the conception of the responsive-

ness of school officials at Time 3. The findings that sabstantially

conflict with the prediction are those regarding H20. Instead of rela-

tively strong, consisttatly linear relationships between social class

position and school orientations we find relatively weak, inconsistent

and sometimes curvilinear relationships.
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TABLE 4-7A

RELATIONSHIP OF EDUCATIONAL LEVEL TO CITIZEN SCHOOL ORIENTATIONS:
'" EUGENE - TrIES 1 AND 3

Citizen School Orientation
Educational Level
Low Medium High

Education Education Education
a. Rating of Schools

Rating.: Time 1

Positive 292 28% 37%
Other n 71 72 63
Totals: % 100 100 100

N 51 85 102

Rating: Time 3
.

Positive 28% 25% 42%
Other 72 75 58
Totals: % 100 100 100

N 61 85 102

b. Educational Ideology
Ratii2A3 Time 1 ...,

Positive 62 18% 31%

Other 94 82 69

Totals: % 100 100 100

N 54 74 101

Rating.: Time 3

PoSitive
Other
Totals: %

17% 252 272

83 75 3

100 100 100

54 71 101

c. School Decision-maker Cynicism
Rating: Time 1

NOttve 51% 622 -.64%

Other --49 38 , 0-36
Tethls: % 100 100 100

N 61 84 104

!

Rating: Time 3

,fteitive 44% i5% 62I

Othei 56 35 38-

Utile: 2 100 100 100

N 61 84 104

of
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TABLE 4-7 (Continuation)

Citizen School Orientation

d, Conception of School Officalol
Responsiveness
Rating Time 1

Eduast.1 Gael ,Level
LW, Medium Ugh

Education Education Education

Positive 30% 38% 33%
Other 70 62 67
Totals: Z 100 100 100

61 85 103

Rating: Time 3
Positive
Other
Totals: 2

N

e. Spending for Special Education
Rating: Time 1
Positive
Other
Totals: %

X

Rating: Time 3
Positive
Other
Totals: %

N
,

f, Increasing Taxes fit Public
Kindergartens
Bating: Time 1
Positive
Other ,.,,,

Touils: z
N

Rating: Time 3
Positive

:'.

23%
77

100

61

E%

35^.

65
100
85

26%.

92 74
100 100
60 85

8% 15%
92 85
100 100
60 85

.
.

5% 19%

95 81
100 100

,: 61 85

22 7%

30%
70
200
103

26%,

- 74-

100
304

24%

.,....11....

100
104

.12%
.4...§§.:.

mo--
104

: 12Z

Other 98 ....21. 88

,Totals; t .100 100 100.

:',1 61 85 104
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IELATIQNSHJ1 OF PARENTAL STATUS TO CITIZEN SCHOOL ORIENTATIONS:

EU044.- TRIES 1 AND 3

Citizen School Orientation

a. Rating of Schools

P!aJ e,112 4 a,1 S t. a tr u s
Childran in

Putlic School Other

gathr, lime 1
,POditive
'Other

Totals: %
N

Rating: Time 3
oPoiitive
Other

34%
66

. .::,,i-30%.
70

100
107

33%
67

100
143

32%
68

Totals: % 100 100
N

b. Educational Ideology

; 106 1A3

Rating: Time 1
Positive 27% 7.s. _14%

Other 86
Totals: %

.73
100 100

N 107
..-

125

Pating: Time 3
Positive 34% 15%
Other 66 85
Totals: % 100 100

N 1104 125

c. School Decision-maker Cynicism
Rating: Time 1
iPosittwe r.

tidier
70% ,53%
30 47

. Totals: %
N

Rating: Time 3

100
107

f"

100
142

poe.tive 67% '3%
Other 33 47
rrrotals: % 100 100

N 107 142



TABLE 4-71f.'tCantinuitfon)

r

Citizen School Oriestati

d. Conception;of betiool'Officiais I
naammalvetnamm : e '-' ...--

'hating: Time 1
Positive 42% ,- i

58 : 1-Other -----... , :..:. 73
Totals; Z 100 % ' 100

N 107 - 141
i

e
Chadian in

Public School

-11rfi'

t 41t S

Other

Rating: Time 3
Positive

, Other
Totals: %

N
,.

:
i ,.e. Spending for Special Education

Rating: Time 1
Positive 23r- . )2 :.,:.72'..c.Z..... In ,'.

Other 72 '-. .' 4.-., -: 83
:Totals: % 3.00 f-',x- 100

N .... 107 ,- 143

31% 30%
69 :. ,- :::: ,. , .;70

100 '-'.'1 ;::, 100
107 141

Rating: Time 3
Positive 23%
Other
Totals: %

77
100

N 107

f. increasing Taxes for 'Puirlic
Kindergartens
Rating: Time 1

:Other
Z

N

Rating: Time 3
Positive

,-2otals:
r

13%
87

100
143

22% -. 6%

78 94
100
107 -443

1510 ;9885

Tar
107 ''145
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TAME 4-7C

AELATIONSHIP OF P.T.A. sTArus 10 CITIZEU SCHOOL ORIENTATIONS:
EUGENE - KilES 1 AND 3

Citizen School Orientations

a. Rattag of Zchools

P.T.A.
No

Status
Yes

Rating: Tima 1
Por4tive 28% 42%
Other 72 58
Totals: Z 100 100

N 184 66

Rating: Time 3
Positive 31Z 36%
Other 69 64
Totals: % 100 100

N 184 66

b. Echicationa Idology
Rating: Vim 1
PoSitive 16% 32%
Other

......0.......
68

Totals: 471. 100 100
N 164. 66

Rating: Ttme,3
Positive 18% 38%
Other 62
Totals: Z 100 100

N 164 65

c. School Decision - maker cynicism
Mang: Time 1 .

PosAtive 56Z 73%
Other 44 27
Totals: Z 100 100

N 183 66

Rating: Time 3'
Positive
Other
'totals:

,

51% 82%

49 ....18

200 100

183 66
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TABLE 4-7C (Continuation)

Citimn School Orientations
P.T.A. Status

o Yee

d. Csncepticn -.04 Semi Officials'

Rczpsninivelnuou

Rating: Ti m.T.. 1

Rating: Time 3

70 53
Totals: 2 100

182
100

N 64 I

Positive 30Z 42%
Other ,

Other
x '77

73

3.00

62

Totals: II

Positive 27% 38%

r_l
N 182 66

e. Spalding for Special Bducetiort
Rating: Time 1
Positive 19% 272
Other 81 73

Tovslsi 100 100

194 66

Rating: Time 3
Pc3itive 13% 26%
Other 87 74

Totals; % 100 "100

N 194 66

f. Incresing Taxes far Public
Kindergartens
Rating: Time 1
Positive - 11% 18%

Other 82

Totals: 2 100 100
N 184 66

Ruing: Time 3
Positive 3% 202
Other 17... 80

'Totals: 2 100 100

N 184 ,:06
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Although these tests weaken the preemption that the four :4tgtt..

variables are responsible for the relationships of central. interest

here, nexaely: those between attitudes towards new teaching techni tuepi

avail6140 N.V4iibG 04 cous.1fty kampsuvacuu UK zeLuxurcumvuzi an citizm uchool

orientations, we can and will put the matter to a more direct set of

tests. The data in Table 4-8 for both communities are arranged so that.

the following hypotheses can be tested:

Iaintenance and improvement of supportive citizen school
2' Jrientations are positively associated with social class

position in both Eugene and Springfield.

naintenance and improvement of supportive citizen school
25 orientations are positively associated with parental

status (e.g.9 having school-age children) in both Eugene
and Springfield.

H
26

: naintenanee and improve neat of supportive citizen school
orientations are positively associated with motbership
in P.T.A. is both Eugene and Springfield.

Ii27: naintenance and improvement of supportive citizen school
27 orientations are positively associated with the level of

participation in school affairs in both Eugene and Spring-
field.

The data do not consistently confirm these four hypotheses, In

Eugene, on only two of the six citizen school orientations variables does

social class status apparently have a maintenance or reinforcemeut effect

from Time 1 to Time 3. The rep, alts are quite mixed in regard to rein-

forcement effects of parental and participation status and on P.P7,4L

status there are such effects on f4ve of the six school orientations

variables but the relationships in two of those cases are not strong.

Modest improvement effects are noticeable for P.T.A. statuA, to a much

lesser e:tent for parental status on five of the six School orientations

ratings, to an even lesser extent with participation status and in only

a minority of those ratings in the case of social class position.
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TABLE 4'8A

RELATIONSHIP 07 MUCATIONKL LEVEL TO T.1111: r:ITIZE3 MOM OUENTATIOOS
W TME 1 SCHOOL ORIENTAT_Lai-4g (EUCAZS)

-ttng: at rima 3

Positive 's Ling: Time I

a, tatiag of Schools

Poaittve

Low Education 33%
edit Education 332
High Education

b. Educational Ideology

682

Low Education ...
Medium Education 622
High Education 6IX

c, School Decision.maker Cynicism
Low Education 55
Medium Education 73%
High Education

d. Conception of School Officials'

73%

Responsiveness
Lcw Education 28%
Medium education 50%
High Education 41%

fa. Spending for Specig Education
Low Education .....

Medium Education 27%
High Education 372

f. Increasing Telma for Public
Kindergartens
Low Education CIWIPC10

Medium Education 25%
High Education 38%

Less Than Positive Rating: Time 1
a. Rating of Schools

Low Education 26%
giad4ITI Education nix
High Educatica 272

Is Edacationat Ideolocy
Low Education 16%
Medium Education .162
High Eduzation 11%

,

Totals
N

,

67 100 15
67 100 24
32 100 38

.. ... (3)

38 100 13
39 100 31

45 100 31
27 100 52
27 100 67

72 100 18
50 100 32

59 100 34

amEr. MN (5)
73 100 22
63 100 27

OMMIVO g"18". (3)
75 100 16
62 100 13

74 100 46
79 100 61
73 100 .64

84 100 51
84 100 61
89 100 70
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TABLE 4-8A (Continuation)

c. School. Decision-maker Cynicism

Rating at Time 3
Totals

Positive Other % N

Law Education 33% 67 100 30
Medium Education 53% 47 100 32
High Education 43% 57 100 37

4 Conteption of School Officials'
Responsiveness
Low Education 21% 79 100 43
Medium Eeucation 26% 74 100 53
High Education

e. Spending for Special Education

25% 75 100 69

Low Education '.5% 95 100 55
Hediiim Education l 89 100 63
High Education

f. Increasing Taxes for Public

19% 81 100 77

Kindergartens
Low 'Education 2% 93 100 58
Medium Education 3% 97 100 69
High Education 8% 92 100 91

.1
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TABLE 4-8B

RELATIONSHIP OF PMENVAL STATUS TO TIME 3 CITIZEN SCHOOL ORIENTATIONS
BY TIME 1 SCHOOL ORIENTATIONS (EUGENE)

Rating rLt Time 3

Totals
NPositiv,14 Other 2

Positive Rating: Time 1
a. Rating of Schools

Children in Public School 462 54 10O
Other*

b. Educational %deology

55% 45 100

Children inPdblic Schools 59% 41 100
Other

c. School Decision-maker Cynicism

61% 39 100

Children in Public Schools 75% 25 100
Other

d. Conception of School Officials'

64% 36 100

Responsiveness
Children in Public Schools 42% 58 100
Other

e. Spending for Special Education

42% 58 100

Children in Public Schools 40% 60 100
Other

f. /ncreaaing Taxes for Public

25% 75 100

Kindergartens
Children in Public Schools 35% 65 100
Other 112 89 100

Less Than Positive Rating: Time 1
a. Rating of Schools

Children in Public Schools 277 73 100
Other

b. Educational Ideology

23% 77 100

Children iu Pulic Schools 242 76 100

Other

c. School Decision -maker Cynicism

82 92 100

Children in Public Schools 50% 50 100

Other 402 60 100

*Other incIples the following: No Children; Children Beyond
School #ge; Pre.!schoOlern Only ; Not ascertained.

35

42

29

18

75

75

45

38

30

24

23

9

71
100

75

97

32

67
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TABLE 4-83 (Continuation)

A Artmoo40,kim wg 0.14.~.1 ns.v1.,4^1-1..

Resptlasiveness

Rating at Time 3
Totals

Positive Other % N

Children in Putl4c ghonls 23% 77 100 62
Other

e. Spending for Special Education
:ti 172

75

83

100

10G

103

77

10% 90 100 119

Le Lacreasing Taaes for Public
-'-,Kindergartens

Children in Public Schools 10% 90 100 84
Other 1% 99 100 134

. , .4.4,, a ,

14
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TABLE 4-8C

RELATIONSHIP OF P,T.A. mum TO TINE 3 CITIZEN SCHOOL ORIENTATIONS
BY TINE l SCHOOL ORIENTATIONS (EUGENE)

ft

Positive Ratings Time I
a. Rating of Schools

mauJsugsaa. swan

Positive Other
Totals
% N

No 492 51 100 51
Yes

b. Educational Ideology

50% 50 100 28

No 53% 47 100 . 26.

Yes

c. School Decision-maker Cynicism

672 33 100 21

No 59% 41
1::Yes 92% 8 tg(0%

Conception of School. Officials'
Responsiveness
No 40% 60 100 55

Yes

e. Spending for Special Education

46% 54 100 23

No 28% 72 100 36

Yes

f. Increasing Taxes for Public

442 56 100 18

Kindergartens
No 10% 90 100 20

Yel 58% 42 100 12

Less Than Positive Rating: Time 1
a. Rating of Schools

No 242 76 100 133

Yes

b. Educational Ideology

26% 74 100 38

No 11% 89 100 138

Yes

co School Decision-maker Cynicism

25% 75 100 44

No 412 59 100 81

Yes

d. Conception of School Officials'

56% 44 100 18

Responsiveness
No 22% 78 100 127

Yes 32% 68 100 38

717 ,t--:`"` -7,710



TABLE 4-8C (Continuation)

e. Spending for Special Education

.-Ratingsat Time 3
Totals

Positive. Other % N

No 10% 90 100 158
Yes 19% 81 100 .48

f. Increasing Taxes for Public
Kindergartens
No 2% 98 100 164
Yes 11% 89 100 54

4
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TABLE 4-8D

RELATIONSHIP OF SCHOOL PARTICIPATION TO T/ME 3 CITIZEN SCHOOL ORIENTATIONS
BY Trill 1 SCHOOL ORIENTATIONS (EUGENE)

Positive Rating: Ttme 1
a. Rating of Schools

Rating at Time 3

Positive Other
Totals
% N

No 67% 33 100 6

Yes

b.'Educational Ideology

48% 52 . 100 73

No ... (3)

Yes

c. School Decision -maker Cynicism

61% 39 100 44

No 62% 38 100 16
Yes

d. Conception of School Officials/

70% 30 100 134

Responsiveness
No 22% 78 100 9

Yes

et. Spending for Special Education

41% 59 100 80

No (2)

Yes 33% 67 100 52

f© Increasing Taxes for Public
Kindergartens
No sf.M./.. ICON ( 3)IIIIIMO

Yes 31% 69 100 29

Less Than Positive Rating: Time 1
4. Rating of Schools

No 18% 82 100 37

Yes

b. Educational Ideology

26t 74 100 137

No 15% 85 100 27
Yes

c. School Decision-maker Cynitism

14% 56 100 155

No 42% 58 100 24

Yes

d. Conception of School Officials'

44% 56 100 75

Responsiveness
No 292 71 i00 31

Yes 23% 77 100 134
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TABLE 4-8D (Contiouatioa)

e. pending for Special. Education

Rating at Time 3
Totals

Positive Other % N

No 8Z 92 100 JO
Yes

f. Increasing Taies for ?ublit

14% 86 100 150

Kindergartend
No 100% 100 37

Yes 6% 94 100 181

-*"
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TAHLE. 4-8E

RELAT:ONSHIP OF EDUCATIONAL VIVEL TO TIME 3 CITIZEN SCHOOL pRIENTAILONS
BY TIME 1 SCHOOL ORIENTATIONS (SPRINGFIELD)

Rating at Time 3

Pl.ggitive

Positive Rating? Time 1
a. Rating of Schools

Low Education 38X
`tedium Education 50%
'ugh Education 74%

b., Educational Ideology

Low Education 33%
Medium Education 41%
High Education 45%

c. School Deasiln-Imaker Cynicism
Low Education 62%
Medium Education 71%
High Educatiun 86%

d. Conception of School Officials'
Responsiveness
Low Education 45%
Medium Education 57%
High Education 58%

e. Spending for Special Education
Low Education 21%
Medium Education 30%
High Education 31%

f. Increasing Taxes for Public
Kindergartens
Low Education 14%
Medium Education 29%
High Education 11111111110

Less Than Positive Rating: Time 1
a. Rating of Schools

Low Education 28%
Medium Education 24%
High Education 25%

b. Educational Ideology
Low Education 16%
Medium Educativi 12%
High Education 22%

Other
Totals

A!

62 100 29
50 100 48
26 100 23

67 100 15

59 100 29

55 100 11

38 100 56

23 100 71

14 100 42

55 100 38
43 100 47
42 100 26

79 100 14

70 100 23

69 100 16

86 100 7

71 100 7

iP7 01114701119 (5)

72 100 90
76 100 51
75 100 28

84 100 91
88 100 67

78 100 40
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TABLE 4-8E (Continuation)

co School Decision-maker Cynicism
nvo "&ohm ,larmurlecauAVIks

Rating at Time 3.

Totals
Positive Other % N

39% 61 100 64
71ducation "fetal

JWM
en

100 28
High Education

d. Conception of 'School Officials'

60% 40 100 10

Responsiveness
Low Education 18% 82 100 82
Medium Education 31% 69 100 52
High Education

ea Spending for Special Education

35% 65 100 26

Low Education
. 10% 90 100 105.

Medium Education 15% 85 100 75
High Education

f. Increasing Taxes for Public

14% 86 100 36

Kindergartens
tow Education 6% 94 100 113
livamm Education 8% 92 100 92
High EduzRtion 4% 96 100 47
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TABLE.44817

RELATIONSHIP OF PARENTAL STATUS TO Tit E 3 CITIZEN SCHOOL ORIENTATIONS
BY TIME 1 SCHOOL ORIENTATIONS (SPRINGFIELD)

Positive Rating: Time 1
a. Rating of Schools

. 'Rating at Time 3
..Totals

Positive Ozher %

Children in Public Gthool 55%' 45 100 55
Other*

b. Educational Ideology

49% 51 100. 45

Children in Public School 44% 56 100 39
Other

c, School Decision-maker Cynitism

39% 61 100 18

Children in Public School 83% 17. 100 98
Other.

d. Conception of School Officials'

63% 37 100 71

Responsiveness
,Children in Publi.tz School 59% 41 .106. 66
Other

e. Spending for Special Education

44% 56 100 45

Children in Public School 34% 66 100 29
Other

f. Increasing Tames for Public

22% 78 100 23

Kindergartens
Children in Public School 27 %. 73 100 11
Other 12% 88 100 8

Less Than Positive Rating: Time 1
a. Rating of Schools

Children in Public School 26% 74 100 81
Other

b. Educational Ideology

26% 74 100 89

Children in Public School 15% 85 100 97
Other

c. School Decision-maker Cynicism

17% 83 100 101

Children in Public School 51% 49 100 39

Other 40% 60 100 63

*Other includes the foll(rwtag: No Children; Children Beyond School
Age; Pre-schoolere Caly; Not Ascertained.
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TABLE 4-8F (Cceettnuation)

d. Conception of School Officials'
Rtapoftaivetieuo

af- Tian Z

0441er

Children in Public School 27% . 73 100 fl
Other

e. Spellding for Special Education

24% 76 101 , 89,

Children $,,n Public School 14% 86 100 108

Other 10% . 90 100 .111

Incregsing Taxes for Public
Rindergartens
Children in Public School 5% 95 100 126,.

Wier 8% 92 100 12o

t

.,
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TABLE 4-8G

RELATIONSHIP OF P.T.A. STATUS TO TIME 3 CITIZEN SCHOOL ORIENTATIONS
BY TDIE 1 SCHOOL ORIENTATIOES (SPRINGFIELD)

%sitive Rating: Time 1
a, Rating of Schools

Rating at Time 3

Toten
Positive Other Z. N

No 46% 54 100 61
Yes

b. Vgducl ioial Ideology

60r 40 100. AO

No 392 61 100 31
Yes

c. School Decision-maker Cynicism

43Z 5? 100 23

No 68% 32 100 110

i..>$....Ttiva of School Officials'

86% 14 100 59

Rcwaisi-,zeness
nu 50% 30 100 70
leo

e. Spending for Special Edxszatton

58% 42 100 41

No 212 79 100 34
Yes

f. Increasing Taxes for Public

447. 56 100 18

Kindergartens
No 17% 83 100 12
Yes 29% 71 i00 7

Less Than Positive Rating: Time 1
a. Rating of Schools

No 25% 75 100 138
Yes

b. Educatioral Ideology
o,

282

17%

72

83

100

100

32

152
Yes

c, S7endimg for Specia. 2,:%cation

13% 87 100 46

No ",12 59 100 S8
Yes

d. Conception of School Otfi

642 36 100 14

Responsivenoao
No 232 77 100 128

Yes 342 66 100 32

3 - '77-7.77V'
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TULE 4-8H

RELATIONSHIP OP SCHOOL PAATICIPATION TO TIME 3 CITIZEN SCHOOL uf1ENTATIONS
BY TIME 1 S:HOOL ORIENTATIONS (SPRINGPIE))

Positive Rating: Time 1
a. Rating of Schools

Rating at Time 3
, Vitals

Positive Other .N

No 41% 59 100 17
Yes

b. Educational Ideo/oiz,
No

54%

'57%

46

43

100

1.00

84

7

Yes

c. School. Decisiormanker Cynicism

47% 53 100 38

No 59% 41 100 34

Yea

d. Conception of School Officials'

79% - 21 100 135

Responsiveness

No 422 58 109 24
Yes

a. Spending for Spacial Education

56% 44 !00 87

Nt 12% 88 100 8

Yes

f. Increasing Taxes for kublic

32% 68 100 44

Kindergartens
No ammo. (5)
Yes 21% 79 100 14

Less Than Positive Rating: Time 1
a. Rating of Schools

is 25X 75 100 55

Yes

b, Educational Ideology

262 74 100 115

No 152 85 100 52

Yes

ca School Decision-imaker Cynicism

162 84 100 146

No 32% 68 100 38

Yes

d. Conception of School Of

522 49 100 64

Responbiveness
No 252 75 100 48

Yea 252 75 100 112

-47777. "7"r.
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'TABLE 4-8111 (Continuation)

17r.' 7\7

a

Rating at Time 3

Positive

e. Spending-for Special Education
No 6%
Yes

f. Increasing Taxes for Public

14%

Kindergartens
No 6%'

Yes 6%

Other
Totals
%

94 100 64
86 100 155

94 100 67
94 100 185
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There are somewhat more consistent reinforcement or maintenance

effects of these four variables on school orientations in Springfield

(Table 4-8). However, the relationships are weak at best. Nor does

a single one of those four variables produce an improvement in school

orientations froci Time 1. to 'Time 3 in a majority of the citizen school

ratings in that city.

Unlike attitudes towards new teaching techniques, then, the

variables of social class, parental, P.T.Aam and participation status

make very little difference in the degree to which citizens maintain

initially positive, or improve initially less positive, orientations

towards their public school systems in either Eugene or Springfield.

Although at particular momenZe in time (i.e.v at Time 1 and at Time 3)

there were for the most part modest relationships between every one of

those four variabler and each of the six school orientations variables,

stability and change in the latter were apparently not due to the former

status dimensions. Thus, we tentatively conclude that tha impacts ap-

parently attributable to such innovative orientations as attitudes towards

new teaching techniquea upon such citizen perspectives as these six school

orientations variables were not artifacts of social class or more mundane

personal family interests nor of active involvement in school. affairs.

We may summarize these findings by framing a complex hypothesis

that is confirmed even more directly by data on patterns of maintenance

and improvement of citizen school orientations dealing simultaneously

with new teaching techniques attitudes and each of the four other major

variables: social class, parental, P.T.A., and participation status.
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d
28

: (a) Pans of the schools in Eugene and in Springfield who
approved of new teaching techniques would remain fans to
a greater extent than would fans who did not approve of
such innovations regardless of social class, parental,
P.T.A., and school participation status, while (b) in
both cities non-fans who approved of new teaching tech-
niques would become fans to a greater extent than would
non-fans who did not approve such innovations regardless
of social class, parental, P.T.A., and school particirn-
tion status

That represents the expectation that the findings supporting h , supra;
15

were not a function of these status variables.

The independent maintenance and improvement effects of attitudes

towards teaching techniques on citizen school orientations, that is,

effects which were not due to the currelations between such attitudes

towards teaching techniques and the four status variables, are illustrated

for one of those four variables--P.T.A. status--in the following table

(Table 4-9). P.T.A. status had related most strongly of the four status

variables to maintenance of positive and improvement of less than pos-

itive citizen school orientations.

It should be noted that P.T.A. status now makes a difference in

only half of the twelve new teaching techniques-P.T.A. membership cate-

3ories insofar as maintenance of positive school orientations in Eugene

is concerned- --even though the small numbers tummy of the cells make

conclusive results impossible to obtain. In Springfield it makes a com-

parable difference in only seven of those twelve categories. In Eugene

2.T.A, status does seem to have small effects in the direction of im-

proving less than positive ratings of the schools for nine of those

twelve categories but only in five of the twelve in Springfield. The

tendency is for the apparent relationships between P.T1A, status and

maintenance- change in school orientations (as reported in Table 4.4,

at m) to be further attentuated when the new teaching techniques at-

titude control is introduced.

4.4 wm...zetroftwererr..,

72em,tsvgewir
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TABLE 4-9A

RELATIONSHIP OF P.T.A. STATUS AND NEW TEACHING TECHNIQUES-ATTITUDES
TO TIME 3 CITIZEN SCHOOL ORIENTATIONS
BY TIME 1 SCHOOL ORIENTATIONS (EUGENE)

Rating at Time 3

Positive Rating: Time 1
P.T.A. Membership

New Teaching Techniques Attitudes

a. Rating of Schools
Non-,member P.T.A.

Approve New Teaching Techniques
Not Approve NTT*

Member P.T.A.
Approve New Teaching Techniques
Not Approve NTT

b. Educational Ideology
Non-member P.T.A.

Positive

69%
28%

57%

Other

31
72

43

Totals

100 26

100 '15

100 23
NUM (4)MIND

Approve New Teadhim Techniques 55% 45 100 20

Not Approve NTT 50% 50 100 6

Member P.T.A.
Approve New Teaching Techniques 72% 28 100 18

Not Approve NTT

c. School Decision-aaker Cynicism

(3)

Nonmember
Approve New Teaching Techniques 68% 32 100 53

Not Approve NTT 49% 51 100 49

Member P.T.A.
Approve New Teaching Techniques 97% 3 100 15

Not Approve NTT

d. Conception of School'Official

77% 23 AO 13

Responsiveness
Non-member P.T.A.

Approve New Teaching Techniques 52% 48 100 31

Not Approve NTT 25% 75 100 24

Me bar
Approve New .Teedhing Techniques' 52% 48 100 2X

Not Approve NTT

e. Spending for Special Education

29% 71 100 7

Non-member P.T.A.
Approve New Teaching Techniques 36% 64 100 22

Not Approv(*. NIT 14Z ,86 100 14

Ilealber P.T.A.
Approve New Teething Techniques 50% 50 100 16

Not Approve NTT .... . (2).
*NTT stands for tier' Teaching. Techniqms.

'7777;b7= 471,'
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TABLE 4.4A (Continuation)

f. Increasing Taxes for Public
Kindergartens
Non-camber P.T.A.

Rating at Time 3

Positive Other
Totals
% N

Approve New Teaching Techniques 12% 88 100 16

Not Approve MT SOODOIll NOM (4)

Member P.T.A.
Approve New Teaching Techniques 70% 30 100 10

Not Approve lITT 4110111111. MOND (2)

Less Than Positive Rating: Time 1
P.T.A. Membership

New Teaching Tech -Agues Attitudes

a. Rating of Schools
Non-member P.T.A.

Approve New Teaching Techniques 27% 73 100 60

Not Approve NTT 22% 78 100 73

Member P.T.A.
Approve New Teaching Techniques 33% 67 100 24

Not Approve NTT

b. Educational Ideology

14% 86 100 14

Non-member P.T.A.
Approve New Teaching Techniques 8% 92 100 59

Not Approve NTT 13% 87 100 79

Member P.T01%.

Approve New Teaching Techniques 33% 67 100 30

Not Approve NTT

c. School Decision-maker Cynicism

7% 93 100 14

Non - member

Approve New Teaching Techniques 42% 58 100 33

Not Approve NTT 40% 60 100 48

Member P.T.A.
Approve New Teaching Techniques 54% 46 100 13

Not Approve NTT

d. Conception of School Officials'

(5)

Responsiveness
Non-member P.T.A.
Approve New Teaching Techniques 17% 83 100 53

Not Approve NTT 26% 74 100 74

Member P.T.A.
Approve New Teaching Techniques 26% 74 100 2)

Not Approve NTT 45% 55 100 11
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TABLE 4-9A (Contin,taion)

e. Spending for Special Education

Rating at nine 3

Positive Other
Tot ls
2 N

Man-menber P.T.A.
Approve New Teaching Techniques 20% 80. l'l . 64
Not Approv2 NTT 4% 96 100 83

Member P.T.A. . .

Approve New Teaching Techniques 19% 81 100 32
Not Approve NTT

f. Increasing Taxes for Public

19% 81 100 16

Kindergartens
Non-llienber P.T.A.

Approve New Teaching Techniques. 3Z 97 100 70
Not Approve NTT 2% 98 100 94

Member P.T.A. .

Approve New Teaching Techniques 13% 87 100 38
Not Approve NTT 6% 94 100 16
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TABLE 4-98

RELATIONSHIP OP P.T)A. SMUTS AND NE TEACHING TECHNIQUES ATTITUDES
TO yrtz 3 CITIZEN rt:Nom ORIENTATIONS

BY TI NF 1 SCHOU ORIENTATIONS (SPRINGFIELD)

Positive Rating: Time 1
P.T.A0 Membership

Nett Teach! Techniques Atacudes

a. Rating of Schools
Non-member P.T.A.

Approve New Teaching Techniques
Not Approve NTT*

Member P.T.A.
Approve New Teaching Techniques
Not Approve NTT

b. Educational Ideology
Won-member P.T.A.

Approve New Teaching
Not Approve NTT

Mkt br P.TAo
Approve New Teaching
Not Approve NTT

Techniques

Techniques

Rating at Time 3
Totals

Posilve Other % N

53% 47 100 38
36% 54 100 22

637.

33%
57%

45%

37 100 35

(5)

LS7

43

55
ONO

c. School Decleon-maker Cyn!cism
Non-membez P.T.Ao

Approve New Teaching Techniques 73% 27

Not Approve NTT
lember

61% 39

Approve New Taathing Techniques 85% 15
Not Approve NTT

d. Conception of School Officials'

100%

Re.s ,,gonsiveness

Non-member P.T.AU
Approve New Teaching Techniques 67% 33
Not Approve NTT 29% 71

Iamber
Apprme N20 Teachin V.;:chnloyea 60% 40
Not Approve NTT

e. Spending for Special Education

50% 50

Non-member P.T.A.
Approve New Teaching Techniques 29% 7.

Not Approvetra 8% 92
P.T.A:

Approya New Teaching Techniques 47% 53

Not ',i,,r,roire NTT 4411341 Oar)

TT etands fIr Tehniques

100 24
100 7

100 22
41111 =0 (2)

100 66

100 44

100 52

100 7

100 39

100 31

. 100 33

100 6

10,43 21
100, 13

100 17

(1)
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TABLE 4-98 (Continuation)

f. Increasing Taxes for Public
Kindergartens
Nonmember P.T4A.

Approve New Teaching Techniques
Not Approve NTT

Wonber P.T.A.
Approve New Teaching Techniques
Not Approve NTT

Positive

29%

gatirq at Time 3
Totais

Other % N

71 100 7

(5)

67 . 100 6
(1)

33%
COMM

Less Than Positive Rating: Time 1
P.T.A. bembership
New Teaching Techniques Attitudes

a. Rating of Schools
Non-member P.T 0119

Approve New Teaching Techniques 27% 73 100 67

Not Approve NIT
Timber P.T.A.

24% 76 100 71

a

Approve New Teaching Techniques 27% 73 100 26
Not Approve NTT

b. Educational Ideology

33% 67 100 6

Non-member P.T.A.
Approve New Teaching Techniques 22% 78 100 76

Not Approve NIT 12% 88 100 76

'Umber P.T.A. . .

Approve New Teaching Techniques 15% . 85 100 39

Not Approve NTT

c.'School Decision-maker Cynicism

100 100 7

Non-member P.TvAs
Approve New Teaching Techniques 51% 49 100 39

Not Approve NIT 33% 67 100 49

Member P.T.A.
Approve New Teaching Techniques 80% 20 100 10

Not Approve NIT

d. Conception of School Of ficiale

INC.* MAI (4)...

Responsiveness
Non-mariber

Approve lleui Teaching Techniques 29%, 71 100 66

Not Approve NTT
limber P.T.A.

16% .84 100 62

Ai6prove New Teaching Techniques 37% 63 100 27

Not Approve NTT 410Italell MAI) (5)

11=, AMP
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TABLE 4-98 (Continuation)

latig at Time 3

Positive °tiler

e. Spending for Special Education
Non-member P.T.A.

Approves Nett Machina TentAti Innta 13A fit ?

Not Approve NTT 4% 96
Aember

Approve New Teaching Techniques 20% 10
Not Approve NTT

f. Increasing Taxes for Public

50X 10

Kindergartens
Non-member P.T.A.

Approve Nets Teaching Techniques 11 89
Not Approve nr 3 97

HeMber PoTek,
Approve New Teaching Techniques 4% 96

Not Approve ITT 100

Totals
% N

'inn Al
100 80

100 45

100 10

100 98

100 88

100 56

100 10

lt"7"7,
q\9
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litre ftportently, when tits control is on P.T.A. memberei,t that

Is w' on sots of citizens are sompared whe differ iv their nes teaching

techniques ettituies but who are; similar in being either members or non

of P.T.As* we find that in the vast maictity of cases the new

teaching techniques altitudes-school orientations effects .tre maintained.

Only in regard to is of initially less than positive twit:vitas

times in Eugene does the introductionof.the variable P.TaA. statue

reduce the number of times improvesent in such orientations occurs with

approval of maw teaching techniques--to six of the webs instance 3.

It is not particularly surprising that P.T.A. membership sakes

the greatest impact in both cities in the direction of maintaining the

trusting sense of citizens that their school officials would understand

if they had a probles and do what they could about it rather than try

to avoid doing anything or ignoring the request (Table 4-9). it is re-

vealing, howevera to tote that ettitudes towards sew teaching tectstiques

makes a comparable eentribution to the maintenance of such a sense of

trust. Won- sabers of ra.A. in Eugene who approve of nes teaching

techniques maintain such a sense of official responsiveness almost to

the some extent as do P.T.A. members who do not approve of sues innovs-

tioss. In Springfield P.T.a. membership is the more important factor,

but approval of new teaching techniques among nonsmesbers of P.T.As

does make for more maintenance of that sense of trust than occurs along

non-members who do not approve such innovations.

We shall in passing and precedent to a later discussion of social

class and attitudes towards educational innovations mention something of

the interaction of social class, attitudes tosards new teaching tethniques,

sad change-stability in school orientations. It will be recalled that

the data had indicated that in only two cases of the latter did educational
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level relate to maintenance of positive school orientations in Eogene

(Table 44). In Springfield the same two school orientatioar veriables

were the meat affected by edueetsWnel level relative to maintenance of

positive crientations (Table 4-8). In Eugene it was the hiejlly educated

who maintained their positiwe "very good" rating of the schools much

more than either the low or medium educated, while is Springfield there

was adirect, linear relationship between educational level and such main-

tenance of a very good rating.

Restricting our attention here to that rating of the echoole

variable, it can be seen from Table 4-10 that such relationships depend

in some measure on such variables as attitudes tawardc new teaching tech-

niques. Specifically, in Eugene the poorly educated citizens who Ini-

tially rates the schools as very good and who approved of new teaching

techniques maintain that positive rating as much as do the highly edu-

cated citizens who had comparably positive initial ratings but who did

not approve of such teackIng techniques. A similar phenomenon occurs

with the medium educated conpa=ed to the highly educated. In Spring-

field the identical pattern is found.

This does not meal that educational level plays no role in main-

taining positive ratings of the schooler There is a relatively strong

ralationathip between educational level and maintenance of such orienta-

ikeis mons those who approve of new teaching techniques (a linear lea-

lationship in Springfield and a highly educated-others discontinuity in

Vegene)0 And it should be understood that in both communities the

poorly edececed a much less likely than the highly educated to have had

init.ial& positive retals of the echoolet Thuell social awe status

Is likely to prodece retlece of the schools at a mo-

ment in time and Ziffereteilal degrees of reinforcement of such positive
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TABLE 4-10

HELAT/ONSEEP OF ATTITUDES TOWARDS NEU TEACUNG TECHNIQUES
TO TIRE 3 RATING OP SCHOOLS

BY TIME 1 RATING OF SCHOOLS AND EDUCATIONAL LEVEL

Positive Eating of Schools:
Time 1, Eugene

Educational Level
New .Teaching Techniques Attitudes

Rating of Schools
Low Education

Rating at Time 3

Positive Other
Totals
2 N

Approve New Teaching Techniques 50% 50 100 6
Not Approve NTT* 21% 78 100 9

Medium Education
Approve New Teaching TechniqUes 45% 55 100 11
Not Approve NTT 23% 77 100 13

High Education
Approve TAew Teaching Techniques 72% le 100 32
Not Approve N1 43% 57 100 7

Positive Rating of Schools:
Time 1, Springfield

Educational Level
New Teaching Techniques Attitudes

Rating of Schools
Low Education
Approve New Teaching Techniques 38% 62 100 21
Not Approve NTT 38% 62 100 8

Medium Education"
Approve New Teaching Techniques 53% 47 100 34
Not Approve NTT 43% 57 100 14

Eigh Education
Approve New Teaching Techniques 89% 11 100 18
Net ApproVe NTT (5)...

*Wrritands for New Teaching Techniques,
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orientations over tine--the latter due to the apparently stronger, more

crystallized positive evaluations on the part of upper class citizen

who are pro-innovation as compared to the moze fragile high evaluative

sentiments of lower class citizens of stun= pro-innovative attitudes.

IL addition, the relativcly fuw tipper class citizens uho do not approve

new teaching techniques seem to have as volatile a reaction in their

11ratings of the schools as do citizens of lover class status.

What we have found, though, points to an appreciateion of the

social psych oloaicsl meanings and implications of social-class status.

Social class status as indexed by educational level (or such other di-

mensions as income anJ occupation) does not automatically determine

degrees of change or stability in school orientations, and, indeed, it

is inconsequential for most such orientations. Such indicators of social

class as educational level do not mesa that orientations such as school

ratings are bounded by and do not cross class lines nor do they mean that

class status is as useful or predictive a fact for such orientations

as indicators of innovative sets of mind such as attitudes towards new

teaching techniques. We shall pursue this matter further in a later

section. Vow we turn from perspectives about the schools to a considers-

tioa of the possible role of new teaching techniques attitudes as well

as the same four status variables in such action patterns as are implied

OTO.Or Tpf

A***,ere1I1

by voting intentions to support or oppose the schools in en election

on the basic operating budget, an even more immediate and fateful in-

dication of citizen support for or opposition to the schools than the

school orientations discussed so far,
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. Attitudes Towards New Teaching Techniques,

Social Class, Parental, P.T.A. , and Participant Status

as Related to School Budget Voting Intentions.

It will be recalled that there were positive relationsh4s in

both Eugene and Springfield between each of the citizen school orien-

tations variables as measured at Time 3 and voting intentions in the

school budget elections at Time 3 (Table 2-1, Chapter II). Those data

were presented to establish that the six school orientations Variables

selected for dependent variables actually related to such a matter as

intentions to ca, t affirmative or negative votes on the sine qua non of

an operating school system* its basic operating budget. It has now been

. ,

demonsated that attitudes towards new teaching techniques apparently

related to such school orientations and to the maintenance and improve-

ment of supportive orientations over time. It remains to be seen whether

such new teaching techniques attitudes also related to those Time 3

voting intentions, and, it so, whether any of the four status variables

may have been affecting such a relattewhi!,.

An even more compelling orgumewt.teM. be developed to the effect

that such factors as social class, parental, P.T.A. and participant

status are more likely to relate to voting support or opposition to

school budgets than is the case of more passive, psychological school

orientations. That argument would be undergirded by references to the

hosts of studies that have revealed the greatest voter support for local

governmental budgets and money measures of various k!nds among those of

higher than of lower social class standing apart from the other three

statuses. We shall, however, put such arguments to the test of the

field research data.
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As a first step in this part of the analysis we shall inquire

whether patterns of change.or stability in school orientatione related

to voting intentions, for it is one thing for such orientations to re-

late to voting intentions at a moment in time and quite another thing

for the over -time patterns of orientations to affect voting intentions.

If equally good predicttons of Time 3 voting intentions can be generated

from a knowledge of Time 3 school orientations, for example, as are pos-

sible from a knowledge of Time 1 to Time 3 patterns of orientations, it

would be less useful to obtain the over-time measurements of orientations

and, more importantly, not particularly useful in that connection to

have found that the over-time patterns of school orientations were shaped

by new teaching techniques attitudes.

An hypothesis dealing with the relevance of the patterns of

stability or change in school orientations and voting intentions is as

follows:

H : Citizens whose orientations towards the schools had
29 improved or deteriorated would be less supportive of

a segol budget than would fans of the schools who
remained so over time and more supportive of the
school budget than would non-fans who remained so
over time in both Eugene and Springfield.

Th findings indicate striking support for that prediction in both com-

munities (Table 4-11). Although there are some exceptions, stability

or change in these citizen orientations does make a difference insofar

as school budget voting intentions are concerned.

One way to view these data is from the point of view of relia-

bility of instruments or measurements. 'Whose who remained fans or non -

fans over time (from Time 1 to Time 3) were ordinarily the ones most

likely to provide the most support for or opposition to the school

budget, as the case may bs, because such constancy constitutes a more



TABLE 4-11

RELATIONSHIP OF TIME 1-3.STABILITY-CHANCE PATTERNS
OF CITIZEN SCHOOL ORIENTATIONS

TO TIME 3 VOTING INTENTIONS (EUGENE)

P&tterne of School
Oriencationst Time 1-3*

a..Rating of.Schools.

.For

Time 3 Voting Intentions.

Totals
Against Not Sure % N

.

Positive-Positive 50% 34 16 100 38
Positive-Negative 323 50 18 100 40
Negative-Positive 299; 56 15 100 41
Negative-Negative .

b. Educatiotal Ideology/

26% . 53 21 . 100 128

Positive -Pc sitive T 65% 27 8 100 51
Positive-Negative .38% . 46 17 101 14
Negative-Positive 35% 33 26 99 34

,Negative-Negative

c. School Decision-maker

18% 62 , 20 100 95

Cynicism
Positive-Positive 45% 38 17 100 104

Positive-Negative 18i; 66 16 100 38

Negative-Positive. 34% 46. 20 100 41

Negative-Negative

d. Conception of School

11% 68 21 100 47

Officials' Responsiveness
Positive-Positive 49% 37 . 14 .100 35

Positive-Y4egative 37% 42 ! 21 100 43

Negative-Positive 39%. 45 16 100 31

Negative-Negative

e. Spending for Special

26% 59 15 100 114

Education
Positive - Positive 42% 40 18 100 132

Positive-Negative 8% 73 20. , 101 51

Negative-Positive 39% 39 23 101 31

Negative-Negative 18% .. 67 . 15 100 33

E. Increasing Taxes for Public
Kindergartens

Positive-Positive 603. 24 16 100 50

Positive-Negative 25% 60 16 101 57

Negative-Positive 26% - 52 22 .. 100 27

Negative-Negative 23% 57 20 100 113

*Positive indicates that the alternative selected was that classified
as positive in the previous tables for Sehool.04entations. variables a.,.c.,
and d. To increase the numbers in the positive categories, those scoeng
one point were added. to those scoring zero, i.e., Progressive or positive,

and the approve were alded to the strongly approve for the positive category

for e. and f. (footnotes continued next page)
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TABLE 4.41 (Continuation)

RELATIONSHIP Of Tim 1-3 STABILITY-CHANGE PATTERNS
OF CITIZEN SCHOOL ORIENTATIONS

TO TraE 3 VOTING IaT2NTIONS (SPRINGPIELn)

Patterns of Sciwol
Orientations: Time 1-3

a. Rating of Schools

-For

Time 3 Voti-tis Intentions

Against Not Sure

Positive-Positive 47% 37 16 100 52

Positive- Negative 21%
.

60 19 100 48
U egative-Positive 30% 55 16 101 44
Negative-Negative

b. Educational Ideology

23% 59 19 101 124

Positive-Positive 46% 28 26 100 46
Positive-Negative 34% 58 8 3X0 38
Negative-Positive 32% 50 18 1,:i0 38
Blegative-Negative

c. School Decision-maker

22% 63 14 99 103

Cy_ nicism

Positive - Positive 43% 39 19 101 124
Positive-Negative 15% 75 10 100 40
Negative-Positive 29% 51 20 100 i.!.1

Negative-Negative

d. Conception of School

_ 6% 73 20 99 49

Officials' Responsiveness
Positive-Positive 47% 34 19 100 59

Positive-Negative 21% 62 17 100 52

Negative-Positive 38% 41 21 100 39

Uegative-Negative

e. Spending for Special

18% 65 16 99 110

Education
Positive-Positive 38% 42 19 99 160

Positive-Negative 18% 63 20 101 51

Negative-Positive 14% 67 19 100 21

Negative-Negative

f. Increasing Taxes for Public

6% 89 6 101 35

Kindergartens
Positive-Positive 47% 31 22 100 49
Positive- Negative 212 61 18 100 61

Motive-Positive 28% 58 14 100 36

Negative-Negative 24% 60 17 101 121

. 4ositive for the Educational Ideology variable means that respondents
et-classified were not censorious but, rather, approving of a perceived
progressive orientation of the public schools' approach.
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more reliable indicator of such 7s1lasurement t.0ouse

";hose vhc bcum/fass or non-g'ans Cron one point ; :awe another isex:s

those for who the Time 1 measurexcitas were lses roliaLle. ghile that

is true:, the fact that such stability and change wus related to qtti-

tudes towards new teaching techniques and was not simply statistical

regression or random change on the part of otherwise identical citizens

makes it more than simply a matter of measurement reliability. Since

such innovation orientations affect stability or changeability' of general

support or opposition to the schools over time they-also affect the de-

gree of specific support or opposition as reflected in school election

voting intentions.

It is possible to show how such attitudes towards new teaching

techniques relatc to such school budget voting intentions at Time 3.

The hythesis sumarizing that relationship is as follows:

fis3Attitudes towards new :sac tins technique s are related
au to school budget voting intentions in both Eugene and

Springfield.

The data indicate sunport for that hypothesis {Table 4442).

There is a strong, linear relationship between the two variables such

that support for the budget increases steadily frod overwhelming oppo-

sition among those citizens disapproving of new teaching techniques

through somewhat lessened but still substantial, opposition among those

citizens undecided about such new teaching techniques to a less than

2:1 opposition to support margin among those citisems spproving such

new teaching techniques to an actually favorable support to opposition

ratio among those who strongly approve such innovations.

Turning now to the four status variables. Hypotheses 31-34

represent comparable statements of expected relationships.

.::,1111.im,.11Mica-
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H Sue 'l` class status is positively associated with
31°

suppterkive school budget voting intentions in both
Eugene and Springfield.

Hi,e : Pereotal status is positively associated with supportive
school budget voting intentions in both Eugene and
NwInusicius

1133: "P, T .A status is positively associated with supportive
school budget voting intentions in both Eugene and
Springfield.

1134: Participation in school affairs is positively associated
with supportive school budget voting intentions in botn
Eugene and Springfield.

We find that in all four cases the variable does relate to voting

intentions in the expected direction (Tables 4-13 through 416).

The key hypothesis then becomes:

H Attitudes towards new teaching techniques are related to
35

school budget voting intentions in both Eugene and Spring-
field regardless of social class, parental t, P.T.A. and
participant status.

The data clearly stlport that hypothesis for both communities (Tables 4-17

through 4-20). A few examples shall suffice to indicate how important new

teaching techniques attitudes es well as these status variables are in

shaping voting intentions.

The highly educated citizens of Eugene- and Springf'eld who were

undecided about new teaching technique', as well as the highly educated

citizens of Eugene why ectual:y disappeo4ed of them eere not only less

.supportive of the school budget than poorly ee!ecatei'; citieens in their

cities who approiteei of new teaching techniques but fie more nuppoetive

than poorly educated citizens who were undenided apent suf., inneeetions.

Citizens of both communities w:th children in the pubic s:hoGIs were over-

whelmingly opposed to the budget if they di

techniques whereas citizens with no children or wi

thing

beyond

school age were much more supportiee if they appro4 new teaching
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TAB) 4-12

RELATIONSHIP OF ATTITUDES TOWARD 7,01 TEACITEIG TECTXrIQUES

TO SCHOOL BMW Milt VirEITIONS:

pommunLtz Time 1 VotinfY Interttionq

Attitude Timard New Tot al.%
Teachinz TechnisLies Fur Against liot Sure

Eugene

Strongly Approve

Approve

Undded

Disapprove*

Springfield

t.6,ongly Approve

Approve

Undecided

Disapprove

48% ' 34 in 'Co 44

37% 43. t--1 99 "7

21 92 ma .
.7% .89 4 lin 28

55%

32%

14%

3%

25

47

65.

97

20

f 1
est..

se. 5.

ICA)

100

10C

44

1,67

80

Disapprove includes both the Strongly Disapprove 42d Disapprove 41ternati.



T.v.,-Loruz0 OF 1,- irfC '-'9runt IEEL

IntYre:;%

(1'4 ktVatirgierlY

LIS;t6 k46.:eAra,i1.
-1

t 31

Jo
4.1.2

High

_AL,

4 e or aV

.rse..307

Stri Totals

; r 7.110 83
31) 100 113

at" 100 126

50

21
20

100 149
'100 123
100 62
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ULU

af NAM" 11/41TAI, t.,VATUS.

TO SM::BritOST VOTING INTENT±ONS

7112 3

s'-'nerital StatusL.4.-.' _ Por Against Not Sure Totals
(,Y

litins.Wo Chi en 20% 59'%

Children Beyond School Age 25%
e.' hooter Only ne

4
^&,0

S3bool Age Childl en 38%

Sprinr,,lield

Nn Children 15%
Children and School Age 20%
Pre-schoolers Only 35%
School Age Cbildren 33%

.ate famy_,Ncim. "earmammo*e-sre,,

11

- 22:: 101 46
57 17 !)5 110
39 39 100 18
/45 li 100 lit0

59 26
66 14
58 8

43 24

100 27

100 115
99 26
100 164
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TABLE 4-.15

RELATIONSHIP OF PM STATUS

TO SCHOOL BUDGET voirma INIENTICM

Gommunitz Vpj Intentions

PTA Statue For Against !tit Sure Totals
ef
io

Eugene

Non-medber 21i% 54 23 101 39

PTA Member 38% 45 17 100 42

Regularly Attend FTA 5h% 37 .,vel

4^
'44V 41

Sprineield

Nen.quethber 23% 58 19 100 259

PTA Member 391:2 39 21 99 33

Regularly Attend PTA l2% 40 18 100 I0

V,111.
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Seim/ Pert....12cia....tAan For Against Not Sure . Totals
et

1'Ilo

22?

TABLE 4-16

RBLLTION$EEP OF SCHOOL :PARTICIPATION

TO SCHOO,L BUDGET VOTING INTENTIONS .

Vo-CL.nt,iiiteritibAS

Eugene

1(1010 2O5 53 27 100 55

2 2fg 57 19 101 171

3 L3% 36 21 100 61

Viligh) 48% 36 15 99 33

Springfield

1(Low) 16%

2 2.4'

3 38%

I t(High) 52%

64 20 100 88

56 18 100 169

42 20 100 55

26 22 110 23
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TABLE 4-17

RELATIGNSITIP DIP EDUCATIONAL lEVEL TO 33HOOL BUDGET VOTING INTENTIONS

BY. ATTITUDES TOWARDS III 1 TEACHING TECHNIQUES

Edmational_las_ve 1

AitilLusards For
Nogalssaigglechniougg

Lou Education

Approve NTT*
Undecided NTT
Disapprove NTT

IIedium Education

Approve NTT
Undecided NTT
Disapprove NTT

High Education

Approve NTT
Undecided NTT
Disapprove IITT

Educational Level

Attitudes Towards
Teachins

Low Education

47.04e VotinglAtt0141111

Against Not Sure Totals
cv
to

38% 50
19% 62

93OD

28%

24%
17%

48%
13%

Approve NTT 33%
Undecided NTT 12%
Disapprove NTT

Metz Education

Approve NTT
Undecided NTT
Disapprove NTT

42
43
83

33
67
80

12
19
7

30

20

100
100
100

100
100
100

101
100
100

Svii.....3210411Litentions

42
68

100

37% 42
21% 58

100

High Education

UApprove
NTT 43% 47

ndecided NTT 67
Disapprove NTT 0110 GO IMP

*NTT stands for NM Teaching Techniques

32
37

14

53
54
6

88
30
8

25
20
ale OW

100
100
100

76
50
21

21
23.

10
33

100
100
100

100
100
Nil CO MO

81
33
8

51
9
(2)
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TAME 14.48

RELATIONSE/P OF PARENTAL STATUS TO SCHOOL BUDGET VOTING INTENTIONS

Br ATTITUDES TOWARDS TEAMING TECHNIQUES IN EUGDIE,AND SPRINGFIELD

J. CIA pii V 17.., So. sa. KT
.......romspolmareaftlINOMIMainft

IGlOsal

rt1f,45).+Aftdallokbltaiiy

4ttitudeo.Towards New For .Against

Teaching Techniques

No Children
Approve NTT' 40% 47
Undecided NTT 10% 62

Disapprove NTT ..

Children Beyond School Age
Approve NTT
Undecided NTT
Disapprove NTT

Pre-schoolers Only
Approve NTT
Undecided NTT
Disapprove NTT

School-Age Children;
Approve NTT
Undecided NTT
Disapprove NTT

No Children
Approve JUT
Undecided NTT
Disapprove NTT

25% 43

23% 57
6% 94

40%

Vet; Int-nt4 One

Not Sure Totals

% N

13 100 15
29 loo . 29

(2)SO Oa

22

19
100

'99

100

46
47
17

40 20 100 10

38 62 -10Q 8
(0).0 OM 409 -a

43% 40 16 '99

29% 50 21 100

11% 78 11 , loo

25%

Springfield Voting Intentions

38 38
88 12

Children Beyond School Age
Approve NTT 30% - .55
Undecided NTT 12% 68

Disapprove NTT 6% 94

Pre-schoolers Only'
Approve NTT 43% 48
Undecided NTT ..,

Disapprove NTT

School-Age Children
Approve. NTT

Undecided NTT
Disapprove NTT.:

41% 35
23% 53

.3.00

*NIT stands for New Teaching Techniques-,

97

34
9

101
100
VS Mb

16
88

i3)

14 99
20 100

100

56

18

101 21
(5)

(1)

011,..1.

24 100
26 100

.100

117
38
10
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TABLE 4-19
,

RELATIONSHIP OF PTA STATUS TO SCHOOL BUDGET VOTING T.NTENTIONS
BY ATTITUDES TOWARDS NEU TEACHING TECHNIQUES

PTA Status

Attitudes Towards
New Teaching Techniques

Non-members
Approve NTT*
Undecided NTT
Disapprove NTT

PTA Members
Approve NTT
Undecided NTT
Disapprove NTT

Regularly Attend PTA
Approve NTT
Undecided NTT
Disapprove NTT

PTA. Status

Attitude.: Towards
New Teaching Techniques

Non-members

Approve NIT
Undecided NTT
Disapprove NTT

PTA Hembers
Approve NTT
Undecided NTT
Disapprove NTT

Regularly Attend PTA
Approve NTT
r lecided NTT
Llsapprove NIT

Eugene Voting Intentions

For Against Not Sure .Totals

3] 47 23. 99
18% 53 29 100 99
5% 90 5 100 21

112

48%
20%
a MP

32.

70
al MO

62% 23

33% 56

32%
12%

3%

36%
a al

--

a a

21 100 29
10 100 10

%..71
Yee WIC a

10 100 29

11 100 9

(3)a a MI Ma a

Springfield Voting Intentions

46
67

97

43
a
a a

50% 35
a a

a a

*NTT stands for New Teaching Techniques

a a

a a

22
21
*Ma

21

15

100
100

. 100

100
a SO

a a

138
81

31

28

(5)

(0)

100 311

(5)
(1)

or...;

--W
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_Awns 4f4a
RELATIONSHIP OF SCHOOL PARTICIPATION TO SCHOOL BUDGET VOTING INTENTIONS

BY ATTITUDES TOWARDS NMI TEACHING TECHNIQUES

SAgol Paiticipation Voting Intentions

Attittvies.T.cuards For ,Against Not Sure Totals

NeainsdlitEIDQ.bniqggP

Lau Participation*
Approve WTT4 24%
Undecided NTT 19%
Disapprove NTT 9%

Medium Participation
Approve NTT 49%
Undecided NTT 27%
Disapprove NTT

High Participation
Approve NTT 56%
Undecided NTT
Disapprove NTT OP MI

54 23 101 89

55 26 100 104
93. 100 23

32 19 100 47

45 2? 99 11
(3)

30 15 101 27

t45)
(1)

Schooliartitipatim Sarin field Voting Intentions

Attitudes Towards
Neuloching Techniques

Lau Participation
Approve NTT
Undecided NTT
Disapprove NTT

33% 46 21 100 3146

12% 67 21 100 81
-- 100 100 29

Medium Participation
Approve NTT 40% 38 22 100 45
Undecided NTT 38% 50 12 100 . 8
Disapprove NTT .. .. ... .... (2)

High Participation
Approve NTT 58% 26 16 100 19
Undecided NTT .. -- .. ..- (3)

Disapprove NTT ... -- -- ..- (1)

*low participation signifies zero or one point on the three point partici-
pation index, medium signifies two points, and high signifies three points

+NTT stands for New Teaching Techniques.
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techniques. Among the poorly educated citizens of both communities who

were not members of P.T.A., obvious minority support of the budget among

those who approved of new teaching techniques turned into almost complete

npnnsifinn nn tho par+ of thnsa nnn-mAmhars whr Aisapprnvnd of hrh innn-

vationE. The same phenomenon occurred in the case of participation in

school affairs.

What we have found, then, is that orientations towards new teaching

techniques are shaped by such variables as social class, parental, P.T.A.,

and participant status 'out that when the correlation is not perfect, and

it is far from being perfect, new teaching techniques attitudes exerts

a strong independent effect on school budget intentions in both commun-

ities. Such innovation sentiments thus work to affect voting behavior

indirectly through their impacts on the more general school orientations

of the kind discussed earlier and the relationships that such on

have over time to voting intentions and directly on voting inten-

tions themselves.

Parenthetically, the same kinds of effects are found in the case of

attitudes tow ads the Eugene Project per se in that community. The four

status variables obviously relate to voting intentions as reported in

Tables 4-13 through 4-16. Although there were relatively few citizens

who disapproved of the Eugene Project, there is a substantial difference

in support and opposition to the Egene Project as a function of approval-

uncertainty differences in attitudes to:gards that Project. Because of the

narrower range in the distributions of those attitudes than in the case

of new teaching techniques generally, the impacts of the latter attitudes

are more consequential on voting intentions ire Eugene than are the former

and obviously more consequential in Springfield where awareness of the
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project.in the. neighboring city is restricted.and where the distribution

of .attitudes towards that Project is even _core skewed.

Before leaving this section, we shall comment on the relationship

of.two other variables to voting intentions. The first is chronological

age--which related as noted to the variable of parental status. There

were only very weak relationships of age to voting intentions in both

cities. In Eugene the only age category wherein a plurality were for the

.budget (instead of being against or not sure)mere citizens in the 35 to

44 years of age bracket and in Springfield that same category was more

supportive of the budget than any .other age category even though more of

those citizens were against than.for. In other wards, it was not the

youngest adults (i.e., those under 35 years of age) who were most supportive

of the school budget.. In Eugene it ages. the same 35 to 44year category

that was most approving of new teaching techniques with .those over 55

years of age least approving, In Springfield it was .the young adults .

under 35 years of age who most approved of new teaching techniques while

the same- older citizens were also least approving.

Still another variable that .related strongly to school budget

voting intentions was attitude towards- increasing local taxes to improve

"city services." That municipel tax. orientation seems to be part and

parcel of a more general fiscal ae4d.policy outlook is suggested by the

fact that its relationship to school budget voting intentions was ex-

tremely strong. .We may express that relationship in the following

hypothesis which is confirmed in both cttles,(Table 4-21):

H Attitudes towards increasing local taxes to improve
36'

city services is positively associated with school
budget intentions in both Eu2ene and.Springfield.

11,07,:vre.vt7,"1".` t'IrRKTM

1

1
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REIATIOVSHIP OF ATTITUDE TOWRIE INOREASIAG TAXES

TO MOVE CITY SERVICES ¶O SCHOOL &MR VOTIIM INTENTIONS

Votinglateduizga
teill&E-Taila

TaXta-tiaTAiraViLkitaidaradecea For Againt'. Undecided

Eugene
Strongly Approve 60% 20 ..
Approve 58% 23 20
Undecided 20%. 38 42
Disapprove 11% 78 11
Strongly Disapprore 7% 84 9

Tot ale
N

100 15
101 92
100 79
100 89
100 45

Springfield
Strongly Approie 56% 11 33 WO 9
Approve 49% 35 16 100 81
Undecided 32% 35 32 99 77
Disapprove 15% 68 16 99 104
Strongly Disappreve 8% 85 7 100 60
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When attitude towards local Ugx 14t,-;1-e5ls to improve city services

is held constant, we find that with but one exception the following hypo-

thesis is confirmed:

H37: Atityd9s.tov.iardsanewteacIng techrig?es are related to
iscnool ouoget voting intentions in both Eugene and Spring-

field regardless of attitudes towards increasing local
taxes to improve city services. (Table 4-22)

It makes no difference what one's attitude towards new teaching

techniques is like among those citizens of Eugene who approve of the idea

of increasing taxes to improve city services; in fact, there is a smaller

proportion against the school budget among those who'ive undecided about

new teaching techniques than there is among those who approve of them.

Otherwise, however, attitudes towards `new teaching techniques .makes, quite

a bit of difference among citizens who feel similarly about local tax

increases for the purpose of improving city services. Even among those

who disapprove of the latter notion, approval of such educational modern-

ization innovations makes a substantial differs ice in the degree to which

citizens of both communities are prepared to cast ballots in favor of

school budgets that require substantial local property tax increases in

Eugene and modest increases in Springfield. We 4:an see from the fore-

going tests of hypotheses that the innovation variable, attitudes towards

new teaching techniques, is of substantial consequence in shaping inten-

tions to give or withhold support from tht, schools in the most crucial

natter of passing or defeating the basic operating budget of the schools.

We are not dealing with an orientation that is simply an interesting

diraensio4 shaping attention or conversation about public school' affairs

nor that is an inconsequential by-product of such substantial factors as

one's om prior consumption of educction and social class values about

ellucatio4 or of the immedate interest that parents may have in improving

"'"t2t:rtte.art-,11-.77170.= , at. 't.trt"-- l'Irrt-rta=taw-^,"
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TABLE 1442

RELATIONSFIP OF ATTITUDES TOMMS. NiE1- T-gtACHING MAMMIES TO SCHOOL BUDGET

vorLNG INTENTIONS BY ATTITUDES TOWARDS INCREASING " ID. TO 114PEOVE

IlEgegneLoc41 Tomes tp
ImPramMixZatvixes

Attitu New
Tureilirigkanicam

CITY SFW.TCW: TME 3

Eugus.YutiagauteaUtans
For AO...inst. :.r.4--ante Totals

% N

Approve Local Tax Increase
To Improve City Services

Approve NTT* 61% 24 15 100 79
Undecided NTT 62% 12 25 99 214.

Disapprove NTT (ii)

Undecided Local Tax Increase
To Improve City Services

Approve NTT
Undecided NTT
Disapprove NTT

28% 34
17% 37

MOS

38 100 32
46 100 141

-- .10m2s0 (4)

Disapprove Local Tax Increas4
To Improve City Services

Approve NTT" 19% 69 12 100 59
Undecided NTT 4,1 85 11 100 55
Disapprove WET 95 5 100 20

Spri-ggield Nrattmantaintimar

Approve Local Trz Increase
To Improve City Services

Approve NM' 56% ..214

Undecided NTT 36%. 50
DisapproVe NTT -;. ---

Undecided LOcal Tax Increase
To Improve City Services

Approve NTT 46% 26
Undecided NTT Qe 59
Disapptove'NTT

Disapprove" TaxIncrease
To Improve City Services

Approve NTT
Undecided NTT
Disapprove NTT'

NTT stands for New Teaching Techniques
,

18% '69'
10% 73

-14%. ` 96.

"2n 100
3/4 100.. ....:

28 100
141 100
Nr ---

13 100
17 100
Mr' 100

66
22
(2)

514

17
(3)

85
52
26
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education for their own childrenofi of the kinds of perspectives that

might .beli icpe.'c iarticipating.wftWOilleii-410-aie''siiject to

aniother';'schoo 1 participation settings.

* are 'sealing with a fuloadai..4 dieension that

cuts actoSiT01-'01i ihoii.linportant attributes of citizen life .tc the point

of shaping individual voting action this:: constitutes crucial decisional

activities in the functioning of the cormunity's public school system.

Cultural Class and School Perspectives .

Traditionally, the concept of social or. socio-economic class has
, " . .

been-a powerful tool for the-:an_alysis of sociO-politie.a.behavio.r and for

the construction of socio-political theory. It not only has played a sig-

nificant role in Marxist theory but also as..an.explanatory. variable in

the analyses_of socio-political life by sociolgitts and political Scientists

the United-States. 1:

Its;root-Ineaning, is relatively style. Marxists and such social

scientists as Max Weber tended to think of .it. as denotipg.apersoq's roles

and functions7in the economic..organization of soci ei arid. at ttle--.;-,sinne time

ca$ connoting..a variety:of soCial and political actions-oind.:_iie.isiJi4tives

associated with such zo.novic roles. In.relcttAyelyisrict or purist

sociological-senses, social glzss has come tii.iiteiticiuiii*-!-0:''.60(:idiCative
1

of a variety. of sociii.interections-values shared byTii:o4rikiiind groups

of citizens differentiated according to-tp;-Alleupjoilf.A01,-Aalluf.,---4f.
vv..-

deference, respect, mariners And other socialli-ii6gnizellao#CrOirded
,So r

:facts-II 1 ife, Thost:::..'nteri4ions-values refer to s±,1010iiaini1:ot com-

munity or society life as participatjon,lAfamily.;;and

and the associated productionv distribution, and consumption of the

TttIMPTIM''
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affectionate and other kinds of values generated and interchanged in .such,

settings. They beide partiLetpatiovin the complet.of:larger voluntary
I.". -";1 . e I. , 1

associatiOnt'antorganizatians, ranging from:bridge..C.lubs..to businessmen's

luncheon clubs to country clubs. % Investigations. have been made of..the

extent and kind of shaping ofsuch social class-patterns- by the fundamental

fact of occupation and relationship to the means of production. Whether

class categories--and groups are relatively 'discrete .or overlapping

and whether the nexus' between'-the social and the economic--as well as the

political--spheres of life is close or distant, the concept has produced

knowledge of an explanator or predictive character for the student of

human behavior.

Periodically there have been efforts. maw to...use less indirect

measUres'of people's: actions and orientations than on..frequentlt be.

inferred from the facts of social, or socio-economic.. class- position in lorder

to improve such predittitat. as well:_as _to narrow- volts that may .exist,.

between sitiO4Conomi:C factr'aidlsocial .Psychological--actiontand per-

siebtiVes. .-The' pridtent ;stfabf *resents Ian effort :refine and opera-

tionalize more-W*661y one' Such' recent effort:: The :nOtiOn t.'retittUral

class his'beetriltitrOdticed*hich represents, the:,4,sociallpsychological

diredtly-7r011er than the, facts of -,socio= economic t.posttio.n :although ihe,.

two arerecoinftedlY reilated'Adlcogreater orlesser:extent,empirically

it 'Veil as 'theoritteally !The -sensesoirrcultural -.class has :been, deflne0:

'as referring` tO: JtiCA:C1 )ti_)
1 , :

7;4 4-

-1**TetictelViiiities indifeeliWconcerning WwilickAtatusi-,;:
or respect their values, beliefs, opinions, judgments, and
ideas receive from others.14

"=1111111111111111

13Ibid., p. 24.
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The sense of Cultural class may be very general and refer to
a host of matters or phenomena*: pOlitical values, 'political
beliefs, political opinions,, political judgments, and ideas
about the polity--the political cultyre--is* well as matters
of manners, morals, money and music."'

The cultural class structure or cultural class, statuses may be regarded

as the orderings, differentiations, and.overlappIngs of citizens in

terms of their values, beliefs, opinions, and ideas--in short, in terms of

their perspectives about, orientations towards, or outlocks on their

worlds.
_ .

One aspect of such a cultural class sytem with which we have been

dealing is the degree to which citizens are disposed to accept or desire

or approve of such educational innovations as new teaching techniques.

We have seen.that such. factors as social clasi position as indexed by

level of education.doshape such orientations yet the overlap is. far from

perfect. We have also, seen how citizens of different social class strata

may share.slmilar orientations towards such innovations, and that, when

they do, their orientations and action dispositions (such as their school

budget voting intentions) are more similer than their different social..

class statuses suggest. It is obvious that to the extent such factors

as social class and-tultural class diverge agd to the extent that the

latter factor operates somewhat Independently of the former factor in

generating citizen support, .indifference, or opposition to various aspects

of the functioning of the public school system, school policy-makers would

be wiseto reflect on the potential or actual political consequences of
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such facts as wall as on the possibilities that there may be differen-

tials it the extent to which and the manner in which changes can be made

in the two factors. For example, it may or may not be easier to effect

changes in attitudes towards new teaching techniques than to raise income

levels. We have found already how the introduction of programs of new

teaching techniques affects citizen support for their schools inJirectly

by generating more positive attitudes towards such innovations as citizens

become aware of them at the same time that positive attitudes towards

such innovations seem to be generated in the acculturation (socialization)

processes of these communities and possibly by the emission of positive

messages about them from extra-community sources.

It is now time to see whether such an apparently important aspect

of cultural class as attitudes towards new teaching techniques is related

to other, non-educational matters. The relationships. between attitudes

towards new teaching techniques and other such citizen school orientations

as the six dealt with here demonstrate that such a cultural class outlook

is not restricted to a pro-innovation orientation but is to some extent

part and parcel of a more general pro-public school system perspective.

That it is a component of a laiver orientation domain is reflected irk

the following finding.

Attitudes towards new teaching techniques-were assessed in a'

matrix of,215 items including the two schoOl orientations variables: .

spending more money on special education 'and increasing taxes to provide

public kindergartens and.also the Eugene Project, In additirl to the

aforementioned "increasing taxes to provide improved city services" item,

attitudes towards the following non - school programs, policies, or insti-

titutiOns were included in that matrix:. labor unions in Eugene (Spring-

field); the city manager form of government; youth employmmt programs;

rr7170.1.-r--eftrir
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new buildings for, local: government,liviited.access.expressways within .

the city; youth forestry camps; urban renewal; spend,ingsmore.money on .

sewers and drainage; youth and famify counselini2 services; and public.

housing. 4 factor analysis was theri..nerformed,tosee to.what extent

attitudes towards these various matters clustered into.related dimensions.

Attitudes towards new teaching.techniques proved to be one of a set

of fout'^itetms with the histact th+arcerrelationc nr loading (In one

sion. Other items might have been included .as belonging to. that. dimension

but for our purposes here it suffices. to settle on. those four. (Forexample,

the item with the fifth highest .loading and that .might have been included

was the Eugene Project.) The other three. items were: a) increasing taxes

to *vide improved city services; b) spending more money on special

education; and c) increasing taxes to.provide public kindergartens.

Respondents in each *city.were then classified according to the degree to

which they had relati vely. high or .low loadings on .that fartor.

The following table indicates how.strongly,that factor related to

school budget voting intentions pal? le 4-23). : The strength of the re-

lationship resembles that between:a#:1:4* towards. new teaching techniques

alone and school budget voting-Intentions-JIM?le a-1?, supra).

Because attitudes towards new teaching techniques, appear on the

same dimension as do the twoseducational,':fiscal orientations and the city

services Meal' 'orientation , we have. 1 abeled. that Amensi on the oval i zed

civic imprciveinent orientation:. '..Those..pther thee, factors contained the

following' "one, -contained youth' .employme0 program,. youth.;forestry..

cal*, sPlitiding more money ron. seWers,an.d:drainage,and youth and family

counseling servces.; a second carist'sted.of public housing., labor qnions

in the community, and 'urban renewal ;:a,114 the .third .contained the si tem.
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TO SCHOOL BUDGET VOTING INTENTIONS: TIM 3
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limited access expressways within the city, the city manager form of

government, and new buildings for local government.

The first of those factors seems to be primarily a concern with

youth dimension. the third a pro-con local government dimension, and the

second possibly a more traditional liberal-conservative orientation at the

local community level. The predictive rower of the generalized civic

improvement orientation can be appreciated in the light of the failure of

the other three factors, including the concern with youth dimension, to

relate to voting intentions in the basic school budget election as strongly

as the first factor.

In an effort to assess whether other psychological dimensions

among school perspectives besides the generalized civic improvement or-

ientation, and to a lesser extent the other factors isolated through the

factor-analysis method just mentioned, constituted comparable compolents

of cultural class predictive of school budget voting intentions the fol-

lowing technique was used. Respondents were asked whether 'carious matters

of public school policy would be best settled by a "Vote by citizens";

"Vote by school board"; or "decision by Superintendent and his staff."

Among those matters was "locating new schools and their boundaries."

That was a matter that had become a highly controversial issue in Eugene

prior to the school budget election at Time 3.

It can be seen from Table 4-24 that in both cities those citizens

who thought that the superintendent and his staff ought to make the de-

cision were more supportive of the budget than those who thought that

such policies ought to be decided by a vote either of the citizens or of

the school board.

,,,,,krrirrsPolfrum,
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TABLE 4-24

" m scirooL SITE AND BOIDIDARY mamma

TO SCHOOL BUDGET' VOTING INTENTIONS: TIME 3

CPT inumtty o to zt .g Tune

Tiataulare" For Against Not Sure Totals
141

Eugene
Citizens 20% 55 25 100 127
School Board 35% 49 16 100 1146
Superintendent-Staff 52% 30 18 100 60
More then One Checked .. =- .. --- (5)
No Answer .. 58% 142 100 12

Springfield
Citizens 26% 57 18 101 125
School Board 28% .51i,' 18 300 157
Superintendent4taff la% 142 16 100 31
More than One Checked ,.. » ...... (5)
No Answer 147% WI 17 101 12
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that constitute at the same time constituent dimensions of cognitive-

evaluative maps by which citizens of a polity, e.g., patrons of a school

system, may he characterized--maps which serve to orient these citizens to

school politics. It is quite possible to continue this kind of explora-

tion to the point of identifying still other dimensions that constitute

aspects of the psychological worlds of .citizens and which not only locate

some citizens as having similar sets of perspectives but serve an analyst

in separating and categorizing .citizens-as in different strata fn a so-

called cultural class structure, Just as differential amounia gmds

and services or social status permit such an analytic ordering 0 cltIzens

into socio- economic class strata, differential cognitive-evaluatIve psycho-

logical viewpoints.permit such an ordering of citizens into cufturaI class

strata and simultaneously, by definition, into various cells on a political

ideological matrix;

Because in a basin sense the search for such ordering dimensions

is never-ending, we will continue to focus on a f of the dimensions

treated so far. Rather thEn use the "right rulers" dimenzien, fgr example,

we will rely more on tie school decision-makers CriCISITI variable in the

analysis that follows, One reason for doing so is that the latter dimen-

sion evidences a stronger relationship to school budget voting intentions

than does the former, Yet the tuistonce of a relatioaship between. the

"right rulers" dimaosion and sgch voting intentIons along with the rela-

tionship between Oa 'right ruler.? dimnsloA and nhol decision-mee

cynicism incraaseq cDnfiJence that general mchological

to decision-maker% an) valid &maim of people's mental wtrlds that affac

such specific dispo: as voting intenticlas.
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The dimension tapped by such items is somewhat different than the

citizen school orientation dimension termed school deciiion-maker cynicism.

The policy matters included the following in addition to the school

location and boundary matter: dropping or adding.courses changing

teachers' salaries, setting the school budget, hiring and firing teachers,

and creating new progra and teaching techniques. It was possible to

classify respondents on the basis of the patterns of their responses as

primarily citizen decision-making oriented: school board oriented, super-

intendent and staff oriented. There was a strong relationship between

those patterns and school decision-making cynicism, In both cities, for

example, the citizen oriented were the least trustful of school officials,

that is, they felt much less than others that school officials would

understand their problem and do what they could about it. The imperfect

correlation is evidenced by the feeling of. trust on the part of almost 40

and SO per cent of the citizen oriented in Eugene and Springfield, re-

spectively, while about a quarter and a third of the superintendent-staff

oriented were cynical about the reactions of school officials in-the same

two cities.

The dimension regarding the appropriate decision-makers might be

termed the "right rulers" dimension. It can be regarded as another aspect

of the content of cultural class, particularly of political cultural class,

that distinguishes categories of citizens from one another. It has been

treated elsewhere in. terms of alternative responses to the general question:

Who Should Rule? as One of the prime elements of political ideology, and

it is so regarded here.15 What we have been engaged in here ts.an iden-

tification of a variety of perspectives regarding the public school system

1
5Ibid., pp. 1924.

'"'",77177Mow7.7...a."7-77-rm77,177- -
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The data in this and earlier sections reveal a network of inter-

connected orientations each of which seems to contribute something to the

readiness to.act for or against the school budget. In-an effort to assess

the relative importance of attitudes towards new teaching techniques as a

variable in its own right that shapes voting intentions we developed the

following analytic procedure." We selected five independent variables

from among those discussed so far and conducted a partial correlation

analysis to assess their respectiva contributions to the key dependeit

variable: school budget voting intentions. Those five variables included

attitudes towards new teaching techniques, attitudes towards raising taxes

to provide public kindergartens (treated earlier as a basic school orienta-

tions variable and as part of a factor termed the generalized civic improve-

ment orientation that included new teaching techniques attitudes and other

items), rating of the local public schools, school decision-maker cynicism,

and educational level. For the purpose of this analysis, the data from

the Time 3 Eugene and Springfield samples were combined- into one data pool.,

That analysis revealed that attitudes towards new.teaching techniques

and school decision-maker cynicism were most highly associated with voting

intentions. The latter variable attenuated the association between the
. .

former variable and school budget voting intentions more than did any of

the other variables. The analysis revealed that, rating of the schools did

almost nothing to affect the relationship between attitudes towards new

teaching techniques and voting intentions. Social status as measured by.

level of education did very little more. in the wp of attenuating that

relationship. Thus, we find that there were indeedb.differences In the.
. . ,

16
Sae Appendix B.
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strengths or degrees of relationship between and among various school

perspectives dimensions and voting intentions. At the same time we find

that the construction of particular social psychological dimensions, that

is, current expressions of ways in which people relate themselves psycho-

logically to their socio-poiitical systems because of earlier social ex-
,

periences, provides much more valid indicators of such immediate and

important socio-political action predispositions as current school voting

intentions than does position in the social system as presumably measured

by such factors as the earlier acquisition of formal education.

Position in the social system is not without meaning in various ways,

including the shaping and reshaping of the more,immediate social psycholog-

ical orientations of people. Yet we think that the analysis so far has

demonstrated that understanding of both perspectives and action in school

politics is deepened by an effort to deal with and measure those social

psychological orientations including, in this case, attitudes towards new

teaching techniques.
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PRECEDING PkGE BLANK- NOT, FIL?viED

CHAPTER

THE COMING OF THE BUDGET ELECTION

In the last chapter (IV) we discussed the impact of attitudes towards

new teaching techniques on school budget voting intentions, with the latter

variable used primarily as a general index of the saliency of the former

attitudes. In this chapter we shall go on to examine the actual elec-

tion, and a series of other variables which had an impact on it, including

the unanticipated hostility of an important segment of community opinion to

the concrete budget proposal, aild a serious dispute over the redrawing of

attendance bolindiNes required by the opening of a new high school.

The Time 3 interviews were conducted in the period ranging from mid-

March through late Apr 1, 1963. The last interview was taken almost the

day of the' May 6 school budget election, 'During tels time few people,

if any, voiced 4 public connection between what they thought was scattered

dissention over the redrawn attendake boundary for the newiligh school and

the upcoming budget election i Eugene There waSsome Criticism of the

budget from those concerned with the proportionately-much greater annual.

increase in the tax revOlues being requeste.dovei4,,the growth.in.numb.er of '

students.' For an.fncrease'iil'only 8 per cent in student enrollment the.

budget proposed to the voters for their approval'wes,18.per cent greaterlfi

dollar-expenditureS than the previmis yeatiOs:operatingrbudget. The total

operatibudget.for. tlie11963-64'school yearwas-110;404400,.of which almost

60 per cent was outside of the constitutional 6 per cent limitation. The

7"77MIT"m779°,701Trm?M,,--

1

1
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6 per cent limitation refers to the increase over the past year's local

property tax-supported expenses which could be aethorized by the school

board without a vote of the people Iestead of permitting the 6 per cent

to apply to the total sum raised by taxes during the past year, the base ' 4W

for the 6 per cent increase is calculated from the date of the enactment

of the constitution provision, that is, 1916. Starting with the small

school tax (slightly over $100,000) of that day, and adding an additional

6 per cent each year since then only brings the current figure up to

$845,000 (of over $10,000,000 requested), clearly inadequate for operation

of the schools even when state equalization funds are included. Adding to

the complexity of the situation is the fact that the State Board of Educa-

tion, prior to the vote, can give only a. rough guess as to how much they

will have available for the district. This. forces the district to ask the

voters for authorization to tax at a rate higher than might be necessary if

the state has more funds at its disposal than expected. This in fact

happened, the state providing the school district with approximately one

million more .than they had advised would be available. These two, factors

have the el: ct of requiring an annual budget election which presents the

voters with a larger tax request than is likely to fall due. After the two

1963 budget defeats, with the specter that there would be less than half

the funds required for maintenance of an adequate school program, the school

board unsuccessfully tried-twice to raise the amount within the 6 per cent

limitation to a point which would obviate the mined, for a budget election

for several years. Whether the voters were jealous of their right to par-

ticipate in the budgetary! process or whether some pro-school groups feered

that infleMon and growth-would take place at &higher than, 6 per, cent

rate thus requiring budget elections which had all .the more chance of

-
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being rejected if a.new and ten times higher litaliation .ias surpassed,

is uncertain'. Certainly the school board.favored the amended limitation,

but the chief opponeht was a professor of 'economics at the state university,

no less a supporter of expamilfig the eeucavional'program in the atea.. The

two following school budget elections passed handily.the 1965 budget

being approved overwhelmingly by the smallest proportion of voters to express

themselves on the issue 'in some time. A' popular election had been a iong-

standing annual feature of school diStrict politics.

Several facttirs were cited in.justification of this increase beyond

the prOportiorate increase in enrollment. The Eugene Project is but one

example among numerous others designed to increase the range. of services'

given' to presently enrolled students. Enlargement 'of the in-school zoun-
..

seling program is another. There were others, ant-typical of such special

programs is their highercdst for complex equipment (itich as teaching

machines, audio-"visual- aids, closed and open Circuit. television) and

highly trained- personnel (including resource teachers and technicians to

operate the new equipment): But these improvements are introduced. grad-

ually, and dO riot show up in: a. single year in a great enough magnitude to..

account for the disproportionate growth of budget. over enrollment..,

The sudden acceleration in the rate of 'disparity, of 1963 over .1962.

was a direct funtiion- of :the addition of .ihe news high Ichool associated with

the boundary diipuie settled only shortly before.publication of the ,budget,

and of the demand.16t.'ati Increase 'in the minimum salary scale, for t.eachers.

The administration thought this!was 'necessary if 'the .district was going
. .

to compete for.neWly 'Celli ficated''graduates iwith the hi:ghpayi ng ..Cali fornia

districts. The demiridi1itdeby.the teachers were relatively ..Modest .-They

asked for mi increase of $500 in the starting salarya. which had been

$4,500. The budget 660 tteevalread:yi fearing objec tioni,ito:a.heaVy
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expected tax increase, pared this down to a $300 increase. Another

limiting factor influencing the decision to hold the increase to $300 was

the arguments made by some members'of the budget committee, for a merit

pay scale which would shift increases.in salaries to the top rather than

the bottom. This shift was attractive to those who wanted a lower budget,

not simply because they would be saved some tax dollars, but also out of

a sympathy with a program which. offered the same type of income incentives

to extra effort with which they were familiar as businessmen.

It is important to note that at this early stage.in the. budgetary

procesi the center of opposition to the.proposed increase in the expendi-

tures for the operating program came frombusinessmen who opposed the con-

sequent increase in property taxes.; It is most reasonable-to expect that

the greatest resistance to paying higher taxes will come from those whose_

property holdings and therefore, absolute tax assessments, are greatest.

Thus a large property' owner should be'most hostile to. an increase, and a

small holder--say a householder--should be' least-sensttive, since an in-

crease will only.deprive him of ten or twenty dollars. .In fact, the local

newspaper, when-describing the impact Oa proposed tax increase, invar,-..

iably translates the millage rate to.the extra dollars that a person who

owns a $15,000 house' uould haVe to ply. The rather large increase. pro-

jected if the new budget were adopted would'oost:ithe owner of the .pro-

verbial $15,000 house just under. $24.00 perlear.s As the local PaPer,J

editorialized with reference to a very slightly, reduced.budget.submitted,

for approval after -the %Mal proposal had7been-rejected by,the voters

it will be' "only -a. modest tax increase--about equal to the cost of four

cartons of cigarettes' or the owner_of a $10,00.0_home.'!1

lEugeneAlegister-Guards May .1963, edits:410 page.
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. Clearly;-then; lee-citizens will begrudge their r-children- or their

neighbors' children an adequate education for so. small a sum.. Only those

with larger sums at stake :would- resist the proposed .budget- increase. This

is the expectation,bne,whiCh.recent studies call into doubt, but one

which is stiltwidety believed by local community leaderships, especially

those responsible :for drafting .budgets which must. win.public approval .

before they pan -be implemented. One-goal of this study has been to question

precitely who'votes his'pocketbooki.and who bases his vote-in a budget

election on other, non-financial considerations. -Other .studies.haye shown

that-votirg opposition to%increased,taxes-comes instead from-low income

areas .for whom the marginal -tax dollar is -more critical, and that middle

and upper income areas who would be paying .more absolute dollars.with.an,

increasein taxes,:usually.supprt programe,of improvements, in sewers.and.,

drainage, for urban renewal, capital improvements, and .school budgets.2:

But at this stage-it-was a small businessman, on the-school board :,

who expresied his concern with the cost of special musical Instruments

(for the new high school which required a complete set of, musical instru7:

ments for'its band, there.never being any doubt that a band.is,necessary

to pipe. the gloriesAg.the school -athletic teams).

Ht;asserted-that the-district:is buying2too,many expensive, ,

sophisticated instruments to be used by only a few when it

would be better off:to buy:lesst,sophisticated-.instruments.,
and get more children involved in the program . . . He

satd'he had:consulted with!"several people who,are experts"
in music and that on the basis of their advice he would
',"quettibmthk-valtdity ea piccolo, aki:190.clarinetr.
a sousaphone, and a tympani in a junior high school."3

t
y

The certified public accountant sitting on the budget committee (composed
, ,

of the five school board members and an equal number of freeholder's

..2Soskoff and Zeigler, fouRd,thls to be.the,casejk a suburbpf
Atlanta. See their VOtfn Patterns'in a LOCO tettiOnlOhiladelOhia:
Lippincott, 1964).

3Eugene Register suard February 12, 1963.

-1.77777,74,
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selected by the board) led the opposition to an increase in the base pay

for teachers, writing some 200 people or this point and urging them to

attend the budget committee meeting. The accountant's position was given

cautious support in a long editorial in the influential 1 10 !flea. pappri a

notable departure from a position which had rarely questioned any increase

in taxes to provide for increased public services. After the first de-

feats of the budget the paper was to repeatedly urge the school board to

resubmit the budget without a cut in the hope that the more responsible

voter who had previously stayed home would realize the necessity of voting.

The rumblings within the budget committee climaxed 't the legally

required public hearing at which the budget was presented by the committee.

The two hundred letters and the editorial support of close scrutiny resulted

in a larger than average public turnout of one hundred -fifty to an event

which the highly sophisticated reporter covering the education beat described

as usually drawing "about the same crowd as a croquet match in the rain."

The budget which was approved at this meeting provided for general expen-

ditures of $10,404,300, an increase of some 18%.over the. current year.

It was roughly estimated that this would boost the tax rate 6.3

mills above the then current 67.4 milts,. or almost-TO per cent. The

remainder of the increase would come fr= an appreciation in the assessed

valuation of local property, which would be sufficient to account for the

growth in number of roupils. Thus the 10 per cent increase in the tax rate

could be fairly, well attributed to the increased salary for Deginning

teachers and to the cost of opening a new high school, plus the cost of

expanding the level of services. The increased expense of a new high

school must have jarred many who were already severely dissAisfied with the

redrawing of boundaries required by the new building. They were now being
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asked to make increased payments for a School WOO because of its distance

from their homes would greatly inconvenience them during the coming year.

But again the most-vocal opposition to the budget at the public

meeting came from the businiss.commonityi not +hnse hurt by the high school

boundary decision. A leading and 'wealthy. female. property owner and Mother-

in-law of one of the major local builders argued that while she would like

to see teachers get.raises, "We_cannot afford to pay them this much."

($4,800 instead of $4,500) The co-owner of the major soft-drink bottling

firm and a strong supporter of the local state university alumni associa-

tion pleaded.that "There must be.a limit to what we can afford."

What support there was at the meeting came from the board itself

and from some professional and university people, not businessmen. The

board gave only minimal public consideration.to the problem of selling

the budget to the voters, though privately they may have become concerned

over the large turnout. of questioning if aot hostile. citizens. The last.

budget defeat,:wirkt took place. a dozen years, earlier (1951) alSo came at

the time of completion of a new high school, one which was strenuously

qUestioned on account of its high per square: foot cost and supposed frills

such as a fireplaCe in:i lounge room. That budget was turned down by a very

narrow margin. This, defeat. was quickly. rectified in a second eleCtion, and

no other budget defeat could' be remembered by anyone in this prosperous

university and. middle class community.

The budget hearing was held during the earlirstageS of the inter-

vieWing'process (April 414 1963), .so that most of the intervi.2ws were con-

ducted after the publi.t. had. the opportunity to learn of the budget details,

including the cost to'themsetves as ittipayers.' It.is rather difficult, .

to predict public reaction to the budget, however. Based on the yockl..
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opposition reported in the paper, we might expect to find those with

hi crier incomes, especially those deriving their income from property,

against the budget, with the mass of the citizenry either unsure of their

intentinns, or in favor of inrraeseld finanriAl cuppnrt for ndurafinn. Thnra

is an alternate hypothesis regarding voter predispositions towards the budget,

which proceeds as follove..

While many of the higher income, property owning members of the

community express their disfavor towards the possibility of steadily in-

creasing tax rates, and do so primarily out of a desire to conserve their

wealth, they confine their opposition primarily to one stage in the

budgetary process. Segments of this class are typically represented on

the committees and boards which determine the tax rate which is to be

presented to the people. As there is at least one other body of opinion

among the upper and middle class sectors in society, which is also repre-

sented on the budget committee, there is the likelihood of dissension.

This other segment, dominated by professionals and Salaried persons whose

income does not come directly from their property holdi6450 $:apports

education as the source of their own community standing, and as a critical

factor in stimulating community growth which will open up expariding oppor-

tunities for them. This latter group comes e.lose to the central ideology

in America community conservationism!' The forcer m more ortkidox

property conscious conservatives. The balance of Prot, to, the

community conservationists as the source of economic influence shifts from

ownership of property to rank in a corporate or governmotal bureaucracy.
4

In Eugene, for the present at least, the propertied, or old middle.,

class, is a respected element in the community egdsnn enforce sue

''See The Rulers and the Ruled, Chapter



compromise through its members who sit on decisicn-making committees.,

The superintendent of schools'in Eugene at the time. of the budget elec-

tion was the spokeman, though not necessarily by design of the professional

and managerial sectors of society. His programcstrongly emphasized cur-

ricular and teaching improvements (of the type characterizing the Eugene

Project) leading eventually to better preparation, for college for -the sons

of the new middle class which cannot inherit their fathers' position without

accumulating their fathers' skills. These programs become ever more costly

as the skills required for successes in-a-bureaucraey :become more complex

and technical. Just as the growth of'graduate'education in the postSputnik

era has been vast, so has the need for an-adequate foundation in secondary

education.

The two fact ens on the budget committee hear the proposal of the

superinteedenie aed his staff, which gives some initial advantage to the

commuoity tcesereatenist, and the old Middle class is cast into a negative

eole with 'little to say except keep taxes down. This sometimes has the

effect of Mating the rate of growth favored by the organization men,

In effect, it serves as a brake. .Theis-the original proposal that the.

teachers' starting salary be increased $500 to MOO was trimmed to the

$300 increase which the board finally approved, although only after paying

due respect in their debates to the cost cutting, profit motivating concept

of merit pay. Sowatimes the adOinistration probably.anticipates.more fiscal

conservatism than would actually: greet their proposals, and at-other.tlaes

they are shocked by an unexpected:amount of resistance to costly, ,or. even

relatively Inexpensive new programs. 'Anticipating precisely the tolerable

maximum is a neat problem for administraters,,but is not the question here.

1Wfor ,911,4" r p ,E4SP "k?"AWOr1+.".14., e.7.01* ,Avrrolinv.W.Wolto ,%.,P.frn.....1.1.11:191/1111100Mellrrr
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What is important to know is the extent to which the property

oriented, orthodox conservatives will accept the compromise budget devised

by the committee. They can either more or less willingly accept the com-

mittee proposal, or refuse to do so and appeal to the voters to reject the

budget. We will argue that it is valid to assume that in most caSes the

anti-tax increase faction, when they fail to control the committee, does

not carry the debate to the voters. Our hypothesis is that in the election

the negative vote comes not from the upper and middle class property owners

who in losing in the committee are voting .against the budget, but from the

lower white collar and blue collar working class voters who were not repre-

sented at all on theecommittee, and who therefore do not feel obligated to

a. compromise which they had no voice in making.

Why should people whose only property is their home, and a home

which is not comparatively expensive at that, offer the most resistance to

what is for them a rather small dollar tax increase? This question could

only be raised by a middle class person for whom ten or twenty dollars a

year is a small sum, and not by a lower income person for whom every extra

dollar is preciously needed to maintain the current level of living. With

an already low income increased taxes may require postponing the purchase

of a new automobile, or new clothes for the children, or furniture or

simply a few drinks with the boys. Couple this with the fact that a col-

lege preparatory program is of minimal value to a child whose father cannot

afford to-send him on for education beyond high school, and the lower in-

come parent can see little reason, for sacrificing immediate gratification.

The fillfp for the small homeowner is being left out of the tax decision,

which means in effect that he can only register his protest against
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important suns of money being taken from him for no good reason by voting
. . .. :

against the budget as a unit and thereby defeating the whole school program.

In short, he is faced with the Hobson's choice of throwing the baby out

with the bathwater or =drinking the unpleasant dregs himself.

Some support for this picture comes from the various studies which

have shown that the greater the turnout in referendum and financial elec-

tions, the less likely is the issue proposed to the people to gain their

approval.5 Knowing also that the more highly educated, high incone group

votes most often, we can infer that a large turnout means a heavier propor-

tion of the lower socio-economic class goes to the polls. This in turn

leads us back to the behavior of the disaffected property oriented ortho-

dox conservatives. If they accept the compromise worked out in committee,

the chances of a defeat would seem minimal, for there is no organized anti-

'budget leadership. If, however, they carry their fight to the voters,

then they may be effective in leading the tyr

to express his rather long-term discontent

by improvements in the educational prograi

his non-college bound children.6

'etn.-voter to the polls

ig taxes unaccompanied

to be of assistance to

In some instances it is conceivable that the leadership in the fight

against the budget may be indigenous, that is, generated from within the

mass of lower middle and working class citizens. In Eugene in 1963 it may

ApsMMIMIPOJIIIIIIMMEMINNEMINIMEIMIMIP

5See Mauriice.Pinard, "Structural Attachments and Political Support

in Urban Politics: The Case of the Fluoridation Referendums.," American

Journal of Sociolo 68 (March, 1953), pp. 513-526, especially7EITT,
iiiddames . oleman, s..__Lmitxsomnortnict (Glencoe, Illinois: The Free Press,

1957)0 pp. 19-21.

6Th1 s argument is consistent with the findings of Clarence N. Stonet

"Local Referendums: An Alternative to the Alienated Voter Model," Public
piniotilwo Summer, 1965, pp. 213-222.
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have been that the fight over the high school boundaries may have so

alienated the more articulate sectors of the frustrated west side lower

middle class population that they led a personal campaign against the

to....80..44. ~A. 4.% mft411,,~. rot4.414.5. Lew^ oiAwwmusucu, uwu uw lumwai cvcu uuwwyu Wog* uavc WQGIg Ificeuwmc asmc

effect, but primarily to indicate to a school board which seemed to them to

be indiffeeent to their needs that they did have some resources and must

be heard in the future if the school system is to be preserved. The re-

mainder of this chapter will be devoted to a development of these alternate

models.

A general unwillingness to pay for improved city services through a

hike in the tax rate should apply to school budgets as well. But the may

in which a resistance to taxes will manifest itself in relation to school

finances in the two cities is open to question, and to pursue this we

developed a parposefully rather vaguely worded item which asks the respondent

to indicate his approval or disapproval of "increasing taxes to provide

improved city services." There is no indication of the type of service in

questioez nor of the amount of the increases but.only of the fact of an

increase 'for some type of service. Hopefully an item so free of specific

content will tap a general dimension of concern with taxes, a dimension riot

burdened with concerns about the desirability or efficiency of particular

programs. As expected, well over. half of the.Eugene sample which either

approved or strongly approved of an increase in taxes expressed their

intention, in April, to vote for the proposed major increase in the school

operating budget being presented to the electorate in May. The gross

relationship cf the two items is useful only in confirming that each is

subject to the, influence of ,a single factors concern with mounting tax

.117,741M00.M.PACT,
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outgo. What is important is the diffe.rence in the relationship between

the two cities, and among the three levels of education in each city.

Tables 5-1 and 5-2 show that in both cities a common pattern emerges.

The more educated among those approving in general of tax increases are more

supportive of the school budget in particular than are the equally tax

approving but less educated citizens. The range 1is more constricted in

Eugene, starting with slightly over half (54%) of the less educated and

going up to two-thirds (67%) of the highly educated tax supporters than it

is in Springfield, where only 42% of the less educated but 76% ofthe highly

educated are in favor of the proposed budget. No comparable variation in

the proportion wAlling to vote for the schoul budget is to be found among

those who disapprove of any tax increase, the range being confined to the

very narrow territory between 9% and 16% regardless of city or education.

For those most hostile to increased. taxes there are few if any ameliorating

conditions influenced by the conduct of the school system in either com-

munity, or by other values related to the differing perspective of each

educationally related cultural class. Note that the impact of new teaching

techniques is less in Springfield among those opposed to local tax increases

than among those approving, but that in Eugene there is little difference

in the impact of new teaching techniques among either group (Table 4-22).

Equally important is the difference between the two cities. First,

they are practically non-existant, when only the highest level of education

is considered. Slightly more of the college educated in Springfield who

approve of tax increases are planning to vote for the school budget, though

no more are voting against the budget in Eugene. Instead, this group is

less sure of their vote. Among the college educated who are either unde-

ci ded or who disapprove of tax increases there is no difference from city

to city.
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TABIE-5-1

REIATIONSHIP OP GENMAL ATTITUDE TOWARDS

TM INCREASES To venimin TrIrkiiirsION51
4' 7

Attlituclelmards
inanausllaws
Educational Level

Low (10 years or less)
Approve 90 28 18 100 :22
Undecided 1 55 34 '100 18
Disapprove: 12% 84 . 4 100 /42

Medium (21-12 years)
Approve 56% 24 20 100 34
Undecided . . 19%. 28 $3 .100 32
Disapprove 9% 70 21 100 147

.
,

TEM 3 EUGENE

For AgainFt Not Sure Totals
N4,

High (Over 12 years)
Approve 67% 20 . 13 . 100 Si
Undecided 29% 36 35 100 28
Disapprove. 9% , 8.7 .3 99 , 145
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TABLE 5-2

RELATIONSKP OF GENERAL ATTITIME .TOVIARDS

TAX.11ICREASES,M VOTING TI

Attitudtamiardo
Imstragadjans

Educationalslevel

VitingaadatioArti-31-10-37-

For .Against Not Sure Totals, .

. N

:tow ( .10, years or less) .. .

ApprOVe 5 12% " 36 22 100.. 36.
Undecided 23fg . 38 = 39 100 26
Disapprove nil. '75. 3.4.1 100 83

41-12 years)
Approve? .142% -36.: =. 22... . .100 . 33

Undecided 43% 30 27 100 -30

Disapprove 1.6% : ..: 70 -.13 . 99 57

High ( Over 12 years)
Approve
Undedided.
Disapprove

=tie! .,,i

76% 29 5 :100 23.

'25% 31 . 100 16
13% 83 L.10O 23

' r

7

:

r

s*.
.

: .

! ,

. 6 , ', .

4

1-,,,i';'"`:'s
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But among the two lower educational categories the relationship

of tax attitude to crhonl budget vote ic quit,* different;, The Eugeneans

who approve of taxes are more pro-budget (54% and 56% in the low and medium

education levels) than the Springfielders (42%), but the Eugeneans who are

undecided are much more anti-budget than comparable Springfield residents.

In effect, the undecided Eugeneans are as infrequently for the budget as

are those deadset against any taxes, although they are not so much against

the budget as not yet sure of how they will vote. But the undecided

Springfielders are almost as supportive of the school budget as the tax

backers. Has the fight over school boundaries, or some other weakness in

tip administration of the Eugene school system, led people into opposition

to the budget who would not have been motivated to do so on the basis of

their tax sentiments alone?

The boundary dispute as the direct explanation of the anti-budget

sentiment among those who would otherwise not be opposed to taxing for

increased public services is difficult to sustain. Despite the heat of the

controversy, when asked in an open-ended question what were the most impor-

tent problems facing education at this time only 5 per cent of the Eugene

sample answered that it was locating school boundaries. This is far more

than gave the same response in any other city but one sampled at the same

time, the others ranging downward from 2 1/2 per cent to less than 1 per

cent. At the same time almost 10 per cent of the sample in each of the

cities listed taxes, bond and budget* issues as an imporZent problem,

between 15 and 20 per cent listed teaching techniques, and close to 40

per cent listed expansion of the school system to meet the population

increase.
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.It*o4ld be said that the boundary fight may have been a one-shot

controversy,.anq thatohcesettled there was no further reason to expect the

problem .to cotinue to plague the community. This would be ebpecially true

in Eugene, where, the settlement, while discomforting one segment of the.

community' for several years., included the provision that'a fourth high

school .would be erected in the west of town. At, the time the west

-siders,did not accept this as a satisfactory compromise, perhaps out of

mistrust of. the promises of tine school board and administration. The fourth

school has in fact been constructed, and the new boundary arrangements

which will bring the west side children back from the far north high school

has been promulgated without encountering a dissenting reaction. Eugeneans

had some reason to believe that however painful at the.present, the boundary

problem had been solved and would not be facing them in.the future. This

could nvt be said in the one. hi communities.of Oakridge and Junction

City, where population growth might at some future date force them to build

a second school, creating a boundary dispute.

much higher percentage of residents in the.greater Portland area

reported a concern' with boundary problems, and this is a district with numerous

high schools. Over 6 per cent of the random sample in Portland expected

trouble in this area, but more than 15.percent of the Negro sub-sample saw

problems in the making. Giventhe'disptte over defacto segregation in ghetto

schools and the cry of the Negro community for school bussing procedures that

would allow thon Wbreak-out of the ghetto in at least-one significant area

of their lives, We can understand this:greater concern-with.boundaries-,even

where the physical facilities are relatively plentiful. ausAhe.rather low

percentage of Eugene residents does not indicate that,there.was no problem.

Instead it my beolasldue'of'what was a proble6butwhich.no longer is one



at the 'present:.- Agaircit atf.the time.ofthe interviews,. there was. no..guarantee

that a. ;fourth high_school*Ould be built; totthat the fact.that twice as

many,'Eugendans'as.residentsOf other ccntrunities,-exCeptt Portlan0,.are con-

cerned With boundaries 'is siirobaily:half'fear that .commi tments will not be ,

kept, and half tthe )inertia .old-problemsislow forgotten.

That the boundary, dispute Was -a problem can be ,seen from the topic

of conversation people sted i n response_ to another. open-ended question.

Over 9 per cent' of the 'people -sampled in the Eugene school :district reported

discussing school 1 ocation'ind boUnderies with :friends s neighbors, teachers

or school officials. _1This is,inIcontrastto no more-thanl per cent dis

cutsing the problem. in any. other city except, with only I per cent.in Port-

land, where this was a problem to: such a relatively high...proportion of the

populace. This attests to the critical; nature of .the,boundary ziuestionl

Eugene, though-it does;notdetradt. from the importance. of the tax costs. of

the budget, just the 'reverse: Almost -double they -proportion discussing bound-

aries were actively concerned to this extent with, the, school budget and

the taxes' required to-support it: IS th's an adequate, gauge: of the a-

tive of 'boundaries and taxes deciding. the .school .election?

tune postibly.soi but we cannot-be sure, without introducing a

measure of what was said about these questions., and what the people who,.

-did..not discuss:school 4olitics but who ;nevertheless !dote:,; thought

the !writs .of the increased budget or the.new-school boundaries. .4YP

liikreddy filtroducedtthe item .measuringi, tax --attitudes.t,,::- VriforttroAtel,y

questionnaire' Vas! designed prior :to the (-boundary ..controv,ersy, ::so ;that we

have. no attitudinal meatitte:Of support or disapproval :.,of this .school; :board

detiiion,k7Only the';ilidex',of intereSt*3.as reportedr,in:the,:,opentended.

qiiestiontf theAnipOOtant;issues ,?1nd the school Itopics- di scussed., From
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ta.aiamireawailimillamakw...4-,m1404.=;a6..moevam.wegirewt.eii-fis..vakrd.241Sre4"
sucaswe.alLausidM'Aimaene.

our observations at sChOtit;bbard meetings .and .reading'ijf letters to the
:;, . '..,

editor in theEt. it that-. Vie boundary.-

assignment was not ,attelited' as:thi only conclusion which could be drawn

from applying .sound 'educational:principles' tb the situation.... Rather,

many of the affected!citizens save the decisibn as th0. Outgrowth: of. the
A: ; .

power position of the upper-,class east siders when it was brought to bear..
on a not-unwilling administration who passed it on to a compliant school

r

board, two out of five of whose members were residents of one east side

elementary school attendance area which was brigInaIly-slated, to transfer.
into the new -high school becoines clear in _the. tone of the letters

r

of dissatisfidd citizens (see also the section in Chapter I on Setting

High School Boundaries):

Having been involved in two boundary changes in the past
year, I knoWthat- peaple' do!accept 'being -Moved, .without
fuss, if they feel the reasons are sensible and fair. At
the first meeting we. were- told`that.'walking distance".
could.not be considered, but that we must move because we
were in the -area adjatent tohe.:school with space.: We :

accepted that as reasonable.and moved our children with-
"ouVeomplainf.: 'Then at thelnext meeting we 'are )told that .

whether or not we are in the adjacent area cannot be cm-
`bilethat'llWal king Ilistatice" is now -the; important

factor, .. Haw can we be expected to have any confidence in
-an'adnithiStration'which ttmpietelyreverSeS its Aavrn-.policy.
in nine months time, or in a school board which supports
such a reversal? Boundary changes must not he '!made on-.
the basis of what seems expedient at the moment, who can
-talk 'the 'fistett;.or apply ,the most pretsure; .Some. sen-;
sible.principles must be established and followed or
eventiAlli there, will be' so-2.0iny mad people out voting,
"no confidence" the entire district will suffer., '8

--:5--, ^ -; ""

7An institutionalized place for presenting dissent from Prefiailfing-
views, quite often used by the radicat-righti:andAhus?Cergusin9..all
dissent expressed there with but one brand, butiiiieftheIett still taken
quite seriously even by the most nspettatkit merbers.'of the manunity who

also use its coluntis to express their opinions, and read by many'as an
accurate .hiailiinkjerfrof .changing coMinunity-!sentiwent-:: " I

" n
quilenister-Guard, February 22, 1963. Written by the lady who

was hearff114hil A Inone of the affected areas.
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FrOntethei stOry on gloving.; studertts toyMagi son. Jr. ;HI gh -Nest
side school), quote "Milhoflen (Deputy Superintendent) said
the' argument; against: that:, [moving_ students..; who 'live. east :
of Coburg Road instead of Willagilletpie studentsl-irsthat
'these !studentswouldfbaVe to be traftsprtedi,aireater di s
tance." Sounds: like we are being quoted from a few weeks
ago when. we were; protesting-. the North High, -ancl Sheldon
'ooundary changes. Only then the superintendents were against
aT-Lotir Arguments-. -What-IsAt?.. Onr. pobscy, in January, a
different one in February-4 worder what is rch will =!ng.9

' 7

Even before the decision was made th stddnhly 6mmunitv ,:-.Aservationist
. T

local paper urged caution:

Citizens support or fail to support school program coot sf.1
'.--,muthibecaUse of itW merits-of...the. ingfAvitlua';. programs

because of a general feeling or trust or with in the Sys-
, It is- this::feeIlng that._ the :boar must encourage. It .

!mist not let any groups even a group which is eventually
i distatisfied with the dm:isle:1;v* :Feel it Was dealt with

in an arbitrary or cavalier manr.er."

The connection was made in many citizens' nriri6 ittween en onerotis

policy, an upper middle class elite fns v.rQ side of ,town which pressured

for the policy, and administratim 1e6 0. by hypocrites who areNed that

professional-educational standards require one.policy _unill they were

pressured into seeing-that another policy was correct.' Many.0aijdo'ned
f

their general 'feeling of trust in the,systvti, ,tiould the resOts..Oredicted

by the newspaper eventuate? Would.thts-16ss of tru. st-lead to-*failure

to support school .programs? (

-
There .was stirprisinglrlittle change in attitude towaggs.,school

; ; ;:

administrators over the fbur-year pgriod.,..1.959:to:194::P,:4141Itly more,

rather than less of the citizens..expected school administrators to be

en t --" i?.,...;(1 -1- .,-. i,, ..-,.;-: . -4,: -,:.
gEt..12LeLt1601ster-Guardr; !February 28, 1.9.63... "

. :

. T-3-;-...,--44.-f-.7;,--;Jf.if, -..,!. -J5:.,-:, ,!t) ,,'L:', 1'3:'
' '' "Ibidt), :jithtttrY217f919631-0.;:editAriatei.:ri :V'
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sympathetic to their problems (See. Taple 5-3) When asked how school
e-

officials would react to their problems, 82 per cent of the respondents

'

living in the elementary-erhoOl Boundary districts whose children were not

shifted as Ari rocult.nf schneTtoundaries and-aho expected to

be understood at Timiel still expected understanding at Time 3. The

remaining 18 per:cent expected.that. in Contrast to previous iwicii6e;
.

they would receive a perfunctory hearing with the buck effectively paSsed)

or be ignored' altogether. Among those living in affected school boundaey

areas) either on the dissatisfied west side, or on the initially threatened

but eventually' victorious east side, the proportion changing.from 1959

expectations of understanding to 1963 less sanguine txpectatkrz

only slighter greater 25 per cent. Slight as the change is, it is also

found among those who at Time 1 did not expect understanding treatment of

their problems, 45 per cent of whom still expected no better treatment

at Time 3 among those in unaffected areas, and 51 per cent still expecting

less than an understanding in affected areas. In short, a few more people

in the affected areas came to a more cynical expectation of school admin-

istrators from an initially favorable perspective, or a few more people

in affected areas retained their creleal view in contrast to a more favor-

able shift along the unaffected. Several reasons can be advanced for the

minor magnitude of change. Possibly the full publicity given the boundary

dispute affected all residents of the school district equallyin adversely

influencing their attitudes towards administrators. This explanation

does not meet the fact that in both the affected and unaffected areas

the gross change over time was very slightly towards a more favorable

expectation of school administrators. Possibly the residents of the

uffected areas, being-more exposed to earlier conflicts with the admin-

istration, were even in 1959 more hostile towards the administration,
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and:iiritNitleftlilthlesS,statittical opportuni4etormovanywheye

but towards Ciatetondiliatory position' Ttiesdate,provide some;basis

for this argument, Wpar ent theeaffected:expectingeless thap,ane

under:UndIng even in 19590 as compared to 29 per cent of the unaffected

at the earlier date, WhenItht ftiullitrees are considereCseparately0 in

19, (TIme 1) 47 per cent of the 75 west-siders, 40 per cent of the 74

east-Otters, 37, per cent of the 35 in the area of the new hies School

and 20 per cent of the 35 living in the area of the second high school

were cynical about the reaction of school officials to their problems.
,

Theyange of proportions four years later had narrowed considerably,
.'

with the west-siders dawn to 37 per cent cynical, and the River Roaders
: .

.
.

up to 23 per cent. This confirms the suspicion that the apparintchange

reflected in the data is primarily a statistical artifacts in ihisin-

stance regression towards the mean.

The total impact of the data, however, is that there is little
e

evidence for arguing that the boundary dispute was significant enough
.. .

to account for a direct and immediate change fn voting attitudes in the
"- . .

school .budget election. Some undoubtedly became more embittered by the

seeming influence of raw political pressure over rational pedagogy, and
. i.:; :,- -- ,,.. :,-. :

a small number may have become unsettled enough to vote in school budget
e . , .

elections which before they had never considered worth their time. But

at best only 6, per cent of the Eugene electorate was so affected, which
, .. ,. e 1.."; t". , , ,: , ie

.

is a large enough group to make the difference if they made uli:the"totai-

increase.in turnout froml the sparsely attended 1962 election to the
--.. .,. ,.. c; , -.. :: .1-, , ni,-, 1!-% PS- ,. :-1 . , .. .

heavily attended 1963 election. Other studies have shown that it is pre

cisely these more cynical voters who are least likely to exercise the
v

franchise, assuming that the system is in any event rigged against their
I . , f. Z1r.

77.7717,4trIP3'
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iraerests,'..rWeivilloreturnctoythis:questidni.:anitto,.00cryqston:of.41e,

indiPectAmpact of' the boundary disputeiaftervcopsideratlop of4OP:

direct infldence:oittcsentiments and political

Tax 'Sentiments-and-Political Cynicism

While there is very little change in political cyniCisth over the

" .

four-year period, most of which can be accounted for by either' regression
.

towards the mean or the school boundary dispute, Time 3 attitudes towards

school officials have a powerful effect on the school budget voting. Inten-

tions,of the sample. As Tables 5-4 and 55 reveal, in both Eugene and

. 4

Springfield, between 30 and 40 per cent of those expecting to be under-
. .

stood, depending on their educational level, are planning to vote for

..

the budget. But only one person of the 27 in Eugene and one periOn of

the 28 in Springfield who expect to be ignored by school officials are

also planning to vote for the budget. To the extent that a person cannot

hope for a fair hearing when he presents his case .to officialdom, he fs

alienated from the system for which the official speaks.
, ,

=

The alienation may be minor in degree, as when one fatalistically
7. 7.

expects to be shuttled from office to office, obtaining a response only
.. _ . , .

if unshakably persistant. Or the degree of alienation May 'Jo ma:jor,' as

.
, ,. , ,

.
n. , 1 I ',. , ,, , : -. . , . .

it is for those who do not even expect to be taken Seisit;usly enough to
.. . _.

.., -,, -
. . ,.; -...-:": -. I; , .. r 4.,Y 1 . ' '

...' !

merit being shuffled around within the bureaucracy, but'who can instead
. ,

.

be dismissed out of hand. As the degree of alienwiion' inereises2' the
.: \

,.1* iv,:,-- It . ,,:ti. ; ,. A'r
willingness to make personal dollar (or opportunity) sacrifices for the

i :. :',.' " ;.-kf 14' c ''' : r IA : .l'isystem responsible for the rejection rapidly diminishes. 'Why dihOula a`
. , y i . :!* l-.., ,' .-n, }' ,I cL:),... ,.,

person, typically as shall shortly be seen Without an excess of MorieY

: i- ''. .:25. ! -..:i ..... 2!-2 .!;... Ji...,:- r!,1: .1t.4., ; r 4 r 1 r f

with which to pay taxes, divert any funds to a system whose g-olilrhe.."

4.

4
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MU 5-4

I

VFECT OF SCHOOL DECtSION-IIAKER 0171/CI

ON VOTIM1NTEVION,BVIIDIJCIATIM MIME

gc1g2;..Aakii.
nien4w4 em Pwrisseekat4nri
MU======.7==.111=4=M==

Ftchs.cEbionatUltel
Low

711ndiritanet
(Truibing)
Cynical
(Pass the Buck)

(Ig-neire
00

Medium
Understanding
Cynical
VetyrOynicar,

High
Understanding
Cynical
Very-Crdcal

!. a

Toftwa.it-mipte
Temr thithast rot Sure. Totals

N

38% 46

14% 77

100

16 100 37

9 100 22

A) , 13

38 27
50 3a.

hz% 44
35% 44

l :

99. 73
100 16

8*OOM .914'

13 99 : 81j

22: . ,101: 23,
411,4104" "

*N
U0.1/11411 ;to' toraptiteliekcelitagdgii. bub-,alr:save one in tha romaine

Medium and High Education categoric were against the budget.f

Id

Tirro,Ing.47PFtir
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TABLE 5.5

FT= ,OKSOHOOLISCISION.INANIZICZNICIWi.r;:'' "7')

ON :VOTING a pt r

4.010?1 Decision-4*er
CyntsisiMons_
Educalional Level

oTh

Low
tintleistandink
Cyrr.cal
Very Cynical

Neditct
Under,stanlinfir
Cynical
Very Cynical,

,High:',
Undeistandint2
Cynical
Very Cynical

pisay EDUCATION: TIM 3, SPRING,MID-v,

For

iS k;`.

t

Vot%galyAuft146,1111meLl.

Against Not-Z.11re Totals
N

75
34

18 100 22

143

6% 80

5% 77

36% h2

22% 61
via

39% 49

17:

12
Some

1 85

100 23
6*OOP a..

100

too small to rccoipute per ...,.efitagesi butalleotlfheiVery..Cynical.-were.
against the btidget,, :Art 1 ;';,:-

49*
9
0

*N

gr.

II

kit

-
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cannot influence Beni the rioney hel.has can, better be-spent on a more

inntedititelYsatfifiing Object, such -as.it:'new automobile.or.clothes or
6 : 4 , 4 '. .: 14

1
! . 1..

better hetiiing?

What produces ?Sikh al tenation/..,. part, it is a function of

cultural 'cast.12 Irk both. EUgene Springfield the more educated

expeCt. More understanding ..00m-school .Somewhat more than 40
. . .

per cent Of the less-iducated:Eugetteans expect uaderstanding:school

offitialsb.ut two-thirds of the Most educated, ;those with at least some

cotlige, The diitilbution is .comparable: in Springfield,
where .ha 1 f

of .the 16st:educated: but almost:80 per cent. of the more.educated:are not

even in the minor alienation categOrh In.part:;;411enation is a function

of the educational system in the community. Working class Springfield

(where 45 per cent of the sample is in the .less educated category)- is

less alienated, although r,nly so,...than middle class Eugene (where

only 26 per cent falls into the same educational category). Six per cent

more of the less educated Springfielders, are confident of-being understood,

as are 12 per cent more of the higher el:looted. :Somehow, educational

administrators have inspired more confidenOe'in..Springtfeld, than have

their counterparts in Eugene. This deSsiite:the.fact-that In Eugene

educators had a grOuVinuCh:More predisposed a s s .function:of their own

high educational leiel loiktrdt the editiktional .system.

i'aiSes's.aiaiti'theltitiesstiOn of the impact+ of the boundary de-.

cisions`iiiii:41i' atone. m*`nothAve-Affeqed givat thanges,:,but which may.:

have' lieie:thiscaiJ b the way in' a series of. decisions have been

made 'in' EUgine:. 'EdiiCitors' in Eti4ene. facet largely a highly educated
^

group otiiiit6 -ProfeatiOn0.1 o inaliagertal position) in society to (that I,!
1.7'4. i I :so . f.

. ,
-trieldticuss i on 4:16 'Chapter IV.

1 ,,
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advanced degree: of formal education, and which, is therefore committed

to support of the system which.nurtured:them and -which:they hope will

equally well nuture their children. This group is probably. inclined to

accept the same criteria as the educators 7themselves-for-al.decision

affecting 'theoperation.ofthe-educational system. Inmost instances

they have delegated the'deciAonal .responsibility to the administrators.

To measure the extent to which .decisional -authority has been,

delegated by the citizensto the school-board and the :acIministration the

Time 3*sample was asked what; in their opinion was .!'the bes.;; way .to settle

matters of public school . policy. " For each of s x poll cy,- questi ons they

were: given three alternative. decision-making procedures;

1. Vote by citizens . .,

2. Vote by school board

3, Decision by superintendent and his.staff,.: ;,

The six policy areas were.:

I. Dropping or adding:courses

2: Changing teachers' series

3. Setting the school budget,

ring and 1ring teachers

5 ,Locating'new,schools and their boundaries,.. itf

6. Creating, new program$14P014e0c0iPO!POniqVgs

This it . the... "Right Rulers". dimensionAntroduced:ini C4aptri

but for*ourplirPoses here we; have.. ConOinediresp9r:zse.A.ii4; c:4fFy4att Itiffer-

ent way. Persons. who it -three: 'or inorp areas (.0 thyl4pfaxSer,41,99,;

of the 61 owl ngr -two. special typesl Preferre0 QnP Pf 0140:19nal

procdst 10r 'another 3Waslidesignote11 .111.S).,447ti zW1

Oriented or Superintendent Oriented. The Elite Oriented preferred the

school board in three policy Areap-,Fandi it*AMPArir,!.,telMeq rill At :remaining
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three areas'.''' The' anti-professional opted for the schoaboard in' three.

cases and a vote by the citizens in the other. three cases.,.. Fi na 11,y, :. .

a very few respdridenW scattered their preferences evenly! over the three

.decfsion-making "alternatives. Some MO wish to: argue that :the six policy

items offered to the respondents naturally prejudice his. reply towards

a preference for an admitristrative solution, and -that. therefore the more

educated are simply revealing their greater familiarity with proper

educational decision-making procedures. Ile have tried to avoid this by

offering a broad range of issues, fromsettina the school budget, which

few will maintain is the proper .province of the superintendent (although

9 per cent 'of the residents of -the five saMple..dties-clid.so) -tocurricular

changes and. teaching innovations, ,whichmost.would tal low,tO.the professional

staff (and.haif of the respondents did so). ' But the .very .question of ,what

is rightly within the scope of the 'school board's or'superintendent's.

authority is ultimately dedided by the'.people. If.power is exercised,

without this grant-of popular. authority the citizenry : wi ll in due time

become increasingly alienated until such a 'point 'is.reached that the

disceiliancy' is resolved by avforced-change.in the'power:stnicture 2 or a

grudging acceptance and accordance,of 'authority to the structure.by

the cititens..13

Only 3 per cent: of the highly' educated in .!Eugene,!: and: 6 per ceftt....

in Springfield, .ClasSi tied 'ai: .Ci ti ten. Oriented,:' or. anti -,professional ,

iq
For a .discussion of the di sti kti on -between political' and ad-

minitrativ:ssues r` :see. Robert ; :Pagero:iet al 1.,,,The Rulers and the Ruled.
They define a political issue as one which affects` vide' segment o t` e
commnity.; or a :miler seanle.nt: mom.:cr140 cal ly.., fitat the ,lAs ;educated
want to participate in making decision's, they are `Saying 'that
cl asses are .taking t4,00ntaSe. :kw:MapIP:10,M define
issues as admi ni strati ve which are not linhereintIy -so The lest educated
do not have the symbol skills necessary to ,debate Von .there-
fore they .can only explode at election time .and td'rejeCt-the Systelii
in its entirety.
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(Table 5-6). Ten times as many of the less educated in Eugene (30%) are

anti-professional in their procedural preferences, and four times as mart'

in Springfield (24%). The more educated would rather leave, educational

decision-making to the superintendent. (41% in Eugene, 38% in Springfield)

g.tm to t! As144.c. AAMMAe4A of +ha timArihf.endont and the schnel board.

There is a paradox in this. data. A check of the voting record in

the five school elections in the period 1959-1963 showed that the more

educated members of the sample' were much more likely to vote than the less

educated, .despite the latter's, preference for citizen decision-making and

the former's apparent 'Ink of comet.* pith personal participation. School

,financial. elections are held independently of any other &action, during

' the first week in May ;of each years.and.they.are characterized by relatively

low-turnouts, ranging from.10 to 30 per cent of-the eligible oitizens,

Oregonians are probably 'required to come to the polls more often than

citizens of any:other state. Each .special district- (water, recreations

fire, utility, school g. .etc.) holds independent ,elections _Hal f:of the

statewide officers..(including the governor).,are:elected.innon-presidential

years. A.referendum on ,a special:;issue .cark.be:scheduled at irregulars

times:-.' For:most contested offices, there 'is.bo0:.4 primary and a .general

election. With all of these demands on the citizen it is to' be .expected ,

that:some citizens. will not exercise their franchise at each of the

several, times during the: year wher.a. ar question, is: pu< .. to them. This is

most likely to happen in those many non-partisan and issue elections in

which. .the., stakes, are not act sply, del ineated, by the two classical :pol i ti cal

Partiesi 141k i4:;tilze-0 jbFl litis tA ieseircli thellsties'YWithOut
z

the' :uican'Ce eilabye;arici `r4sirbritible.otgaViittii6fIlt: it' little
.

,r,
wondef7, :Viet; ;rthi i day Ai InOres, *acfCe4ed th'oSe .1)Otter 'prtpared

f `"..141i1 .;t1 _t- I: .1, e

:VC.Th- 11" (.f.t.P.V:.
.5-f;
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which is important to him even if does not value the educational

benefits and only wants to reduce. the personal tax cost to himself.

less wants to participate in making the critical decisions-in this areas

But the data still shows that the less educated citizen neverthe-

less

Apart from the difficulty of an individual investigation of the issues,

which does not dull the desire to decide however much it denies the less

educated individual the means, there is a second point at which effective

participation is blocked.

It is generally accepted that popular par"cipation through the

polls means either selection of the officers of government, or acceptance

or rejection of an issue. Plebiscites, that is, simple yes-no elections,

in fascist Germany and Italy should have made clear by now the hollowness

of elections in which the voter has no opportunity to participate in

framing the alteraatives. Of what value is the right to vote for or

against a school budget when the board can within the month place a

injected budget again before the voters, almost without change in its

form. Me can eot see that the paradox in the data is not _that the less

educated with to decide but fail to ate v rather it is that they wish

to decide but are offered only the most limited, last-stage means of

partillpating, the vote. By the time they are celed upon9 the defini

tions of the issuer; have been made by others without their being consulted,

and thus the range of Oloice presented to Jleln is narrotod. Typically,

the alternatives are approving the program as defined by others, disap-
:J

proving the program with little hope of a major new e'efinition being

presented for their evaluatio'n or wrecking the progr4 entirely by con-

sistently voting igaipst the budget, foetunately 41ef:iess educated

can cove to feel constrareed either to avoid the iliu&foOf piwticipation

l`kts.lpr.")



by not voting, or participating to vent their anger at being alienated

from the division-making process. This 'conception of the political proc-

ess will be explored later in'this chapter, when the actual vote in the

buciyet- elealoo 1,s examined.

While the edUcators had not seen the results of the questionnaire,

they had undoubtedly heard from their fellow noneducational administrators

and professionals the phrase familiar to most high level administrators- -

"you are the expert' in.this' area; we will rely upon your experience to

make the correct decision." In Springfield the proportion of the popula-

tion Willing to give decision responsibility to educators is smiler,

making it more difficult to assume that they need not justify their' actions

to the public. irnereas in Eugene administrators may more easily lose

sight of the need to answer a critical 'public, in Springfield they can

less readily fail 'to take into account a clientele which lacks education,

and the 'high value placed on education. Although in Eugene there mky in

most cases be little question of the decisional outcomes, or procedures,

of the educatovs, there will from time to time be an exception. For

instance, 'Eugene is known-for its progrant of 'secondary education, which

emphasizes college preparatory work: This is what 'most Of the citizens

want, but it 'doet not satisfy the large Minority whose .concern is not

with the'excelience that will'enable their child to attend. Stanford rather

than the local state university, but with the training" that will. enable

their children to hold down a decent 'job- ar a ski I led or: semi-skilled

worker,-

Once 1lie4 :is a flare"up over Procedures-or outcome, even one 'so

mild at'IS'engendeis'ed"04 nawispapdt:Ttriort evititingulecondary

accredatia -col tfige preparatory :wOrk

'171:77,,,v,W-77,,z,,,1177W4-7749...r,-,7 .-:',17"r""rPr7=rAV,rgrf-7
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was emphasized at the cost of other curricular. interests, both sides tend

to become alienated. This would,accofint for the lower degree of confidence

in the administration in Eugene by both the. high and less educated .citizens

when. compared to comparably educated residents of .Springfield.. Thus the

at the time irksome need for explaining a program to: those with less com-

prehension of educational goals may in the long run.be.beneficial in that

it inducez a. higher overall level of confidence-In the .program than is

to be found among those who appareiitly are bored by being told what they .

already know. In the long run,.being attended to less increases the

probabilities that through lack of coanxmication if no other reason, an

issue which at first seemed minor to the administration, as did the boundary

question in Eugene, will become the major controversy of the moment,

threatening the whole structure of the school syst.em:

. Alienation fmrsu school decision- makers then: is a manifestation of

educational background and the. behavior:of. the educators in a particular

system. This is not to.suggest that wit) these..two factors all variation

in alienation has.been.taken into account.. Other roots of alienation

can undoubtedly be offered, and will .be.in.the.future as the is ortance

of this variable is .understood. .The point .here.is that two.explanatory

factors have been isolated which,have.increased.oyr cooreirnsion of the

dynamics of ditcontent. Nothing has,been saidof the, result. of alienation

apart from its gross effectrejection of school. bud.ge.ts*.only,of its

causes. The isportant..detail.is that there is noiremaining effect of

either education or carmunity (differences in conduct of school systfmas

by administrators) on support of tisk butig0.,atter, alleriptip has ,been

taken inta.,account (Tables 54 and jr5) 0 glom, thouok.:0eless educated

are inclined to- be more allenatedettijektrustincamOng, the lesp efitiPEted
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are just as supportive of the school budget as they are among the more

highly educated, and to the same degree in both cities. With three

levels of education in each of the two.cities,.there.are six categories

UT UlUlani MU cAperA. an understanding reception Suriw 5 stilton;
-2 A. 2 .... 21 2-2

The range from the category most supportive of the budget proposal to the

least supportive is 7 percentage points, from 35 per cent of the Spring-

fielders with low education to 42 per. cent of the Eugeneans with a, high

education. This is a fraction of the range within any educational level

within either city in the direct relationship of alienation to budget

predisposition. The smallest range is found among-the less educated

Springfielders, where 35 per cent of those expecting an understanding are

supporting the budget, which is true of only 5 per cent of the completely

alienated.

This supports the earlier finding, reported in Chapter IV, that in

a partial correlation education has no residual correlation to budget vote

intention when alfenation is incorporated into the analysis. Before

examining alienation in conjunction with tax sentiments the nature of

the dependent variable, voting intent on in school budget eleCtions, should

be further explored. In the questionnaire the question appears as folloWs:

Here is a list of things which could come up in an election
. sometime this year. If the election were to be held tufty, would

you vote for or against each of the following? . . .

.13: Property tax increase to pay for a larger school district
budget.

For Against Neft,Sure

Ps part of the,samA series tie respondent was asked to indicate his probable

vote on bonds for state university buildings, raising state income taxes,
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a state tax on .cigarettes, cityenforcepept of a heating code and the

return of expressway building authority to the city council (it had been

limited to the people voting in a referendum.) These were all issues on

which an olectinn had been vthaduled, or there was reason to believe

would be put to the voters in a referendum upon petition of the proper

number of registered citizens. As the final budget figures were not

agreed upon at the time of the questionnaire constriction a dollar amount

could not be offered to the respondent. Early budget estimates clearly

showed that a larger than usual increase in the millage rate would be

requested, and during the-, time the interviews were administered there

was some degree of controversy within the school district budget committee

although the budget committee had just agreed upon a figure. In effect,

at the time the respondent checked the for or against box in the school

budget he could not be altogether positive what he was buying, unless he

was willing to accept any tax increase, no matter how high, or reject any

change in taxes, no matter how reasonable. If the actual dollar amount

of the increase was capable of influencing a person's vote, then he might

reasonably have responded by.optingfor the not sure alternative. Ap-

proximately 20,percent in each city dies . It must be presumed that

many of the other responses were expressions of faith, or lack Of it, in

th educational. system. therefore, Veiponsei to -the stem cannot .4e taken

as commitments to vote one mayor.anolther, but only as indications 4)f a

predisposition built on the assumption that conditions stay approximately

as they were at the time oirthe intirtiiew, and that the ;budget offered

to the voters by the, school board is no larger than then) expected. That

this is at best a tentative commitment is indisputable-in light of the

fact that an alm6it idetical 30 perCeiitin4ich'ity was 'for the budget,

to -14.fti:. r
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50 per cent against and the remainder unsure of their voting intentions,

when the decision at the polls one month later was to result in a 55 per

cent vote against the budget in Eugene and a E8 per cent vote in favor of

44.4. 42.
WI% VUUVUlici apItuvicciul

The question then in part reveals an intent among those who have

made up their mind on the information currently in their possession,

however incomplete. It in part betrays an attitude towards education

narrowed -by the addition of a cost function. It has only a limited use-

fulness as a predictor of actual vote, even though it may be an accurate

gauge ofpresent predisposition. It cannot without weighting in accordance

to who is likely to turn out on election day, and without consideration of

the possibility of an effective, vote-changing campaign, be accepted as

an assurance that the budget faces trouble or ready acceptance. With all

these cautions taken into account, the measure is still useful, for it

does after all bring to bear on the respondent the same two critical

dimensions he will face in the voting booth, education and taxes. When

such a question is coupled to an analysis.of how the respondent actually

voted, a new understanding of the pressures that lead behavior to differ

from predisposition are possible.

The unrelated impact on the predisposition to vote against the

budget of anti-tax and anti-administration sentimett was relatively strong.

The joint relationship of the two to vote intention shows that each has

an effect independent of the other, even when controlled for education.

While the number in several categories is rather small, a general picture

still emerges quite clearly from Tables 5-7 and 5-8. At each educational

level but one (the highly educated) the trusting (those expecting an

understanding reception from school officials) are almost twice as
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TABLE 5-7

REIATIONSHIP OF SCHOOL DECISS0N4IAKER CYNICISM AND GENERAL

ATTITUDE TOITARDS INCREASED, TAM TO moo INTENTIONS: TIM. IBMS
2.0A14gigkratal.
Sigad Ded.sjakgsker
'41417441Ail

Atilt tudaloggsktt,
Inaremcilazefi.

Low

ft

For Against Not Sure Totals
% N.

Tranting ,

.
.

r

Approve 69% 25 15 99 23

Undecided .

10%. .. -.60. -...30 100 10

Disapprove 29% 64 7 100 14

Cynical . . .

gave 33% itii 22 99 9

*Undecided_ -,32%., . 55 . . 33 99 9

Disapprove h% 93 4 101 28

!Tedium
Truabfirlg ,

. ft .. ,.
,

AppTeove 61% 19 19 99 26

Undwided .24%-': . 33 43 100-; 21

Disapprove 15% a 23 '99 26

cynical , . *
Approve -- .. .. --- 8

Undecided 9% : .18 . 72 . 99 11.

Disapprove 0% 81 19 100 21

High
Trusting.

,

Approve 0% 20 15 100 1O

Undecided 33% , la 19 . 99, 21

Disapprove 13% 83 4 100 23

Cynical
, .

Approve 72% le 9 99 11

Undecided 22% . . 11 . .66 99 9

Disapprove 4% 90 4 98 22

. .

*N to mull to compute peroentages.*-

t,.
.1 "I, ,

. y

.
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TABLE 5-8

RELATIONSHIP OF SCHOOL DEOISION-11.AKER CINIOISM AND

ATTITUDE MWARDS INCREASED TAXES TO VOTING. INTENTIONS: TIME 3x SPRINGFIELD

Educations). Leve,1,
SchtinaLDftifiliatigiAgr

Czialatmi
Attitteo:,_Toklards
DIOXOPIELLEM)P For Against Not Sure Totals

, 4 ."
,;

1

Vpting Into Time 3

Low

Approve 0%

23%
UndecidA . --

,,, _36%.
Disapprove

Cynical ,' .

Approve 22%
Undecided 3.1%

Disapprove 2%

Medium
Trusting

Approve
Undecided
Disapprove

Cynical,.
Approve
Undecided
Disapprove

High
Trusting:

Approve
Undecided
Disapprove

Approve
Undecided
Disapprove

4.

.i-,
26
21
65

26

14 3.32

.- si ,

160 27

310:0
ILL

, ,.
66 11 99 9
58 , 32.i 101 19,
83 35 100 46

;

48% .30 22 100 23

514% 17 . 29, . 100 2 .

18% 66 16 100 38

.

30% SO 20 100 ID

32.% -55. : 33 . . .,99 9,

11% 79 11 1C)1 19

77%
21%.

12%

*
N too small U.compate percentage/3,1 ,

16

88

, C

6 90 28
. .100,:

IN 17

'; sz; 1 4

t ,

,; Of
:4'

. : 0,) j
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frequently planning to vote for the budget as the cynical. Those in favor

of general tax-increatet.art supporting the budget at least :three or four

times as often as the anti-budget groups, and'in'eacit instance-among the

alienatAd the proportion supporting the budget drops to below one in ten.

These are the percentages for Eugene, virtually the-same-set of. figures

is found,for Springfield. Education has some residual impact after con-

trolling for tax attitudes and cynicism, in that the highly educated and

cynical Springfield residents more often intend to vote for the budget

than less educated Cynics. Similarly,' the more highly educated among the

trusting in Eugene are also pore supportive of the budget. But neither of

these patterns is as strong as the impact of tax attitudes or cynicism

itself.

It was noted in the previous chapter that cynicism towards' school

decision-makers, or alienation as we term it here, related to school budget

voting intentions. Not only was that the case at Time 1 and Time 3 in

both cities, but the pattern of such sentiments towards school 'decision-

rakers over time made a difference in Time 3 voting intentions. We did

not mean to imply then, nor do we mean to imply now, that people change

their voting intentions from.election.to election automaticallylor even

probabilistically) as a function of changes in their feelings about -decision-

makers regardless of their initial electoral set. That is to says at

least in Eugene's school budget election in 1963 (Time 3) with a relatively

widespread citizen shift towards a "no" sote,,increased alienaticn seemed

to make a difference for people who were "yes" voters in earlier elections

but made no difference to people who were earlier disposed to vote against

school budgets.

At
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We can make an indirect test of the effects of shifts in alienation

on voting intentions in Eugene in the following manner. The extent to

which citizens in the sample thought school officials were responsive or

not was measured at Tiye 1--1959. In 1960, a subsample was reinterviewed

and their attitude toward the budget voted on just prior to the inter-

views was ascertained. Then we have the Time 3, 1963, measurements of

both alienation and school budget voting intentions. This is an indirect

test In ,the sense that we must assume that alienation was relatively stable

between 1959 and 1960 (which Table 5-3 indicates is not unfounded) and

that shorter time periods would produce similar pictures of the relevant

patterns.

Table 5-9 is revealing, even though the numbers in this panel are

very small. It demonstrates, among other things, that decreased alienation

(from cynical to trusting) did not generate increased budget support at

Time 3 among those who were against the budget earlier at Time 2 (the four

respondents in that category maintained their anti-budget sentiments)

On the other hand, those respondents who' had been alienated but, in:favor

of the earlier budget differed very much on their latee budget sentiments

depending on whether they remained alienated or became trusting. Of the

eleven earlier budget proponents who remained alienated, seven became

anti-budget by Time 3 whereas five of the eine who moved from alienated

to non-alienated became part of the minority that supported the 1963

school budget. Among the initially non-alienated supporters of and those

unsure 'about the Time 1 budget, a minority of those who remained unalienated

(12 of 32) became anti-budget by Time 3 compared to a majority (7 of 13)

of those who became alienated. Thus it can be seen that even though there

was a massive shift towards opposition to the school budget between 1960

.;' rts
4,1 -.2, e---eeeee4,ePrefe7r
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RELATIONSHIP OF PATTERNS OF A,LINATION I TIM 3. TO T321E 3 TO

SCH00LBUDGET'ITOiriNG 3:iji 3 (1963)

BY T3:1 (1§6o) REPORTED BUDGET ATTI tth5ES

For_arid3oLawcadot:
Title ti1960) For Against. Not. Sure-

, N
. . . ..,. , ,O, ,. ,;, I .... ,:.-... . ;.

Stable mated 15! 12 32
....

h , S ... ',. `,.. ''''..,

Alienated to Unalienated 5 '2 2 9
... .- :.

Unallensted .to Alienated 4 7 2 13

Stable Alienated 3 7 3

-.

Pegillatkistida----Une-2-112-62*

Stable Unalienated:
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Ptable- Alienate,d
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and 1963 in Eugene, the maintenanze of trust in school officialss or

conversely, the development of alienation, made a great deal of difference

in the extent to which former supporters (and the uncertain; joined the

ranks of opponents in the latter electioneven though the reduttion of

alienation did not lead to supportive voting intentions among earlier

budget opponents.

So far the burden of these findings and of those reported in the

previous chapter point to the relatively weak influence of social clash

status generally and to the relatively strong infidence of loci al psy-

chological variables directly upon voting intentions in /963.. As we have

said, the tatter variables are shaped in some measure by social class

po ition. Of equal importance is the feet that social class status as

well as the other variables discussed may affect citizen school orientations
6

as well as budgetary and bond issue sentiments differently at ciffferent

times, i.e., under different conditions. By "differently" we mean -that

they may have greater or lesser impact in shaping support for or apposi-

tion to the schools under various conditions.

Outcomes of school elections are ordinarily a function of both
,.

the distribution of attitudes and differential degrees-of electoral par-

ticipation by particular attitude-categories of citizens. Not only my

traditionally opposed, apathetic, or al i enated -ci ti fens -' be Fmobi li zed :on

occasion to add to an ordinarily negathe sides but distributions of

attitudes themselves 'may undergo sharp change. The findings so far re-.
ported point to net staiii iity in attitude displibOions relative to itizen

school orientations albeit with internal chingis in sixth attitudes, That

attitude distributionsin particular, schoOl budget voting intentions- -

can and have changed substantially is revealed by Table 5-10:

777 77,-.-4114111111MPI59."1"-
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The 1960 (Time 2) measulAe of school budget voting preferences in

Eugene is a post-eiection.meature wherein the difference* between .voters

and non-voters among the poorly educated is evident and strikilgs Even

4g OntA :Istelese4rIgsv,1 nnA oknea 3 e4 fonemAnn 441n4 s+ ear iiman+c zmnnn +ha nAnbilu
I ILMOIN Tel MO V* SIIIOW 1P%1U frigiliO 11.5 XV %swine %aavow 'mow; vow liammosv Yisr rwmrs ,,,

educated were classified as 'against" the budget,. the poorly educated

voters were even more one-sidedly against.. Regardless, however, of

whether wo look at voters; at non-voters, or both combined, it is clear

that the ratio of pro- to con-budget citizens in-1960 was between two.

and one-half or three to one. to 1963, the school budget intentions of

the identical set of citizens in that panel was a reversed ratio of one

to between one and one-half to two of budgetary supporters and opponents.

The entire distributiOn of voting intentions thus shifted radically in

Eugene (and may or may not have in Springfield for which we do not have

comparable Time 2'data.)14

If we look at the three educational categories at the two points..

in time we find that-the:greatest shift in voting intentions took place

not-at the .` fewest educational level but among the medium and highly

educated eitizent';' Sthool Officials in: these Oregon communities 0,:in

communities in many-parts of the country rely ordinarily both.okthehmore

favotable orientetions ofupper and .upper. - middle class patront:as well as

their ordinarily hi'gber turn-out rates in school'alections.-That

favorable- OrientatiOnstan. undertertain-conittlonsthange 1LAttested

by th'e.foregoing measurements for Eugene atid,by.the.find4ngthat:inf:

Springfield as well as in Eugene the *distribution of voting intentions- ,

e:

'A CoMOdrablerghiftAvevidentiwherrwe:tomciatathe:Time 2 (1960) ,

post-election reports. of voting sentiments with Time 3 (1963) post-election

reporWfrom'a:tpecialttutty-conducted4fteritheleleation,and4after,,these
Time 3 pre-election data were gathered.

' ,:" ,f
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at Time 3 did not make 'for a .sanguine -prediction in regard to. the basic

school budget election. of that yeat4.: shall: indicate ,on the basis of .

a post-election study how .it was that in SprOgfield;:there was a return

by election day to more traditional distributions of voting intentions

but not in Eugene. But these shifts in voting attitude distributions were.

accompanied by shifts ,in other orientations as

An =the previous chapter we pointed out how citizens. with stable

positive and negative.school on proved to be the most suppurtioie

and opposed. categories, respectively,. while those with .fluctuating orien-

tations'over time proved to be Jere mixed in their budget sentiments.. Of

the six schoOl orientation !matures, only two proved to have become less

positive overall between Tinies I and:3 in both.comminititgs:. the two

fiscal items--for speCial education and kindergartens (Table 2-4, sj,m).

Another fiscal item that proved to be part of a ieneralized civic improver

ment orientation dimension with the ,foregoing-itemvand the teaching tech-

niques attitude item was attitude. towards increasing, ocal taxes to pro-

vide improved city services, The distribution. of attitudes .:towards that .

increased taxes-improve city services item, also ovidence4a shift towards

the fdisipprove pole in both' cities (Table -501). Quite unexpectedly'. but

consistent with the shift in 'School. budget voting..intentions,, the more

highly edutated citizens shifted more than*.the least !educated .citizens

in both eft-ies, especially in,,Eugene. Whether this was i nnfpart or entirely

due to an Increasing' tax consciousness in .the .Mate as a; wholettand.to

what has 'been termed d ute* revoW is, Unknown!.

44;

Thus as the school budget elections approached in both connunities

at 'rime 3 the ,variables that conjoinet.to produce;'dispositions to 'vote
.

.. t!i..,.. 1..:::-, :.-- :,' . :=,!- ,r.,, .

for or against the ,budget, that.distinguished..variousi'cul.tural.class.
......, 7,,' ff,-.

categories in each community, were distributed differently than they had



TABLE 5-11

,

ftErai-iroNsfin, OF-101/OLTIONAL MEL TO ATTITUDES .TOWNtDS ZWOREASING

LOCAL TILICLITO IMPROVE CITY =WIC

IN RIME AND SPRiNGFIEID: TIMES l'LID 3

Educational level

Eugene
LOW

Radium
High

Low
Medium
High

8pringgie1d
Low

'Medium
High

Low
'Medium
High

,

Increasii Tams For (litzrAgving

TETE 1 (1959).

Approve Unclec!.'ded.

42%
149% 23

TALE 3
30% r - 23
31% 28
40% 20

33%
45% .

52%

Disapprove Tot ale*:

La 100 61
36'. 99i 85'
27 100 104

10V,:.61
11 100 85'
38 2100 ; 104 -*

Tnz 1 (1959)

19 48 100 120
21 .::7 99. :99
27 21 100 52

,

TIFigs 3 (1963)

19 5?
25. ' 49
23 38

'

100 1204;9999
100 52

* Totals do not add up to 120.10 as Donvt Know and No Answer responses are
not Shown. Iiey c)Onstitite less ,:th3% .o 'the 'responses. .

Cr .,:f t ."

5,

. 4";

;)i r !..7.7111

1,
. ." '°' 1; -I.'

5

44 5
. .1
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been in earlier budget elections. Pre-election politics unfolded around

a different set of predispositions than in earlier years. Just as the

strength of various variables may have changed over time and just as the

set of the highly educated citizens in particular seemed at sharp var-

iance with their customary set, the developing anti-budget politics in

Eugene created a situation that made it difficult to predict how this

complex of dynamic forces would affect the electoral outcomes. What can

be said is that to the officials and laymen concerned with the elections

and to the analysts who had-not at that time made the foregoing data anal-

.

ysis, it seemed most unlikely that the basic operating budget would be

rejected in either city--a prediction that proved to be very vs,ch in

error in Eugene.

The Budget Election

.,4

Up to this point we have relied upon a measure of voter predispo-

,

sition to support or reject a "property tax increase to pay for a larger

school district budget." Sentiment towards this imprecise statement

determined by an evaluation of innovations in the school system, and

by a willingness to expend personal dollars on tax-supported community

projects. Also influential was the feeling on the part of the citizenry
, .

that school officials would be responsive to their needi., The cumulative

impact of these several factors explained most of the variation in degrees

of support or opposition towards the expected budget proposal. But what

happened on the day of truths when an iffy item on a cJestionnaire was

replaced by a request for over $8,000,00015 of tax money on a ballot?

15The remainder of the budget came from extra-local sources.
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If our sample is an accurate reflection of the adult population of

the two school districts, and if the measure employed were valid and

reliable, then the budget in both cities would have been defeated by

sHhstential margins unless one nr both of two dynamics took place. In

fact, in Eugene 55 per cent of those who turned out at the polls voted

against the'budget, while only 42 per cent of the Springfield voters were

negative (Table 542). There are two explanations for the discrepancy

between intention and actuality. First, since far from every eligible

citizen voted, it is possible that in Eugene both the pro- and anti-budget

factions voted in equal proportions, while a smaller proportion of the

anti-budget segment of Springfield voted. If this is so, then the question

becomes, what kept the anti-budget Springfielders at home, or conversely,

what brought the anti-budget faction to the polls in Eugene?

It is equally possible that there was a change in attitude towards

the budget during the interval between the April interviewing and the

May election, or in one of the dimensions examined earlier in the chapter

and which has been shown to be strongly related to budget voting intention.

There would be very little time for the gestation of such a change--a

period of between one and two months, depending on the date on which the

respondent was interviewed. If there was a change in attitude, then of

course we will want to know what produced the change, and especially why

the change took place in Springfield, but not in Eugene. Finally, it is

trite but not for that reason less true that both forces, differential

turnout and at :i4 le change, may have been operating concurrently and in

the same direction.
16

4....1111.N.1411111141,

-there seems to be operative among many social scientists the

belief that single-factor explanations are necessarily inadequate. It is

not S4 much necessary to show that another factor is affecting the dependent
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The r5te in Eugene closely resembled the predisposition, where

slightly more than half of the citizens were against the budget a month

before the be lot, and slightly more than half eventually. ,cast a negative

vote. In Springfield, where again slightly more,,,than half were initially

anti-budget, well over half ultimately voted for the budget. Therefore
,

it is tempting to assume that Eugene is the .normal situation and Spring-.

field the aberration which must be. explained. Just, the, reverse is the

case if the differential turnout model ;is accepted. Other studies of

school budget and bond elections, rand of. fluoridation referendums, have

shown.that the higher .the turnout in:an, election, the more likely was

the issue to be defeyted. In effect,. :.if eligl.ble citizens .voted,

the budget would have failed in ,bothcities, because the anti-budget

faction normally stays.at home.

Why? Education and social stittus, as well as predicting the direc-

tion of the vote, also is associated with the very likelihood of voting

itself. This is so for several .reasons. As.Edgar Litt has shown, the

children of upper class background are.,given more instruction in real-
, .1 E

politic, and in the necessity of political participation, than are lower

class children.17 More educated persons are more continuously told of

variable, as that the researcher has potited.:only one, independent variable,
to challenge his contlisiOnt. 'Evidence it not 'requireC'merely a sophis-
ticated.smile and an offhand refer3pce to.tha.number of explanatory var-
iables will dam even the toUghest Mindedtscientist.-' Whether' this prejudice
grows out-, of a general, fear of, placing_ all, ore's eggs in one ,basket, or is
a reaction to Nark and his e'conoinie.idethivrtirisin't We do' 'riot *now. But
Occam's razor iis; as logically,. sharp today tes it ever was, and its dictate,
that the simplest possible explanation be 'advanced witir dettroyed by the
evidence, ought still to be followed. The alternative of believing the
most complex explanation knows no end, for if two'causal fietOrt; are more
sophisticated than one,-' how Rich? better tifilrozetv, or., more,' be.

.

:
r

1Edgar Litt, "Civic Edueatiori,' CainunityifiermS-, and Political
Indoctrination," in can Review, Vol. 28, No. 1, February,
1963, pp. 69-75.
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their responsibility to participate politically' fn.' both the institutions
.

of higher education, and "aiteiviirds as jiiilior executives in the increasing

number of business-iii4olitias programs being Spiitisored by the chamber
r

),. I.

of commerce and other businest Ooanizaticint. Probably most important

with other more educatid,.uppetnilddle Oast citizens Wira''re given: the

will and will not "go" in'the coMmunity comes from interaCtion within

make informal suggestiont for ModffictiOns. 'The whole iense of what

opportunity to discuss local educational issues, and more iMportant, to

this limi-ik:ti segment. Thus. theie people .faCe..the polls with a greater

understaL' elrig of, and sympithi for, the issues "under' contention there.

1960, 1961 and 1962) only one fifth' (204 of the less educated (10 years

The outcome of this it. the' faa`that-Oi4r four eiections (1959,

. . . . ,

. r.,

-t

is the fact that the alternatives uppn which. to vote are set by repre-
,

1

sentatives of the eduCated Upper-middle class; so that in contrast to* the

alienated masses they feel that the ciiOiCe presented. to them is real and

worta the trouble to exercise. `Similarly; the sChoOl .board, elected
...

annually at the time of the budget refereddifra in a special*, non = partisan

contest, is composed of business and pi.othsiOnal 'persOni.18 Thefr clubs,

luncheon associations and social circles all bring these men in contact**

or less educationa4 but over half of the more highly educated (at least

some col 'age), voted.. ,0n..* average; 1.0 per.Cent oi.the iowest educa-,..

tional group, 1.4 per 04 of tlie.me0i'uni:(11., 12 years;.dr'sbe trade
i

school) and ,32 per 40 of the highly educated yOted at any one election.

This gives .the highly educated, usually .a.mihority,. a solid majority in
It,,

18 In Eugene the-1963 school bood.was Composed of an insurance'
agency partner, a jewelry store proprietor, an attorney, a medical doctor,
and a manager of a dietel:engineering -.firm..

r"47M-7?-77:71",

: .
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school politics. As the more educated are more pro-budget (or any other

issue their peers offer to them for approval) it is possible for budgets

le

to routinely gain voter acceptance.
19

Finallyi the free.time to vote is

more available to a businessman orta professional than to a clerk or

factory worker.

This logic leads to two models capable of explaining the gross

changes from the April questionnaire to the May vote, disregarding any

question of validity or reliability-of the qdestionnaire itself. They

are:

1. That only a selected number of each voting predisposition
group turned out at the polls, and that a higher proportion
of the pro-budget forces' actually voted in Springfield.
Thus the hypothesis is that the turnout rate for the pro-
and anti- groups was different, with the two groups turning
out in rough proportion to their strength in Eugene, but
the anti- group staying home in Springfield. However, the

normal expectation is for the reverse to happen, in that
the anti ,budget group is usually composed of the lowest
socio-economic segment of society, the very group which
is least participant, and therefore which is alienated by
the fact that another segment of society cast the budget
into its specific terms, which they must either accept as
given or reject in Coto. The pain of this Hobson's choice
therefore leads them to behave as any group of voters caught
between conflicting predispositions --not to vote.

2. That there was a change in attitude, with some pro-
budget citizens shifting to an anti- position, and vice-
versa, but more of the former in Eugene where the budget
was rejected.

.19 ,

This leads some educators to a short-sighted preference for

devices which foster low voting turnout, such as special education

elections, non-partisan elections, etc. Unfortunately9 grievances are

not readily forgotten, and from time to time the normally non-participant,

less educated citizen will become activated, with destructive effect.

There is reason to believe that if encouraged to participate regularly,

through regularly scheduled, partisan elections, the resources allocated

to education would increase. Conrad Briber with others:inz.a study of

eleven state legjslatures finds that when education becomes a partisan

issue, the tendency is for each party to compete for the honor of doing

the most for education. At least when readily identifiable parties are

available to take responsibilitylor educational policy, the voter can

reject one party or the other, and is not forced to wreck a whole school

system merely in order to register dissatisfaction.-
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Regardless of which of. the..above hypotheses .1..supported, the-additional

question is raised as to why .the .some phenomenon did not occur:.in both

cities, why did not both anti-budget groups turn out instead of in Eugene

alone, or why did sentiment .change it). favor of .the: budget only in .Spring-

field and not in Eugene. Both hypotheses require a change agent, or

catalyst, for implementation. Who or what performed that service?

First, the models will be tested. .

Immediately after .the first-election, each person who responded

to the earlier face to face interview, and several other groups in ad-

dition, were mailed a questionnaire:wldichtOey were asked to-complete

and return to us also by mail. 'kinds were inadequate for. another set

of personal* interviews, and the Tact of the budget 'defeat was 'frankly

Just as much a surprise to the investigators as to to Schoo:tadminis-

trators, so that even if funds pemitted, time fOr .plarining was not

available if we were to gather information from' each 'of" the many hundreds

of respondents befbre. the issue was again lipt to the voters afti a one-

month interval. Face to face intectviewinv would take more *than :a month,

even if planning had reached the stage whe we*could begin field work

the day after the firs ballot.
.

As events were to show, a third ballot was necessary before the

issue could be settled, and the campaign surrounding the issue changed

so radically between second and third ballots- that those, still being

interviewed after the first akinth would be'r4ponding to a verytdifferent

ThutThabi)ity to foresee thl budget .defeat and tte cape-

quent lack of planning for field work, the, shok tile span iereen

electionscand the shortage of funds for field cork all i.equi.red a

mail-out and back: technique. Unsatisfactory as ttriis!ias to. 'prove in
,

many respects, it Was the ,ordy.method

"PIM
AP.' :;
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The prime weakness of any mall back procedure, of course, is the

high now-response rate .when compared to field: work conducted by profes-

sional interviewers. This case was no exception, better than half of

the sample
w_ .'

to returfi even d simple-iUffi questionnaire which wwid

take ten or so-minutest() fill out. And theie were people who had co-

operated initially, and were thus somewhat experienced with completing

structured items. As usual, the return rate varied with education and

social status generally, though this is not so much informative as con-

firmative of our prejudices. Ruch more important is the fact that the

return rate was higher. in Eugene than Springfield. This Indicates

the greater interest in the issue in the former city, thou. to a degree

this may also be a reflection of the curiosity stimulated by the sur-

prising failure of the budget.

Analysis of our later panel data acquired by means of a special

mail -out, mail-back:questionnaire, required substantial modification of

the turn out model. While the importance of the active, organized anti-

budget minority in Eugene is no less, the impacts and functions of that

minority on citizen attitudes and voting:behavior is different than we

originally thought. There was the expected differential turn-out Of

predisposed "against" voters, with more of them turning out in Eugene

than in Springfield, but there were also subitantial, unexpected atti-

tudinal voting intention shifts.

The data in Table 5-13 indicate that a) there was a much greater

conversion of Eugene's predisposed "for" citizen to anti-budget stance;

b) a some at greater .proportion of the predisposed "against' citizens

n

.
.

Eug44:than In Springfield i*port0 young against the budget; c) a

much IlirOr45roi)ortion of Eugene's uRdeciiid citizens reported voting
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againit the budget than in Springfield, and d) there were marked attitude

shifts in almost every category in both cities, including an unexpected,

substantial shift from, a prior anti- to a supportive position in both

cities:

Thus, these findings ,suggest that the first model referred to above*

needs revision. *While there was a differential turn-out phenomenon there

was also substantial attitudinal or predispositional instability that

needs tO be taken into account and explained fora fuller understanding

of the budget crisis in Eugene.

Analysis of the Vote

The two most important deiermiriants of voting intention were school

decision-maker cynicism and attitude towards tax increases for community

services. What is their impact.on the actual vote? The data in Table

544 shows that when both factori predispoie the voterin the same direc-

tion, as when a person trusts school officials and approves of budget in-

creases, or is cynical about school decision- makers and disapproves of

tax increases, overwhelming numbers in each city cast a ballot which is

congruent with these attitudinal variables. From two-thirds to three-

quarters (69% to 76%) of those who were inclined by the combined positive

influence of their tax and decision-maker attitudes reported voting for

the budget. Only a tenth to a sixth (17% to 8%) of the voters where the

combined influence was negative overcame the impact of the two potent

variables to vote in favor of adopting the budget. If just those people

voted whme inclinations on one factor were In harmony with.the other,
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TABLE i-14

.... .. .
. ,

RELATIONSHIP OF SCHOOL DECISION -MAKER CYNICM PhD Minn TOWARDS

INCREASED TAXES FOR CO UNITY SERVICES TO REPORTED VOTE, MilY 1963

E cynical

-Disapprve.Y. _ ...

Undecided )

..,

17% 83 100 18

...1

- ;; ..- .

RePoked Vote on
Commuktty SehosiLD=111.0.0- .Att:410LIQ114!0 . . Totals

Budget, -May ivos
maker Cynicism Intreased. _et:.) % N

. . Rao . ,Against.

E
, .4...,.

Approve 1 .. .

Trusting Undecided T '69%
..10.(t , 29

U
Disapprove ) (4)' ' -(4)

.1

6
,

N
Approve ) (4)

,.._ (5)

r 53 100 17

P
R

Trusting: , -Undecided )

Approve- )
u 16i

:.
?..

"'III 100 25
S

N pisapprpve ) (8) (41

i

4inical

;'

UndeCideit I

Disapprove. 1 _
4

9C 160 13

-:.

D

" 69% 31' 100 16
Appi:ove )

.(3). 0)

*Numberi in parenthesesItte Cell frequeneies
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:

.
r
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the election would haVe 'been a tie,?° for those- in -this position

who responded to the Imail-back'questionnairei 49 per cent.in .Eugene and

53 per cent in .Springfield voted for the budget.

It !le.5 the voting behavior of the tsroes-pracsiiroff which lad to

defeat in Eugene and passage 'in Springfield. Trusting the decision-

,

makeis, but disapproving of tax increases, )or the reverse, decision-

maker cynicism coupled with approval of tax increases; confronts the voter

with an internal -Conflict which is .often .resolved by non - participation.

Contrary to expectation, however, the cross-pressured voted almost as

frequently as the non-conflicted. In- Eugene, 40 per cent of the cross-

pressured in the sample went to the polls, and 47 per cent of the non- -

conflicted did so.': In Springfield the percentages were 44 and 47 per

cent, respectively,21

The cross-prettured in Eugene broke almost evenly though by a

slight edge (53%) they went against the budget,:whIch was enough. to

defeat it when slightly over half (51%) of the non - conflicted also voted

no. 'This contrasted with Springfield, where the cross- pressured voted

al most as heavily for' the budget as those favorably predisposed by a.

conjunction of the two variables. This was enough :to:secure safe passage

for thi'itSue..

towneammelUNINIanumephommellaIMISIIIIIloreCtIMIN:OLItfaa

20.
4his rot unlikely, for several of the voting studies have

shown that persons whose predispositions run counter to one another, as

the case f of a ;Catholic.faTmers or an urban,
Protestant .working man, voi

less frequently than those not so crds$4ressured: Iee'AngdirCampliell

Gerald, Gwin, antl, Warren E er, he ote Decides (Evanston t Ill.: Row,

Peterson and Co. 1964), Table 11.., -pp. *4° r 11(

-21 ;- :, ,"; E, n .t
The school' districts in Oregon are- rucidired.t retaiirthe- records

of who tvoted in pc,icol,elecpons, anAI these were used to check the respond-

ents' report to us that they had votOd againWtheiectier'ilicdtd1; , In sur-

prisingly, fevkAase,$), ten in Eugene, Amid. nine, in Springfield, did the reportad

votes fail to tally with the pot bock which' is- 6 per cent, of the. 159 we

checked out in Eugenell and 7 per cent in Springfield.
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It is teipting to regard the even Split among the cross-pressured

in Eugene as the normal situation, and nquire into what led the Spring-

field voters to come out so .strongly for thi bidget 'issue despite con

mmaia4eftwe44;4Ane 4/S.0444124 44.;;;1 4 441A erOSS..Gsvuumv prumvarwavvilhowy. wwswew ww.w.rwwwrip w w

pressured voting for the budget in Eugene (4* was aboUt mid -way between

those voting for and against, whereas the. cross- pressured in Skingfield

swung in one direction (69% voting 'yes)',. strengthens the temptation.

Superficially, the break of the cross pressured vote implied action in

Springfield, and inactivity In Eugene.

It is equally reasonable'to argtie that fn most'elcitions where the

alternatives are support of the budget presented by elided officials 'and

appointed experts, and the risk of damaging or in the extreme instance cif.

closing the schools, most voters who are not initially' unambivalently

predisposed in one directicin or the other will take the more..aautious

route and vote a grudgirig approval. The risk of disrupting thesChool

system may be viewed as greeter than the still light increase

in tax costs to the. Citizen, tf this .4s the"case, then something happened
.

in Eugene to persuade a number. of unsure voters to accept risks they would.

normally be reluctant -to take.

Unfortunately the data cannot carry us beyond these speculations.

We can only wonder if one impact of the boundary debate, and the appeal
. . .

. .

to the, Community, on .th# par.of the legient'of the.toniervative business
r- . , .

leadership dissatisfied with the' rapidly groWing 'costs, vas. -raise
, .

doubts about the operation otAjOwiabool 1110r4t, tol:believe that there

was leis chase 'of. doliv. karmi td' what was al regyi:an_
f

Unsteady structure.

The *number isesponding to the sail-tick is .too.'Snall to allow a

ate.:analysi and i.t necessary- to iurn. itOother: single

1!...".7777-71.7.7777-777.77.7r.7-7r7-,Alrr
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factor, the effect of an anti-budget campaign, on the vote. Some of the

leaders in the west side who.yere angered by the decision making process

the school board and administration employed in drawing the new school

bnundaries did not rest with stating their case in letters to the editor

of the local paper. They.cae to the conclusion that the school board

would pay no attention to their demands unless they could block the hoard

in a vital area. It is almost impossible to vote in a new .school board

when the law provides that only one-member of the five-man board be

elected each year (at the time of the budget election) to hold office

for five years. In order to capture a majority on the board a disaffected

group would have to maintain a coherent organization for at least three

years running, and this is very difficult in non-partisan elections,

Even could such a stable organization be created, it would always face

the Ganger that the first member it elected would be co-opted in the

course' of the one -year wait for a second dissenter. In the event, the

incumbent board member won re-election easily, the slim resources which

were brought to bear in the campaign being focussed on the budget.

Campaign may be too strong a word to describe what happened.

There were no ads placed in the newspaper, no television time was pur-

chased, and placards were not posted in public places. At best, a number

of concerned persons contacted one another personally, either informally

over the back fence, or In their clubs and organizations, and by:telephone.

There is no direct evidence that what took place was even a concerted

action. But that people were contacted and urged to vote one way or

another is evident from the responses to the mail-back questionnaire.

The number of responses upon which Table -1 5 is based is so small

that the following interpretation must be regarded as highly tentative.

..1:77417177577 !'"s5mqvwcwiTNI'w,"`""""X7r1"77"IrTr,

I
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'TAB=

IflPACT OF PERird41AL CONTACT ON:REPOWED VOTE

li.)1A1. 1963
.
.

Personal Contact

V;Qtj.ng, Intention

None

For .

Against
Not Sure

Urged to Vote !As;

Resorted Vote Uay 19)

*Eugene Springfield ".
!r.. Against . For Against

4.,.

.11 .4 7 00.
t

. 7. . 23: 6 , 7
.0 3 1 2

For 12 5 0
Against. 2 2 2 1
Not Sure 2. .9 2 0

Urged to Vote No
p

For '0 2 1 1
Against 0 4 6
Not Sure -0 1 0 1

Urged to Vote Yee' b7.Son3,
No by Otb.ers

For 1, 1, .

Against O. j2' 1 3
Not .5ure -. t

. -.'0'.'
r :

a
:

0 I

No Answer ,

-For O,
.Against

Not: Sure

Iklo Answer.

Totals

. .

-;

0 0 2
.- 6-4.,,

0 0:0 7?

0

.0
I' '0

4 I,: , :,:13 ''31 o) et f.31.

. :3 91# ,t :

1 . .

.-...., sr-.., ,.. , - - ."ai ;.. :,%.,.., . : ,

' . ' a : . ' : r. .
.. .

... '; ; .." :" ; 0 s .. 4 '...;'' ..4 i l'; ? 7.; 1 i..
)1 , .; e . . l,'#=., -i .f ,.,1- ..,,

;2

e`a^vi.,
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Almost three times as many' people in Eugene were urged to support the

budget as werif'asked to vote against it Of to 7). In only 3 instances

out of 26 contacts were influence attempts Unsictestful, regardless of

the initial intention of the voter. Each:Of the 16 reinforcement contacts

(where the voter was urged to carry through his original positive or

negative intention) but I was successful. When a person was contacted

by spokesmen 'fiir both' sides; he held to his 'Intention. But conversion

attempts on the part' of' pro-budget adiocateS were not as rewarding as

similar attempts made by the anti4adgei faction.

Reinforcement was equally successful in Springfield, although

each side was equally active. There were too' few attempts at conversion

to draw even a tentative conclusion. The Most important difference be-

tween the tvio cities, the one that was telling for the election outcome,

was the even split among the vote Of those in Eugene who had intended

to support *the budget, and who had not been 'contacted. In Springfield

this same group Went 7 to 0 for the 'budget. The uncontacted'anti-budget

group balloted against the budget by 'almost 2 to 1 in Eugene, but split

evenly in Springfield.

The campaign, then, to'the extent that So 'small a sample can be

trusted, does not explaiii''thet outcome: Some'd4inamic was operating in
" - " "

Eugene whiCh required reinforcement for 'OrolbUdget group to adhere
1

to their April' intentions , and''aitive conversion to'' shi ft the'antl-budget

group to- a Positiife vote: Siori ngfi el d a strong' CaMiltailgn' foe the budget

was not necessary, and 'Eugene a' much Stroiiger effort to' safe the budget

was necessary. blAidebi the uniteCiltontrittment to

the budget when it was offered to theVotert 'for, the thilrd time, ,afte

having heed rejected i n` a second elect iif 'hei`d `i ri ri tine. ittfa-sciinewhat

larger number of voters (7,605) by the same 55 per cent against, 46 per

cent for split as in May.

1.777T: :g7N1.,-;,ter
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By the third .eleCtion the school board. was desperate. If they

did not win this time it would be too late to have the tax assessor

include the school district levy in. his mailed. billing. The board seri-

ously discussed the. question of. whether the. schools could, operate on

414 mftm4ae moon4uftri ,,NAM Hip ei.sh+n and non -tax sources and derided
siwirevw.1

.

that it weld be barely .possible tomaintaina. standard school for only

part of the year, and not at:all for the. year.fol lowing., Unless the

district maintained a sZandard school it would not receive the large

state equalization grant, and could,nol;,even offer a semblance of an

adequate education...

-Even the two major groups to. protest the budget, the businessmen

concerned with rising taxes, and. west side. reside4s.who. thought the high
. _ t

school boundary decision unfair,. did not want to,, see the schools closed.

The former group was somewhat placated by the larger than, expected state

grant -to.,ttle local system,. which resulted in requiring. a smaller tax in-
.

crease than.the.first budget;election.has. been premised on. The latter

were also:reassured when members of the:school board came to a protest

meeting in one of their west side schools, and paid the respect which

these people.of.low cultural class._00 felt they wetv, due.. one of .the

leaders of this group had. announced in a school.. board meeting that it

was not the amount.of the budget which led them to a negative vote, but

the actions of the: board and. administration., Each group, received some

satisfactionts.and- each realizedt1)at.by. the, time of the third election

it was risking the educational .system.ltself, which .both valued.

Leaftrs, of .these two grotips., conscious of ,the stakes in the third

election., ,and mollifiad by, events. subsequent .to the first two votes, joined

the school, Pqard and: adlninistrationin a television ;appeal to the public

! '
.
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to vote yes on the,third ballot. The-program was .very skillfully produced,

opening with a teaser shot panning over an empty classroom which in effect

suggested that this was what would happen to the schools next year. No

voice in the community was raised,at this time to oppose the budget,

those still having reservations arguing that the budget should be approved

and the decision-makers be tested for their responsiveness to public demands

during the coming -year.

At the same time, an upper-middle class pro-budget group, which had

regarded the first budget defeat as in aberration that would automatically

correct itself by the.second election when the good citizens would turn -

out to support the budget, were frightened by the second defeat-as resound-

ing as the first. Obviously the-situation would not right itself,.and

strenuous action was required to make sure that pro-voters got to the

polls on this third and apparently last chance. A very energetic group

of professional men and women obtained lists of all parents of .school age

children, and of parents of children who would ,enter schoo) for the first

time in the coming fall.

They employed three devices in their attempt. to bring this pre-

sumably pro-budget faction out. The. ost widespread and cheapest device

was a get.out the vote mailer. sent to each person on their list. Second

was a phone call to selected persons on the list,,and finally there was

a door to door campaign to make a personal contact with as many voters as

possible. These last two time and energy consuming techniques were reserved

for thoie who hadllteen selected Is most likely to support the. budget ac-

cording to the judgment of the campaigners and some of their knowledgeable

friends.
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The :results of the campaitn."are given in .Tatite.616. In this

table only those who' had not been preViously- interviewed are examined

out of a desire to 'avoid interaction between being interviewed and the .

experiment.22 As'most 'of the -people interviewed at Time 3. were 'members

o# a panel first interviewed in 1959 (Time Wthey were more likely to

be registered, and the repeated interviewtcOncerning educatiOnal pol icy-

making in the connunity were as effective in producing a motive-for

voting as the get*Out the vOte campaign': In fact, 83-per 7cent.of the

panel members'viere registered, compared-to only 62' per cent of the -

experimental and control. 'groups reportedin Table .5-16. All of the 119

members of the panel who-had-children inzschool (the' prime criterion

for eXposure to the campaign) were exposed tot.the dyer and the phone

call, and in addition a few".had*also been personally contacted, with

the result that of those among them" registered :the proportion voting was

58 per cent; aiUrnout almost as" high as the non-interviewed experimental

group exposed to the full camptigii(heaVy). ;

The impact of a get out the vote campaign,. at least in the height-

ened atmosiiert of the third' budget felection;,is-very.encouraging to

those faced with a similar situation. :Even the.most- mihirsial. effort,

entailing only the expense of'pkriting up a feii thouSand single-page

flyers and the postage to diStribUte them; Plus the time taken by a

The experiment as presented here' follovis the post -test ob-
servation only form true experimental design..).See .Donald .T.. Campbell
and Julian C. Stanley, "Experimental and Quasi - Experimental '13esigtiS

. for Research On Teaching;" ChaPt.e.rr5:in.N...1... Gage. (04, Handbook,
of Research on Teaching, (Chicago: Rand tilcilalley and Co., 1963i.

04 1
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short phone call, produced a 25 per cent increase in turnout over the

same group not campaigned023 A personal contact in addition to flyer

and phone call led to an additional 20 percentincreise in turnout.24

The vote in the third election, in which 10,898 want to the polls a

record for the district, was 68 per cent yes,.32 per cent, no. The

number voting against the budget hardly changed from the second election,

but those in favor more than doubled in number. Whatever led the cross-

pressured to break evenly in Eugene, instead of for the budget as in

Springfield, had been overcome by an.intense although inexpensive

campaign.

This still leaves the key 'question unanswered, for it is beyond

the data. We can only speculate that any one or a combination of several

factors my have been operating to swing the cross-pressured, uncontacted

Eugene voters against the first budget. As the date in Table 5-11 shows,

there is an increasing anti-tax sentiment among all groups in the com-

munity, but especially among the more educated. This is not a wholly

satisfactory explanation for the budget failure in Eugene, for if anything,

23
Even given the intense pressure to get the budget passed,

the pro-committee was kind enough to drop 200 randomly selected names
from its mailing list so that we would have a control group. The

campaign was hurriedly organized and implemented, and out of necessity

only the most general records were kept. For this reason we are not

absolutely sure that each person in the Heavy category in Table 5-16

was contacted personally, only that he was on the list of those

scheduled for contact. In checking over well-used and barely legible
lists the 92 persons listed in the Heavy category seemed to have been

contacted at their homes.

24
In many ways the get out the vote experiment reported above

is a replication of Harold Foote Gosnell's classic 1927 study, Aettijils

Out the Vote. An Ex eriment in the Stimulation of Votin (Univeiityt
infifEiio: i, pp. osne usia pos ca ncrease regis-

tration, but our results are almost identical in proportion activated.
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this anti-tax feeling hat; been greater in Springfield. Of course it may

have been an accident that this sentiment manifested itself first in
r 2 ' 1

Eugene, then a year later in Springfield, when the citizens of that

community_ rejected their school budget in the first election (and ac-

cepted it in the second).

It may also be that the growing radical right has mobilized beyond

Ji

increasing opposition to taxes to the point that many are withdrawing

suppotxt from the institutions of government, particularly an innovating

and progressive school system. The evidence presented in Chapters II

through IV provide no basis for this hypothesis, as few are aware of
-' k; ,

,.. . .

the innovations that are taking place, and most citizens are favorably

inclined towards the general concept of new teaching techniques. In

addition, the innovations in Springfield, while not entirely similar in

that their major manifestation up to the Time 3 election was a proposed

ungraded primary school, were hardly less extensive. Finally, neither of

the two types of dissident leaders in Eugene were members of the radical

right. One group was centered around respectable orthodox conservative

businessmen; the other was composed of persons who had not been active

politically prior to the boundary dispute (except in local P.T.A.$)

but who later came to support liberal candidates for public office.

The one surviving explanation is the boundary dispute itself. We

cannot test this hypothesis as the interview schedule was planned well

in advance of the controversy, and we have an indication of the impact

of the issue only from the open-ended questions which asked what were

the issues cr what did the respondent discuss. We have no information

as to the attitude of the respondent towards the alternate boundary

proposals, and moreover, have no way of telling how many were disaffected
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by the ramifications of the controversy which called into question the
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decision-makers, an otherwise isolated issue can bring defiat. The
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one after, for the board was bound to make an unpopular decision if only
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because it makes so nany decisions.' The net effect of the dispute may
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS THE ROADS AHEAD

The study reported in the preceding pages represents an invest-

ment of over four years of time from the first measurements of citizen

orientations towards their schools in selected Oregon cities to the

analysis of the data collected in 1963. A fortuitous accident, the

generation in Eugene's school system of the Eugene Project, provided

the occasion for this natural experimental study. Al major investment

of funds and manpower brought the study from the design through the

analysis and write-up stages. Neither that time peziod nor that major
,

resource investment permits a final conclusion to the study as yet. The

reason for its necessary incompleteness and the steps that still lie

ahead are specified in these conclicang page: e

Apart from the limitations due to the failure to take into ac-
t

co ant sufficiently early the need for data on extra local sources of

information and imflUence on citizen school orien*.ativas, some of the

major finding as expressed in the hypotheses tested in Chaptare III
;

an:- IV, supra, must rem Lin tentative until anew phase of data- analysis

is completed. Specifically, awareness of and attitudes touarde new
) -:-.=

;

teaching techniques and towards the Eugene Project were measured only
4 '

o. !o*.

at Time 3, 1963, and not at Time 1, 1959. The inferences that the

Eugene Project had a reinforcement effect from Time 1 to Time 3 on a
v.!

few citizens with already positive school orientations at Tire; and

T L;

that the programs of new teaching techniques in both Eugene sad
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Springfield had in substantial numbers such a reinforcement effect as

well as the effect of making more positive the school orientations of

non-fans must be treated as tentative,. preliminary findings due to the

......milesuemmehmion Af Ault 4ipaloriondant vAviablian.uummum Vi wair...4,1001.9 &Jam,' a.

Since those other factors were not constant from 1959 to 1963, it would

seem that an assumption of constancy for innovation, perspectives is

questionable.

Such missing measurements would not be particularly important

if we could mum that attitudes towards new teaching techniques did

i.
not change over tine, It was discovered that such attitudes were highly

releZed at allotment In time (1963) to such variables as ratings of the

schools, school decision-maker cynicism, and the like, as well as to
2

school budget voting Intentions. Aa a component of emote generalized

civic improvement orientation it related extremely strongly to such

voting intentions.

One road that future research must take is an assessment of

the stability of attitudes towards new teaching techniques and the
.

Eugene Project as well as awareness of both. A step has already been
. t . . .

taken along that road with the administration of another wave of inter

views in 1964 (Time 5) for the panels of respondents in Eugene, Spring-
-a

. .
4

field, and Junction City. Further analysis can and will be undertaken
,-... . ,.,

. :T kk,... ..":...,.. . a, ..
but some major conclusions can already be stated.

The interviews of 1964 made a second set of measurements of
.

attitudes towards new teaching techniques es well as of citizen school

; . ;
"*-. A P. '

orientations. Stability or change In such attitudes as they related to
7 -1"

stability or change in attitudes towards spending more money for special

v;

education are revealed in Table 7-1.
4); ;

.f.r15.

m. f=1ali--.M. .11.41.111111101G. ././.120
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TABLE, 6-1

RELATIONSHIP*OF:TINES 3-5.PATTERNS OF ATTITUDES,.
TOWARDS NEW TEACHING TECHNIQUES TO TIMES 3-3 PATTERNS OF ATTITUDES

-TOWARDS-SPENDINGMORE MONEY ON SPECIAL EDUCATION
IN EUGENE, SPRINGFIELD, AND JUNCTION CITY

Tiles 3-5 Patterns:
Spending.lor-Special Education

Times 3-5 Patterns:
,

New Teaching Techniques Attitudes

' Eugene

Loyal.-

Fans
New
Fans

Foraor
Fans

Constant.
Critics

Totals
2 N

,

Loyal Fans* 722 7:, - .12 8 - 99 83
New Fans_ 38% 27 30 4 99 26

Former' Fans 40%- 5 50 5 100 ,20

Constant Critics 18% 6 18 59 101 17

Springfield
Loyal Fans 66% 14 13 7 100 70

New Fans 44% 17 28 . 11. 100 -18

Former Fans 43% 43 14 100 21--

Constant'Critics 6% 17_ , 22 55 100 18

. Junction City.

Loyal Fans 64% 14 17 5 100 78

New Fans 67% 19 9 5 100 21

Former Fine 37% = 11 31 . 21 . 100 19

Constant Critics 19% 44 6 31 100 16

*These categories exclude those respondents who did'not know or did not

answer at either Time 3 or Time 5. Loyal Fans approved or approved
sirongy at both tintes;3NeW; Fans were- undecided, disapproved, or strongly
disapproved at Time 3 but approved or strongly approved at Time 5; Farmer

Vans were' the reverse pattern; and Constant Critics, disapproved," or ,strongly

disapproved, at both times.

:"

oj
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Taking Eugene first, we find, as expected, that the constant

approvers of new teaching .techniques were the most copstant.fans of the

schools in respect to this special education item. -The:constant dis-'

Approvers of such teaching techniques were the most constant critics

or opponents of special education. 'Those who had approved but then

became critical (loess less than. approving or strongly approving) of,

. .

new teaching techniques became former fans of special education to a'

Much greater extent than the constant approvers of such teaching tech-

niques and to a sreater extent than the new "converts" to such innova-

tive perspectives. Half of those disenchanted with new teaching tech-

niques moved from the fan )to the former fan of special education cate-

gories.' Approximately one-quarter of the new converts to such innovations

became new fans of special education compared to 5 and 6 per cent of

those who became or remained less than approving of new teaching tech-

niques.

That table also reveals that the strength of the association

between new teaching techniques and special education attitudes was

similar at Times 3 and 5. of course quite possible that at two

points in time. 'two variables may be related without there being. a system

Of 'relationships between the two :time.. For example, among. those

who were unstable in their new teaching techniques attitudes, that is,

those who moved from approve to disapprove or vice versa over time,

may have been undergoing random shifts in attitude and the very fact

of such attitude instability indicates that such citizens had less

crystallized innovation perspectives than constant approvers or disap-

provers. Inconstancy may at the same time reflect a kind of coin-

flipping response to questions intended to measure attitudes such

9
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that attitu....:s are less' of an."Internalizeebehavior-rahaping kind of set

than a loose3y-held opiniou with *little connection to other opinions,

attitudes, or behavior: The aforementioned, relationships between dime-
(

ti on of movement in new teaching -techniques''perspeCtives and the direc-

tion' of movement in regard 'to special education:attitudes argues against

that being the 'case, at least ;-f,6i.all .citizens, in the city of Eugene.

Table 7.4 also revealt that,,-;there' was an overall shift in atti-

tudes away from approval of spending more money for- special education

from 1963' to 1964. Twice as many citizen: in the sample .became former

fans .as became.new fansi: = At the same. time attitudes towards new teach-7

ing techniques 'in the sample were 'moving_ slightly towards greater ap-

proval of such innovations. -- Our findings-indicate that the greatest

fall-off in approval of Special'education.came among .those.citizens who

were becomirg less than approving of new teaching techniques,. While' .

there was Substantial- stability,in attitudes towards new, teaching tech -

niques' aliost 70 per cent of:the Eugeneans in this sample remain as

either approvers or, less than approvers of such_ innovations from 1963

to 1964-.--almost one-third of' the sample switched from an- to a

pro-innovations position or vice versa,' with the majority.- of the

switchers becoming pro-new teaching techniques.. And it was- the minority

segment of the sWitchets-,becoming -less than approving' ,of new teaching

tecluiitinerS' which contributed disproportionately to the increased anti-

special edecatiOn ,Current 4u. the -body politic.

TUtiiingtO Springfield, We find generally a,similar set,of Time

3 to 'Tillie 5 'relationships .with ,one.,:eacceptioni ::Thtoie !panelists, who

became leis-than approving of newvteachingf.techniquss,constituted,labout

ones= iiih of 'the total.ptineLbutthey constitutedrone-third of the,
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former fans of special education, a pattern similar-to that found in

Eugene. Although those who were:constantly otherthan.approving of new

teaching techniques were very much_ more constant critics of special edu-

cation than those who moved fran.other,than approval,to approve), or new

teaching techniques, who in.. turn were :much more a set of loyal.fans of .

the schools relative to expansion of. special education, the latter.

recent pro-innovations people did not bectime.new-fans of special edu-

cation anymore than did the former.

When we turn toJunctiam.City,-whidh by 1964 (Time 5) still

had not entered into a program of. new teaching techniques, we find a

somewhat different state of affairs:. Although those .citizens who became

non-approving of new teaching techniques after indicating approval the

year before contributed a disproportionatevumber of former fans of

special education, the citizens who were constantly less than approving

_1 new teaching techniques expressed quite 4ifferent. sentimgnts than

their counterparts in Eugene and Springfield.. 'These consistently anti-

new teaching techniques citizens remained constant critics of special

education :Ai amuch lesser extent -than did the - consistently anti-new

teaching techniques citizens in the other/two .cities:..less than one-

t',A.rd of them were constant critics,of.special education compared to

more than half in the other two communities. -.More than forty per cent

of them became new fans of special education in contrast to,six and

seventeen per cent in Eugene4md,Springfieldp.respectively.

What this .comparative.picture of these dynamics over time .sug-

gests ierthat orientation's tomarthisimPteaching.tachniques and towards

special education were more closely-intarlocked.in,the two. cities with

extensive prog.ams-of new.teadhimg techniques than' in the city without

,9,777747-47.71^ ,<!-'7777775.27,
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such a program. We shall now speculate on the implications of that

inference.

Citizens of changing perspectives on new teaching techniques in

Junction City seem to fit the model that portrays a person of fluctu"

ating policy perspectives over time not as a person who deliberately

changes his mind or is persuaded to do so but rather as a person of

some indecisiveness with relatively little concern with the policy

matters in question. Such a person might be expected to fluctuate at

random in expressing opinions when asked rather than giving to an inter-

viewer an indication of a behavior-shaping, more internalized attitude.

Such a model would lead to the following kind of predictions, which

were wrong for both Eugene and Springfield. If a person's policy state-

ment is a relati7ely meaningless and superficial opinion, that policy

statement ought not to be part-and-parcel of a more elaborate structure

of opinion, so that when the policy statement changes other aspects of

that more elaborate structure would not be expected to change except in

p.....cgRambiLlandom manner. Conversely, such superficial opinions, in

contrast to more deeply felt attitudes, when remaining constant ought

not necessarily to lead to constancy in opinions about other aspects of

a policy domain.

If such assumptions can be considered reasonable, one would have

expected that citizens who changed from one to another position on new

teaching techniques could have become new fans or former fans in roughly

equal proportions^(of proportionate 'to the initial cistribu is : ,of

fans and non -fans in each new teaching techniques _category).. As it so

happens, the proportion Of'initial-nowilans of speciale4cation was

higher among those who became approving of new teaching techniques
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. .

than among those who were original approvers but then became dieapprov-

era of new teaching techniques in both Eugene and Springfield. Yet

contrary to the prediCtions that flow from the aforementioned model,

the latter became much more critical of special education than the

former in both cities. Even in Junction City where the initial distri-

butions were different, those who became leas approving of 'new teaching

techniques became more critical of special education at a dispio0or-

tionate rate.

The numbers of people in these later panels are extremely small

and the findings must be treated with caution. On the other band, ''-'

analyses of the Time 3 to Time 5 data for such other citizen school .*

orientations as'increasing taxes to provide ptibliC klilderiartens reveal'

substantially similar patterns. The panelists revealed different' shifts .'

in attitudes tiliWar4s kindergartens than towards special, education.

While there ins a general shift towards a weakening of approval of'

.

special education in both Eugene and Springfield, sentiments towards

kindergartens improved in the former city. Yet the relationshliiof

the shifts over time in new teaching techniques attitudes to kinder-

garten attitudes was similar it both Eugene and Springfield. In.JUnd-

tion City there was even lens of an association between those two

variables than in the case of attitudes towards new teaching techniques

and attitudes towards kindergartens.

The 'alternatiie model that is suggested 'to account for these

kinds of findings is as follows. Apart from the seiMenis.of thi.citi

zenry of a community whose policy attltudes are both stable sad inter-

locked with other policy attitudes is particular domains, such as the

local public eIhool 4sies, there are' citizens Oafs positions, change
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on various policy matters not almayi because they are manikestations of

no concern or indecision or coia-flipping (andthere are such cases)

but because 'their attitades clattrige--for various reasons. Because .9ar-

ticular attitudes are not simply iftosyncratic but components of more

general orientations towards a larger set of policy mattersir somettAes

extending even beyond a particular institutional sin (e.g to matters

of municipal government as well as of public school affairs), changes

in one policy attitude Are associated with or have impacts upon lther.

policy attitudes, In addition, then, to random :Ranges in opinions and

in addition to attitude constancy, there are explicable, purposive

changes.

One avenue for further research, then, has to do with obtaining

a better understanding of the conditions and causes of particular at-

titude change. Another fundamental matter is to assess whether policy

attitude changes of the kind referred to are actually matters of inde-

pendent or causal variables making impacts upon dependent or effect

variables, To clarify 'whether relationships'between changes and sta-

bility in innovation perspeCtives on the one hand and other educational

orientations on the' other are matters of associations wherein changes

occur simultaneously or whether--and which--changes in a particular

variable cause changes in the other or whether such sets of changes are

due to still other variables needs to be studied with longer time series

kinds of research designs.

The model that emerges'fiom these kinds of findings can be

elaborated to account for the differences between Eugene-and Springfield

on the one hand and Junction City on the other. If the fact that the

former two cities but not junction City kve relatively massive programs
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of new teaching techniques, programs of which citizens are generally

aware and which constitute in one or another of their features subjects

of discussion by surprisingly sizeable portions of the citizearies,

the community or school political arena map itself have contributed to

the development of policy attitude structures in the former in contrast

to the more particularized or even fragmented set of educational policy

attitudes in the latter. That is to say, the emphasis in Eugene and

Springfield =such educational modernization innovations as new teach-

ins techniques may have raised to a level .of awareness or caused in a

less conscious fashion,-and however loosely--a greater crystallization

or interlacing into single, more extensive structures of those and

other citizen school orientations in the minds of citizens than was the

,:ase in Junction City.

Shifts *a individual citizen attitudes towards new teaching tech-
:

piques might be expected to have impacts on such matters as attitudes

towards expanding special education programs or establishing public

kindergartens in the former communities because their cultures defined

or treated such matters as related whereas in the latter community

changes is policy perspectives, on one matter may have occurred more

accidentally or raadomly and in any event wichout,connectione being made

between.msttee that were, culturally-defined as relatively distinct or

separate. Iscsasistancies in such regards between policy perspectives

at a moment in dam or in currents of policy perspective cheese are

consequently to -be 'expected. more in a ctty such as Junction City than

in cities such as Eugene and Springfield.. .

1 ;'''.:t737717r 1 I
-

,,,447,r777°777.7177.77,
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Onceagain a cautionary note ia.in Order. uxh an 'elaboration

of the model is most speculative.' Onlyufurtheranelyais and additional

research will establish -its validity. What it does point to is a dynamic

model of socio-political change that bears further probing, elaboration,

and amendment. The model provides for a political system (and sub-

systew: in communities wherein decision- makers operate in a cultural

milieu that affects their decision.emaking but that is-1n turn affected.

by it. At any moment in-time a given cultural class system can be

identified and mapped that may at the nest moment in time be affected

by the actions of such men as school offio4,0.1 or other.politdr-al leaders

who participate actively in the making of local educational decisions.

-A community is an open system in at least two fundamental, ways.

Policies and decisions may originate outside of a. community and. be

borrowed or adaptedby insiders who make them binding policies for

residents. At the same' time citizens of various cultural class positions

may be affected in their reactions to local decisions by perspectives

acquired earlier in some measure directly from extra - community sources.

as well as acquired after decisions are. promulgated or as. they are

Implemented or effectuated.

A cultural class system, like a socio-economic class.system*

may be characterized 'by such' dimensions as the degrees and kinds of

class consciousness of citizens at various .levels and .12 various roles

in such a system. We have not paitd particular attention to such a

variable as class consciousness ,but its workings may be inferred to

some extent 'by the kind of class nrevole.letly: citisens.Of various

class 'positions who reached 'numbers of lower cultural, cl.ass .people in

the rejection of the two Eugene budgets:4, Given the. lamser,ittpo:trtance
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of such potentiallytanding factors as comraon. occupational interests,

it would 'appear thit class eonseionstiest-ordinarily would be lees well

developed 'in cultural class than in.scicioeconomic ,class systems. On

the other hand, political ideologies .may -be generated at the local com-

munity level, such as -Community Conservationianr.or that of the Radical

Right-to name but two recent ideological -currents that were obvious in

both school and municipal *politics in Eugene and Springfield #s well as

in otbtr communities in the United States, which ideologies may not

only have differential attraction for citizens of differetit cultural

class p_ositions but -also be' attractive, to some cultural class categories

and resented 1:ij ethers.

Political ideologiei as*well as less coherent, more fragmented

orientations and.perspectivei of citizens in .a courautaity.may enter from

the outside as Well as be affected, by -local-politics.. We have seen

that reactions of citizens! to programs of educational. modernization

are determined not solely by particular local .innovations of that kind

buit tiy 'orientations that were a' joint product of local and. extra -local

influences'. To the extent that extra-lOcal influences are similar for

citizens of several commities, one would.expect that local decisions

making and local politics would lave, relatively greater effects in

causing differences betWeen and among those.communities in such. matters

as citizen'reactionsrto eduCational modernization innovations, and other,

local' decisions of 'interest. -

toed political decisions, nauely,,:.the: high school .houndary

decision-making protege, bigger Off, a.; chain of events inr Eugene

that led to at -least *.temporark.restruciuring of the power. structure. ,

in'the *Public ii'ehberdteutinsitith the defeat- Of two school budgets.. n

1777","" MOW
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19633' That event Seemed to Suddenly catapult certain key firm fans of

the schooli frommiddle'end.upper politiCal-culturai%class positions to

clarion critics sensing that they had beer delotived.mf a-mini...lel polit-

ical status and digniiy,:that-is, they suddenly felt thanselves.to be

of a very low political cultural class whose voices were ignored' by a

self-identified ruling elite. At the same -time that. former fans of the

schools saw their Community' Conservationist political ideology shaken,

that event provided.i'legitinate-"opportunity for a. few citizens whose

RadiCil Right local political ideology had been'formed,in-some_messure .

by extra-community (and extra- regional) influences to join in the

activation and channeling.of noni4deologicalcitizenAdscontent and

apprehension via -a:-.vis perceiVed trends in the,local public-school.

system. Even'the latter were for some citizens Primarily conceptions

of trends deduced from literature describing national trendS. (and .:

conspiradies) rather' than frod perceptions of actual-local events over

time.

The logic Of natural experimental research calls for .further

experiments to clarify matters that 'particular studieb leave-ambiguous..

An illustration of such 'ambiguity and Of 'such a need fOr4urther

search is afforded by the cultural died revoltjthat.saw Eugene's,

,

educational decisidniwlakers in a. state of near shock 'and panie-with the

defeat'of the second' budget at Time 3.

We mentioned earlier in this chapter that Oltitenciwere-increas-
alf

ingly opposed' ti-increased'implindituresfor'Spetfatedutatiot in

and Springfiel" from Time 3 to Time 5. That continued a trend that was

noticeable during the four -year Time -1 tO7Time 3,veriod.(see Chapter

111, Table ftweveri that' was -not the case !in Junction.pity

:1 r

/7"7-777.7-77.
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from -Time 3 CO -.Time 5 which consti,tetea, argument,agair_ist the notion

that there was an incteaoing._tax_oPnitetousnesta and ..tax revolt through-.

out the state'during-thatlime period+

Another argument against that .41sstFuption. i the .fact that while

there had;been increasing opposition,_to.creasing taxes. for public

kindergartens (as .well as substantial.:fall-off .in approval of increas-

ing taxes to improve city services); im.both. Eugene am ,ringf laid

from Time 1 to Time 3 (Chapter.. IUD. Ta44e..3739.21=09. that trend was

not .evident in Junction City,:during.,Times:3 to i5, and it was actually..

reversed in Eugene during the; latter period.

The importance -. of, establishing the degree to which. tax levels

and tax consciousness va.8 a :factor in school politics in these cities.

is as follows. The model of political. dynamics . that Ma ..the differ-.

ential budget election outoames in Eugene. andSpringfie]d at Time 3

canbe sketched in the. fonowing .manner. It-would appear that the

organization of a minority actively committed to change certain school

decisions, in Ahis ;case, the boundary - decisions perceived as unjust

and arbitrary by -a Timber, otiEtigepeans, provided a .necessary condition

for the mobilization,of:A.mixture-of..tradi4ionally compliant, apathetic,

distant. ad alienated cit4zena.:at-.the polls. Such an organization of

a counter-leadership .group . took. place in Eugene but not in Springfield

prior to the budgetary defeats of 1963. Whether the, occurrence of

such an. activity-arousing decisional ewint,twas_areufficient condition

for:mobilizing the disconCerited snide the unconcerned, is an important

question, . . ;

Thtire also occurred,..14.Eugene.apother:event cioncerning fiscal

apenditures and -.taxesv_velyg. tit.c:effprte.,Pg Citigene tO ., , #

institute a merit...pay program for teacher salaries. It was impossible
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to parcel out the contributions to the rise of an active opposition

in Eugene of the boundary decision on the one hand, and of the fiscal

focus of the merit-pay proponents on the other. It was easier to

infer that a generally state-wide rising concern with increasing

educational expenditures was not a causal factor in these dynamics

given the differential electoral outcomes in Eugene and Springfield

where such a concern was evident but of at least equal magnitude from

Times itole And it was also easy to infer that widespread citizen

Opposition to "newfangled" teaching techniques was not a major factor

in such dynamics given the absence of such widespread opposition.

To-further develop and elaborate models and theories of such

political dynamics, it would be necessary to search for situations to

conduct natural experiments where one of the aforementioned experhnental

stimuli occurred but not the other. While it may not be easy tG find

the appropriate circitnitences, and while it may mean every long -term

field research program before the particular combinations of circumstances

occur, the requirements of theory-building necessitate much more exten-

sive efforts in that direction than have yet been attempted by.educa-

tional researchers and social scientists.

The differeiced discussed as extant by 1964 between Eugene and

SpringfieIton*the ont'hand and-Junction City on the other as well as

some of the differences found and reported in earlier,chapters, seen-

quite smineicitrivial compared to those that can;be imagined as

existing betWeeend.idOng coMmunities. A most important ,avenue of

further research 1.1.esi=irt aSee-frinationitt Aldeparaitive .unity 46-actlee

The composite fideral-locai model of citizen reactions to community

decisions that provides both for deduction by citizens based on el.ready-

developed and partly extram-local orientations, values, and information
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and for .induction based on local happenings..needs to be fitted: to com-

munities in nations that have..constitutienally and traditonally more

centeal national scvernitients. Additional .insight into the models that

are being developed on the basis of studies In.-such American commun-

ities as the Oregon cities studiek,in, this, . research project. may be;

obtained by moving the research site. to manifestly different foreign .

communities.

Another question of some significance that. coul4 be thus. ex-

plored would be: whether .c.altural.tlass systems as they are concerned

with Lola 'educational .policy vary considerably .as a. result of dif,

ferenees in national-local socioiseconomic ,system, the role of national-

local parties n educational decision...making, and other such system .

variables, or Atether there tends to:be generated a relatively common

kind of cultural class system and educational.decisional dynamics re-

gardless of national differences :.due to the ubiquity of educational

problems, practices, and professional orientations of education,al

establishments in at least the: relatively ,developed:;countries of the

world. .Actually, we would. expect.: sharp: variations, and differences,.

but such predictions remain only speculations until-put. to the test of .

empirical inquiry. .And. it is through such empirical. inquiry that models

of the kind With which we are concerned. can be improved and extended.

as they must- for understanding of. school politics to increase

We conclude this-report by mentioning.someth.inkpf the policy

implications of our findings from. hilP.natur41,e4PeriAental study. ,

One of the most. clear-cut inferences of a policy character that can

be made is that educational.,decision.-makers. may tpo frequently be

unaware that their communities. have..cultural.class systems, if, these
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natural histories of scbool politics in these Oregon -cities are any

guide. There seems to be'an assumption that people are "right -- thinking"

or else ill-informed, and the of.tha educational progreM innovator

Is to rely for support on the- friends of =the schools and to inform the

ignorant: Although there is increasing talk of the "culturally.deprived"

or the "cu .4rally disadvantaged" in -this era of the national poverty

programs, school officials and civic leader; alike* tx, not-.seem.to ap-

preciate that various cultural class categories may have distinctly"

different perspectives and interests in different programs of educe-

tiOnal innovation's: As we have shown., lower cultural class groupings

are not so anti-education that they do'not appreciate or approve of

programs that they conceive as more in- their than programs

for the academically able Students or for'the assertedly underpaid

teacher or administrator,

To be sure, certain cultural class groupings tend to be con-

sistently-loyal fans of the schools and can be relied upon to give

theit support at the polls--Although motivating them to appear at the

polls may be a problem. Such categories would include besides employees

of the schools, a traditionally high voting turnout. category, citizens

of progressive'education orientations, of positive generalized civic

improvement orientations, of the feeling that "school decision-makers

should rule more or less autonomously-although responsibly. There

are others in ,the cultural class sYStem,-however,'who.areonly par-

tially identifiable in terms of'sOci046onomicr:criteria,. and they

constitute ever- present obstaclea' to'-ioderniiation;,-reorganization

or expansion Of pUblic school progiamSI:and-Ortctices.'

freff.:77
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Although only:. a 'mall miner pity; .of. school bond issues, and

budgetary -elections .fail -In thiii:ed- States: COMMUllitiee, every: year,.

the dmge is not only; thedefeat,-of .a: particular monetary measure

but the consequences of such. Jefeats.61 It .bas ,not. been possibXe.: to.

obtain ,.figures on. the 'numbers of .different school. districts that have

suffered such: fiscal defeats by citizena during- the past decade. Even

though the: numbers and .proportions of unsuccessful: to successful school

elections per" year are known,-.ft. is not -known how. many different: school

districts have. suffered such 'electoral.;petbsdka.. What:is even more

speculative is the possibility: that in. a :good nipber of such school

districts. an electoral defeat, rare though it .may be, causes school

officials to be exceedingly :cautious..after. experiencing such an Wen,

with substantial consequences DV the boldness and imaginativeness of

future program planning. Research needs also .to, be undertaken. on the

possibility that neighboring school 'districts become more cautious

when such a school electoral defeat.occurs. in a _particular district.

And it is impossibli, to say without..erapirical,Investigation haw nany

school districts even in absence...of .electoral defeats of money .

measures in their on or in neighboring-districts try to anticipate

and prevent such evfAltS by raising .and, allocating much less resources

than they think are actually needed .by their school s:.yetems,

There is also a tendency.for school decision.:tmakers to assume

a constancy -of educational, perspectives. on the Part- of, citizens, whether

those citizens are regarded as fanss..,goes, or. apathetic. Justas:there

does seem to be a relatively. smile- 4: fn. and non-fans, ourr find-

ings also point to_ inconstancy., .an4,,,sthange on, the part of

goodly numbers of citizens lu our °reign ccramunities.

"77.77-'r
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Whild a portion. of such .change it attitudes towards various

features of = the ptiblit school e Aeti,,,inc,1Uding this school' -decision-

makers. themeelvei,. i.s randy change' and indicative- :of.distance and; .

apathy, other- changes are patterned, esplicable changet4-, even the

change that rsilects lightly and loosely held opinions or even unfelt-

able'measuring instruments offers a challenge.to school..officials Via°,

might be interested in-malcing iatt& not only of,foes. and 'critics but

also of the iirICOMerrieds' The latter prove-..std be people Who lack active

involvement and tnterest; in public stlool affairs not so latch bacause

: they are busy with -other Metter's-and .-caunot..spere the ti w. for every-

thing but tecause the have orientations based on- a very low ranking

of public school affairs as they knov the-Public. schools in. their scheme

of vabieso Given the traditional .concern of. many schools with partic-,

ular segmentd of a citizenry, such as the. college bound, end their

lesser concern` with the work-bound, 'with the culturally disadvantaged,

with racial minorities, and with zialts generally not to speak of

aged adults, it is not surprising that school officials feel a certain

lack of interest in shaping and reshaping perspectives of many school

patrons and residents('

From 1963 to 1964, a ono-year period of time, we .nave seen

that even attitudeS towards. new teaching techniques changed for almost

a third thci the research cotmunities. When.. one con-

aft `such -clangeS:frequently have wider effectsi-2on citizen

orientations to. 'thirds:the schools because,.auch:innoration. perspectives.

are not inlielited tc f various. .other aispecto.'z of !school .affairs, .

seem that school Mulct be-intercatad in- analyzing. suck change

in ailki to influence its:direction :in the' uturea, The major! Asgforts

in Eugcne, a 'ieiatiVoly -progresdive school. systemcompored. to .many



others in the nation-6 toataith.the-:public Trirtt its-widely-publicized

Eugene ,Project:.-seecie..thivire, 'wen a. taisplacopi investment .pf. resources

compar'ed to the apparent success of Springfield's educational decision.

makers in 'accomplishing. the same. goals- without the public.. fanfare.

Yet the Eugene Project, apart from. its 06 ral,appeal, to particular

segments. of the commtretity. and its irre/evance.to. other major segments,

was communicated to the citizenry h' predictable ways. The public

infonsition prworsin- was indicative of..the feeling on the part of many.

of ,the' Scool authorities and -involved. lay zitizens: that they thapselves

were representative cf the modal cultural class 9agmeot, f. .the community.

The printed brochure, the special meeting at the public school, the ,

.P.T.A.-N-these Were the. channels: used by.. me and women accustomed to

operating. with end in such subcult-irel.settirsgs, Given the elasa

charaCter of P.T.A. -alone in the city of...Eugene.4t .is little wonder

that .masses of citizens in the lower ..portions of the cultural, class

structure did not even recognize tho'name of the new teaching techniques

project.

The Atafirally positive impacts of the Introduction of this .

progr of educational modernizations in both Eugene, and .Sprtrii6Zield

in maintaining the support of faii Z _the(100010..an4.iu:attracting

the' sitiporit of non-'f and , wodld:auggeet that school, officials he: less

wary and more%adNienturesome,InIsaking.sucluinnov.atfp,on,:decisions.,. The

failures'te reacli:more,poople-iin- Eugene thfin vere.:P445110. ,

light stitAtaate .a 'reconeidewatioa of . the * _eensis.19aadj tak-,rea0

relatively distant' br even' ordinarily'. =teachable; papp.X9::. otk4h,e part

of tiff Citizens'. interested : Irk.modernk-zitzkg: the4.,pcho9ls.

The potatitittl tuppert to. be' derived frost ,cittimaPP.. Is1147: #1111.,..1134e"..1.

actual- or -poteatialo in other aspects of publip achopit_govrovrRt,
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should* engebder isejek efforts to istee wha_ kinds, of:program? woul51--

acdtkapiiih- that 'and- be ta the :itterebtatof:the- mien Olt PrOW31411#1,

educatord'iirl to Operation Headstart,,m3ionevexamplet,sur-

seats' theAind'of local educatitnial'itsrfation-thatnightwell.baye.:

been pni'into practice on a welt latgerlacale-revembefomthe thtust,,,

fors such a ipie4chool,prbgram_was'devaotied'ats,the.natiena, level.

Programs designed to end de facto segregatiouby race 431-ccial.

class regardless of race offer challenges for the next decade to in-

novative school authorities and civicminded citizens,

Whether such efforts will be made on the necessary scale and

with the necessary imatiration and spirit of adventure only time and

natural experimental research will tell. What their consequences may

on citizens, on the cultural class system, and in the body politic

is a matter of the greatest fascination and import for those--such as

the present researchers--who feel that educational decision -makers

must participate more actively in solving the major metropolitan,

urban, economic and technological, class, racial crises that threaten

to overwhelm local public school. systems among other cromunity insti-

tutions. Public school systems may continue to operate as if such

problems were not there or as if such problems could be managed or

solved with methods suitable to the educational, social and political

problems of earlier eras, or they may survive and become healthier

by changing and adapting to the new conditions of twentieth-century

life in the United States. Just de the needs of the modern world dic-

tate sharp innovations in teaching techniques, so, too, do other needs

of the modern world demand even sharper departures with traditional

ways of doing things. The local communities that succeed will offer

examples thgt can be adopted and transmitted rapidly throughout the

77777772r7,777W7777 1,,
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hers in Order of Difficulty"

1. Public schools change too many children away from their
parents' ideas.

2. There is too much emphasis on cooperation in our public

schools and not enough emphasis on competition.

3. The public schools are not teaching the fundamentals as

well today as they used to.

4. Nowadays children get pampered too much in the public

schools.
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The 1 %3 data for Eugene -Soringfield area was scaled on these same

items. The two cities, were ad sUled ieliatately nor were the frinf?-4 areas
diffnientitted. This involved.:6i7. respondents. This scale was intended as

a measurement for lengitudinal analytilltwoiving a 1963-5S' panel in the
two communities, tiierefor3,;pilljsi,pirocedors,and wer followed exactly.
Order of difficulty, cutting points, and assignment of error and NA patterns
ware, gigpe5taiai.:00i ,a1.1 p*y but

the assumption was made for the sake of comparability.
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APPENDIX 8

Partial correlation Analysis

Definition of variables:

T tau coefficient of association
y = vote'intention prior to school election
x = attitude towards new teaching technique:
zi level of educaith attainment,attai nfents'
22 = attitude towards raising taxes to provide public kindergartens
za = rating of the local public schools
.24 * expected response of school officials to citizen problems...

All of these variables were trichotomized (all extra responses
such as DK, NA-etc. were, .recoded. as the median score, i .1

undecided, not sure etc., except school official response where
DK was recoded with ignore responses).

, t
if

These coefficients were calculated from the 19e Eugene-Springfield Sample
N = 656 rather than 657' because one NA:.oh educational level was dropped.

r' 3, ',' is ''

T was calculated-vsinO.Blalockls. method.for grouped; date; (Kendal:Us-) 'tau

fur grouped data). (Social Statistics, fie:raw-Hill 9 19609 pp. 321-324)

Txy.2 was calculated from the following eqvation:

TTay xz Tyx

The following zero order cormlations were obtained:
= .233

T 2 .184

T. 22 .107Yi
T

KY
T .013

.z1
= .225

KY
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c t 1

ty ranking the relative levels of attentuation produced by the four

ifiter*Venitg variables in:, the first Order :partial correlations it cait
be Setlr that z, expected:ichool:offittil .respanse;hasithe:.greatest

attenuating power. Likewise, then z2 kindergarten attitudes, zi level

of ttluctiti °nal attainmenVand..zi rating of the )schools,- respectively.
;;- ;
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.APPENDI.X
)

Sampling Methods Used in Eugene-Springfield Metropolitan Study of 1958

Eugene

SAmpling'Techniilues Employed

Time 1

Stratified sampling is a means through which increased precision in
. >

estimates can be secured from samples. With this in mind, we attempted to
P r

form strata within Eufrine. As with all multi-purpose surveys, however, this

was no easy task. Cochran has pointed out that "a stratification that is

effective for one variable may not be so for another. In surveys which

cover a range of items, some compromise criterion for the construction

of strata must be found . . . . What is wanted is some variable that

has high correlatibns with all the principle items in the survey." Such

a variable might well be social-economic status of the individuals within

the population. The problem arises, of course, how to assign elements to

different strata on the basis of S.E.S. The most useable solution seems

to be a previous grouping of all the elements within the population along

a dimension which correlates to some degree with S.E.S. A clue as to
f

what this might be, can also be obtained from Cochran when he states that:

"In surveys which cover a geographic region, adjacent units are Often
I c

more alike than units that are far apart . . . . People in the iime part
/ 4,

of a town tend to be of similar economic level and haVe certain things

in common in their attitudes and tastes. These remarks d4 not 'imply that
; :I ; ,

the similarities are strong, but merely that they exist."2 Within the

1.11 ; '

'William G. Cochran, SAITJ'litochiriaes. (New York: John Wiley &

Sons, 1953), p. 96.

2Ibid.

*77777,119!'""1"7",
-7r="777,-
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Eugene city limits, such a ready-made classification of people living

in relatively close geographiCal proximity were the proposed census enu-

meration districts drawn up by the Lane Co.ity Planning Commission.

The city was divided into fifty-one propsed census AnumAratinn

districts or EDs with the hope that.they would be used for the .1960

census count. These EDs were drawn up with the understanding that they

corresponded roughly to neighborhoods employing similar land use. To as
%.j .

certain extent, therefore, they satis"ied the requirement of stratified

samples, that strata oe somewhat homogeneous. The population within the
. .

,

EDs varied from 25 to 1200; however, 70 per cent of all EDs contained

populations ranging from 800 to 1100. tide decidd to eliminate four EDs

from consideration due to their institutionafcharacter, namely the
. _ .

University, the University dorms, the Amazon HoUsing Project 'for University

students, and the hospital. Furthermore, we combined four EDs whose

population was extremely small with adjacent EDs whoie neighborhood charac-

teristics 43eemd similar. The ;456 census data indicaied that at least

at that times there was a certain correspondence between groups of "as

and differential economic levels. For reasons discussed earlier, we decided

to rrploy a proportionate stratified sample using the remaining Eds as

strata. By Felecting a constant sampling rate of .13 and randomly select-'
,

ing that proportion of blocks from Min each ED we secured a proportionate

stratified sample. We had previously divieted each ED info mutually ex-

clusive and, exhaustive areas known as blocks. Since we decided not to

select fractions of blocks, we took the nearest whole number to the product
:

e

of .13 times, the number of blocks within a particular ED. Due to rounding

errors, we ended up with a somewhat larger number of blocks than we wanted

to sample from. Therefore we decided on the following no
I, t,i.

-"7,,i7777777
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ED was to' have more than 4 blocks selected from it, and if the number of

blocks was below 1.5, was only to have one block selected from it. Those

between 1.5 and 2.7 would have two blocks selected; those between 2.8 and

3.7 three blocks: and finally all those EDs over 3.8 would have four blocks

selected. This would give us a total of 105 blocks within the 43 EDs com-

prising Eugene with at least one block chosen from each ED and no more than

four from any particular ED. From the blocks thus selected, each inter-

viewer was instructed to take a systematic sampling of households, starting

at the Nwtheast corner and working clockwise, alternating between female

and male respondents. This systematic ordering was to be carried over

block by block to avoid overrepresentinn houses located on Northeast

corners. Within each household, the interviewers here to interview those

persons who met the following renuirements: 1) those designated; 2) head

of the household; 3) 21 years of age or older; 4) if no person of the

required sex was residing within the 'household, the interviewers were to

secure an interview from the head of the household of the opposite sex,

but not to adjust for this in the systematic selection of respondents.

Sampling procedures used in Eupene are a combination of proportional

stratified sampling, multi-stage cluster sampling, systematic sampling and

.

simple random sampling. Our aim was to end up with 575 completed inter-
,

views in Eugene..,

Springfield .**1 r

In Springfield we were able to secure from one of the utility
.

.r.:

companies, a recent map indicating every house within the city flmits.

?ri: ',.. r
Wei numbered all of the blocs within the city in a serpentine fashion.

rr ..r!,,; ?J

In taking the systematic sample, we chose eVery /th house, moving'in
.f,"ci:,; 3,: ".;" !f* .

numerical order block by block and going about each block in clock-wise

4
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fashion. To compensate formultiple residences,' which were 'not indicated

on our maps a second map was secured from the Lane County*Planning Com-

mission which showed all multiple,dwelling units in Springfield, and

Indicated the numtiar hmeahnidt within each of these multiple dwellings.

Every 7th one of these additional:households were then:added to our orig-

161 sample. Thus we secured a systematic'sampling of every 7th house-.

hold within Springfield. The, interviewers were given specific addresses

to.interview and were to systematically alternate male and female.

, ,

River FIRILE41111751119.11114ALArea .

Sr

The Eugene Water and Electric Board made available to us their meter

books of these areas, which indicated all users of electricity and water

In the area. Since hardly any multiple dwellings within.these areas did

not also have separate meters for each household, we felt.confident that

the meter books gave us a total population ofall. households within these

areas. We then systematically elected every 33rd household in River Road

and every 22nd in the Ferry Street Bridge area, not counting those meter

book pages which indicated the customer being a commerical establishment

rather,than a residential household. The systematic numbers:of 13 and 22
,

were arrived at by dividing the number of interviews we, desired within

each area plus 20 per cent (85 and 125 respectively) into the number of

households in each area (which figure we secured from a recent survey

completed by the Bureau of Municipal Research at the University of Oregon).

East Springfield

ti

. , -

A slight complication arose in sampling this area since it is

serviced by three utility companies. Basically the operation was similar
:; ...

to that employed in,the River Road and Ferry Street Bridge areas, with a
,,:= "
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systematic sampling of every 10th household. A slight deviation from

this pattern occurred when we took every 20th name along the McKenzie

Highway on which are located many commerical establishments which were not

differentiated from residential users in PP & L's file. Sampling devices

used in Springfield, River road, Ferry Street Bridge and East Springfield

were employed primarily for their simplicity and their ease of access,

and inclusiveness of the total population of elements we were interested

in. Using EDs seemed Eictreaely inappropriate in the fringe areas due to

large variation of certain types of individuals living within each ED.

The type of systematic sampling employed in Springfield gives us estimates

of the population parameters closely approximating those that would be

secured from a proportionate stratified sample. It should be emphasized

that although a variety of sampling technioues have been employed, all

are of the probability type, supplying us with measurements of the precision

of estimates.

Times 2 and 3

Having thus established the basic samples at Time 1 (1959) in both

Eugene and Springfield, the panel waves were simply the re-interviews of

an interval of the 1959 samples. At Time 2 in Eugene (1960) 225 of the

original Time 1 sample was re-interviewed. Likewise, in Springfield at

Time 2 (1961) 220 respondents were re-interviewed. The third panel wave,

Time 3 (1963 for both Eugene and Springfield), saw 250 panel members re-

interviewed in Eugene and 271 irs Springfield. Ft this time 50 respondents

were drawn from new residential areas in each ccwunity.

,


